
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

             

  

  
 
 
 
     

FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
Washington, DC 20463 

June 1, 2021 

Via Electronic Mail (scrosland@jonesday.com) 
E. Stewart Crosland, Esq.  
Jones Day 
51 Louisiana Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20001 

RE: MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 

 Dear Mr. Crosland:  

On February 27, 2018, March 1, 2018, April 19, 2018, April 20, 2018, May 10, 2018, 
August 9, 2018, and May 17, 2019, the Federal Election Commission (“Commission”) notified 
you of four complaints, and their amendments, alleging that your clients, Donald J. Trump and 
Make America Great Again PAC (formerly known as Donald J. Trump for President, Inc.), and 
Bradley T. Crate in his official capacity as treasurer, violated certain sections of the Federal 
Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”) and the Commission’s regulations.  The 
Commission has considered the allegations raised in the complaints and there were an 
insufficient number of votes to find reason to believe your clients may have violated the Act and 
Commission regulations.  Accordingly, the Commission closed its file in this matter on May 20, 
2021. A Statement of Reasons explaining the Commission’s decision will follow.  

Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See 
Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 
2, 2016), effective September 1, 2016. 

If you have any questions, please contact Adrienne C. Baranowicz, the attorney assigned 
to this matter, at abaranowicz@fec.gov or (202) 694-1650. 

       Sincerely,  

       Lynn Y. Tran 
       Assistant General Counsel 

MUR732400490

mailto:abaranowicz@fec.gov
mailto:scrosland@jonesday.com
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	From: CELA To: Subject: RE: MUR 7324: Request for Extension of Time Date: Wednesday, March 07, 2018 3:28:20 PM 
	Woodson, Andrew 

	This serves as approval to your request for an extension until Friday, April 13, 2018. 
	Sincerely, 

	Kathryn Ross 
	Kathryn Ross 
	Federal Election Commission Complaints Examination & Legal Administration(202) 694-1539 
	cela@fec.gov 
	cela@fec.gov 

	From:Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2018 2:09 PM To:Subject: MUR 7324: Request for Extension of Time 
	 Woodson, Andrew [mailto:AWoodson@wileyrein.com] 
	 CELA <CELA@fec.gov> 

	Jeff and Kathryn, 
	Hope you are both well. Our firm is serving as counsel to American Media, Inc. and David Pecker in connection with MUR 7324. As explained in the attached submission, we are requesting an extension of time – until Friday, April 13 – to review and respond to the complaint. 
	Thank you for considering our request, and please let me know if you need anything further. 
	Andrew 
	Andrew G. Woodson | Attorney at Law 
	Wiley Rein LLP 
	1776 K Street NW | Washington, DC 20006 
	T: 202.719.4638 | M: 703.371.0931 |  |  |  | 
	awoodson@wileyrein.com 
	awoodson@wileyrein.com 
	www.wileyrein.com

	Bio
	LinkedIn
	Twitter 

	NOTICE: This message (including any attachments) from Wiley Rein LLP may constitute an attorney-client communication and may contain information that is PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL and/or ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT. If you are not an intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please do not read, copy or forward this message. Please permanently delete all copies and any attachments and notify the sender imm
	Information@wileyrein.com
	Information@wileyrein.com


	Digitally signed by Kathryn Ross Date: 2018.03.07 13:47:49 -05'00' 
	51 LOUISIANA AVENUE, N.W. •  WASHINGTON, D.C. 20001.2113 
	TELEPHONE: +1.202.879.3939 • FACSIMILE: +1.202.626.1700 
	March 7, 2018 
	VIA EMAIL 
	VIA EMAIL 

	Kathleen Guith Office of General Counsel Federal Election Commission 999 E Street, NW Washington, DC 20463 
	Re: 
	Matter Under Review 7324 

	Dear Ms. Guith: 
	Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. and Treasurer Bradley T. Crate have received the Complaint in the above-referenced Matter Under Review and request an extension of the deadline for their response, until April 16, 2018. This extension will allow adequate opportunity to review and respond to the Complaint. 
	Thank you in advance for your prompt consideration of our request. 
	Sincerely, 
	E. Stewart Crosland 
	ALKHOBAR  AMSTERDAM  ATLANTA  BEIJING  BOSTON  BRISBANE  BRUSSELS  CHICAGO  CLEVELAND  COLUMBUS  DALLAS DETROIT  DUBAI  DÜSSELDORF  FRANKFURT  HONG KONG  HOUSTON  IRVINE  JEDDAH  LONDON  LOS ANGELES  MADRID MEXICO CITY  MIAMI  MILAN  MINNEAPOLIS  MOSCOW  MUNICH  NEW YORK  PARIS  PERTH  PITTSBURGH  RIYADH SAN DIEGO  SAN FRANCISCO  SÃO PAULO  SHANGHAI  SILICON VALLEY  SINGAPORE  SYDNEY  TAIPEI  TOKYO  WASHINGTON 
	From: CELA To: Cc: Subject: MUR 7324 Request for Extension of Time Date: Wednesday, March 07, 2018 1:59:24 PM 
	Crosland, E. Stewart 
	Newton, Megan 

	This e-mail serves as receipt of your extension of time to respond to the complaint in MUR 7324 as well as approval of a new due date of April 16, 2018. 
	Sincerely, 

	Kathryn Ross 
	Kathryn Ross 
	Federal Election Commission Complaints Examination & Legal Administration (202) 694-1539 
	cela@fec.gov 
	cela@fec.gov 

	From:Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2018 11:33 AM To:Cc:Crosland, E. Stewart <> Subject: Request for Extension of Time (MUR 7324) 
	 Crosland, E. Stewart [mailto:scrosland@jonesday.com] 
	 CELA <CELA@fec.gov> 
	 Kathleen Guith <KGuith@fec.gov>; Newton, Megan <msowardsnewton@jonesday.com>; 
	scrosland@jonesday.com

	Please see the attached request for an extension of time to respond to the complaint in MUR 7324. You 
	Many thanks, 
	Stewart 
	E. Stewart Crosland Associate 
	℠ 
	JONES DAY® - One Firm Worldwide

	51 Louisiana Ave. NW Washington, DC 20001 Office +202.879.3951 
	***This e-mail (including any attachments) may contain information that is private, confidential, or protected by attorney-client or other privilege. If you received this e-mail in error, please delete it from your system without copying it and notify sender by reply e-mail, so that our records can be corrected.*** 
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	OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSE-L 
	,'~( l ,'t_,: BElffl~ll~Fl11>Mmil ELECTION COMMISSION·:: t··J ,'., !L C [ 1-i I l. ·, 
	,2013 APR I 3 PH 5: 26
	) The State ofNew York ) Response ofAmerican Media, Inc. in ) Matters Under Review 7324 and 7332 County of New York ) 
	AFFIDAVIT OF DYLAN HOWARD 
	I, Dylan Howard, being first duly sworn, hereby state the following: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	I have personal knowledge ofall info1mation contained il.1 this Affidavit. 

	2. 
	2. 
	I am the Chief Content Officer of American Media, Inc. ("AMI"), a publisher of celebrity news and health & fitness magazines. I have been Chief Content Officer & VicePresident since October 2017, and from 2013 to 2017 I was the Editor in Chief of the Nalional Enquirer as well as the website RadarOnline_~LLC, in addition to VicyPresident of News ofAMI. 

	3. 
	3. 
	AMI has been a national media company in the publishing business since 1999. AMI is not now, and never has been, owned or controlled by any political party, political committee, or political candidate. 

	4. 
	4. 
	AMI currently owns and publishes thirteen (13) print and online magazines. The publications are: Men's Journal, Men's Fitness, Muscle & Fitness, Muscle & Fitness Hers, Flex, Star, US Weekly, Radar Online, OK! USA, Soap Opera Digest, Globe, National Examiner, and National Enquirer. AMI has never owned or pt1blished In Touch magazine. 

	5. 
	5. 
	I am advised that AMT's combined overall readership -among print and digital publications -is estimated at 49.3 million readers. 

	6. 
	6. 
	Muscle & Fitness Hers is a print and online publication with an editorial focus on women's health and fitness. AMI has published Muscle & Fitness Hers since 2003. I am advised that the print circulation is approximately 60,000 per bi-annual issue with a readership of approximately 525,000. 

	7. 
	7. 
	Star is a print and online publication with an editorial focus on news and gossip about celebrities. AM[ has published Star since 1999. I am advised that the print circulation is approximately 750,000 per weekly issue with a readership of approximately 5,461,000. 


	8. 
	8. 
	8. 
	OK is a print and online publication with an editorial focus on news and gossip about celebrities. AMI has published OK since June, 2011. I am advised that the print circulation is approximately 475,000 per weekly issue with a readership ofapproximately 4,087,000. 

	9-: 
	9-: 
	Radar Online is an online publication with an editorial focus on news about celebrities, politicians and other famous people, reality television, crime and scandals. AMI has published Radar Online since 2008. I am advised that the online publication has approximately 13 million unique visitors each month. 

	+G,; 
	+G,; 
	Men's Journal is a print and online publication with an editorial focus on men's health and fitness, men's fashion, and men's lifestyle and culture. AMI has published Men's Journal since September 2017. I am advised that the print circulation is approximately 1,250,000 per monthly issue with a readership of approximately 6,500,000. 

	11. 
	11. 
	The National Enquirer is a print and online "tabloid" genre publication focusing on investigative journalism, scandals, crime, and the lives of celebrities, the rich and famous, political figmes, and cmTent events. The Enquirer was founded in 1929. AMI has published the National Enquirer weekly since 1999. I am advised that the current circulation ofthe Enquirer print edition is approximately 250,000 per weekly issue with a readership ofapproximately 5.5 million, the online edition has approximately 725,000

	12. 
	12. 
	The Enquirer is known for investigative jolll'nalism, and an integral part of the Enquirer's editorial and sales strategy is to report exclusive stories. Exclusive stories give the Enquirer an advantage over competitors, both tabloids and mainstream news publications, in reporting new and interesting news and information. That in turn increases newsstand sales. Consistent with that newsgathering and reporting function, the Enquirer, or AMI on its behalf, often purchases from sources exclusive rights to thei

	13. 
	13. 
	AMI's publications, including the Enquirer; routinely make editorial judgments about which stories to publish, when to publish, when to delay publishing to a later date, and in some cases not to publish stories. The Enquirer's editorial criteria are based upon a range 'offactoi-s, including, but not limited to, reader interest and reader bias, the editoria] stance of the publication, truth and accuracy, as well as legal considerations. 

	14. 
	14. 
	AMI routinely pays editors, journalists, columnists, writers, models, photographers, printers, sources and other professionals to produce, present and/or publish content for its publications. 


	15. 
	15. 
	15. 
	In the summer of2016, an attorney representing Karen McDougal, a model and a health and fitness personality, contacted AMI about whether it was interested in purchasing the story rights of Ms. McDougal, who claimed to have had a consensual affair with Donald Trump. AMI had previously dealt with the attorney on other issues, including story ideas. Men 's Fitness previously had featured Ms. McDougal on its cover. 

	16. 
	16. 
	In August 2016, AMI entered into an agreement with Karen McDougal to (1) work with AMI writers to Cl'eate and byline columns about health, fitness and aging for Star, OK~ and Radar Online; (2) license use ofher name and likeness in connection with the columns; (3) pose for and appear on at least two magazine covers, Muscle & Fitness Hers and Men 's Fitness; (4) grant interviews for articles to accompany her magazine covers; and (5) license exclusive story rights regarding aspects ofher personal life. AMI ne

	17. 
	17. 
	In November 2016, at Ms. McDougal's request, AMI modified the agreement to allow Ms. McDougal to respond to press inquiries by other publications about her personal lifo. A true and accurate copy ofAMI's contract amendment with Ms. McDougal is attached as EXHIBIT B. 

	18. 
	18. 
	To date, AMI's publications have published approximately twenty-five (25) columns and articles featming, headlined, created by or bylined by Ms. McDougal. Copies ofthe columns are attached as EXHIBIT C. AMI has requested additional columns from Ms. McDougal. 

	19. 
	19. 
	Ms. McDougal appeared on the cover ofthe Spring 2017 issue ofMuscle and Fitness Jlers magazine. I am advised that it was the highest selling edition ofthe magazine in 2017. A copy of the magazine cover is attached as EXHIBIT D. 

	20. 
	20. 
	Star has published columns with Ms. McDougal and made use ofKaren McDougal's name and image in connection with content promoting ~ertain beauty prnducts. Examples can be viewed at products-uroceclures/ and mcdougal-reveals~lips-make-anvonc-photogenic/. Star,s feature ofMs. McDougal's surgery to remove breast implants, with photos and content, can be viewed at 
	l1tips://starmagazine.com/pholos/kare11-mcdougal-beauty
	at https://starmagazinc.com/2017/O2/22/moclel-karen
	bltps://starmagazi11e.com/photos/karen-mcdougal-breast-impla11t-surg_ery/. 


	21. 
	21. 
	Radar Online has published coJumns created by Ms. McDougal. Radar Online also has published a non-exclusive article about Ms. McDougaPs alleged affair with Donald Trump, which can be read at clonald-trump-affoir/. 
	J.illps://rndaronline.com/exclusives/2018/03/playboy-model
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	American Media, Inc. 
	AMENDMENT TO NAME AND RIGHTS LICENSE AGREEMENT 
	Reference is made to the Name and Rights License Agi;.eemen.(the · · · · "Agreement"), entered into as ofAugust 5, 2016, by and b~w~en American Media, Inc. ("AMI'') and Karen McDougall ("McDougal"). 'Capitalizt¾l*epns hot qthetwise defo_1ed herein shall have the meaning set forth in the Agreement. 
	1

	For good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency ofwhich is hereby acknowledged, the parties agree that Paragraph 7 ofthe Agreement shall be replaced and amended as follows: -' 
	7. McDougal agrees that McDougal shall not grant the same or similar rights to any other party that McDougal has granted to AMI pursuant to this Agreement with prior written approval ofAMI. In addition, McDougal shall not disclose, wl'ite about, nor cause to be disclosed or written about (including any posts on social media such as Facebook, Twitter, etc.), nor give inteiviews relating to, McDougaJ's Limited Life Story Rights granted herein at any time without the prior written cpnsent ofAMI, except as requ
	-period ofone month commencing on December 1, 2016, and Jon Hammond at Galvanized for a period offive months commencing on January 1, 2016, to provide PR and reputation management services and to coordinate any such response(s) ip consultation with AMI. 
	Except as otherwise specifically set forth herein, all ofthe other terms and conditions of the Agreement a.r~ hereby ratified and confinned. 
	[Signature page follows. J 
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	Exhibit C 
	Exhibit C 
	:5 
	\J.l f'v 
	l'fNESS is a passion and a way oflife for 
	model, actress and sp011s-radio personality 
	Karen McDougal. The first-ever female 
	covermodel for Mens Fitness credits 
	ahealthy lifestyle for a fulfilling life 
	and successfol career. "Fitness has kept me healthy, happy and youthful!" she says. "But eve1ybody has the abilityto achieve the same results. It justtakes knowledge and discipline." The good news is that Karen is happy to share her health and wellness secrets with you. "I want everyone to have the tools to reach theirgoals to experience the best life possible!" 
	How important is what you eat when it 
	How important is what you eat when it 
	comes to how youfeel? 
	Diet is critical to feeling good and being healthy. Eating well maximizes yourpotential to pe1fonn at a peak level physically, mentally andemotionally. My four meals a day are sensible and fairly clean. Ialways start with a good breakfast-a bowl of oatmeal with brown sugar, protein powder and almond milk. My other meals center on lean chicken, salmon and a daily shake with protein powder, spinach, blueberries, a veggie powder and coconut water. Iallow myselfone coffee a day and three to five green teas! Wh
	. . ,-.;, 
	andyou fi·om bmgmg. r ~ · 
	What isyourworkoutroutine? : .~ :. , -· I hit the gym five times a week and rot(lt~bodypal't~ to focus on. On Mondays andThursdays-I do J0, :-··: minutes ofcardio and moveon to worl<in~ my lo~ej· body with squats, lunges, hamstring curl11 anch>.lher, legexercises.Tuesdays and Fridays I do30 min\ites:'. ofcardio and then work my triceps and4>icep~W'jth free weights and cables.On Wednesdaf:i~ make: sure to do 30 minutes ofcardio and the~·~ork my shoulders, back and chest. The results are amazing. My doctormar

	How do you combat the aging process? 
	How do you combat the aging process? 
	I'm a big believer in moisturizing and protecting yourskin. During the day I use a high SPF sunscreen to protect my skin and make sure to takeVitamin D wheneverpossible. Ithelps reduce wrinkles and makesyour skin soft, strong and smooth! Also make sure to use a moisturizer to keep the skin fresh, reduceblemishes and preventd1yness and flaking.At nightI make sure to wash offmy makeup and use a face and eye cream to allow the skin to breath and rejuvenate while Jsleep. Adequate rest is c1itical for yourbody 
	56 Star NOVEMBER 28. 2016 
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	S a fitness expert and professional model, Karen McDougal has built a career on her good looks and flawless 
	A

	figure. But after her health 
	began to fail, Karen set off on a 10-year 
	odyssey that ended up saving her life. 
	"In 1996, I thought, foolishly, that 
	bigger boobs would make me more of 
	a woman," she tells Star in an exclusive 
	interview. "Now Iwant to kick myselt1" 
	For the first eight years, her new 
	additions were problem-free, but then she 
	experienced a range ofpuzzling -and 
	frightening -ailments. 
	"I had thyroid issues, fatigue, severe 
	allergies and would get sick for eight 
	weeks at a ti.me;' explains the 45-ycar-old. 
	"Ithought, 'OK, maybe I'mgetting older 
	and this is what happens?"' 
	But in January 2016, she sta1ted having migraines, blurred vision and noise sensitivity, and was blacking out multiple times 
	56 Star MARCH 27, 2017 
	a day. By October, she was bedridden, but doctors couldn't identify the problem. 
	''A lop neurosurgeon told me Ijust needed antidepressants," she says with a snort, revealing that it was a friend who finally suggested that her implants could be the culprit. "At first I blew him off," she says."Itseemed so crazy." 
	But after many hours on the Internet, she learned that Breast Implant lllness (BU) was all too real; one online support group swelled to 20,000 members. Indeed, Yolancla Foster and Hugh Hefner's wife, Crystal, have both had their implants removed afteryears ofconfounding health issues. Unfortunately, little is known about BIL On its website, the FDA lists numerous potential complications from implants but doesn't disclose that implants contain some 40 differentneurotoxins. 
	"Will eve1y woman get sick? .Probably not. But there are too many who are, and it's not being addressed," Karen says. 
	"With prescription drugs, they tell you what the side effects arc, and they need to do that with implants." 
	Karen was determined to find a physician who believed in Bll and finally did in Dr. David Rankin ofAqua Plastic Surgery in Jupiter, Fla. 
	"At this time, there's no empirical evidence that implants are causing these symptoms," explains Dr. Rankin, "but I'm seeing alot ofimmediate improvement in the women who choose to remove them." 
	The day after the surgery, Karen said her health had already done a 180. 
	"I wasn't dizzy, no migraines, no noise sensitivity-it felt like a miracle;' she gushes. Admittedly, dropping three cup sizes has been an adjustment, but Karen reminds herself eve1y day that looking good starts with feeling good. 
	"Hey, small boobs and bralettes are having a moment," she says with a smile. "I'm totally in fashion!"* 
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure

	CIC!BUZZ 
	CIC!BUZZ 


	PARTY 
	PARTY 
	OFFERS HER TOP TIPS FOR HOSTING A REFINED YET FESTIVE LABOR DAY SOIREE 
	' 
	.. 

	PICKATHEME 
	PICKATHEME 
	"I send out invites that incorporate the theme so guests can get an idea ofwhat the party will be like beforehand," says Karen, who focused this summer on palm leaves and fun flamingo details. "It's a classy yet unfussy vibe." And ditch the "Kiss the Cook" apron! 
	"Be sure totake a moment to get Sunday Forever 
	Tribe Candle, $48,
	Tribe Candle, $48,
	yourself together," she advises. "I love 

	sundayforever.com
	sundayforever.com

	a nice flowy dress in a solid color that won't compete with the decor'.' 
	Arlington, ·, 
	DedgnsArlington Designs 
	Sago Palm 
	~njoy Palm Le!)f Platter Rou,:,,d Pl~_tes 
	CORONASLIM ORGANIC MARGARITA

	MIXUPTHEMENLl 
	MIXUPTHEMENLl 
	'Tlikeof •120Z,Corona '1 
	to·ser.ve a olend ·

	I 
	healthy1and'classia foods. .;~~~asaNoble ~My'go,to.salad-let~uce CrystalTequila mixed'withmandarin •l oz. limejuice o.nange_s, b,errie.s, walnuts, • 3/4oz.a9ave avo~do and appp.yseed , nectar dressing _:-js alway:s a Garnlshwlth lime bit," say,s karen. "But.I I wedge 
	-
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	also m.:lke crockpot,8B0 meatballs with-Sweet Baby THE NEW Ray's sauees,and ,bf course OLD FASHIONED something from ,the.gril.l." 3oz. pre-madeAsignature,c;ocktail will OldFashioned 
	mix, watershed
	mix, watershed
	t~keyour:cooko_~ frs:,rn 

	distillery.com
	distillery.com

	c(sualtochic, so ~hip up 
	Add a splash of club
	a,pitcher ahead oftime 
	soda,;,ndgarnlshwith
	soyou·car:, mingle;not 
	orange and cherry ·playmixologist 
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	KEEP THE 
	KIDDOS 

	HAPPY 
	HAPPY 
	"Children are always welcome at my parties," says Karen. who occupies little ones with a dessert they can build and e "It's called 'dirt bucke pudding.'" she says. layer a kid's sand pail with vanilla pudding and crushed Oreos, then top it with a few 
	gummy worms and a edible flower." 
	:~1 

	Skinnydip Flamingo Print Liquid Case, $30, 
	us.skinnydiplondon.com 

	SEEMORE FROM KAREN ON SOCIAL MEDIA! 
	Twitter:@KarenMcDougal98, lnstagram & Facebook,@KarentvlcDougal 
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	FEEL GOOD! 
	FEEL GOOD! 
	Karen McDougal's Map To Living Well And Feeling Better! . 
	~ By Radar Staff 
	Posted on Nov 14, 2016@ 14:44PM 
	~ 

	1 
	>
	>
	! 
	-

	Fitness is a passion and a way of life for model, actress and sports radio personality Karen McDougal. The first-ever female cover model for Men's Fitness credits a healthy lifestyle for a fulfilling life and successful career. "Fitness has made kept me healthy, happy and youthful!" she says. "But everybody has the ability to achieve the same results. It just takes knowledge and discipline." The good news is that Karen is happy to share her health and wellness secrets with you. "I want everyone to have the 
	FASENRA® (benralizumab) -Now Approved Treatment Option Physicians -Visit The Official Website To Learn About Now Approved FASENRA. 
	www.fasenrahcp.com 

	How important is what you eat to how you feel? 
	Figure
	Figure


	EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW 
	EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW 
	Top Five Secrets For Staying Slim During The Holiday Season! 
	Model-actress Karen McDougal shares her favorite diet tips . 
	By Radar Staff • Posted on Dec 19, 2016@ 14:51PM 
	The holidays are the toughest time of the year to eat well and stay fit. But model, actress and sportsradio personality Karen McDougal that you don't need to limit yourself to eating coal from your Christmas stocking! Just follow her five simple strategies to stay on track well into the New Year. 
	tells RadarOnline.com 

	Official HCP Website • FASENRA® (benralizumab) Learn More About FASENRA & How It May Help Your 
	Patlents.www.fasenrahcp.com 

	The first rule of thumb is to never gorge in an attempt to save calories for a big holiday party at night. 
	Figure
	Another good idea is to snack smart. 
	"You'll have plenty of big meals throughout the holiday season, so keep snacking to a minimum," said McDougal. 
	But if you do find yourself nibbling? 
	"Avoid carb-heavy breads or sugary cookies," she said, recommending to load up instead on fresher options, like figs, dates or nuts. 
	Unfortunately, one of the trickiest holiday dangers to try to avoid are calorie-filled drinks. 
	"Sodas are packed with sugar or unhealthy sweeteners -and so are cocktails," said McDougal. "If you want to celebrate the season with an alcoholic beverage, limit your intake to one glass of wine, or choose a clear alcohol like vodka, which is low in sugar and has fewer calories than that creamy cup of eggnog." 
	And the last important rule for slimming down while surviving the holidays is to always be sure to hydrate, hydrate, hydrate," McDougal told Radar. 
	"Having a one glass of water in between each cup of holiday cheer will help you keep your wits while everyone is donning lampshades, and will help flush out excess calories," she explained. "Down one more glass of water before bed to wake up fresh and well-rested." 
	For more on McDougal's advice, follow her on social media: 
	Twitter: @karenmcdougal98 lnstagram: KarenMcDougal Facebook: Karen McDougal 

	PICTURE PERFECT! 
	PICTURE PERFECT! 
	Model Karen McDougal Reveals Tips To Make ANYONE Photogenic 
	Want to follow all the celebrity drama? Download the RadarOnline App to get it directly on your phone! Get App Now 
	From makeup products to posing advice and more! By Radar Staff 
	Posted on Feb 22, 201 7@ 14:43PM 
	As a model and fitness personality, Karen MacDougalknows a thing or two about looking your best in photos. And with awards season in full swing, who better to dish out tips on how to emulate your favorite red carpet stars? Read on for some can't-miss tips on how to pose like pro either at a big soiree or for a simple selfie! 
	FASENRA® (benralizumab) -Now Approved Treatment Option Physicians -Visit The Official Website To 
	Learn About Now Approved FASENRA. www.fasenrahcp.com 

	Know Your Angles! 
	Know Your Angles! 
	Figure
	When posing with a large group, it can be tempting to sacrifice yourself and squat in the front row, but don't-the closer you are to the camera the bigger you'll lookl End spots will offer the most slimming angles, and always pose with your hand on your hip, shoulders down, elbows pointing behind you, to look the leanest. Pressing your arm against your body makes it look as wide as your he8:d. 
	If you can't snag the end spot, opt for the middle: put your arms around your pal~' waists, and stand with your legs crossed to elongate them. 
	Smile Small 
	Smile Small 
	When it comes to smiling, less is more. A too-wide, ultra-LOL smile will accentuate wrinkles and make you look crazed. To look happy and not nutty, celebs put their tongue against the back of their teeth as it prevents an overzealous grin. 

	Light It Upl 
	Light It Upl 
	Stars swear by backlighting-especially at dusk-since it illuminates you without being too harsh. If you're a selfie star, invest in a light-up cell phone case like the LuMee ($60), a celeb favorite. 

	Ditch Double Chins 
	Ditch Double Chins 
	A sharp jawline is a hallmark of hotness so to prevent the dreaded double chin, press your tongue against the roof of your mouth while focusing on elongating your neck and pushing your face slightly forward. 
	Make Makeup Your Ally 
	While mineral makeup is great for your skin, the silica in them creates a dull look in photos, so stick to 
	HD foundations-I love Revlon Photoready Airbrush Effect ($14), Marc Jacobs Beauty Re(marc)able 
	)). 
	Full Cover Foundation Concentrate ($55, Sephora.com) and Kat Von D Lock-It Foundation ($35, 
	Sephora.com

	Make sure you choose the proper shade: too-pale makeup will look even more pronounced under a camera flash. 
	To stave off shine, pat forehead, nose and chin with a blotting paper like Palladio's Rice Paper ($4) or in a pinch, a toilet seat cover will do! 
	Steer clear of dark matte lip looks-they'll minimize your mouth, so opt for a bright or shiny shade instead. 
	And make sure your lashes and brows are on point: filled-in brows and curled, mascara-coated lashes will help frame your face and create a youthful look. 


	The Eyes Have It 
	The Eyes Have It 
	Always blinking in pies? Close eyes and open slowly as the photographer counts to three. And if you're always the victim of red-eye, glance at a light before the photo is taken-it will shrink your pupil and keep you from looking like a possum. 

	C'mon Get Appyl 
	C'mon Get Appyl 
	Think Kim + co really are that flawless? Ha! There's nothing wrong with giving your pies a little 21st century help-for $3, the Facetune applets you smooth out skin to create a line-free look. 

	Find Your Prints Charming 
	Find Your Prints Charming 
	I love a good fun print, but if you're going to be at an event with busy setting (like a kids party or holiday bash), stick to solids so the photo doesn't look too busy. Don't always believe the hype that black is better: it tends to stand out against any backdrop, so if you're trying to look slimmer (and who isn't) navy or brown are minimizing without being as stark. 

	Shoulder The Burden 
	Shoulder The Burden 
	You mama was right: posture, posture, posture! No matter how much you suck in are or how expensive that blouse was, you'll never get a good pie if you don't stand up straight! 
	See more from Karen on social media! Twitter: @KarenMcDougal98 
	lnstagram & Facebook: @KarenMcDougal 



	TERRIFYING! 
	TERRIFYING! 
	First Ever Men's Fitness Cover-Girl Reveals She Had To Get Breast Implants Removed 
	Want tQ follow all th~ celebrity drama? D.ownload the RadarOnline 
	Want tQ follow all th~ celebrity drama? D.ownload the RadarOnline 
	-
	App to get·it directly on your phone! 
	Gel 
	~ 
	App Now 


	'I truly thought I was dying,' revealed Karen McDougal. 
	'I truly thought I was dying,' revealed Karen McDougal. 
	By Radar StaffPosted on Mar 7, 2017@ 'I 7:52PM 
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	Exhibit E 
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	BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	) ) MURs 7324/7332 ) 
	RESPONSE OF DONALD J. TRUMP FOR PRESIDENT, INC. AND  
	BRADLEY T. CRATE, AS TREASURER, TO THE COMPLAINTS 

	By and through undersigned counsel, Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. and Treasurer Bradley T. Crate (collectively, “the Committee” or “Respondents”) respond to the Complaints in the above-captioned Matters Under Review.  The Complaints’ allegations concern a transaction far beyond the reach of federal campaign finance regulation, and there is no reason to believe any violation of law has occurred.  The Commission should, therefore, dismiss this matter and close the file. 
	The Complaints, based solely on media accounts, contend that a 2016 private transaction between American Media, Inc. (“AMI”) – the publisher of, among other publications, the National Enquirer, US Weekly, and various health magazines – and Karen McDougal constituted a prohibited, unreported in-kind corporate contribution to the Committee.  Although the Complaints set forth many bald assertions in this regard, their factual allegations describe only a media entity’s editorial and business decision not to pub
	The Complaints, based solely on media accounts, contend that a 2016 private transaction between American Media, Inc. (“AMI”) – the publisher of, among other publications, the National Enquirer, US Weekly, and various health magazines – and Karen McDougal constituted a prohibited, unreported in-kind corporate contribution to the Committee.  Although the Complaints set forth many bald assertions in this regard, their factual allegations describe only a media entity’s editorial and business decision not to pub
	Comm’rs Mason, Smith, Sandstrom & Thomas, MUR 4960 (Hillary Rodham Clinton for U.S. Senate Exploratory Committee), at 3 (Dec. 21, 2000))). 

	To be a contribution or expenditure, a disbursement must be made “for the purpose of influencing an[] election for Federal office.”  52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A)(i); 11 C.F.R. § 100.52(a).  The Commission has made clear that not all third party spending can be treated as a contribution just because it conceivably could help a candidate’s electoral chances.  See, e.g., Statement of Reasons of Comm’rs McDonald, Mason, Sandstrom, Smith & Thomas, MUR 4944 (Hillary Rodham Clinton), at 2 n.2 (Aug. 28, 2001).  Rather, 
	The Complaints present no information establishing any such nexus between the Committee and the alleged transaction between AMI and Ms. McDougal.  The Committee did not control AMI, a national media outlet, and the consideration AMI purportedly paid to Ms. McDougal was, according to the Complaints and public statements from AMI, in exchange for exclusive rights to her story and to feature her as a fitness personality in its publications, not to defray a campaign-related expense the Committee owed or otherwi
	(Mar. 20, 2018) [hereinafter “March 20 AMI Statement”], https://www.prnewswire.com/news
	-

	-

	2 
	made unlawful campaign contribution by sending nearly $100,000 in payments to a former campaign worker because there was no evidence the payment fulfilled an obligation of the campaign).  While the Complaints allege that AMI discussed Ms. McDougal’s story with Michael Cohen of the Trump Organization, AMI, according to media reports quoted in the Complaints, has stated that it did so to corroborate Ms. McDougal’s allegations and proved unable to do so. See Compl., MUR 7324, ¶ 22.  To find a violation based o
	The Complaints’ allegations also must be deemed to fail on their face because they allege AMI would have entered into the transaction with Ms. McDougal irrespective of President Trump’s federal candidacy.  See id. ¶¶ 16–17 (alleging that AMI enters such transactions “routinely”).  AMI, moreover, has stated that under its contract with Ms. McDougal, it has published several of her works and used her photo in their publications.  See March 20 AMI Statement; see also American Media, Inc. Responds To Comments M
	https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/american-media-inc-responds-to
	-

	* * * For all of the foregoing reasons, Respondents respectfully request that the Commission dismiss this matter and close the file. 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION Washington, DC 20463 
	Statement of Designation of Counsel 
	Statement of Designation of Counsel 
	Statement of Designation of Counsel 
	Provide one form for each Respondent/Witness Note:  You May E-Mail Form to:  
	CELA@fec.gov 

	      
	CASE:__________________ 
	   
	Name of Counsel: ________________________________________________________ 
	   
	Firm:___________________________________________________________________ 
	    
	Address:________________________________________________________________ 
	   
	   
	Telephone: (_______)__________________ Fax: (_______)_____________________ 
	The above named individual and/or firm is hereby designated as my counsel and is authorized to receive any notifications and other communications from the Commission and to act on my behalf before the Commission. 
	____________  ______________________________    Date Signature    Title 
	Figure

	       
	RESPONDENT: _________________________________________________________  (Committee Name/Company Name/Individual Named In Notification Letter
	) 

	MAILING ADDRESS: 
	   
	Telephone:(H):___________________________    (W): _________________________ 
	This form relates to a Federal Election Commission matter that is subject to the confidentiality provisions of 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(12)(A).  This section prohibits making public any notification or investigation conducted by the Federal Election Commission without the express written consent of the person receiving the notification or the person with respect to whom the  investigation is made. 
	Figure
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	September 24, 2020 
	VIA E-MAIL Allen J. Epstein 
	Orlando, FL 32808 
	RE: MUR 7637 
	Dear Mr. Epstein: 
	After a further review of the complaint in this matter, the Office of the General Counsel  MUR 7313, and MUR 7324 in addition to MUR 7637.   
	has severed this submission into three matters under review

	Please note, any further correspondence should list all four matters. If you have any remaining questions or concerns, please contact me at (202) 694-1539. 
	Sincerely, Kathryn Ross 
	Paralegal Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	September 24, 2020 
	VIA E-MAIL 
	VIA E-MAIL 

	scrosland@jonesday.com 
	scrosland@jonesday.com 
	scrosland@jonesday.com 


	E. Stewart Crosland Jones Day 51 Louisiana Avenue, NW Washington, DC 20001 
	RE: MUR 7637 
	Donald J. Trump 
	Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. 
	and Bradley Crate, Treasurer 
	Dear Mr. Crosland: 
	After a further review of the complaint in this matter, the Office of the General Counsel has severed MUR 7637 into  MUR 7313, and MUR 7324.  Any further correspondence, to our Office, related to MUR 7637 should be labled using the three other MURs ( 7313, and 7324). 
	Figure
	i.e.

	If you have any remaining questions or concerns, please contact me at (202) 694-1539. 
	Sincerely, 
	Figure

	Kathryn Ross Paralegal Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION WASHINGTON, D.C. 20463 
	September 24, 2020 
	VIA E-MAIL 
	VIA E-MAIL 

	awoodson@wileyrein.com 
	awoodson@wileyrein.com 
	awoodson@wileyrein.com 
	lbrooks@wileyrein.com 


	Andrew Woodson 
	A. Louisa Brooks Wiley Rein LLP 1776 K Street, NW Washington, DC 20006 
	RE: MUR 7637 American Media LLC 
	Dear Mr. Woodson and Ms. Brooks: 
	After a further review of the complaint in this matter, the Office of the General Counsel has severed MUR 7637 into MUR 7324.  Any further correspondence, to our Office, related to MUR 7637 should be labled using MUR 7324. 
	If you have any remaining questions or concerns, please contact me at (202) 694-1539. 
	Paralegal Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
	Sincerely, Kathryn Ross 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	FIRST GENERAL COUNSEL’S REPORT 
	MUR 7324
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	DATE COMPLAINT FILED: Feb. 20, 2018 DATE OF NOTIFICATIONS:  Feb. 27, 2018 DATE OF LAST RESPONSE:  June 11, 2018 ELECTION CYCLE: 2016 SOL EXPIRATION:  Aug. 5, 2021/Sept. 20, 2021 
	  Sept. 20, 2019 
	DATE OF ACTIVATION:

	Common Cause Paul S. Ryan Allen J. Epstein 
	Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. and Bradley T.     
	Crate in his official capacity as treasurer Donald J. Trump  A360 Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc. David J. Pecker Michael D. Cohen 
	MUR 7332 
	DATE COMPLAINT FILED: Feb. 27, 2018 DATE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT FILED:  May 9, 2018 
	The Complaint in MUR 7637 (NRA-ILA, et al.) included the allegation that Donald J. Trump, Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. and Bradley T. Crate in his official capacity as treasurer, and American Media, Inc. violated the Act due to American Media, Inc. paying a woman not to disclose information about Trump.  Because this allegation is the subject of MUR 7324, and in order to consider the totality of that allegation, we have administratively severed that allegation from MUR 7637 and joined it with MUR 732
	Figure
	MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 (Donald J. Trump for President, Inc., et al.) 
	First General Counsel’s Report Page 2 of70 
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	DATE SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT  FILED:  Aug. 6, 2018 DATES OF NOTIFICATIONS:  Mar. 1, 2018, 
	May 10, 2018, Aug. 9, 2018, May 17, 2019 DATE OF LAST RESPONSE:  June 11, 2018 DATE OF ACTIVATION:  Sept. 20, 2019 
	Figure

	ELECTION CYCLE: 2016 SOL EXPIRATION:  Aug. 5, 2021/Sept. 20, 2021 
	Free Speech for People Shanna M. Cleveland 
	Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. and Bradley T.    
	Crate in his official capacity as treasurer Donald J. Trump A360 Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc. David J. Pecker Dylan Howard Michael D. Cohen 
	MUR 7364 
	DATE COMPLAINT FILED:  Apr. 12, 2018 DATE OF NOTIFICATIONS:  Apr. 19, 2018 DATE OF LAST RESPONSE:  June 11, 2018 DATE ACTIVATED:  Sept. 20, 2019 
	Figure

	ELECTION CYCLE: 2016 SOL EXPIRATION: Dec. 17, 2020/Sept. 20, 2021 
	Common Cause 
	Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. and Bradley T.    
	Crate in his official capacity as treasurer Donald J. Trump  A360 Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc. David J. Pecker Dylan Howard Michael D. Cohen 
	MUR 7366 
	DATE COMPLAINT FILED:  Apr. 16, 2018 DATE OF NOTIFICATIONS:  Apr. 20, 2018 DATE OF LAST RESPONSE:  June 11, 2019 DATE ACTIVATED:  Sept. 20, 2019 
	Figure
	MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 (Donald J. Trump for President, Inc., et al.) 
	First General Counsel’s Report Page 3 of70 
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	I. INTRODUCTION 
	ELECTION CYCLE: 2016 SOL EXPIRATION:  Dec. 17, 2020/ Sept. 20, 2021 
	American Bridge 21st Century Foundation 
	Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. and Bradley T.  
	Crate in his official capacity as treasurer Donald J. Trump A360 Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc. David J. Pecker Michael D. Cohen Timothy Jost 
	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8), (9) 52 U.S.C. § 30102(e)(2) 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b) 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a), (d) 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a) 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) 11 C.F.R. § 100.52(d)(1) 11 C.F.R. § 100.73 11 C.F.R. § 100.132 11 C.F.R. § 101.2 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(a), (b) 11 C.F.R. § 104.13(a) 11 C.F.R. § 109.3 11 C.F.R. § 109.20 11 C.F.R. § 110.1(b)(1) 11 C.F.R. § 114.2 
	Disclosure Reports 
	Figure
	36 The Complaints in these four matters allege that American Media, Inc., which is now 37 A360 Media, LLC(“AMI”), and Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. and Bradley T. Crate in 38 his official capacity as treasurer (the “Trump Committee”) violated the Federal Election 
	3 

	MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 (Donald J. Trump for President, Inc., et al.) First General Counsel’s Report Page 4 of70 
	1 Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), in connection with payments AMI made to two 2 individuals in advance of the 2016 presidential election to suppress negative stories about then3 presidential candidate Donald J. Trump’s relationships with several women.Specifically, the 4 Complaints allege that then-AMI corporate officers David J. Pecker and Dylan Howard worked 5 with Michael D. Cohen, who served as Trump’s personal attorney, to negotiate a payment of 6 $150,000 to Karen McDougal in August 2016
	-
	4 
	5 

	10 fathered a child with an employee at Trump World Tower.11 In its Responses, AMI asserts that the press exemption and the First Amendment preclude 12 investigation of the allegations and further contends that the payments to McDougal and Sajudin 13 were bona fide payments.In his Response to three of the Complaints, Cohen claims that the 14 allegations are speculative and AMI’s publishing decisions are not subject to the Act.The 15 Trump Committee asserts that the Complaints fail to establish any nexus bet
	6 
	7 
	8 

	The Trump Committee’s treasurer during the 2016 election cycle was Timothy Jost; its current treasurer is Bradley T. Crate. 
	4 

	MUR 7324 Compl. at 2 (Feb. 20, 2018); MUR 7332 Compl. at 1-2 (Feb. 27, 2018); MUR 7364 Compl. at 4 (Apr. 12, 2018); MUR 7366 Compl. at 2 (Apr. 17, 2018). 
	5 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. (Apr. 13, 2018); MURs 7364/7366 AMI Resp. (June 8, 2018); MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. (June 8, 2018); MUR 7637 AMI Resp. (Sept. 11, 2019). 
	7 

	MURs 7324/7364/7366 Cohen Resp. (June 8, 2018). Cohen did not submit a response to the Complaints in MURs 7332 and 7637. 
	8 

	MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 (Donald J. Trump for President, Inc., et al.) First General Counsel’s Report Page 5 of70 
	1 Committee and the transactions between AMI, McDougal, and Sajudin.  Trump did not respond 2 in his personal capacity.  After the Responses were filed, Cohen pleaded guilty to willfully 3 causing an unlawful corporate contribution concerning the payment to McDougal and is 4 currently serving the remainder of his sentence under home confinement in connection with that 5 plea.  AMI entered into a non-prosecution agreement with the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) 6 7 As discussed below, the available informatio
	9
	10
	regarding the payment to McDougal.
	11 

	10 August 2016 — at the direction of Trump and as part of that agreement — Pecker, Howard, and 11 AMI paid McDougal $150,000 to suppress her story of a sexual relationship with Trump, which 12 allegedly occurred while he was married, from becoming public before the 2016 presidential 13 election.  Based on the available information, it also appears that Pecker, Howard, and AMI paid 14 Sajudin $30,000 in December 2015 to prevent Sajudin from publicizing his story that Trump had 15 fathered a child with an emp
	MURs 7324/7332 Trump Committee Resp. (Apr. 17, 2018); MUR 7364 Trump Committee Resp. (June 8, 2018); MUR 7366 Trump Committee Resp. (June 8, 2018); MUR 7637 Trump Committee Resp. (Sept. 13, 2019). 
	9 

	See Tr. of Proceedings before Hon. William H. Pauley III at 23-24, 27, United States v. Cohen, No. 1:18Proceeding-Transcript.pdf (“Cohen Plea Hearing”); Tom McParland, Michael Cohen Released to Home Confinement Because of COVID-19 Concerns, NEW YORK LAW JOURNAL newyorklawjournal/2020/05/21/michael-cohen-released-to-home-confinement-because-of-covid-19-concerns (reporting Cohen’s initial release); Mem. of Law in Supp. of Pet’r’s Emergency Mot. for a TRO at 4-9, 12-23, Cohen v. Barr, et al., No. 1:20-cv-5614-
	10 
	-
	cr-00602-WHP (S.D.N.Y. Aug. 21, 2018), https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/4780185/Cohen-Court
	-

	(May 21, 2020), https://www.law.com/ 

	Letter from Robert Khuzami, Acting U.S. Attorney, S.D.N.Y., U.S. Dep’t of Justice, to Charles A. Stillman and James A. Mitchell, Counsel for American Media, Inc. (Sept. 20, 2018) (non-prosecution agreement between DOJ and AMI on September 21, 2018, including statement of admitted facts) (“AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement”). 
	11 
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	1 Commission:  (1) find reason to believe that AMI, Pecker, and Howard violated 52 U.S.C. 2 § 30118(a) by making and consenting to make prohibited corporate in-kind contributions; 3 (2) find reason to believe that Trump violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by knowingly accepting 4 prohibited contributions; (3) find reason to believe that the Trump Committee violated 52 U.S.C. 5 § 30118(a) by knowingly accepting prohibited contributions; and (4) find reason to believe that 6 the Trump Committee violated 52 U.S.C. §
	10 former Trump Committee treasurer Timothy Jost violated the Act and Commission regulations.  
	11 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	12 Trump declared his presidential candidacy on June 16, 2015, and registered the Trump 
	13 Committee, his principal campaign committee, with the Commission on June 29, 2015.
	12 

	14 Michael D. Cohen was an attorney for the Trump Organization,worked as special counsel to 
	13 

	15 AMI was a publishing 
	Trump, and served as a Trump Committee surrogate in the media.
	14 

	MUR 7319 Compl. at 3 (Feb. 14, 2018) (citing Alex Altman and Charlotte Alter, Trump Launches Presidential Campaign with Empty Flair, TIME launch/) (open matter); Trump Committee, Statement of Organization, FEC Form 1 (June 29, 2015). 
	12 
	(June 16, 2015), https://time.com/3922770/donald-trump-campaign
	-


	Trump Organization, LLC is a limited liability company (“LLC”) organized under the laws of New York on August 4, 1999 and its registered agent is National Registered Agents, Inc.  The available information does not indicate its tax election status for federal tax purposes. See N. Y. Dept. of State, Div. of Corps., Search Our Corporation and Business Entity DatabaseSEARCH_ENTRY (search entity name:  “Trump Organization LLC”) (last visited Sept. 30, 2020). 
	13 
	, https://appext20.dos.ny.gov/corp_public/CORPSEARCH.ENTITY_ 

	Government’s Sentencing Mem. at 11, United States v. Cohen, No. 1:18-cr-00602-WHP (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 7, 2018) (“SDNY Cohen Sentencing Memorandum”); Report on the Investigation into Russian Interference in the 2016 Presidential Election, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Vol. 1 at 53 (March 2019) (identifying Cohen as a former executive vice president at the Trump Organization and “special counsel to Donald J. Trump”); Hearing with Michael Cohen, Former Attorney to President Donald Trump before the H. Comm. on Oversight an
	Government’s Sentencing Mem. at 11, United States v. Cohen, No. 1:18-cr-00602-WHP (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 7, 2018) (“SDNY Cohen Sentencing Memorandum”); Report on the Investigation into Russian Interference in the 2016 Presidential Election, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Vol. 1 at 53 (March 2019) (identifying Cohen as a former executive vice president at the Trump Organization and “special counsel to Donald J. Trump”); Hearing with Michael Cohen, Former Attorney to President Donald Trump before the H. Comm. on Oversight an
	14 
	at 11 (Feb. 27, 2019), https://docs house.gov/meetings/GO/GO00/20190227/108969/HHRG-116-GO00
	-


	executive vice president and special counsel at the Trump Organization and then worked as Trump’s personal attorney when he became President); MUR 7324 Compl. at 8 (referring to Cohen as a “top attorney” at the Trump Organization and as Trump’s “fix-it guy”); see also Michael Rothfeld and Joe Palazzolo, Trump Lawyer Arranged $130,000 Payment for Adult-Film Star's Silence, WALL ST. J. (Jan.lawyer-arranged-130-000-payment-for-adult-film-stars-silence-1515787678 (available in VBM) (“WSJ Jan. 12 Article”) (cite
	 12, 2018), https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump
	-
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	MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 (Donald J. Trump for President, Inc., et al.) First General Counsel’s Report Page 7 of 70 

	1 
	1 
	company headquartered in New York, New York.15 
	In 2016, one of AMI’s publications was the 

	2 
	2 
	National Enquirer (the “Enquirer”), which is a weekly print and online tabloid publication.16 
	In 

	3 
	3 
	August 2020, AMI reportedly was renamed A360 Media, LLC and plans were announced to 

	4 
	4 
	merge it with Accelerate 360, a logistics firm.17 
	Pecker was the President and Chief Executive 

	5 
	5 
	Officer of AMI until the merger and reportedly became an executive advisor to the new 

	6 
	6 
	company.18 
	Howard was AMI’s Vice President and Chief Content Officer and reportedly left 


	See AMI, About Us/about-us/overview (last visited Oct. 22, 2020); AMI, Contact Usof Corps., General Information Name Searchentity name: American Media, Inc.) (last visited Oct. 22, 2020). 
	15 
	, https://web.archive.org/web/20200721110029/https://www.americanmediainc.com 
	, https://web.archive.org/web/20200830111333/ 
	https://www.americanmediainc.com/contact-us (last visited Oct. 22, 2020); Del. Dept. of State, Div. 
	, https://icis.corp.delaware.gov/Ecorp/EntitySearch/NameSearch.aspx (search 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard ¶ 11.  Publicly available information indicates that AMI announced on April 18, 2019, that it planned to sell the Enquirer to an individual named James Cohen, who has not been identified as a respondent in this matter; however, that sale reportedly was not finalized. See National Enquirer to Be Sold to Owner of Magazine Distributor, REUTERS (Apr. us-national-enquirer-m-a/national-enquirer-to-be-sold-to-owner-of-magazine-distributor-idUSKCN1RU25I; Sarah Ellison 
	16 
	18, 2019), https://www reuters.com/article/ 
	 25, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/media/as-a
	-

	-

	Ben Smith, National Enquirer Chief David Pecker Loses Top Job in Company Merger, N.Y. TIMES Aug. 21 Article”).  Both A360Media and Accelerate 360 are reportedly controlled by Chatham Asset Management, a New Jersey hedge fund. Id. A360 Media, LLC and another entity named A360 Media Holdings, LLC are registered in Delaware.  Del. Dept. of State, Div. of Corps., General Information Name Search, A360 Media) (last visited Sept. 30, 2020).  AMI appears to be doing business as A360 Media, LLC per recent media repo
	17 
	(Aug. 21, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/21/business/media/david-pecker-ami-ceo.html (“NY Times 
	https://icis.corp.delaware.gov/Ecorp/EntitySearch/NameSearch.aspx (search entity name: 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1, n.1; NY Times Aug. 21 Article. 
	18 
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	1 the company on March 31, 2020.  From 2013 to 2017, Howard was the Editor in Chief of the 
	19

	2 .Karen McDougal is a model   Dino Sajudin is a former doorman for 
	Enquirer
	20 
	and actress.
	21

	3 Trump World Tower in New York City.
	22 

	4 The available information indicates that during Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign, 
	5 AMI and its executives, Pecker and Howard, after discussions with Trump and Cohen, acting as 
	6 an agent of Trump, paid $150,000 to Karen McDougal to purchase the rights to her claim that 
	7   Cohen 
	she engaged in a relationship with Trump beginning in 2006, while he was married.
	23

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1, n.1; Lukas I. Alpert, National Enquirer Parent Parts Ways with Dylan Howard, WALL ST. J. (Apr. howard-11586229089 (available in VBM).  Howard was not notified as a respondent in MURs 7324 and 7366 because he was not as clearly identified in those Complaints as he was in the MURs 7332 and 7364 Complaints. As discussed below, we recommend that the Commission find reason to believe that Howard knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by making and consenting to prohi
	19 
	6, 2020), https://www.wsj.com/articles/national-enquirer-parent-parts-ways-with-dylan
	-


	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard ¶ 2. 
	20 

	MUR 7366 Compl. at 3 (citing Compl. for Declaratory Relief, McDougal v. American Media, Inc., No. BC698956 (Cal. Super. Ct. Los Angeles Cnty. Mar. 20, 2018) (“McDougal Complaint”)). 
	21 

	Joe Palazzolo & Michael Rothfeld, THE FIXERS at 146 (2020) (“The Fixers”) (Palazzolo and Rothfeld are two of the authors of The Wall Street Journal’s 2016 reporting as described infra at note 23; The Fixers expands upon the reporting in that article); see also MUR 7364 Compl. at 4 (citing Jake Pearson and Jeff Horwitz, $30,000 Rumor?  Tabloid Paid for, Spiked, Salacious Trump Tip, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Apr. 12, 2018), 
	22 
	https://www.apnews.com/f37ecfc4710b468db6a103a245146172 (“Sajudin AP Article”)). 

	News reports and Cohen’s testimony have identified Trump, AMI, Pecker, Howard, Keith Davidson, McDougal, and Stephanie Clifford as the persons anonymously referenced in documents — including the SDNY Information and Warrant Affidavit — pertaining to DOJ’s investigation and prosecution of Cohen, as follows:  Trump is “Individual-1”; the Trump Organization is the “Company”; AMI is “Corporation-1”; Pecker is “Chairman1”; Howard is “Editor-1”; Davidson is “Attorney-1”; McDougal is “Woman-1”; and Clifford is “Wo
	23 
	-
	 4, 2016), https://www.wsj.com/articles/national-enquirer-shielded-donald-trump-from-playboy
	-

	https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/donald-trump-a-playboy-model-and-a-system-for-concealing
	-

	MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 (Donald J. Trump for President, Inc., et al.) First General Counsel’s Report Page 9 of70 
	1 pleaded guilty to criminal violations of the Act in connection with AMI’s payment to McDougal 
	2 and his own payment to adult film actress and director Stephanie Clifford, who also alleged an 
	3 affair with Trump while he was married; Cohen’s sworn allocution and testimony indicate that 
	4 his participation in the payments to both McDougal and Clifford was for the “principal purpose 
	5 of influencing the [2016 presidential] election.”
	24 

	6 AMI entered into a Non-Prosecution Agreement with DOJ on September 21, 2018.In 
	25 

	7 that Non-Prosecution Agreement, AMI admitted that it made the payments to McDougal to 
	MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 5, MUR 7332 Compl. at 3); Jim Rutenberg, Megan Twohey, Rebecca R. Ruiz, Mike McIntire & Maggie Haberman, Tools of Trump’s Fixer: Payouts, Intimidation and the Tabloids, N.Y. TIMES Article”) (cited by MUR 7324 Compl. at 8 and MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 4) (describing the circumstances of AMI’s payment to McDougal and Cohen’s payment to Clifford, and identifying the parties involved); House Oversight Testimony at 11, 30, 100, 132 (specifically identifying Trump as “Individ
	(Feb. 18, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/18/us/politics/michael-cohen-trump.html (“NYT Feb. 18 
	(Nov. 9, 2018), https://www.wsj.com/articles/donald-trump
	-


	See Cohen Plea Hearing at 23, 27-28 (pleading guilty to knowingly and willfully violating 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by “causing” AMI to make a payment totaling $150,000 in 2016 to McDougal, and to knowingly and willfully violating 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(1)(A) by making an excessive contribution in the form of a payment totaling $130,000 to Clifford, to ensure that both women did not publicize damaging allegations before the 2016 presidential election and thereby influence that election); see also SDNY Information 
	24 
	https://www.justice.gov/file/1115596/download

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement at 3.  Pecker and Howard were reportedly granted immunity in exchange for their cooperation.  Gabriel Sherman, “Holy Shit, I Thought Pecker Would Be the Last One to Turn”: Trump’s National Enquirer Allies Are the Latest to Defect, THE HIVE-VANITY FAIR (Aug.; WSJ Nov. 9 Article; Jim Rutenberg, Rebecca R. Ruiz & Ben Protess, David Pecker, Chief of National Enquirer’s Publisher, Is 
	25 
	 23, 2018), https://www.vanity 
	fair.com/news/2018/08/donald-trump-national-enquirer-allies-defect-david-pecker-michael-cohen
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	1 ensure that she did not publicize her allegations and “thereby influence [the 2016 presidential] 
	2 election.”
	26 

	3 A. Pecker, Trump, and Cohen Enter into a Catch and Kill Agreement for 
	4 Trump’s Campaign 
	5 In August 2015, Trump reportedly met with Cohen and Pecker in his Trump Tower office 
	6 AMI admitted that, at that 
	and asked Pecker what Pecker could do to help his campaign.
	27 

	7 meeting, “Pecker offered to help deal with negative stories about [Trump’s] relationships with 
	8 women by, among other things, assisting the campaign in identifying such stories so they could 
	9 be purchased and their publication avoided.”  Trump reportedly directed Pecker to work with 
	28

	10 Cohen, who would inform Trump, and “Pecker agreed to keep Cohen apprised of any such 
	29

	11 negative stories.”  Cohen, in his sworn testimony, confirms that there was an agreement that 
	30

	Said to Get Immunity in Trump Inquiry, N.Y. TIMES (Aug.politics/david-pecker-immunity-trump html.  
	 23, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/23/us/ 

	See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
	26 

	WSJ Nov. 9 Article (citing “people familiar with the meeting” and noting that the article is based on “interviews with three dozen people who have direct knowledge of the events or who have been briefed on them, as well as court papers, corporate records and other documents”); AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3 (“In or about August 2015, David Pecker, the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of AMI, met with Michael Cohen, an attorney for a presidential candidate, and at least one other member of the 
	27 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3.  Pecker reportedly also suggested that “[h]e could use the Enquirer to slime Trump’s political opponents, both Republican and Democrat.”  The Fixers at x; see also id. at 158-61, 166-67 (detailing the Enquirer’s negative coverage of Trump’s opponent Ted Cruz during the Republican primary as it coincided with Trump’s attacks on Cruz, the Enquirer’s persistent attacks on Trump’s other opponents, including, inter alia, Hillary Clinton, Marco Rubio, and Bernie Sanders, 
	28 

	The Fixers at xi. 
	29 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
	30 
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	1 AMI would catch and kill negative stories involving Trump to avoid publication of those stories, 2 describing catch and kill as working with news outlets to identify and purchase the rights to news 3 4 It is not publicly known whether AMI either purchased directly or steered to Cohen and 5 the Trump Committee other Trump-related stories.  In June 2016, Howard had reportedly 6 “compiled a list of the dirt about Trump accumulated in AMI’s archives, dating back decades.”7 After Trump won the 2016 presidentia
	stories of interest and avoid their publication.
	31 
	32 
	-
	33

	10 first week of November 2016 Howard ordered his staff at the Enquirer to destroy documents 
	11 
	held in an office safe, including documents that were related to Trump.
	34 

	House Oversight Testimony at 30 (Cohen testified that “catch and kill is a method that exists when you are working with a news outlet — in this specific case it was AMI, National Enquirer, David Pecker, Dylan Howard, and others — where they would contact me or Mr. Trump or someone and state that there’s a story that’s percolating out there that you may be interested in. And then what you do is you contact that individual and you purchase the rights to that story from them.”); see also Michael Cohen, DISLOYA
	31 

	32 
	Ronan Farrow, CATCH AND KILL: LIES, SPIES, AND A CONSPIRACY TO PROTECT PREDATORS 17 (2019) 
	(“Farrow, Catch and Kill”).  The list reportedly included approximately 60 items and was titled “Donald Trump 
	Killed” in reference to stories about Trump that had been “killed.”  See Politics & Prose Interview by Sunny Hostin 
	with Ronan Farrow in Washington, D.C. 
	(Oct. 21, 2019), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FaTi090FVAA 

	(available in VBM) (45:38-47:39). 
	Farrow, Catch and Kill at 17. 
	33 

	Farrow, Catch and Kill at 16-17; see also Daniel Lippman, Ronan Farrow: National Enquirer Shredded Secret Trump Documents, POLITICO (Oct.national-enquirer-shredded-trump-documents-046711; House Oversight Testimony at 128, 160 (Cohen confirming that he asked Pecker for the “treasure trove” of stories purchased by Pecker). 
	34 
	 14, 2019), https://www.politico.com/news/2019/10/14/ronan-farrow
	-
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	1 B. AMI Payment to Karen McDougal 
	2 1. 3 On June 15, 2016, Keith Davidson, an attorney representing former Playboy model Karen 4 McDougal, reportedly contacted Howard about the potential sale of the rights to McDougal’s 5 Pecker and Howard then 6 informed Cohen about the McDougal story and AMI began negotiations to obtain the rights to 7 her story “[a]t Cohen’s urging and subject to Cohen’s promise that AMI would be reimbursed.”8 Howard reportedly interviewed McDougal on June 20, 2016, and following the interview, 9 indicated to McDougal th
	AMI’s Agreement with McDougal 
	story about her alleged affair with Trump while he was married.
	35 
	36 

	10   Howard, Pecker, and Cohen reportedly discussed the situation via 11 conference call that day, and the three men agreed that AMI would not make an immediate 12   On June 27, 2016, Cohen purportedly informed Trump about McDougal’s story; Trump 13 reportedly then telephoned Pecker and asked him to make the McDougal story go away.
	of the relationship.
	37
	offer.
	38
	39 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4; The Fixers at 164; WSJ Nov. 9 Article.  In March 2018, after filing a lawsuit against AMI challenging her contract, McDougal stated in a CNN interview that her relationship with Trump began in June 2006 and ended in 2007, while Trump was married to his current wife, Melania Trump. Jim Rutenberg, Ex-Playboy Model Karen McDougal Details 10-Month Affair with Donald Trump, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. Mar. 22 Article”) (cited by MUR 7366 Compl. at 3). 
	35 
	22, 2018), https://www nytimes.com/2018/03/22/us/politics/karen-mcdougal-interview html (“NY Times 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4; MUR 7332 Compl. at 3-4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 4-5. 
	36 

	The Fixers at 164-65; AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 5; compare McDougal New Yorker Article (stating that Howard initially valued McDougal’s story at $10,000), with The Fixers at 164-65 (stating that Howard initially valued McDougal’s story at $15,000). 
	37 

	The Fixers at 165; see WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	38 

	The Fixers at 166; Cohen Book at 285 (stating that Trump “immediately called Pecker”); see WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	39 
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	1 McDougal, under the impression that AMI was not interested in purchasing her story, began 
	2 discussions with another media entity, ABC, in an effort to “get in front of the story.”
	40 

	3 In July 2016, 
	On July 19, 2016, Trump became the Republican presidential nominee.
	41 

	4 Davidson reportedly informed Howard that he was fielding an offer from ABC but that 
	5   Howard and Pecker 
	McDougal wanted to receive a payment and assistance with her career.
	42

	6 updated Cohen, who in turn reportedly informed Trump of the situation, and they decided to 
	7   Howard and Davidson reportedly then negotiated a 
	move forward with an offer to McDougal.
	43

	8 
	contract between AMI and McDougal.
	44 

	McDougal Interview with Anderson Cooper, CNN (Mar./interview-ac.cnn) (“CNN McDougal Interview”) (“[AMI] had a 12-hour window to accept whether they wanted the story or not.  They didn’t want the story . . . . I still have to get in front of the story because it’s still getting put out there.  So, we went to ABC.  They were very interested in the story.”); see McDougal New Yorker Article (indicating that AMI had “little interest” in McDougal’s story); McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 12-13 (indicating that McDougal was
	40 
	 22, 2018), http://edition.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS 
	1803/22/acd.02 html (video available at https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2018/03/23/karen-mcdougal-full
	-


	The Fixers at 166; Alexander Burns and Jonathan Martin, Donald Trump Claims Nomination, with Discord Clear but Family Cheering, N.Y. TIMES trump-rnc html. 
	41 
	(July 19, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/20/us/politics/donald
	-


	The Fixers at 166-68; see WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	42 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4 (stating that “AMI communicated to Cohen that it would acquire the story to prevent its publication”); The Fixers at 168; see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article; McDougal New Yorker Article; MUR 7366 Compl. at 5 (citing McDougal Complaint). 
	43 

	The Fixers at 168-69; see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article; McDougal New Yorker Article; McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 14, 42, 46-47 (stating that AMI showed renewed interest in purchasing the rights to McDougal’s story after she shared with Davidson her concerns about publicly telling her story). 
	44 
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	1 AMI and McDougal entered into a contract on August 6, 2016,whereby AMI 2 purchased the “Limited Life Story Rights” to the story of McDougal’s relationship with “any 3 then-married man” — In addition, 4 McDougal agreed to be featured on two AMI-owned magazine covers and work with a 5 ghostwriter to author monthly columns for AMI publications; however, AMI was not obligated 6   Davidson allegedly told McDougal that AMI would purchase her story 7 On 8 August 10, 2016, AMI sent a $150,000 payment to Davidson 
	45 
	Trump — in exchange for the payment of $150,000.
	46 
	to publish her columns.
	47
	with the purpose of not publishing it because of Pecker’s friendship with Trump.
	48 
	story.
	49 

	10 the columns that McDougal agreed to have published in her name.
	50 

	The contract was allegedly sent to McDougal on August 5, 2016, and she signed the contract the next morning.  McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 48-55.  Davidson reportedly sent the signed contract to Howard and AMI’s in-house counsel, Cameron Stracher.  The Fixers at 168-69 (noting that Davidson informed ABC that McDougal would not proceed with the network and stating that Davidson notified Cohen of the signed contract). 
	45 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard, Ex. A; id., Ex. B (amending McDougal’s agreement with AMI so that she could “respond to legitimate press inquiries regarding the facts of her alleged relationship with Donald Trump”); McDougal New Yorker Article; MUR 7324 Compl. at 8 (quoting McDougal New Yorker Article); MUR 7332 Compl. at 4 (citing WSJ 2016 Article).  On March 22, 2018, McDougal was interviewed by CNN and discussed her relationship with Trump at length, as well as how it led to her negotiati
	46 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard, Ex. A at 1; see MUR 7332 Compl. at 3 (citing McDougal New Yorker Article); see also MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 6 (citing McDougal Complaint ¶ 59). 
	47 

	MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 5 (citing McDougal Complaint ¶ 47); MUR 7366 Compl. at 5 (same). 
	48 

	See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5; see also Cohen Book at 286 (alleging that Pecker asked a former employee named Daniel Rotstein to use his Florida consulting company as a pass-through for AMI’s payment to Davidson). 
	49 

	McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 57-60.  However, it does appear that AMI ultimately published several columns under McDougal’s name.  MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 8 (“To date, AMI’s publications have published approximately twenty-five (25) columns and articles either bylined or featuring Ms. McDougal across its publications, and AMI has requested additional columns from her.”). 
	50 
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	1 AMI acknowledges in the DOJ Non-Prosecution Agreement that the payment of 2 $150,000 was substantially more than AMI would normally have agreed to pay because it relied 3   Further, AMI acknowledges that 4 its “principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress the model’s story so as to 5 prevent it from influencing the election” and that “[a]t no time during the negotiation for or 6 acquisition of [McDougal’s] story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate 7 information about it 
	upon Cohen’s commitment that AMI would be reimbursed.
	51
	52 

	10 request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.”
	53 

	11 2. 12 During the negotiations concerning McDougal’s story, AMI and McDougal’s lawyer, 13 Davidson, reportedly kept Cohen informed as to the status of the discussions; Cohen in turn 14 updated AMI reportedly notified Cohen on multiple occasions:  upon the initial 
	Role of Cohen, Trump, and the Trump Committee 
	Trump.
	54 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5 (“AMI agreed to pay the model $150,000 — substantially more money than AMI otherwise would have paid to acquire the story — because of Cohen’s assurances to Pecker that AMI would ultimately be reimbursed for the payment.”). 
	51 

	See id. 
	52 

	Id., Ex. A ¶ 8; cf. The Fixers at 169 (noting that Pecker consulted with a campaign finance “expert” before signing off on the McDougal transaction and “believe[ed] the contract with McDougal was legally sound” because AMI agreed to pay her for future work in addition to purchasing her story rights); WSJ Nov. 9 Article (“Mr. Pecker researched campaign-finance laws before entering into the McDougal deal . . . . After speaking with an election-law specialist, Mr. Pecker concluded the company’s payment to Ms. 
	53 

	The Fixers at 166, 168-69; WSJ Nov. 9 Article; cf. House Oversight Testimony at 29-30 (Question: “Mr. Cohen, in your 10 years of working for Donald Trump[,] did he control everything that went on in the Trump Organization?  And did you have to get his permission in advance and report back after every meeting of any importance.”  Answer:  “Yes. There was nothing that happened at The Trump Organization . . . that did not go through Mr. Trump with his approval and sign-off, as in the case of the payments.”). 
	54 
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	1 outreach from Davidson, after its interview with McDougal, when Davidson warned Howard that 2 ABC was interested in McDougal’s story, and when AMI was in the process of finalizing the 3   Shortly after McDougal signed the agreement with AMI, 4 Davidson reportedly contacted Cohen and informed him that the McDougal transaction had been 5   Cohen testified that he worked with AMI to keep McDougal’s story from 6 becoming public and that AMI’s payment to McDougal “was done at the direction of Mr. Trump 7 and i
	agreement with McDougal.
	55
	completed.
	56
	57

	10 AMI.
	58 

	11 In late August and September 2016, Cohen requested to Pecker that AMI assign Cohen 
	12 the “limited life rights portion” of AMI’s agreement with McDougal, which “included the 
	The Fixers at 164-166, 168-69 (“Cohen soon learned of the ABC talks from the American Media executives and alerted Trump.  They decided now was the time to buy.”); see also Cohen Book at 284-89 (describing Cohen and Trump’s involvement with AMI’s payment to McDougal and stating “[w]hen I heard about the ABC initiative, I knew it was time to act”). 
	55 

	MUR 7324 Compl. at 10 (quoting NYT Feb. 18 Article); The Fixers at 169 (noting that, when Davidson advised Cohen that the contract was fully executed, Cohen already knew and Trump knew too and was “grateful”). Cohen reportedly denied recalling these communications with Davidson when contacted by New York Times reporters prior to his plea agreement. See NYT Feb. 18 Article. 
	56 

	U.S. House of Representatives Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, Executive Session, Michael IG00-20190520-SD002.pdf (“House Intelligence Deposition”); see Cohen Plea Hearing at 23 (“[O]n or about the summer of 2016, in coordination with, and at the direction of, a candidate for federal office, I and the CEO of a media company at the request of the candidate worked together to keep an individual with information that would be harmful to the candidate and to the campaign from publicly disclosing this
	57 
	Cohen Dep. at 117, 119 (Feb. 28, 2019), https://docs.house.gov/meetings/IG/IG00/20190520/109549/HMTG-116
	-


	McDougal Complaint ¶ 20. 
	58 
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	1 requirement that the model not otherwise disclose her story.”  Trump and Cohen reportedly 
	59

	2 also wanted Pecker to turn over AMI’s Trump-related materials because of the concern that 
	3 Pecker might leave AMI.  Pecker agreed to assign the life rights to an entity Cohen created for 
	60

	4   The assignment agreement was drawn up, and on September 30, 2016, 
	a payment of $125,000.
	61

	5 Pecker signed the agreement, which transferred the limited life rights to McDougal’s story to an 
	6 
	entity set up by Cohen.
	62 

	7 In a tape recording made by Cohen during a September 2016 meeting with Trump, 
	8 Trump and Cohen appear to discuss the circumstances surrounding the assignment agreement 
	9 between AMI and Cohen and how Trump would buy the rights to McDougal’s story from 
	10 AMI.In an interview that aired on the evening the tape recording was made public, Rudy 
	63 

	See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6. 
	59 

	The Fixers at 169 (“Cohen was pushing American Media to turn over all its archival material on Trump, in case Pecker left the company. Cohen and Trump didn’t want a new chief executive with no loyalty to Trump to have control over it.”); WSJ Nov. 9 Article (“Concerned Mr. Pecker might leave American Media, Mr. Cohen wanted to buy other materials the company had gathered on Mr. Trump over the years, including source files and tips. In a meeting at the Trump Organization offices in early September, Mr. Cohen 
	60 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6; The Fixers at 169-71 (identifying the Cohen-created entity as Resolution Consultants, LLC, and explaining that the $25,000 difference between the amount paid to McDougal and the amount to be paid for the assignment accounted for McDougal’s future AMI work); see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article.  Because AMI purchased the rights to feature McDougal on two magazine covers and publish columns attributed to her, “Cohen and Pecker said that Trump would be liable for only a hundre
	61 
	(Apr. 29, 2019), https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/05/06/michael-cohens-last-days-of-freedom 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6; see SDNY Cohen Sentencing Memorandum at 12. 
	62 

	Chris Cuomo, Kara Scannell & Eli Watkins, CNN Obtains Secret Trump-Cohen Tape, CNN (July 25, video containing Trump/Cohen audio recording available in VBM) (“CNN Article”) (cited by MUR 7332 Second Amend. Compl. at 3); see also Cohen Book at 287 (“I decided I needed to record a conversation with Trump about the payment for two reasons. First, to show Pecker that I was asking Trump to repay the obligation, and second, to have a record of his participation if the conspiracy ever came out. . . .  I could sense
	63 
	2018), https://www.cnn.com/2018/07/24/politics/michael-cohen-donald-trump-tape/index.html (accompanying CNN 
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	1 Giuliani, counsel for Trump, acknowledged that the tape recording reflects a conversation 
	2 between Trump and Cohen about “how they’re going to buy the rights” to McDougal’s story 
	3 from AMI but argued that there is “[n]o indication of any crime being committed on this tape.”
	64 

	4 At one point in the recording, Cohen says, in an apparent reference to the entity he would later 
	5 create for the purchase, “I need to open up a company for the transfer of all of that info regarding 
	6   According to Cohen, Trump 
	our friend, David,” which is reportedly a reference to Pecker.
	65

	7 asks “So what do we got to pay for this?  One-fifty?”Later, Trump asks “What financing?” 
	66 

	8 and Cohen tells Trump, “We’ll have to pay.”Cohen also states:  “I’ve spoken with [Trump 
	67 

	Investigation (“FBI”) when it raided Cohen’s office. See Matt Apuzzo, Maggie Haberman & Michael S. Schmidt, Michael Cohen Secretly Taped Trump Discussing Payment to Playboy Model, N.Y. TIMES (July 20, 2018), Amend. Compl. at 3). The recording was one of twelve audio recordings seized by the FBI during its raids of Cohen’s homes and office later released to DOJ. See MUR 7332 Second Amend. Compl., 3-4, Ex. 1 (showing that, on July 23, 2018, the Special Master who reviewed legal privilege claims in connection 
	https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/20/us/politics/michael-cohen-trump-tape.html (cited by MUR 7332 Second 

	See The Ingraham Angle, Giuliani Responds to Release of Secret Trump-Cohen Recording, FOX NEWS CHANNEL trump-cohen-recording (video available in VBM) (introducing Giuliani as “personal attorney for President Trump”); CNN Article (citing same). 
	64 
	3:05-3:10 (July 24, 2018), https://www foxnews.com/transcript/giuliani-responds-to-release-of-secret
	-


	See CNN Article; Cohen Book at 287 (“That was how we talked:  euphemistically, circling a subject carefully, choosing words that might allow for some ambiguity.”). On September 30, 2016, Cohen registered Resolution Consultants LLC in Delaware; he dissolved it on October 17, 2016, the day he registered another entity, Essential Consultants LLC in Delaware. See Warrant Aff. ¶ 35.b, c; Cohen Book at 288. 
	65 

	Cohen Book at 287 (recalling “I told Trump that the amount we’re paying should include all the ‘stuff’ that Pecker had on him.  By ‘stuff’ I meant any and all other salacious Trump stories we believed he possessed” and indicating that Trump responded “Yeah, I was thinking about that. . . .  Maybe he gets hit by a truck.”); see CNN Article. 
	66 

	See CNN Article. Trump then says “pay with cash,” but it is unclear whether he is instructing Cohen to pay with cash. See id. Cohen then says “no, no,” however the context is unclear. See id. During the CNN segment addressed in the CNN article, it is reported that Trump’s team argued that Trump said “don’t pay with cash . . . check.”  Cuomo Prime Time (CNN television broadcast July 24, 2018) (video available in VBM). 
	67 
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	1 Organization Chief Financial Officer] Allen Weisselberg about how to set the whole thing up 
	2 with funding.”
	68 

	3 According to Cohen, Trump was supposed to make the payment to AMI but “elected not 
	4 to pay it.”In October 2016, after Cohen signed the assignment agreement but before Pecker 
	69 

	5 was paid the $125,000, Pecker notified Cohen that he was cancelling the agreement and 
	6 AMI never received any 
	requested that Cohen tear up the agreement signed by Pecker.
	70 

	7 reimbursement or payment from Cohen, Trump, or anyone else for its payment to McDougal; 
	8 
	however, Trump reportedly thanked Pecker for purchasing McDougal’s story.
	71 

	9 Even after discussions about the assignment agreement ended, Cohen and AMI continued 
	10 to discuss how to deal with the McDougal story, exchanging multiple calls and texts on 
	11 November 4, 2016, when AMI’s payment to McDougal was reported in The Wall Street 
	CNN Article.  In speaking with CNN, Alan Futerfas, a Trump Organization lawyer, rejected the notion that the reference to “cash” in the tape recording “refers to green currency” because Trump and the Trump Organization would not in the ordinary course make such a payment using actual cash. Id. Similarly, Giuliani denied that Trump would “set[] up a corporation and then us[e] cash.”  Id. CNN further reported that Futerfas would not speculate as to whether the payment referenced in the conversation would have
	68 

	House Oversight Testimony at 100 (noting that “Pecker was very angry because there was also other moneys that David had expended on [Trump’s] behalf” for which Pecker also was not reimbursed); see also 2019 New Yorker Article (“According to Cohen, McDougal’s appearance on the cover of one of [AMI’s] magazines, Muscle & Fitness Hers, led to a sizable increase in sales, and Trump decided that A.M.I. had received its money’s worth in the deal” because, as Cohen said, “‘[i]t sold over two hundred and fifty thou
	69 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6; The Fixers at 170-71 (reporting that Pecker asked Cohen to tear up the assignment agreement after Pecker consulted with Stracher, AMI’s in-house counsel); WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	70 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6; The Fixers at 198, 314 (stating that Trump thanked Pecker in January 2017 at Trump Tower and that Pecker told DOJ that Trump thanked him); see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	71 
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	1 .These communications between Cohen, Pecker, and Howard were focused on 2 strategizing about how to handle McDougal, providing comments to The Wall Street Journal in 3 connection with the story, and discussing the implications of the article, which appeared four 4   Cohen allegedly noted to Howard that an unnamed individual, 5 believed to be Trump, was “pissed” about the publication of the story, and Howard told Cohen 6 that AMI’s payment to McDougal “looks suspicious at best.”7 In addition to Cohen’s all
	Journal
	72 
	days before the election.
	73
	74 
	75 

	10 11 Despite Cohen and Trump’s knowledge of the AMI payments, the campaign, through 12 Trump Committee spokeswoman Hope Hicks, publicly denied any knowledge of the payments 
	November 4th, and Pecker allegedly spoke to Trump on the telephone the following morning.
	76 

	Warrant Affidavit ¶ 40. This sworn affidavit was provided by an FBI Special Agent in support of a search warrant that was executed on April 9, 2018, for Cohen’s apartment, law office, and a hotel suite where he and his family had been staying while renovating their apartment. 
	72 

	See Warrant Affidavit ¶ 40.a-e (recounting Howard’s text message to Cohen that stated, “Let’s let the dust settle.  We don’t want to push her over the edge.  She’s on side at present and we have a solid position and a plausible position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist”). As the story was breaking, Cohen and Howard discussed McDougal’s reluctance to provide a statement to Davidson and strategized about how best to handle McDougal; Cohen also allegedly forwarded Howard an image of an email from
	73 

	Id. ¶ 40.c (stating the FBI agent’s belief that “Cohen was referring to Trump when he stated ‘he’s pissed.’” and recounting that Cohen asked Howard “how the Wall Street Journal could publish its article if ‘everyone denies,’” with Howard responding, “‘Because there is the payment from AMI.  It looks suspicious at best’”). 
	74 

	Id. ¶ 40.d (Cohen texted Pecker late that evening: “The boss just tried calling you. Are you free?” and then texted Howard: “Is there a way to find David quickly?”). 
	75 

	Id. ¶ 40.e. 
	76 
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	1 and asserted that McDougal’s story about a relationship with Trump was “‘totally untrue.’”2 AMI asserted to The Wall Street Journal that “it wasn’t buying Ms. McDougal’s story for 3 $150,000, but rather two years’ worth of her fitness columns and magazine covers as well as 4 exclusive life rights to any relationship she has had with a then-married man” and said that it 5 “‘has not paid people to kill damaging stories about Mr. Trump.’”6 After the November 4, 2016, article in The Wall Street Journal was pu
	77 
	78 
	79

	10 services” of two public relations professionals for a total of six months to provide public 11 relations and reputation management services and coordinate responses to the press with AMI.12 However, for more than a year after that, AMI instructed McDougal to say nothing about her 13 alleged relationship with Trump and ghostwrote email responses for McDougal to send to 
	80 

	WSJ 2016 Article; see The Fixers at 194 (reporting that Trump dictated Hicks’s response to The Wall Street Journal); WSJ Nov. 9 Article.  Additionally, Hicks reportedly told DOJ officials that Pecker informed her of the substance of his response before he sent it to the Journal. The Fixers at 314. 
	77 

	WSJ 2016 Article.  In a June 2017 article, however, Pecker admitted to The New Yorker that AMI’s payment to McDougal contained elements relating to his personal friendship with Trump and was predicated on her not “bashing Trump and American Media.”  Jeffrey Toobin, The National Enquirer’s Fervor for Trump, THE NEW YORKER trump (“2017 New Yorker Article”) (cited by MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 6 and MUR 7332 Compl. at 3). 
	78 
	(June 26, 2017), https://www newyorker.com/magazine/2017/07/03/the-national-enquirers-fervor-for
	-


	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Ex. B (Amendment to Name and Rights License Agreement signed by McDougal on November 29, 2016, and by AMI on December 7, 2016); McDougal Complaint, Ex. B (same). 
	79 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Ex. B; McDougal Complaint, Ex. B. 
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	1 AMI also allegedly provided the reporters with “false and misleading 
	inquiring reporters.
	81 

	2 
	information” and later threatened McDougal with litigation if she told her story to reporters.
	82 

	3 C.  AMI’s Involvement in Payments to Other Individuals 
	4 1. 
	Dino Sajudin 

	5 In November 2015, AMI reportedly entered into an agreement, which was subsequently 
	6 amended in December 2015, with Sajudin, a former doorman at Trump World Tower in New 
	7 York City, in connection with information he claimed to have about an alleged Trump “love 
	8 child.”  Sajudin reportedly “first approached the Enquirer in the early stages of the 2016 
	83

	9 campaign” by calling the publication’s tip line with a rumor he had heard about Trump having 
	10 fathered an illegitimate child in the late 1980s with a former employee of the Trump 
	11   According to press reports, Sajudin initially signed a standard “boilerplate 
	Organization.
	84

	12 contract” with the Enquirer, agreeing to be an anonymous source who would be “paid upon 
	McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 19, 66-73. 
	81 

	McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 19, 21, 74, 84-87; MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 7 (citing McDougal Complaint ¶ 84).  On March 20, 2018, McDougal filed a Complaint for Declaratory Relief that asked the court to declare her contract with AMI void because the contract was allegedly fraudulent and illegal.  McDougal Complaint ¶ 5.  In April 2018, AMI and McDougal reached a settlement agreement ending her lawsuit against the company and executed a new agreement, in which McDougal received the life rights to her story b
	82 
	18, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/18/us/politics/karen-mcdougal-american-media
	-


	Sajudin AP Article; The Fixers at 146.  CNN published Sajudin’s original agreement with AMI and its subsequent amendment.  Source Agreement and Amendment, CNN (Aug. images/08/24/sajudin.ami.pdf (available in VBM) (“Sajudin Agreement”). 
	83 
	24, 2018), https://cdn.cnn.com/cnn/2018/ 

	Prez Love Child Shocker! Ex-Trump Worker Peddling Rumor Donald Has Illegitimate Child, RADAR ONLINE (Apr.(“Radar Online Article”) (cited by MURs 7364/7366 AMI Resp. at 7, 10); Sajudin AP Article (“After initially calling the Enquirer’s tip line, Sajudin signed a boilerplate contract with the Enquirer, agreeing to be an anonymous source and be paid upon publication.”). 
	84 
	 11, 2018), https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/04/donald-trump-love-child-rumor-scandal/ 
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	1 publication.”  Reportedly, after Sajudin entered into an agreement to serve as a source, the 2 Enquirer initially investigated the story, dispatching reporters and sending “a polygraph expert to 3 administer a lie detection test to Sajudin in a hotel near his Pennsylvania home.”  According to 4 press reports, although the Enquirer initially avoided reaching out to Trump Organization 5 employees, after the Trump Organization learned of the investigation when a reporter contacted 6 Trump’s assistant, Rhona 
	85
	86
	87
	how he learned of the rumor.
	88 
	89 

	10 On December 17, 2015, AMI reportedly agreed to make an “up front” $30,000 payment 11 That 12 agreement stated that Sajudin would be subject to a $1 million penalty “if he shopped around his 13 information.”Immediately after Sajudin signed the agreement, the Enquirer reportedly 
	to Sajudin to prevent him from discussing the rumor about Trump fathering a child.
	90 
	91 

	Sajudin AP Article; see also Radar Online Article; The Fixers at 146. 
	85 

	Sajudin AP Article; see also The Fixers at 146-47 (noting that the investigators refrained from contacting Trump Organization employees). The Fixers at 147-48. Radar Online Article. The Fixers at 148. MURs 7364/7366 AMI Resp. at 8; MUR 7364 Compl. at 4, 7 (citing Sajudin AP Article); Ronan Farrow, 
	86 
	87 
	88 
	89 
	90 

	The National Enquirer, A Trump Rumor, and Another Secret Payment to Buy Silence, THE NEW YORKER (Apr. 12, secret-payment-to-buy-silence-dino-sajudin-david-pecker (“Sajudin New Yorker Article”); MUR 7366 Compl. at 2 (citing Sajudin AP Article). 
	2018), https://www newyorker.com/news/news-desk/the-national-enquirer-a-donald-trump-rumor-and-another
	-


	MUR 7364 Compl. at 6 (quoting Sajudin AP Article); Sajudin Agreement. 
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	1 In the summer of 2017, Howard reportedly claimed that the 2 investigation was terminated on its merits because Sajudin “lacked any credibility,” however, 3 four longtime Enquirer staffers reportedly challenged this interpretation, claiming that they 4 “were ordered by top editors to stop pursuing the story before completing potentially promising 5 reporting threads” and further claimed that the “publication didn’t pursue standard Enquirer 6 reporting practices.”7 Reportedly, current and former AMI employe
	stopped investigating the story.
	92 
	93
	94 

	10 publish an article, reportedly stating “AMI doesn’t go around cutting checks for $30,000 and 11 then not using the information.”Similarly, according to The New Yorker, a source stated: “It’s 12 unheard of to give a guy who calls A.M.I.’s tip line big bucks for information he is passing on 13 secondhand.  We didn’t pay thousands of dollars for non-stories, let alone tens of thousands.  It 14 was a highly curious and questionable situation.”Other staffers reportedly concluded that the 
	95 
	96 

	Sajudin AP Article; The Fixers at 148-49. Sajudin AP Article. 
	92 
	93 

	Id. 
	94 

	Id. According to the Associated Press, “AMI threatened legal action over reporters’ efforts to interview current and former employees and hired the New York law firm Boies Schiller Flexner, which challenged the accuracy of the AP’s reporting.”  Id. (noting that RadarOnline, also owned by AMI, “published details of the payment and the rumor that Sajudin was peddling” on the same day that the AP Article was published, stating “that the Enquirer spent four weeks reporting the story but ultimately decided it wa
	95 

	Sajudin New Yorker Article. 
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	1 $1 million penalty to stop the tipster from talking about the tip indicated that the payment was 2 part of a catch and kill.3 Although the Sajudin payment is not addressed in the AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement 4 or Cohen’s plea, the payment to Sajudin was made after the purported August 2015 agreement 5 between Pecker, Trump, and Cohen that AMI would catch and kill stories that could reflect 6 Furthermore, press reports suggest that the decision 7 to pay Sajudin, outside AMI’s normal investigation practice
	97 
	negatively on Trump during the campaign.
	98 
	high level AMI official directing that payment.
	99

	10 but said that “he was acting as a Trump spokesman when he did so and denied knowing anything 11 beforehand about the Enquirer payment to the ex-doorman.”AMI reportedly released Sajudin 12 from the contract at some point after the 2016 presidential election.
	100 
	101 

	13 2. 14 As discussed above, Cohen paid $130,000 to Stephanie Clifford, a well-known adult-film 15 actress and director who used the professional name Stormy Daniels, to prevent the publication 
	Stephanie Clifford 

	Sajudin AP Article; see also The Fixers at 148 (noting that the $1 million penalty, while likely unenforceable in court, ensured that a source “wouldn’t take the tabloid’s money and disappear or blab to another publication.  It was meant to scare them.”). 
	97 

	See WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	98 

	Sajudin New Yorker Article; see also The Fixers at 148 (claiming that “[t]he reporters suspected interference from Pecker”). 
	99 

	Sajudin AP Article (noting that the “parent” of the Enquirer made the payment to Sajudin). According to Cohen, after AMI made the payment to McDougal, “Pecker was very angry because there was also other moneys that David [Pecker] had expended on [Trump’s] behalf,” and Trump declined to reimburse AMI for the other funds as well.  House Oversight Testimony at 100. 
	100 

	See, e.g. Sajudin AP Article. 
	101 
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	1 of her story concerning her 2006 alleged relationship with Trump.  Shortly after The Washington 2 Post published a video recording of Trump appearing on the television show Access Hollywood 3 in 2005, in which Trump “bragged in vulgar terms about kissing, groping and trying to have sex 4 with women,” Davidson, the same attorney who had represented McDougal in her 5 negotiations with AMI, reportedly contacted Howard at AMI and offered to confirm Clifford’s 6 story on the record.AMI, reportedly because it h
	102
	103 
	104 
	105 

	10 The Complaints in MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366 allege that there is reason to believe that, 11 by paying McDougal $150,000, AMI made and the Trump Committee accepted a prohibited 12 corporate contribution because the payment was not included within the scope of the press 13 exemption and was an expenditure made for the purpose of influencing the 2016 presidential 14 election that was coordinated with Cohen, an agent of Trump.All three Complaints also 
	106 

	David A. Fahrenthold, Trump Recorded Having Extremely Lewd Conversation About Women in 2005, THE WASHINGTON POST lewd-conversation-about-women-in-2005/2016/10/07/3b9ce776-8cb4-11e6-bf8a-3d26847eeed4_story html (“Fahrenthold Article”); see Warrant Affidavit ¶ 32. 
	102 
	(Oct. 7, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-recorded-having-extremely
	-


	Farrow, Catch and Kill at 345 (“[Stormy] Daniels’s lawyer, Keith Davidson . . . had called Dylan Howard about the story first.  Howard told Davidson that AMI was passing on the Daniels matter . . . [b]ut Howard directed Davidson to Michael Cohen, who established a shell company to pay Daniels $130,000 in exchange for her silence.”); see also SDNY Information ¶ 32. 
	103 

	See Farrow, Catch and Kill at 345. 
	104 

	See First Gen. Counsel’s Rpt., MURs 7313, 7319 and 7379 (Michael D. Cohen) (open matter) (discussing, inter alia, alleged violations of the Act in connection with Cohen’s payment to Clifford). 
	105 

	MUR 7324 Compl. at 14-15; MUR 7332 Compl. at 8; MUR 7366 Compl. at 7-9; see also MUR 7637 Compl. at 1 (merged in relevant part into MUR 7324). 
	106 
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	1 allege that the Trump Committee failed to report receipt of the in-kind contribution and failed to 2 report the making of an expenditure.  The MUR 7332 Complaint further alleges that AMI’s 3 payment to McDougal was an excessive contribution to the Trump Committee.4 The Complaints in MURs 7364 and 7366 allege that by paying Sajudin $30,000, AMI 5 made, and the Trump Committee accepted, a prohibited corporate contribution in the form of a 6 coordinated expenditure.  The Complaints in MURs 7364 and 7366 furt
	107
	108 
	109
	110 

	10 subsequent public admissions and clarifications made in connection with their respective non11 prosecution agreements, plea agreements, and congressional testimony.  Cohen filed a 12 Response to three of the Complaints in June 2018, before his 2019 congressional testimony, 13 stating only that the Complaints in MURs 7324, 7364, and 7366 are speculative and “not 14 supported by the facts or the law” because “the alleged business transactions and any publishing 
	-
	111

	MUR 7324 Compl. at 15-17; MUR 7332 Compl. at 7-8; MUR 7366 at 10. 
	107 

	MUR 7332 Compl. at 8.  In addition, the MUR 7366 Complaint alleges that Trump, the Trump Committee, Cohen, AMI, Pecker, and former Trump Committee treasurer Timothy Jost engaged in a conspiracy to violate 52 U.S.C. §§ 30104, 30118, and 30125(e).  MUR 7366 Compl. at 10-12. The Complaint’s conspiracy allegations are not within the Commission’s jurisdiction. 
	108 

	MUR 7364 Compl. at 11-12; MUR 7366 Compl. at 9. 
	109 

	MUR 7364 Compl. at 12-13; MUR 7366 Compl. at 10. 
	110 

	The two Responses filed after the Non-Prosecution Agreement, plea agreements, and congressional testimony were in response to the Complaint in MUR 7637, which has been merged in relevant part into MUR 7324. See supra note 1. AMI’s Response in MUR 7637 asserted that, “The record establishes that [AMI] purchased a story right from Karen McDougal and employed her to perform modeling and related journalistic services, which she performed.”  MUR 7637 AMI Resp. at 1.  AMI’s MUR 7637 Response does not reference it
	111 
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	1 decisions” “were not subject” to the Act.  Cohen did not submit a response in connection with 2 MURs 7332 and 7637.  Generally, AMI’s Responses to the Complaints in these matters assert 3 that the payment to McDougal was exempt from regulation under the press exemption.4 Alternatively, AMI argues that the payment to McDougal “was compensation for bona fide 5 content for AMI’s publications, to license her name and image, and for a limited life story right, 6 not ‘for the purpose of influencing an election.
	112
	113 
	114
	115

	10 Trump Committee.11 In its Responses to the Complaints in MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366, the Trump 12 Committee argues that the “private transaction” between AMI and McDougal was “a media 13 entity’s editorial and business decision not to publish information it received from a private 14 arm’s-length, bargained-for exchange between two represented parties neither involving nor 
	116 

	MURs 7324/7364/7366 Cohen Resp. at 1. 
	112 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1-2, nn.1-2 (noting that Pecker and Howard chose not to file separate responses and that AMI’s Response addresses their potential liability as officers of AMI); MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. at 3-4.  In defending its payment to McDougal, AMI quotes an article in The New Yorker that states that the Enquirer has “‘paid for interviews and photographs’” since its inception and that “‘the tabloid has paid anywhere from a few hundred dollars to six figures for scoops.’”  MURs 7324/7332 AMI 
	113 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 2; see also MUR 7637 AMI Resp. at 1 (asserting that it employed McDougal’s performance of “journalistic services”). 
	114 

	MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. at 5-7.  AMI also contends that as of April 13, 2018, AMI had published 25 columns involving McDougal and had requested additional columns.  MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 8.  McDougal also appeared on a 2017 cover of AMI magazine Muscle and Fitness Hers, which, according to AMI, was the highest selling issue of the magazine for that year. Id. 
	115 

	MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. at 7-9; MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 31-32. 
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	1 having any connection to the [Trump] Committee.”The Trump Committee further asserts that 2 the payment to McDougal could not be a contribution or expenditure because it was not for the 3 purpose of influencing a federal election because the record did not include information 4 establishing a nexus between the Trump Committee and AMI’s payment to McDougal.The 5 Trump Committee also asserts that AMI reportedly contacted Cohen only to “corroborate” 6 McDougal’s story “and proved unable to do so.”7 Similarly,
	117 
	118 
	119 
	-
	120

	10 Trump and determined that, although Sajudin may have heard rumors regarding his allegation 11 that Trump had fathered a child with a former employee, “AMI could not confirm the veracity of 12 the underlying allegation” and ultimately determined that Sajudin’s story regarding Trump was 13 untrue.  AMI further contends that the Sajudin payment was not for the purpose of influencing 14 a federal election and that the MUR 7364 Complaint is based on speculation.  The Trump 15 Committee asserts that no nexus e
	121
	122

	MURs 7324/7332 Trump Committee Resp. at 1; see also MUR 7366 Trump Committee Resp.; MUR 7637 Trump Committee Resp. at 1 (referencing response in MURs 7324/7332). MURs 7324/7332 Trump Committee Resp. at 2; see MUR 7366 Trump Committee Resp. at 2. 
	117 
	118 

	MURs 7324/7332 Trump Committee Resp. at 3. MURs 7364/7366 AMI Resp. at 1-2. The Trump Committee filed a Response in connection with MUR 7366 but did not specifically address the allegations regarding AMI’s payment to Sajudin.  MUR 7366 Trump Committee Resp. at 1-2.  The Trump Committee did not file a response for MUR 7364. 
	119 
	120 

	MURs 7364/7366 AMI Resp. at 2, 9. MURs 7364/7366 AMI Resp. at 2-3. 
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	1 between AMI and Sajudin and cites to articles concerning other press outlets’ decisions to not 
	2 publish Sajudin’s story.
	123 

	3 Trump did not file a response to any of the Complaints in this matter.  Nonetheless, both 
	4 Trump and Giuliani, as counsel for Trump, have addressed publicly on Twitter the allegations 
	5 regarding the payment to McDougal, arguing that the payment did not violate the law.  For 
	6 example, soon after Cohen’s guilty plea, Trump and Giuliani both alleged that the payments to 
	7 McDougal and Clifford were not unlawful.  Trump and Giuliani also tweeted about the 
	124

	8 payments in December 2018, around the time of Cohen’s sentencing, again tweeting that the 
	MUR 7364 Trump Committee Resp. at 2-3; MUR 7366 Trump Committee Resp. at 2; see also Radar Online Article (claiming that “Many organizations have since tried [to verify and publish Sajudin’s claims]. . . including The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, and The Associated Press.”). 
	123 

	Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), TWITTER (Aug.realDonaldTrump/status/1032260490439864320 (“Michael Cohen plead [sic] guilty to two counts of campaign finance violations that are not a crime.”); Rudy Giuliani (@RudyGiuliani), TWITTER (Aug. 23, 2018, 4:11 AM), , (Aug.RudyGiuliani/status/1032565618204004353 (stating that the “payments, as determined by the Edwards FEC ruling, are NOT ILLEGAL” and directing followers to an opinion piece in The Hill by Mark Penn, “demonstrating [that] Cohen pled guilty to two
	124 
	 22, 2018, 9:37 AM), https://twitter.com/ 
	https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1032540830794428416
	 23, 2018, 5:50 AM), https://twitter.com/ 
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	1 payments were not violations of the Act.Trump also tweeted that he “never directed Michael 
	125 

	2 Cohen to break the law.”
	126 

	3 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
	4 The available information indicates that AMI paid $150,000 to McDougal for the purpose 
	5 of influencing the 2016 presidential election by preventing a potentially damaging story about 
	6 Trump from becoming public before the election.  Based upon the available information, it 
	7 appears that the payment to McDougal was made with Trump’s knowledge, at the urging of and 
	8 with the promise of repayment by Cohen, acting as an agent of Trump, and as part of an 
	9 agreement between Trump and AMI to catch and kill any potentially damaging stories about 
	10 Trump’s relationships with women so that such stories would not become public during the 2016 
	11 campaign. Likewise, the available record indicates that AMI’s payment of $30,000 to Sajudin 
	12 was made as part of this same catch and kill agreement. Although AMI contends that its 
	13 payments to McDougal and Sajudin concern the business and editorial decisions of a press entity 
	14 and thus are not subject to Commission regulation, the available information indicates that 
	Rudy Giuliani (@RudyGiuliani), TWITTER (Dec.status/1071469692882182144 (“The President is not implicated in campaign finance violations because based on com/RudyGiuliani/status/1071795258177019905 (“No collusion, no obstruction now [sic] campaign finance but payments to settle lawsuits are not clearly a proper campaign contribution or expenditure.  No responsible lawyer would charge a debatable campaign finance violation as a crime . . . .”), (Dec.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1073228301332869120 (sharing link to
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	 8, 2018, 1:20 PM), https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/ 
	Edwards case and others the payments are not campaign contributions.”), (Dec. 9, 2018, 10:54 AM), https://twitter. 
	 13, 2018, 9:49 AM), https://twitter. 

	11:53payments were not a big crime.  I have said consistently that the Daniels and McDougall [sic] payments are not crimes and tweeted a great article yesterday making that point. If it isn’t a witch-hunt why are they pursuing a non-crime.”), (Dec.payments to Daniels and McDougall [sic] do not violate the law.  Congress has spent millions settling sexual harassment claims against members which are not reported as campaign contributions.  Why aren’t those Congressmen under investigation.”); Donald J. Trump (
	 AM), https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1073622122235355136 (“CORRECTION: I didn’t say 
	 19, 2018, 10:04 PM), https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1075587822449500161 (“The 
	https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1073207272069890049 (“Cohen was guilty on 

	Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), TWITTER (Dec.Trump/status/1073205176872435713 (“He was a lawyer and he is supposed to know the law.”). 
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	 13, 2018, 8:17 AM), https://twitter.com/realDonald 
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	1 
	1 
	AMI’s payments to McDougal and Sajudin were not made in connection with AMI’s business or 

	2 
	2 
	editorial functions.  Instead, the available information indicates that AMI’s payments were made 

	3 
	3 
	to benefit Trump’s campaign, were made at Trump’s direction, and, for the reasons explained 

	4 
	4 
	below, were not covered by the press exemption.  Thus, the available information supports the 

	5 
	5 
	conclusion that the AMI’s payments were expenditures coordinated with Trump and thus 

	6 
	6 
	constituted in-kind contributions to Trump and the Trump Committee. 

	7 
	7 
	As such, AMI, Pecker, Howard, Trump, and the Trump Committee appear to have 

	8 
	8 
	violated the Act by making, consenting to the making, and knowingly accepting corporate 

	9 
	9 
	contributions in the form of payments from AMI to McDougal and Sajudin.  Moreover, the 

	10 
	10 
	Trump Committee failed to publicly disclose the resulting contributions, as required under the 

	11 
	11 
	Act.  Finally, as explained below, the record indicates that there is reason to believe that all of 

	12 
	12 
	these violations were knowing and willful. 

	13 
	13 
	A. Press Exemption 

	14 
	14 
	Under the Act, a “contribution” includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit 

	15 
	15 
	of money or anything of value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election 

	16 
	16 
	for Federal office,”127 and an “expenditure” includes “any purchase, payment, distribution, loan, 

	17 
	17 
	advance, deposit, or gift of money or anything of value, made by any person for the purpose of 

	18 
	18 
	influencing any election for Federal office.”128  Under Commission regulations, the phrase 


	127 
	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). 
	128 
	52 U.S.C. § 30101(9)(A). 
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	1 “anything of value” includes all in-kind contributions.In-kind contributions include, among 2 other things, coordinated expenditures.3 Under the Act, the definition of “expenditure” does not include “any news story, 4 commentary, or editorial distributed through the facilities of any broadcasting station, newspaper 5 magazine, or other periodical publication, unless such facilities are owned or controlled by any 6 political party, political committee, or candidate.”This exemption is called the “press 7 ex
	129 
	130 
	131 
	132 
	133 

	10 expenditures under the Act.   11 To assess whether the press exemption applies, the Commission uses a two-part test.12 The first inquiry is whether the entity engaging in the activity is a “press entity.”  Second, the 13 Commission determines the scope of the exemption by applying the two-part analysis presented 
	134 
	135

	11 C.F.R. § 100.52(d)(1). 
	129 

	52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i) (treating as contributions any expenditures made “in cooperation, consultation, or concert, with, or at the request or suggestion of, a candidate,” the candidate’s authorized committee, or their agents); see 11 C.F.R. § 109.20 (defining “coordination”); see also Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 46-47 (1976). 
	130 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(9)(B)(i). Commission regulations further provide that neither a “contribution” nor an “expenditure” results from “[a]ny cost incurred in covering or carrying a news story, commentary, or editorial by any broadcasting station (including a cable television operator, programmer or producer), Web site, newspaper, magazine, or other periodical publication, including any Internet, or electronic publication” unless the facility is “owned or controlled by any political party, political committee, 
	131 

	Advisory Op. 2011-11 (Colbert) at 6 (“AO 2011-11”); Advisory Op. 2008-14 (Melothé) at 3 (“AO 200814”). 
	132 
	-

	AO 2011-11 at 6, 8-10 (discussing costs that are within this exemption and also costs that are not). 
	133 

	Advisory Op. 2005-16 (Fired Up!) at 4 (“AO 2005-16”). 
	134 

	135 
	Id. 
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	1 in Reader’s Digest Association v. FEC: (1) whether the entity is owned or controlled by a 2 political party, political committee, or candidate; and (2) whether the entity is acting within its 3 “legitimate press function” in conducting the activity.4 The Commission has long recognized that an entity otherwise eligible for the press 5 exemption “would not lose its eligibility merely because of a lack of objectivity in a news story, 6 commentary, or editorial, even if the news story, commentary, or editoria
	136 
	137 
	138 

	10 exemption covers press activity, not campaign activity by a press entity.”11 Although the Commission considers “legitimate press function” broadly, not all actions 12 taken by press entities are considered legitimate press functions for purposes of the media 13 exemption.  The court in Reader’s Digest Association reasoned that: 14 [T]he statute would seem to exempt only those kinds of distribution that 
	139 
	140

	15 fall broadly within the press entity’s legitimate press function. It would 16 not seem to exempt any dissemination or distribution using the press 
	See Reader’s Digest Ass’n v. FEC, 509 F. Supp. 1210, 1214-15 (S.D.N.Y. 1981); AO 2011-11 at 6-7.  When determining whether the entity was acting within the scope of a legitimate press function at the time of the alleged violation, the Commission considers two factors:  (1) whether the entity’s materials are available to the general public; and (2) whether they are comparable in form to those ordinarily issued by the entity. See Reader’s Digest Ass’n, 509 F. Supp. at 1215; Factual & Legal Analysis at 4, MUR 
	136 

	Factual & Legal Analysis at 5, MUR 7206 (Bonneville International Corp.) (quotation marks omitted) (quoting AO 2005-16 at 6); Factual & Legal Analysis at 3, MUR 6579 (ABC News, Inc.). 
	137 

	AO 2011-11 at 8 (quoting AO 2008-14). 
	138 

	139 
	Id. 

	See McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93, 208 (2003) (commenting that the press exemption “does not afford carte blanche to media companies generally to ignore FECA’s provisions”). 
	140 
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	1 entity’s personnel or equipment, no matter how unrelated to its press 2 function.  If, for example, on Election Day a partisan newspaper hired an 3 army of incognito propaganda distributors to stand on street corners 4 denouncing allegedly illegal acts of a candidate and sent sound trucks 5 through the streets blaring the same denunciations, all in a manner 6 unrelated to the sale of its newspapers, this activity would not come within 7 the press exemption.
	141 

	8 When analyzing a press entity’s activities outside of the distribution of news stories, 
	9 commentary, and editorials through media facilities, a court has found the press exemption 10 applicable when the actions in question pertain to seeking subscribers or promoting the 11 publication.A district court has also observed that the Commission has a limited ability to 12 investigate activities that potentially may be normal press functions but are nevertheless unusual; 13 such activities may be subject to additional scrutiny only to determine if they are, indeed, within 14 the press exemption.15 W
	142 
	143 

	Reader's Digest, 509 F. Supp. at 1214; see also McConnell, 540 U.S. at 208 (noting that the press exemption “does not afford carte blanche to media companies generally to ignore FECA’s provisions”); AO 201111 at 8 (“While the press exemption covers press activity, it does not cover campaign activity, even if the campaign activity is conducted by a press entity”). 
	141 
	-

	FEC v. Phillips Publishing Inc., 517 F. Supp. 1308, 1313 (D.D.C. 1981) (applying the press exemption to a letter soliciting new subscribers). 
	142 

	Phillips at 1313-14. 
	143 
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	1 are produced in the same manner, using the same people, and subject to the same review and 2 distribution as the press entity’s general activities.3 In an Advisory Opinion analyzing the formation of a political committee by television 4 personality and talk show host Stephen Colbert, the Commission concluded that certain activities 5 undertaken by the press entity (Viacom) would be covered by the press exemption but that other 6 activities would not.  Coverage of the political committee created for Colber
	144 

	10 campaign or electioneering functions.”In reaching this conclusion, the Commission 
	145 

	11 explained that to allow Viacom to produce content for the Colbert committee to distribute 
	12 beyond the show under these circumstances “would stretch the boundaries of the press 
	13 exemption far beyond those contemplated by Congress and the Supreme Court.”
	146 

	14 Consistent with this analysis, the Commission has found that a press entity’s sale or 
	15 purchase of airtime would not fall within the press exemption.Similarly, the Commission has 
	147 

	AO 2011-11 at 8 (citing FEC v. Mass. Citizens for Life (“MCFL”), 479 U.S. 238, 251 (1986)). 
	144 

	Id. at 9. 
	145 

	Id. (citing MCFL, 479 U.S. at 251; Reader’s Digest Ass’n, 509 F. Supp. at 1214; McConnell, 540 U.S. at 208). 
	146 

	Factual & Legal Analysis at 8-9, MUR 7073 (Meluskey for U.S. Senate, Inc.) (finding that the press exemption did not cover a candidate’s radio show when the candidate or a business entity affiliated with the candidate paid radio stations to air his radio show); see also Factual & Legal Analysis at 6, MUR 6089 (People with Hart) (finding that a station does not act as a press entity when it sells airtime to another party and cedes editorial control). 
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	1 explained when analyzing “legitimate press functions” that “the provision of personnel to benefit 2 a political campaign is not a legitimate press function.”3 Here, the available information indicates that the press exemption does not cover AMI’s 4 payments to McDougal or Sajudin.  AMI appears to be a press entity that has produced news 5 stories on a regular basis through a variety of periodical publications, and AMI represents that 6 it is not owned or controlled by a political party, political committe
	148 
	149
	150 

	10 DOJ that its actions were not undertaken in connection with any press function but were rather to 11 benefit Trump, a personal friend of Pecker, and his campaign.Similarly, AMI’s assertion in 12 its Response that it developed renewed interest in McDougal’s story because she had “elevated 13 her profile” by launching her own beauty and fragrance lineis directly refuted by AMI’s 14 subsequent admission in its Non-Prosecution Agreement that its “principal purpose in entering 15 into the agreement was to sup
	151 
	152 

	AO 2008-14 at 6. 
	148 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 1; MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Howard Aff. ¶¶ 5-11. 
	149 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 12; see also id., Howard Aff. ¶ 3. 
	150 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5 (“Despite the cover and article features to the agreement, AMI’s principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress the model’s story so as to prevent it from influencing the election. At no time during the negotiation for or acquisition of the model’s story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate information about it publicly.”). Compare MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 20-21 with AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement at 1-3, Ex. A ¶ 3 (stating that “AMI
	151 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 6. 
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	1 election” and that “[a]t no time during the negotiation for or acquisition of [McDougal’s] story 2 did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate information about it publicly.”As a result, 3 AMI’s editorial judgment is not at issue in these matters, because AMI has already 4 acknowledged that it made or facilitated the payments to McDougal and Clifford for an electoral, 5 as opposed to editorial, purpose.6 In addition to this admission, AMI’s payment to McDougal would not meet the standard 7 set fort
	153 
	154 
	155 

	10 acknowledgement, along with information indicating that AMI valued McDougal’s contributions 11 to its publications at significantly less than the $150,000 it paid to her, strongly indicates that the 12 payment to McDougal is inconsistent with AMI’s regular treatment of other sources, that the 13 payment was not made to secure material to be used in producing and distributing content, and 14 that the payment was not made in the same manner as, or even in connection with, AMI’s 15 general activities as a p
	156

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5. 
	153 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement at 1-3 (stating that “AMI accepts and acknowledges as true the facts” contained in Exhibit A). 
	154 

	Id., Ex. A ¶ 5; see also McDougal New Yorker Article (“In June [2016], when McDougal began attempting to sell the story of her months-long relationship with Trump, which had taken place a decade earlier, Cohen urged Pecker to buy her account and then bury it — a practice, in the argot of tabloids, known as ‘catch and kill.’  Cohen promised Pecker that Trump would reimburse A.M.I. for the cost of McDougal’s silence.”). 
	155 

	See WSJ Nov. 9 Article (reporting that, in Pecker and Cohen’s contemplated agreement to transfer the rights to McDougal’s story to Trump for $125,000, “the magazine covers and fitness columns, the rights to which the publisher would retain” were valued at $25,000). 
	156 
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	1 undertaken for political purposes “would stretch the boundaries of the press exemption far 2 beyond those contemplated by Congress and the Supreme Court.”3 AMI’s involvement in both the payment to McDougal and the payment Cohen made to 4 Clifford on behalf of Trump, along with the overlap of individuals involved in the discussion and 5 negotiation of both payments, as well as AMI’s admitted involvement in an effort to identify and 6 purchase stories damaging to Trump’s campaign, suggest an ongoing pattern
	157 
	158 

	10 the record.  According to press reports, AMI, unwilling to make an additional payment to 11 benefit Trump’s campaign, nevertheless served as an intermediary to facilitate Clifford’s 12 silenceand put Davidson in touch with Michael Cohen, who then negotiated a $130,000 13 agreement to purchase Clifford’s silence.  Davidson’s reported multiple negotiations with 
	159
	160 
	161

	AO 2011-11 at 9. 
	157 

	See SDNY Information ¶¶ 24-44; WSJ Jan. 12 Article (outlining details of the payment to Clifford); Farrow, Catch and Kill at 345 (noting AMI’s involvement in the payments to McDougal, Sajudin, and Clifford). 
	158 

	See SDNY Information ¶ 32. 
	159 

	See supra Section II.C.2; Farrow, Catch and Kill at 345 (“[Stormy] Daniels’s lawyer, Keith Davidson . . . had called Dylan Howard about the story first.  Howard told Davidson that AMI was passing on the Daniels matter . . . [b]ut Howard directed Davidson to Michael Cohen, who established a shell company to pay Daniels $130,000 in exchange for her silence.”); The Fixers at 176-78 (reporting Howard’s initial interest in and Pecker’s reluctance to purchasing the rights to Clifford’s story and Howard’s involvem
	160 

	House Oversight Testimony at 21 (“In 2016, prior to the election, I was contacted by Keith Davidson, who is the attorney — or was the attorney for Ms. Clifford, or Stormy Daniels.”); id. at 34 (“The $130,000 number was not a number that was actually negotiated. It was told to me by Keith Davidson that this is a number that Ms. Clifford wanted.”); see McDougal New Yorker Article; SDNY Information ¶ 32; The Fixers at 178; WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
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	1 AMI, each of which ultimately resulted in a payment to prevent the publication of a story that 2 might damage the Trump campaign, indicate his awareness of AMI’s general willingness to 3 purchase stories in order to benefit Trump’s campaign, and not for legitimate press activity.4 Finally, AMI’s own admissions to DOJ that it had “offered to help with negative stories about [a] 5 presidential candidate’s relationships with women by, among other things, assisting the 6 campaign in identifying such stories s
	162 
	163 
	-
	164 

	10 AMI’s payment to Sajudin fits this pattern as well.  Experienced Enquirer staffers 
	11 reportedly identified “the abrupt end to reporting combined with a binding, seven-figure penalty 
	12 to stop the tipster from talking to anyone” as hallmarks of a catch and kill operation.  Further, 
	165

	See McDougal Complaint ¶ 47 (alleging that Davidson told McDougal that AMI “would buy the story not to publish it, because Mr. Pecker (AMI’s CEO) was a close friend of Mr. Trump” (emphasis in original)); see also The Fixers at 164-65; WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	162 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
	163 

	See MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 5. AMI appears to argue that the First Amendment in general protects it from inquiry into why it chooses not to run stories and asserts that any inquiry would be chilling on the press. Id. at 20-21. However, no such inquiry is necessary in this matter because AMI, after submission of its Response, admitted that its actions were not undertaken in connection with AMI’s work as a conglomerate of press entities but rather to benefit a personal friend of Pecker.  Specifically, AMI
	164 

	MUR 7364 Compl. at 5 (quoting Sajudin AP Article). 
	165 
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	1 sources who purportedly were involved with the investigation of Sajudin’s tip reportedly stated 2 that the decision to stop investigating was not an editorial decision but one made by Pecker 3 personally.  One of those sources added, “There’s no question it was done as a favor to 4 continue to protect Trump from these potential secrets. That’s black-and-white.”  Finally, 5 former AMI employees stated to The New Yorker that Cohen was kept apprised of the 6 investigation of Sajudin’s story, indicating that 
	166
	167
	168 

	10 amounted to “active participation in core campaigning functions,” and were not the sort of 11 activity intended to be protected under the press exemption.12 Available information suggests that Sajudin possessed information, which, like Clifford’s 13 and McDougal’s information, could have harmed Trump’s chances of winning the 2016 14 presidential primary and general elections.Like Clifford and McDougal, Sajudin was 
	169 
	170 

	Sajudin New Yorker Article; see also The Fixers at 148-49. 
	166 

	Sajudin New Yorker Article. 
	167 

	See id. Other sources indicate that Cohen learned of the story when a reporter, unbeknownst to her editors, contacted Rhona Graff. After learning of this call, Cohen reportedly contacted Howard and “pleaded with him not to publish the story.”  The Fixers at 147. 
	168 

	See AO 2011-11 at 8 (quotation marks omitted). 
	169 

	Compare AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3 (outlining the overall agreement to “help deal with negative stories about that presidential candidate’s relationships with women by, among other things, assisting the campaign in identifying such stories so they could be purchased and their publication avoided”), with MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Howard Aff., Ex. A ¶ 7 (requiring McDougal to maintain her silence about her relationship with “any then-married man” and providing that AMI would be entitled to $150,
	170 
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	1 reportedly paid for that information, in his case by AMI, and faced significant financial 2 consequences were he to discuss that information publicly.Given AMI’s admissions that its 3 payments to McDougal were part of an overall scheme to benefit Trump in the election by 4 identifying and purchasing stories that could damage Trump, the available information supports 5 the reasonable inference that AMI’s purchase of Sajudin’s story was part of that same scheme to 6 benefit a candidate and was undertaken wi
	171 

	10 legitimate press function, the press exemption does not apply to the payments at issue. 11 B. The Commission Should Find Reason to Believe that AMI’s Payments to 12 McDougal and Sajudin Were Prohibited Corporate Contributions 
	13 1. 14 15 a. Coordination 16 The Act and Commission regulations prohibit corporations from making contributions to 17 candidate committees in connection with a federal election.Likewise, it is unlawful for any 
	The Commission Should Find Reason to Believe that AMI’s Payments to 
	McDougal and Sajudin Were Coordinated Expenditures 
	172 

	18 candidate, candidate committee, or other person to knowingly accept or receive such a prohibited 19 contribution, and for any officer or director of a corporation to consent to any such 
	perpetuity” and its violation to carry a $1 million penalty). See also Sajudin AP Article (“The company only released Sajudin from his contract after the 2016 election amid inquiries from the Journal about the payment.”). 
	See supra Section II.C.1; The Fixers at 148; Sajudin Agreement at 4; see also House Oversight Testimony at 128, 132 (Cohen discusses Pecker’s actions to protect Trump and appears to refer to the payment to Sajudin). 
	171 

	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b). 
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	1 contribution.  The Commission has consistently found that payments by a third party that are 2 intended to influence an election and are “coordinated” with a candidate, authorized committee, 3 or agent thereof are “coordinated expenditures” that result in a contribution by the person making 4 the expenditure to the candidate or political committee with whom the expenditure was 5 coordinated.6 The available information indicates that AMI’s payments to McDougal and Sajudin were 7 “coordinated” with Trump an
	173
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	175 

	10 Trump reportedly held the August 2015 meeting with Pecker and Cohen, in which Pecker 11 agreed to purchase negative stories on behalf of Trump and his campaign, in his office at Trump 12 Tower, suggesting that he was aware of, and agreed to, the plan to have AMI make payments to 13 individuals in possession of stories damaging to the Trump campaign in order to help his 14 campaign.  Further, Trump appears to have maintained an ongoing role in and awareness of 15 AMI’s negotiations with individuals posses
	176

	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b), (d)-(e). See 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a)-(b); see, e.g., Conciliation Agreement ¶¶ IV.7-11, V.1-2, MUR 6718 (Sen. John 
	173 
	174 

	E. Ensign) (Apr. 18, 2013) (acknowledging that third parties’ payment, in coordination with a federal candidate, of severance to a former employee of the candidate’s authorized committee and leadership PAC resulted in an excessive, unreported in-kind contribution by the third parties to the candidate and the two political committees); Factual & Legal Analysis at 30-33, MURs 4568, 4633, and 4634 (Triad Mgmt. Servs., Inc.) (finding reason to believe that by offering fundraising support, campaign management co
	52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i); 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a)-(b). 
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	See WSJ Nov. 9 Article; AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
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	1 directly, and by receiving updates concerning AMI’s negotiations from Cohen.For example, 2 according to press reports and Cohen himself, on June 27, 2016, after Cohen notified Trump that 3 AMI was in contact with McDougal, Trump telephoned Pecker and asked Pecker to make 4 McDougal’s story go away.Press reports also indicate that later, when AMI informed Cohen 5 that McDougal was fielding an offer from ABC for her story, Cohen updated Trump; Cohen also 6 subsequently notified Trump once McDougal signed th
	177 
	178 
	179 
	180

	10 In addition, AMI has admitted in its Non-Prosecution Agreement with DOJ that it made 11 its payment to McDougal “in cooperation, consultation, and concert with, and at the request and 12 suggestion of one or more members or agents of a candidate’s 2016 presidential campaign, to 13 ensure that a woman did not publicize damaging allegations about that candidate before the 2016 14 presidential election and thereby influence that election,” and the available information makes 15 clear that Cohen served as an
	181 

	The Fixers at 166-68 (detailing Trump’s awareness of AMI’s negotiations with McDougal); Cohen Book at 285 (stating that, after receiving an update from Cohen about McDougal’s story, Trump “immediately called Pecker”); see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	177 

	See The Fixers at 166; Cohen Book at 285. 
	178 

	See The Fixers at 168-69; see also House Oversight Testimony at 29-30 (“[Question:] Mr. Cohen, in your 10 years of working for Donald Trump[,] did he control everything that went on in the Trump Organization?  And did you have to get his permission in advance and report back after every meeting of any importance. [Answer:] Yes.  There was nothing that happened at The Trump Organization . . . that did not go through Mr. Trump with his approval and sign-off, as in the case of the payments.”). 
	179 

	See supra Section II.B. 
	180 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 2. 
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	1 As relevant here, the Commission has defined an “agent” of a federal candidate as “any 2 person who has actual authority, either express or implied,” to engage in certain activities with 3 respect to the creation, production, or distribution of communications.  That definition applies 4 in the contexts of coordinated communications and non-communication coordinated 5 expenditures.  The Commission has explained that “[t]he grant and scope of the actual 6 authority, whether the person is acting within the s
	182
	183
	184 

	10 created by manifestations of consent (express or implied) by the principal to the agent about the 
	11 agent’s authority to act on the principal’s behalf.”  Further, the regulatory definitions of 
	185

	12 “agent” “cover the wide range of activities prohibited by [the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act 
	13 of 2002] and the Act, thereby providing incentives for compliance, while protecting core 
	11 C.F.R. § 109.3. 
	182 

	Id.; see also id. § 109.21(a) (addressing actions of “an agent” with respect to coordinated communications); id. § 109.20(a) (addressing non-communication activities of “an agent” with respect to coordinated expenditures); Coordinated and Independent Expenditures, 68 Fed. Reg. 421, 425 (Jan. 3, 2003) (“Coordination E&J”) (explaining that section 109.20(b) applies to “expenditures that are not made for communications but that are coordinated with a candidate, authorized committee, or political party committe
	183 

	Coordination E&J, 68 Fed. Reg. at 425.  
	184 

	Advisory Op. 2007-05 (Iverson) at 3-4 (“AO 2007-05”) (citing Agency E&J, 71 Fed. Reg. at 4976 and stating that if a candidate or federal officeholder provides an individual “with actual authority to solicit and receive contributions, then [that individual] would be an agent of a [f]ederal candidate or officeholder”) (internal citations omitted). 
	185 
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	1 political activity.”  Finally, the Commission has explained that the definitions of “agent” are 2 broad enough to capture actions of individuals with certain titles or positions, actions by 3 individuals where the candidate privately instructed the individual to avoid raising non-Federal 4 funds, actions by individuals acting under indirect signals from a candidate, and actions by 5 individuals who willfully keep a candidate, political party committee, or other political 6 committee ignorant of their proh
	186
	187
	188 

	10 authority to engage with AMI in the catch and kill scheme. With respect to the McDougal 11 payment scheme, it appears that Cohen played a crucial role in identifying to AMI Trump’s 12 interest in suppressing the story, negotiating, on Trump’s behalf, the terms of AMI’s payment, 13 and negotiating (even if unsuccessfully) the terms of Trump’s repayment of those funds, acting 14 at Trump’s direction and with his approval to proceed.The guilty plea from Cohen, the 15 admissions from AMI, and information in 
	189 

	Agency E&J, 71 Fed. Reg. at 4976-77. Id. at 4978-79. AO 2007-05 at 4. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶¶ 4-6 (stating that AMI began negotiations with Davidson and 
	186 
	187 
	188 
	189 

	McDougal “[a]t Cohen’s urging and subject to Cohen’s promise that AMI would be reimbursed”); The Fixers at 147-48, 166-68 (detailing Cohen’s involvement in the McDougal payment scheme); Cohen Book at 284-89 (same). 
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	1 Cohen was acting as an agent of Trump when he facilitated the payment from AMI to 2 McDougal.3 Finally, the available information supports the inference that AMI’s payment to Sajudin 4 was also made in accordance with the catch and kill agreement between Trump and AMI.  The 5 payment to Sajudin was made in late 2015, subsequent to Trump’s August 2015 meeting and 6 agreement with Cohen and Pecker.The amount of the payment was also unusual when 7 compared to AMI’s payments to legitimate sources, because it 
	190 
	191 

	10 was part of AMI’s catch and kill agreement with Trump, because AMI paid Sajudin after 11 agreeing to catch and kill such stories on behalf of Trump.  Additionally, Cohen has appeared to 12 testify to his awareness of the payment to Sajudin.  A payment made by AMI pursuant to the 13 catch and kill agreement between Pecker, Trump, and Cohen is a payment made by AMI in 14 consultation with and at the request or suggestion of Trump and Cohen, as an agent of Trump. 
	192

	The available information indicates that Trump, directly and through his counsel, Giuliani, has not denied that Cohen’s actions in connection with the McDougal and Clifford payments were undertaken as Trump’s agent. See supra Section II.D. The lawfulness of the activity is not, however, relevant to the agency determination; the Commission has explained that it “rejects . . . the argument that a person who has authority to engage in certain activities should be considered to be acting outside the scope of hi
	190 

	See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
	191 

	See House Oversight Testimony at 128, 132 (discussing Pecker’s actions to protect Trump and appearing to refer to the payment to Sajudin, as well as Cohen and Trump’s attempt to purchase the rights to stories silenced by AMI and the “treasure trove of documents” related to those stories). 
	192 
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	1 Accordingly, the AMI payments to McDougal and Sajudin meet the definition of 2 “coordinated” in 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a) in that they were made in cooperation, consultation or 3 concert with, or at the request or suggestion of Trump or Trump’s agent Cohen.  The coordinated 4 payments would constitute in-kind contributions from AMI to Trump and the Trump Committee 5 if they were “expenditures,” that is, made for the purpose of influencing Trump’s election.  6 b. For the Purpose of Influencing an Election 7 Th
	193 

	10 “expenditure,”the Commission has concluded that “the question under the Act is whether” the 11 donation, payment, or service was “provided for the purpose of influencing a federal election 12 [and] not whether [it] provided a benefit to [a federal candidate’s] campaign.”The electoral 13 purpose of a payment may be clear on its face, as in payments to solicit contributions or for 14 communications that expressly advocate for the election or defeat of a specific candidate, or 15 inferred from the surroundi
	194 
	195 
	196 

	See 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A)(i), (9)(A)(i). 
	193 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A)(i), (9)(A)(i). 
	194 

	Factual & Legal Analysis at 6, MUR 7024 (Van Hollen for Senate). 
	195 

	See, e.g., Advisory Op. 2000-08 (Harvey) at 1, 3 (“AO 2000-08”) (concluding private individual’s $10,000 “gift” to federal candidate would be a contribution because “the proposed gift would not be made but for the recipient’s status as a Federal candidate”); Advisory Op. 1990-05 (Mueller) at 4 (“AO 1990-05”) (explaining that solicitations and express advocacy communications are for the purpose of influencing an election and concluding, after examining circumstances of the proposed activity, that federal can
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	1 When electoral purpose is not apparent on its face, the Commission has previously 2 concluded that payments would result in a contribution or expenditure if they were made to 3 potentially advance a candidacy, if they were made because of the beneficiary’s status as a 4 federal candidate, or if the payment was coordinated with the candidate or his campaign.  5 For example, in Advisory Opinion 1990-05, the Commission concluded that the 6 publication expenses of a newsletter by a candidate-owned company wou
	10 as a campaign communication.  The Commission indicated that any discussion of issues or 
	197

	11 policies “closely associated” with the candidate’s federal campaign “would be inevitably 
	12 perceived by readers as promoting your candidacy,” and the newsletter would therefore be 
	13 “viewed by the Commission as election-related and subject to the Act.”
	198 

	14 Similarly, in Advisory Opinion 2000-08, the Commission concluded that a donor’s 
	15 provision of a monetary “gift” to a federal candidate to express “gratitude” and “deep 
	16 appreciation” to him for running for office would be made to influence a federal election — 
	17 notwithstanding the donor’s statements that he intended that the gift be used solely for personal 
	(finding reason to believe corporation and related nonprofit organizations made contributions by providing federal candidates with “uncompensated fundraising and campaign management assistance” and “advertising assistance[,]” including spending “several million dollars” on coordinated advertisements). A federal court, in the context of a criminal case, has articulated that a third party’s payment to a candidate is a “contribution” if the person behind it has the principal purpose of influencing a federal el
	AO 1990-5 at 4. 
	197 

	Id. at 2, 4. 
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	1 expenses and did not “wish to directly support [the candidate’s] campaign” — because “the 
	2 proposed gift would not be made but for the recipient’s status as a Federal candidate; it is, 
	3 therefore, linked to the Federal election” and “would be considered a contribution.”
	199 

	4 Conversely, the Commission has previously found that activity by or in connection with a 
	5 federal candidate that is undertaken for any number of non-electoral purposes — including, e.g., 
	6 activity to advance a commercial interest,fulfill the obligations of holding federal office,or 
	200 
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	7 engage in non-candidate oriented election litigation  — does not necessarily result in a 
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	AO 2000-08 at 2-3. 
	199 

	E.g., Advisory Op. 2012-31 (AT&T) at 4 (wireless carrier charging a reduced fee to process text message-based donations to federal candidates did not thereby make “contributions” to the candidates because the reduced fee “reflects commercial considerations and does not reflect considerations outside of a business relationship”); Advisory Op. 2004-06 at 4 (Meetup) (commercial web service provider that can be used to arrange meetings and events based on shared interests did not make contributions by featuring
	200 

	referencing a federal candidate will result in a “contribution,” including “whether the activity” is “for genuinely commercial purposes”); 
	E.g., Advisory Op. 1981-37 at 2 (Gephardt) (concluding that federal candidate did not receive a contribution by appearing at a series of “public affairs forums” paid for by a corporation because “the purpose of the activity is not to influence the nomination or election of a candidate for Federal office but rather in connection with the duties of a Federal officeholder” regardless of indirect benefit to future campaigns). 
	201 

	202 
	E.g., Factual & Legal Analysis at 8, MUR 7024 (Van Hollen for Senate) (free legal services provided to a federal candidate challenging FEC disclosure regulations were not contributions because the services were provided “for the purpose of challenging a rule of general application, not to influence a particular election”); cf. Advisory Op. 1980-57 at 3 (Bexar County Democratic Party) (funds raised for federal candidate’s lawsuit seeking removal of a potential opponent from the ballot were contributions beca
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	1 “contribution” or “expenditure,” even if such activity confers a benefit on a federal candidate or 2 otherwise impacts a federal election. 3 With respect to the McDougal payment, it is unnecessary to infer the circumstances 4 behind the payment; both AMI and Cohen have already acknowledged, in a sworn plea, 5 agreement, and testimony, that the purpose of paying McDougal was to prevent her story from 6 influencing the election.  In the AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, AMI explicitly admits that its 7 “princi
	203 

	10 payment to McDougal was part of an overarching scheme in “assisting [the] campaign” in 11 identifying and purchasing “negative stories about [his] relationships with women” to prevent 12 their publication.  Cohen admits that he worked with AMI, the Enquirer, Pecker, and Howard 13 to catch and kill McDougal’s story and that his work with AMI in connection with the $150,000 14 payment was done “at the request of the candidate.”15 Even absent AMI and Cohen’s explicit admissions, consistent with prior matter
	204
	205 
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	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶¶ 2, 5. Id. ¶ 3. House Oversight Testimony at 30, 99-100 (noting that Pecker had paid hush money to other individuals in 
	203 
	204 
	205 

	addition to McDougal); Cohen Plea Hearing at 23; see supra note 23. 
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	1 Cohen — indicates that the payments would not have been made absent Trump’s status as a 
	206

	2 candidate.  As with the facts the Commission considered in Advisory Opinions 1990-05 and 
	3 2000-08, the available information in this matter supports the conclusion that the purpose of the 
	4 McDougal and Sajudin payments was to influence the 2016 election, irrespective of any 
	5 incidental effects they may have had on Trump personally.  Although McDougal and 
	207

	See supra Sections II.A, B, C.1 (discussing McDougal and Sajudin’s negotiations with AMI after the August 2015 meeting between Pecker, Cohen, and Trump, during which they agreed that Pecker would catch and kill negative stories about Trump’s relationships with women so that they were not published before the election); AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5 (acknowledging that $150,000 payment to McDougal was substantially higher that AMI would normally pay); Sajudin AP Article (reporting that the amount 
	206 
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	See Advisory Op. 1990-05 at 4; Advisory Op. 2000-08 at 2-3.  In Advisory Opinion 2000-08, the Commission also concluded that the donor’s payment of the candidate’s personal expenses would be treated as a contribution under the “personal use” provision governing third party payments at 11 C.F.R. § 113.1(g)(6) because the payment would not have been made “irrespective of the candidacy.”  AO 2000-08 at 3; see also 52 U.S.C. § 30114(b) (prohibiting use of campaign funds “to fulfill any commitment, obligation, o
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	1 Sajudin’s stories involved years-and decades-old allegations, respectively, and Pecker and 
	2 Trump reportedly have a longstanding friendship such that “critical coverage of Trump 
	3 vanished” once Pecker “took over” AMI,AMI’s specific catch and kill effort to obtain and 
	208 

	4 prevent the publication of damaging stories, including McDougal’s and Sajudin’s, began only 
	5 after Trump became a candidate for president in June 2015.
	209 

	6 Thus, the available information supports the conclusion that AMI’s payments to 
	7 McDougal and Sajudin were coordinated with Trump and were made for the purpose of 
	8 influencing Trump’s election, resulting in AMI making “coordinated expenditures” under the 
	9 Act.
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	need not also analyze whether the payment would constitute personal use if paid by the Trump campaign. See AO 2000-08 at 3-4. 
	2017 New Yorker Article. 
	208 

	See Donald J. Trump, Statement of Candidacy (June 22, 2015); AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3 (admitting that “Pecker offered to help deal with negative stories about [Trump’s] relationships with women by, among other things, assisting the campaign in identifying such stories so they could be purchased and their publication avoided”); Alex Altman and Charlotte Alter, Trump Launches Presidential Campaign with Empty Flair, TIME  at 4) (recapping Trump’s 2015 campaign launch). Although the Trump Commit
	209 
	(June 16, 2015), https://time.com/3922770/donald-trump-campaign-launch/ (cited by MUR 7366 Compl.

	In addition, the payments to public relations firms by AMI under the Amendment to the McDougal agreement, which were used to allow AMI to control the narrative surrounding McDougal’s story and further prevent McDougal from speaking about her relationship with Trump, likely were made for the purpose of influencing the 2020 presidential election and likely were coordinated expenditures resulting in in-kind contributions from AMI to Trump and Trump Committee. We would examine this subsequent payment arrangemen
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	1 2. 2 3 
	The Commission Should Find Reason to Believe that AMI’s Payments to 
	McDougal and Sajudin Were Prohibited Corporate In-Kind Contributions 
	to the Trump Committee 

	4 Because the available information indicates that AMI’s payments to McDougal and 5 Sajudin were coordinated expenditures made for the purpose of influencing the 2016 election, 6 the record supports a reason to believe finding that the payments constituted in-kind 7 contributions from AMI to Trump and the Trump Committee that must have been reported by 8 the Trump Committee as both contributions from AMI to the Trump Committee and 9 expenditures by the Trump Committee to McDougal and Sajudin.Further, becaus
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	10 payments were in-kind contributions to the Trump Committee, they were subject to the 11 contribution limits and prohibitions set forth in the Act and Commission regulations.  The Act 12 and Commission regulations prohibit corporations from making contributions to candidate 13 committees.  The Act and Commission regulations also prohibit candidates, candidate 14 committees, or other persons from knowingly accepting or receiving such a prohibited 15 contribution, and for any officer or director of a corpor
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	Figure
	See 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(b). 
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	Under the Act, an individual may not make a contribution to a candidate with respect to any election in excess of the legal limit, which was $2,700 per election during the 2016 election cycle. See 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(1)(A); 11 C.F.R. § 110.1(b)(1).  However, as detailed below, these contributions were made by a corporation, not an individual. 
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	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b). 
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	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b), (d)-(e). 
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	Figure
	  Similarly, in MUR 7248, the Commission 
	Figure

	7 
	7 
	7 
	found reason to believe that Cancer Treatment Centers of America and several of its corporate 

	8 
	8 
	officers violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118 by making and consenting to prohibited corporate 

	9 
	9 
	contributions where the corporate officers engaged in a reimbursement scheme whereby 

	10 
	10 
	executives were reimbursed via bonuses for their political contributions.217 

	11 
	11 
	While corporate contributions to candidate committees are per se prohibited and do not 

	12 
	12 
	require proof of the contributor’s knowledge of the violation, AMI has admitted to DOJ that it 

	13 
	13 
	knew that corporations are prohibited from contributing to candidate committees like the Trump 

	14 
	14 
	Committee.218 
	The AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement states: 

	15 
	15 
	At all relevant times, AMI knew that corporations such as AMI are subject 

	16 
	16 
	to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, 

	17 
	17 
	made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at 


	Figure
	Factual & Legal Analysis at 15-18, 21-22, MUR 7248 (Cancer Treatment Centers of America Global, Inc.); see also MUR 7027 (MV Transportation, Inc.) (conciliating violations of 52 U.S.C. § 30118 with a corporation and CEO that stemmed from a reimbursement scheme); MUR 6889 (Eric Byer) (finding reason to believe that a corporation and an executive violated section 30118 through a contribution reimbursement scheme) see also First Gen. Counsel’s Rpt. at 18-19, 26, MUR 6766 (Jesse Jackson Jr.) (recommending that 
	217 

	218 
	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 8. 
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	1 the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.  At no time did AMI 2 report to the Federal Election Commission that it had made the $150,000 3 payment to [McDougal].
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	4 Thus, AMI has admitted that it made the payment to McDougal while knowing that it was 5 unlawful.It is reasonable to infer, further, that AMI also knew its payment to Sajudin was 6 unlawful when it made that payment in December 2015. 7 The available information also indicates that Pecker and Howard, officers of AMI, did 8 not merely consent to the McDougal and Sajudin corporate in-kind contributions, but also 9 actively participated in the decision to make the contributions by negotiating, in consultation
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	10 with Trump and Cohen, the amounts that would be paid and the terms of the agreements.11 Howard is the signatory on AMI’s agreement with McDougal.As in MUR 7248, 12 Pecker and Howard violated the Act by consenting to the payments to McDougal and Sajudin.13 Moreover, the available information indicates that the Trump Committee and Trump 14 knowingly accepted the in-kind corporate contributions from AMI. Trump’s acceptance of 15 AMI’s prohibited contributions can be reasonably inferred from Trump’s instrume
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	See infra Section III.D; see also AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 8 (“At all relevant times, AMI knew that corporations such as AMI are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.”). 
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	Pecker, as the President and CEO, and Howard, as Vice President and Chief Content Officer, were officers of AMI and their ability to act on the corporation’s behalf can be reasonably inferred from their actions in the negotiations with McDougal and Sajudin, from Howard’s signature on AMI’s agreement with McDougal, and Howard’s discussion and approval of the Sajudin negotiations, as evidenced in his statements in the AMI-published Radar Online Article. 
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	See supra Section II.B. 
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	See MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard, Ex. A. 
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	See supra notes 215-217 and accompanying text. 
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	1 involvement in the agreement that AMI would catch and kill stories damaging to the Trump 2 campaign. The available information indicates that Trump was directly involved in the catch and 3 kill scheme generally, and specifically with respect to AMI’s decision to purchase McDougal’s 4 story.  Trump reportedly participated in the August 2015 meeting with Pecker and Cohen, 5 during which the catch and kill plan was agreed upon; Trump reportedly communicated with 6 Cohen and Pecker about the prospect of AMI a
	225
	226 

	10 The September 2016 tape recording of the meeting between Trump and Cohen further 11 indicates Trump’s direct knowledge of AMI’s payment to McDougal.The tape recording 12 Cohen made during a September 2016 meeting with Trump supports Cohen’s testimony that 13 Trump had direct knowledge of the assignment agreement just weeks after the underlying 14 agreement with McDougal had been executed.  Although it is not publicly known at this time 15 whether Trump’s payment for the assignment was to have come from T
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	House Intelligence Deposition at 117, 119; see also The Fixers at 164-71, 198 (reporting that Trump was involved in the decision for AMI to purchase McDougal’s story and that Cohen notified Trump after the agreement with McDougal was executed). 
	225 

	WSJ Nov. 9 Article; The Fixers at 164-69, 198. 
	226 

	See House Oversight Testimony at 100 (testifying that Cohen, Pecker, and Trump planned to transfer the rights to McDougal’s story to an entity owned by Cohen, in exchange for Trump’s payment of $125,000 to AMI); CNN Article; WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	227 

	CNN Article.  During the meeting, Cohen appears to tell Trump that he “need[s] to open up a company for the transfer of all of that info regarding our friend David,” referring to David Pecker. Id. During one exchange, Trump appears to ask “What financing?” and Cohen says “We’ll have to pay.” Id. Trump then appears to say “pay with cash,” however the recording is unclear as to whether Trump is telling Cohen to pay with cash.  Cohen then appears to state “I’ve spoken with [Trump Organization Chief Financial O
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	1 Trump Organization, the information indicates that Trump had knowledge of AMI’s payments 2 and was involved in decisions concerning the contemplated repayment to AMI, including a 3 reported conversation with Pecker soon after publication of the Wall Street Journal article 4 regarding AMI’s payment to McDougal.  Additionally, Trump’s counsel, Giuliani, publicly 5 acknowledged that the Trump-Cohen recording related to “buying the story rights,” which lends 6 further credence to the conclusion that Trump kne
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	10 that both Trump and the Trump Committee knew about AMI’s payment to McDougal and 11 knowingly accepted the resulting prohibited corporate in-kind contribution. 12 Additionally, Trump appears to have also gained knowledge of AMI’s expenditures via 13 Cohen.  As explained above, Cohen acted as an agent of Trump in his interactions with AMI 14 concerning AMI’s payment to McDougal to influence the 2016 presidential election.  Cohen 15 has testified that the payment to McDougal “was done at the direction of M
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	Warrant Affidavit ¶ 40.e. CNN Article. See WSJ 2016 Article. See 52 U.S.C. § 30102(e)(2); 11 C.F.R. § 101.2; Factual & Legal Analysis at 6, MUR 6566 (Lisa Wilson-
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	Foley for Congress) (“[A]ny candidate who receives a contribution does so as an agent of the candidate’s authorized committee”). See supra Section III.B.1. 
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	1 Cohen for assignment rights to the story.  Thus, Cohen indicates that, not only was he acting 2 as an agent of Trump, but that, in that capacity, he kept Trump apprised of AMI’s payment to 3 McDougal.  4 In addition, given the August 2015 catch and kill agreement between Trump, Pecker and 5 Cohen, Cohen’s reported communications with Howard concerning the Enquirer’s investigation 6 of Sajudin’s story, and the numerous factors suggesting that negotiations with Sajudin deviated 7 from the standard investiga
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	10 appears that Trump and the Trump Committee knowingly accepted the in-kind contribution from 11 AMI in the form of AMI’s payment to Sajudin.12 Thus, we recommend that the Commission find reason to believe that AMI, Pecker, and 13 Howard violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by making and consenting to prohibited corporate in-kind 14 contributions.  We also recommend that the Commission find reason to believe that Trump and 15 the Trump Committee violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by knowingly accepting prohibited 16 c
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	House Intelligence Deposition at 117, 119; see also AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶¶ 5-6; The Fixers at 168-69 (reporting that Trump was involved in the decision for AMI to purchase McDougal’s story and that Cohen notified Trump after the agreement with McDougal was executed). 
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	See House Oversight Testimony at 128, 132 (appearing to discuss AMI’s payment to Sajudin); The Fixers at 147-48. 
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	Our recommendation as to Cohen is discussed below. See infra Section III.E. 
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	1 C. The Commission Should Find Reason to Believe that the Trump Committee 2 Failed to Disclose the AMI Payments to McDougal and Sajudin 3 The Act and Commission regulations require political committees to file periodic reports 4 accurately disclosing all of their receipts, disbursements, and debts and obligations, including 5 coordinated expenditures.  These disclosure requirements serve important transparency and 6 anticorruption interests, as they “provide the electorate with information as to where poli
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	52 U.S.C. § 30104; 11 C.F.R. § 104.3. Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 66-67 (1976); see Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 369-71 (2010) 
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	(describing importance of disclosure requirements because “transparency enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages”). 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b)(2), (4); 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(a)(3), (b)(2). 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b)(3)(A); 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(a)(4)(i). 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b)(5)(A); 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(b)(4)(i). 
	239 
	240 
	241 
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	1 connection with AMI’s payments to McDougal and Sajudin, which were not disclosed on any 2 Trump Committee reports filed with the Commission.  A coordinated expenditure must be 3 reported as both a contribution received by, and an expenditure made by, the authorized 4 committee of the candidate with whom the expenditure was coordinated.  Thus, the Trump 5 Committee should have reported receipts from AMI and offsetting disbursements to McDougal 6 and Sajudin, including the dates, amounts, and purposes of th
	242
	243
	244
	245 

	10 and depriving the public of information about Trump before the election.  Accordingly, we 11 recommend that the Commission find reason to believe that the Trump Committee violated 12 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b) and 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(a) and (b) by failing to report required information 13 in its Commission filings.   
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	See generally Trump Committee 2015-2016 Disclosure Reports. 
	242 

	11 C.F.R. § 104.13(a)(3); see also Coordinated and Independent Expenditures, 68 Fed. Reg. at 422 (explaining that committees must report coordinated expenditures in this manner in order to not overstate cash-onhand balances). 
	243 
	-

	52 U.S.C. § 30104(b)(3)(A), (b)(5)(A); 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(a)(4)(i), (b)(4)(i); see, e.g., Conciliation Agreement ¶ IV.4-5, 7, 11-12, MUR 7073 (Alexander Meluskey for U.S. Senate) (acknowledging that when a candidate used a radio broadcast to solicit contributions and engage in express advocacy relating to his campaign, i.e., to influence a federal election, the candidate’s authorized committee violated the Act by failing to disclose as “contributions”
	244 
	 the $16,235.29 that paid for that broadcast). 

	52 U.S.C. § 30104(b)(3)(A), (b)(5)(A); 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(a)(4)(i), (b)(4)(i). 
	245 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶¶ 5-6, 8. 
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	1 D.  The Commission Should Find Reason to Believe that the Violations Set Forth 2 Above Were Knowing and Willful 3 The Act prescribes additional penalties for “knowing and willful” violations,  which 4 are defined as “acts [that] were committed with full knowledge of all the relevant facts and a 5 recognition that the action is prohibited by law.”  This standard does not require knowledge of 6 the specific statute or regulation that the respondent allegedly violated; it is sufficient to 7 demonstrate that 
	247
	248
	249 
	250
	251 
	252 

	See 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(B), (d). 
	247 

	122 Cong. Rec. 12,197, 12,199 (May 3, 1976); see, e.g., Factual & Legal Analysis at 3-4, MUR 6920 (Now or Never PAC, et al.) (applying “knowing and willful” standard); Factual & Legal Analysis at 17-18, MUR 6766 (Jesse Jackson, Jr., et al.) (same). 
	248 

	United States v. Danielczyk, 917 F. Supp. 2d 573, 579 (E.D. Va. 2013) (quoting Bryan v. United States, 524 
	249 

	U.S. 184, 195 (1998) (holding that the government needs to show only that the defendant acted with knowledge that conduct was unlawful, not knowledge of the specific statutory provision violated, to establish a willful violation)). 
	Cf. United States v. Hopkins, 916 F.2d 207, 213 (5th Cir. 1990) (quoting United States v. Bordelon, 871 F.2d 491, 494 (5th Cir. 1989)). Hopkins involved a conduit contributions scheme, and the issue before the Fifth Circuit concerned the sufficiency of the evidence supporting the defendants’ convictions for conspiracy and false statements under 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 and 1001. 
	250 

	Id. at 214-15.  “It has long been recognized that ‘efforts at concealment [may] be reasonably explainable only in terms of motivation to evade’ lawful obligations.” Id. at 214 (quoting Ingram v. United States, 360 U.S. 672, 679 (1959)). 
	251 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 8 (admitting that AMI “knew that corporations such as [itself] are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful”). AMI’s non-prosecution agreement does not extend to the Commission. Id. at 1-2.  Similarly, in prior matters, a 
	252 
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	1 agreement with Trump and Cohen and Howard’s direct involvement in the negotiations indicate 2 that both Pecker and Howard were parties in a scheme to both hide the stories and the 3 payments.  Pecker and Howard’s reported actions to destroy the contents of a safe containing 4 stories purchased by AMI also suggest awareness of the illegality of their actions.  Further, 5 Pecker’s reported reluctance to proceed with the assignment agreement after consulting with 6 AMI counsel Stracher indicates that Pecker 
	253
	254
	255

	10 illegality — by paying McDougal not just for her story but also, pretextually, for future work; 11 AMI reportedly did not seek such work from McDougal until after AMI’s payment to McDougal 12 was publicly reported in the press.  Howard also texted Cohen that AMI’s payment to 
	256

	respondent’s guilty plea or conviction for criminal charges under the Act has not precluded the Commission from finding reason to believe that the respondent knowingly and willfully violated the Act based on the same conduct underlying the plea or conviction. See, e.g., Certification ¶ 1, MUR 6865 (Jose Susumo Azano Matsura) (July 17, 2018); Second Gen. Counsel’s Report at 11, n.32 and accompanying text, MUR 6865 (Jose Susumo Azano Matsura) (discussing prior matters where the Commission took “further action
	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
	253 

	Farrow, Catch and Kill at 16-17. 
	254 

	See supra note 70 and accompanying text; The Fixers at 170-71 (reporting that Pecker discussed the rights transfer with Stracher, “who told the media executive that he’d be crazy to sell McDougal’s story to Trump.  The optics would be terrible if it ever came out”); WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	255 

	See The Fixers at 169; see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	256 
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	1 McDougal “looks suspicious at best.”Further, Howard reportedly exchanged text messages 2 with a relative the night of the general election in 2016, in which he wrote that Trump would 3 pardon him for his actions related to “electoral fraud.”  Thus, the available information 4 indicates that the unlawful actions that served as the basis of AMI’s Non-Prosecution Agreement 5 were undertaken by Pecker and Howard in their capacity as officers and agents of AMI.As 6 such, the information indicates that AMI, Pec
	257 
	258
	259 

	10 Further, the available information indicates that the Commission should find reason 11 believe that Trump, and the Trump Committee, acting through Trump as its agent,likewise 12 acted knowingly and willfully.  According to press reports, Trump participated in AMI’s 13 decision to purchase McDougal’s story, and at the August 2015 meeting, he instructed Pecker to 14 work with Cohen to prevent any potentially damaging stories from becoming public in an effort 15 to help Trump’s campaign.  Consistent with th
	260 
	261

	Warrant Aff. ¶ 40.c (recounting that Cohen asked Howard “how the Wall Street Journal could publish its article if ‘everyone denies,’” with Howard responding, “‘Because there is the payment from AMI.  It looks suspicious at best’”). 
	257 

	The Fixers at 196-97 (quoting Howard’s text messages, including “At least if [Trump] wins, I’ll be pardoned for electoral fraud” and “At least now we get pardoned”). 
	258 

	See supra Section III.B.2; see also supra note 25 (citing articles reporting that Pecker and Howard were reportedly granted immunity in exchange for their cooperation). 
	259 

	See 52 U.S.C. § 30102(e)(2); 11 C.F.R. § 101.2. 
	260 

	WSJ Nov. 9 Article; The Fixers at ix-xi; see also Cohen Plea Hearing at 23 (“[O]n or about the summer of 2016, in coordination with, and at the direction of, a candidate for federal office, I and the CEO of a media company at the request of the candidate worked together to keep an individual with information that would be harmful to the candidate and to the campaign from publicly disclosing this information. After a number of discussions, we 
	261 
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	1 involvement, Cohen asserts that he worked with AMI on the purchase of McDougal’s story at the 2 direction of Trump and that he negotiated and executed the assignment of rights to McDougal’s 3 story with AMI with the understanding that Trump would ultimately pay for the rights.4 Further, the available information indicates that Trump and Cohen also wished to purchase 5 AMI’s trove of documents regarding Trump due to a concern about what might happen to the 6 documents if Pecker left AMI.The available infor
	262 
	263 
	264 

	10 knowledge of the payment and awareness that such payments were unlawful.11 As to the Sajudin payment, although the current record is less fulsome, the available 12 information provides a basis to conclude that the Sajudin payment is consistent with the catch 13 and kill agreement between Pecker, Trump, and Cohen, an agreement which AMI has 14 acknowledged in the context of the McDougal payment it knew was unlawful.   
	265 

	eventually accomplished the goal by the media company entering into a contract with the individual under which she received compensation of $150,000.”). 
	See House Intelligence Deposition at 117, 119; House Oversight Testimony at 100; 2019 New Yorker Article. 
	262 

	The Fixers at 169; see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	263 

	See, e.g., The Fixers at 168-71; WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	264 

	Trump has also publicly stated that he is an expert on campaign finance. See Larry King Live: Interview with Donald Trump, CNN 25:13-25:19 (Oct. nobody knows more about campaign finance than I do because I’m the biggest contributor.”); see also The Fixers at 341. 
	265 
	8, 1999), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEVzCtcT-Mo (“I think 
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	1 Accordingly, we recommend that the Commission find reason to believe that the 2 violations of the Act by Trump, the Trump Committee, AMI, Pecker, and Howard, as set forth 3 above, were knowing and willful.  4 E. The Commission Should Take No Action at this Time as to Cohen 5 The available information, including Cohen’s own admissions, indicates that Cohen, at 6 Trump’s direction, worked with Pecker and Howard to ensure that AMI purchased McDougal’s 7 story in an effort to keep her story, which was potenti
	10 However, given Cohen’s role as an agent of Trump in the context of the allegations at issue in 11 these matters, and our recommendations as to Trump and the Trump Committee, we recommend 12 that the Commission take no action at this time as to Cohen.13 F. The Commission Should Take No Action at This Time as to Jost 14 Timothy Jost was notified in connection with the allegations in MUR 7366 because that 15 Complaint specifically identified him as a Respondent.  Jost was the Trump Committee’s 16 treasurer 
	266 
	267

	Cf. Certification at 2, MUR 7048 (Cruz for President) (Apr. 9, 2019) (taking no action at this time as to agent of committee); First Gen. Counsel’s Rpt. at 14, MUR 7048 (Cruz for President) (recommending same); see also First Gen. Counsel’s Rpt., MURs 7313, 7319 and 7379 (Michael D. Cohen) (open matter) (recommending that the Commission find reason to believe that Cohen violated the Act in connection with his payment to Clifford based on Cohen’s direct liability rather than as agent to Trump or the Trump Co
	266 

	Jost was the Trump Committee’s treasurer from when it registered with the Commission on June 29, 2015, until January 20, 2017, when Bradley T. Crate was named its treasurer. See Trump Committee, Statement of Organization, FEC Form 1 (June 29, 2015); Trump Committee, Amend. Statement of Organization, FEC Form 1 (Jan. 20, 2017). 
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	1 record does not indicate that Jost “knowingly and willfully” violated the Act or “recklessly failed 2 to fulfill” his obligations as the Trump Committee’s treasurer in connection with the inaccurate 3 disclosure reports that the Trump Committee filed with the Commission, an investigation of 4 the Trump Committee may provide additional relevant information.  As such, we recommend 5 that the Commission take no action at this time as to Jost, pending an investigation of the Trump 6 Committee.  7 IV. PROPOSED
	268

	8 The investigation would focus on developing the factual record concerning the extent to 
	9 which AMI, in accordance with the catch and kill scheme, made payments to individuals who 10 possessed information that was potentially damaging to Trump’s campaign to establish the 11 amount in violation attributable to corporate contributions from AMI to the Trump Committee.  12 Specifically, we will seek information about AMI’s payments to such individuals, including the 13 following:  materials collected from other state, federal, and congressional investigations relating 14 to the same activity; iden
	Statement of Policy Regarding Treasurers Subject to Enforcement Proceedings, 70 Fed. Reg. 3, 3-4 (Jan. 3, 2005) (“[T]he Commission will consider treasurers parties to enforcement proceedings in their personal capacities where information indicates that the treasurer knowingly and willfully violated an obligation that the Act or regulations specifically impose on treasurers or where the treasurer recklessly failed to fulfill the duties imposed by law, or where the treasurer has intentionally deprived himself
	268 
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	1 agents, and Trump and the Trump Committee and their agents; and internal communications 
	2 among AMI employees concerning stories purchased by AMI with the intent of silencing the 
	3 story and thus influencing the 2016 and 2020 presidential elections, as well as related financial 
	4 documents, bank records, and publication policies.  In addition, we will seek the same 
	5 information regarding AMI’s payments to public relations professionals on behalf of McDougal 
	6 and any other individuals.  We will seek to conduct our investigation through voluntary means 
	7 but recommend that the Commission authorize the use of compulsory process, including the 
	8 issuance of appropriate interrogatories, document subpoenas, and deposition subpoenas, as 
	9 necessary. 
	10 V. RECOMMENDATIONS 
	11 MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 
	12 
	12 
	12 
	1. Find reason to believe that A360 Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc. and 13 David J. Pecker knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by making 14 and consenting to prohibited corporate in-kind contributions; 

	15 
	15 
	2. Find reason to believe that Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. and Bradley T. Crate 16 in his official capacity as treasurer knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. 17 § 30118(a) by knowingly accepting prohibited contributions; 

	18 
	18 
	3. Find reason to believe that Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. and Bradley T. Crate 19 in his official capacity as treasurer knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. 20 § 30104(b) and 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(a) and (b) by failing to report the required 21 information with the Commission; 

	22 
	22 
	4. Find reason to believe that Donald J. Trump knowingly and willfully violated 23 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by knowingly accepting prohibited contributions; 

	24 
	24 
	5. Take no action at this time as to the allegations that Michael D. Cohen violated the 25 Act and Commission regulations; 
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	1 MURs 7324 and 7366  
	2 6. Name and notify Dylan Howard as a Respondent; 
	3 MURs 7332 and 7364 
	4 7. Find reason to believe that Dylan Howard knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. 5 § 30118(a) by making and consenting to prohibited corporate in-kind contributions; 
	6 MUR 7366 
	7 8. Take no action at this time as to the allegations that Timothy Jost violated the Act and 8 Commission regulations; 
	9 MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 
	10 9. Approve the attached Factual and Legal Analyses; 11 10. Authorize the use of compulsory process; and 
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	1 11. Approve the appropriate letters. 
	30 Attorney 
	2 ________________________ ____________________________3 Date Lisa J. Stevenson 4 Acting General Counsel 5 6 7 8 ____________________________9 Charles Kitcher 10 Acting Associate General Counsel 11   for Enforcement 12 13 14 15 _____________________________16 Lynn Y. Tran 17 Assistant General Counsel 18 19 20 21 ____________________________22 Adrienne C. Baranowicz 23 Attorney 24 25 26 27 ____________________________28 Anne B. Robinson 29 
	31 32 33 34 35 36 37 
	ELW 2/22/2021 
	1 FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 2 3 FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS 4 5 RESPONDENTS: A360 Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc. MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, 6 David J. Pecker      and 7366  7 8 I. INTRODUCTION 
	9 The Complaints in these four matters allege that American Media, Inc., which is now 10 A360 Media, LLC(“AMI”) violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended 11 (the “Act”), in connection with payments AMI made to two individuals in advance of the 2016 12 presidential election to suppress negative stories about then-presidential candidate Donald J. 13 Trump’s relationships with several women.  Specifically, the Complaints allege that then-AMI 14 corporate officers David J. Pecker and Dylan 
	1 
	2 
	3 
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	MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 (A360 Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc., et al.) Factual and Legal Analysis Page 2 of 51 
	1 were bona fide payments.After AMI’s Responses were filed, Cohen pleaded guilty to willfully 2 causing an unlawful corporate contribution concerning the payment to McDougal and is 3 currently serving the remainder of his sentence under home confinement in connection with that 4 plea.  AMI entered into a non-prosecution agreement with the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) 5 regarding the payment to McDougal.6 As discussed below, the available information indicates that Trump, Cohen, and Pecker 7 agreed in Augus
	4 
	5
	6 

	10 AMI paid McDougal $150,000 to suppress her story of a sexual relationship with Trump, which 
	11 allegedly occurred while he was married, from becoming public before the 2016 presidential 
	12 election.  Based on the available information, it also appears that Pecker, Howard, and AMI paid 
	13 Sajudin $30,000 in December 2015 to prevent Sajudin from publicizing his story that Trump had 
	14 fathered a child with an employee of Trump World Tower.  Accordingly, the Commission finds 
	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. (Apr. 13, 2018); MURs 7364/7366 AMI Resp. (June 8, 2018); MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. (June 8, 2018); MUR 7637 AMI Resp. (Sept. 11, 2019); see also MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1-2, nn.1-2 (noting that Pecker chose not to file a separate response and that AMI’s Response addresses his potential liability as an officer of AMI). 
	4 

	See Tr. of Proceedings before Hon. William H. Pauley III at 23-24, 27, United States v. Cohen, No. 1:18cr-00602-WHP (S.D.N.Y. Aug. Proceeding-Transcript.pdf (“Cohen Plea Hearing”); Tom McParland, Michael Cohen Released to Home Confinement Because of COVID-19 Concerns, NEW YORK LAW JOURNAL newyorklawjournal/2020/05/21/michael-cohen-released-to-home-confinement-because-of-covid-19-concerns (reporting Cohen’s initial release); Mem. of Law in Supp. of Pet’r’s Emergency Mot. for a TRO at 4-9, 12-23, Cohen v. Bar
	5 
	-
	21, 2018), https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/4780185/Cohen-Court
	-

	(May 21, 2020), https://www.law.com/ 

	Letter from Robert Khuzami, Acting U.S. Attorney, S.D.N.Y., U.S. Dep’t of Justice, to Charles A. Stillman and James A. Mitchell, Counsel for American Media, Inc. (Sept. 20, 2018) (non-prosecution agreement between DOJ and AMI on September 21, 2018, including statement of admitted facts) (“AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement”). 
	6 
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	1 reason to believe that AMI and Pecker knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by 
	2 making and consenting to make prohibited corporate in-kind contributions.  
	3 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	4 Trump declared his presidential candidacy on June 16, 2015, and registered Donald J. 
	5 Trump for President, Inc. and Bradley T. Crate in his official capacity as treasurer (the “Trump 
	6 Committee”), his principal campaign committee, with the Commission on June 29, 2015.
	7 

	7 Michael D. Cohen was an attorney for the Trump Organization,worked as special counsel to 
	8 

	8 Trump, and served as a Trump Committee surrogate in the media.  AMI was a publishing 
	9

	9 company headquartered in New York, New York.  In 2016, one of AMI’s publications was the 
	10

	Alex Altman and Charlotte Alter, Trump Launches Presidential Campaign with Empty Flair, TIME Trump Committee, Statement of Organization, FEC Form 1 (June 29, 2015). 
	7 
	(June 16, 2015), https://time.com/3922770/donald-trump-campaign-launch/ (cited by MUR 7366 Compl. at 4); 

	Trump Organization, LLC is a limited liability company (“LLC”) organized under the laws of New York on August 4, 1999 and its registered agent is National Registered Agents, Inc. The available information does not indicate its tax election status for federal tax purposes. See N. Y. Dept. of State, Div. of Corps., Search Our Corporation and Business Entity DatabaseSEARCH_ENTRY (search entity name: “Trump Organization LLC”) (last visited Sept. 30, 2020). 
	8 
	, https://appext20.dos.ny.gov/corp_public/CORPSEARCH.ENTITY_ 

	Government’s Sentencing Mem. at 11, United States v. Cohen, No. 1:18-cr-00602-WHP (S.D.N.Y. Dec. 7, 2018) (“SDNY Cohen Sentencing Memorandum”); Report on the Investigation into Russian Interference in the 2016 Presidential Election, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Vol. 1 at 53 (March 2019) (identifying Cohen as a former executive vice president at the Trump Organization and “special counsel to Donald J. Trump”); Hearing with Michael Cohen, Former Attorney to President Donald Trump before the H. Comm. on Oversight an
	9 
	27, 2019), https://docs house.gov/meetings/GO/GO00/20190227/108969/HHRG-116-GO00
	-

	12, 2018), https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump
	-


	See AMI, About Us/about-us/overview (last visited Oct. 22, 2020); AMI, Contact Us22, 2020); Del. Dept. of State, Div. of Corps., General Information Name Searchentity name: American Media, Inc.) (last visited Oct. 22, 2020). 
	10 
	, https://web.archive.org/web/20200721110029/https://www.americanmediainc.com 
	, https://web.archive.org/web/20200830111333/ 
	https://www.americanmediainc.com/contact-us (last visited Oct. 
	, https://icis.corp.delaware.gov/Ecorp/EntitySearch/NameSearch.aspx (search 
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	1 National Enquirer (the “Enquirer  In 
	”), which is a weekly print and online tabloid publication.
	11

	2 August 2020, AMI reportedly was renamed A360 Media, LLC and plans were announced to 
	3 merge it with Accelerate 360, a logistics firm.Pecker was the President and Chief Executive 
	12 

	4 Officer of AMI until the merger and reportedly became an executive advisor to the new 
	5 Howard was AMI’s Vice President and Chief Content Officer and reportedly left 
	company.
	13 

	6 the company on March 31, 2020.  From 2013 to 2017, Howard was the Editor in Chief of the 
	14

	7 .  Dino Sajudin is a former doorman for 
	Enquirer
	15 
	Karen McDougal is a model and actress.
	16

	8 Trump World Tower in New York City.
	17 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard ¶ 11. Publicly available information indicates that AMI announced on April 18, 2019, that it planned to sell the Enquirer to an individual named James Cohen; however, that sale reportedly was not finalized. See National Enquirer to Be Sold to Owner of Magazine Distributor, REUTERS (Apr. to-be-sold-to-owner-of-magazine-distributor-idUSKCN1RU25I; Sarah Ellison and Jonathan O’Connell, As a Sale of the National Enquirer Collapses, Some Wonder if the Tabloid is Too 
	11 
	18, 2019), https://www reuters.com/article/us-national-enquirer-m-a/national-enquirer
	-

	25, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/media/as-a-sale-of-the-national-enquirer-collapses-some
	-


	Ben Smith, National Enquirer Chief David Pecker Loses Top Job in Company Merger, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. Aug. 21 Article”). Both A360Media and Accelerate 360 are reportedly controlled by Chatham Asset Management, a New Jersey hedge fund. Id. A360 Media, LLC and another entity named A360 Media Holdings, LLC are registered in Delaware. Del. Dept. of State, Div. of Corps., General Information Name Search, A360 Media) (last visited Sept. 30, 2020). AMI appears to be doing business as A360 Media, LLC per recent media r
	12 
	21, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/21/business/media/david-pecker-ami-ceo html (“NY Times 
	https://icis.corp.delaware.gov/Ecorp/EntitySearch/NameSearch.aspx (search entity name: 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1, n.1; NY Times Aug. 21 Article. 
	13 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1, n.1; Lukas I. Alpert, National Enquirer Parent Parts Ways with Dylan Howard, WALL ST. J. (Apr. howard-11586229089. 
	14 
	6, 2020), https://www.wsj.com/articles/national-enquirer-parent-parts-ways-with-dylan
	-


	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard ¶ 2. 
	15 

	MUR 7366 Compl. at 3 (citing Compl. for Declaratory Relief, McDougal v. American Media, Inc., No. BC698956 (Cal. Super. Ct. Los Angeles Cnty. Mar. 20, 2018) (“McDougal Complaint”)). 
	16 

	Joe Palazzolo & Michael Rothfeld, THE FIXERS at 146 (2020) (“The Fixers”) (Palazzolo and Rothfeld are two of the authors of The Wall Street Journal’s 2016 reporting as described infra at note 18; The Fixers expands upon the reporting in that article); see also MUR 7364 Compl. at 4 (citing Jake Pearson and Jeff Horwitz, $30,000 Rumor? Tabloid Paid for, Spiked, Salacious Trump Tip, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Apr. 12, 2018), 
	17 
	https://www.apnews.com/f37ecfc4710b468db6a103a245146172 (“Sajudin AP Article”)). 
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	1 The available information indicates that during Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign, 
	2 AMI and its executives, Pecker and Howard, after discussions with Trump and Cohen, acting as 
	3 an agent of Trump, paid $150,000 to Karen McDougal to purchase the rights to her claim that 
	4   Cohen 
	she engaged in a relationship with Trump beginning in 2006, while he was married.
	18

	5 pleaded guilty to criminal violations of the Act in connection with AMI’s payment to McDougal 
	6 and his own payment to adult film actress and director Stephanie Clifford, who also alleged an 
	7 affair with Trump while he was married; Cohen’s sworn allocution and testimony indicate that 
	8 his participation in the payments to both McDougal and Clifford was for the “principal purpose 
	9 of influencing the [2016 presidential] election.”
	19 

	News reports and Cohen’s testimony have identified Trump, AMI, Pecker, Howard, Keith Davidson, McDougal, and Stephanie Clifford as the persons anonymously referenced in documents — including the SDNY Information and Warrant Affidavit — pertaining to DOJ’s investigation and prosecution of Cohen, as follows: Trump is “Individual-1”; the Trump Organization is the “Company”; AMI is “Corporation-1”; Pecker is “Chairman1”; Howard is “Editor-1”; Davidson is “Attorney-1”; McDougal is “Woman-1”; and Clifford is “Wom
	18 
	-
	4, 2016), https://www.wsj.com/articles/national-enquirer-shielded-donald-trump-from-playboy
	-

	https://www newyorker.com/news/news-desk/donald-trump-a-playboy-model-and-a-system-for-concealing
	-

	18, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/18/us/politics/michael-cohen-trump.html (“NYT Feb. 18 
	9, 2018), https://www.wsj.com/articles/donald-trump
	-


	See Cohen Plea Hearing at 23, 27-28 (pleading guilty to knowingly and willfully violating 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by “causing” AMI to make a payment totaling $150,000 in 2016 to McDougal, and to knowingly and 
	19 
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	1 AMI entered into a Non-Prosecution Agreement with DOJ on September 21, 2018.  In 
	20

	2 that Non-Prosecution Agreement, AMI admitted that it made the payments to McDougal to 
	3 ensure that she did not publicize her allegations and “thereby influence [the 2016 presidential] 
	4 election.”
	21 

	5 A. Pecker, Trump, and Cohen Enter into a Catch and Kill Agreement for 
	6 Trump’s Campaign 
	7 In August 2015, Trump reportedly met with Cohen and Pecker in his Trump Tower office 
	8 AMI admitted that, at that 
	and asked Pecker what Pecker could do to help his campaign.
	22 

	9 meeting, “Pecker offered to help deal with negative stories about [Trump’s] relationships with 
	10 women by, among other things, assisting the campaign in identifying such stories so they could 
	willfully violating 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(1)(A) by making an excessive contribution in the form of a payment totaling $130,000 to Clifford, to ensure that both women did not publicize damaging allegations before the 2016 presidential election and thereby influence that election); see also SDNY Information ¶ 41-44. As discussed herein, Cohen initially made false public statements regarding the Clifford payment, and he pleaded guilty to criminal charges of making a false statement to a bank and making false st
	https://www.justice.gov/file/1115596/download

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement at 3. Pecker and Howard were reportedly granted immunity in exchange for their cooperation. Gabriel Sherman, “Holy Shit, I Thought Pecker Would Be the Last One to Turn”: Trump’s National Enquirer Allies Are the Latest to Defect, THE HIVE-VANITY FAIR (Aug. ; WSJ Nov. 9 Article; Jim Rutenberg, Rebecca R. Ruiz & Ben Protess, David Pecker, Chief of National Enquirer’s Publisher, Is Said to Get Immunity in Trump Inquiry, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. politics/david-pecker-immunity-trump html. 
	20 
	23, 2018), https://www.vanity 
	fair.com/news/2018/08/donald-trump-national-enquirer-allies-defect-david-pecker-michael-cohen
	23, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/08/23/us/ 

	See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
	21 

	WSJ Nov. 9 Article (citing “people familiar with the meeting” and noting that the article is based on “interviews with three dozen people who have direct knowledge of the events or who have been briefed on them, as well as court papers, corporate records and other documents”); AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3 (“In or about August 2015, David Pecker, the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of AMI, met with Michael Cohen, an attorney for a presidential candidate, and at least one other member of the 
	22 
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	1 be purchased and their publication avoided.”  Trump reportedly directed Pecker to work with 
	23

	2 Cohen, who would inform Trump, and “Pecker agreed to keep Cohen apprised of any such 
	24

	3 negative stories.”Cohen, in his sworn testimony, confirms that there was an agreement that 
	25 

	4 AMI would catch and kill negative stories involving Trump to avoid publication of those stories, 
	5 describing catch and kill as working with news outlets to identify and purchase the rights to news 
	6 
	stories of interest and avoid their publication.
	26 

	7 It is not publicly known whether AMI either purchased directly or steered to Cohen and 
	8 the Trump Committee other Trump-related stories.  In June 2016, Howard had reportedly 
	9 “compiled a list of the dirt about Trump accumulated in AMI’s archives, dating back decades.”
	27 

	10 After Trump won the 2016 presidential election, Cohen reportedly requested everything the 
	11 Enquirer had regarding Trump, leading Howard and others to order the consolidation of Trump
	-

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. Pecker reportedly also suggested that “[h]e could use the Enquirer to slime Trump’s political opponents, both Republican and Democrat.” The Fixers at x; see also id. at 158-61, 166-67 (detailing the Enquirer’s negative coverage of Trump’s opponent Ted Cruz during the Republican primary as it coincided with Trump’s attacks on Cruz, the Enquirer’s persistent attacks on Trump’s other opponents, including, inter alia, Hillary Clinton, Marco Rubio, and Bernie Sanders, an
	23 

	The Fixers at xi. 
	24 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
	25 

	House Oversight Testimony at 30 (Cohen testified that “catch and kill is a method that exists when you are working with a news outlet — in this specific case it was AMI, National Enquirer, David Pecker, Dylan Howard, and others — where they would contact me or Mr. Trump or someone and state that there’s a story that’s percolating out there that you may be interested in. And then what you do is you contact that individual and you purchase the rights to that story from them.”); see also Michael Cohen, DISLOYA
	26 

	27 
	Ronan Farrow, CATCH AND KILL: LIES, SPIES, AND A CONSPIRACY TO PROTECT PREDATORS 17 (2019) 
	(“Farrow, Catch and Kill”). The list reportedly included approximately 60 items and was titled “Donald Trump 
	Killed” in reference to stories about Trump that had been “killed.” See Politics & Prose Interview by Sunny Hostin 
	with Ronan Farrow in Washington, D.C. 
	(Oct. 21, 2019), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FaTi090FVAA 

	(45:38-47:39). 
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	1 related materials in a safe at AMI offices in New York.Press reports indicate that during the 2 first week of November 2016 Howard ordered his staff at the Enquirer to destroy documents 3 4 B. AMI Payment to Karen McDougal 
	28 
	held in an office safe, including documents that were related to Trump.
	29 

	5 1. 6 On June 15, 2016, Keith Davidson, an attorney representing former Playboy model Karen 7 McDougal, reportedly contacted Howard about the potential sale of the rights to McDougal’s 8   Pecker and Howard then 9 informed Cohen about the McDougal story and AMI began negotiations to obtain the rights to 
	AMI’s Agreement with McDougal 
	story about her alleged affair with Trump while he was married.
	30

	10 her story “[a]t Cohen’s urging and subject to Cohen’s promise that AMI would be reimbursed.”11 Howard reportedly interviewed McDougal on June 20, 2016, and following the interview, 12 indicated to McDougal that her story was worth a limited sum without “stronger documentation” 13   Howard, Pecker, and Cohen reportedly discussed the situation via 14 conference call that day, and the three men agreed that AMI would not make an immediate 
	31 
	of the relationship.
	32

	Farrow, Catch and Kill at 17. 
	28 

	Id. at 16-17; see also Daniel Lippman, Ronan Farrow: National Enquirer Shredded Secret Trump Documents, POLITICO (Oct.shredded-trump-documents-046711; House Oversight Testimony at 128, 160 (Cohen confirming that he asked Pecker for the “treasure trove” of stories purchased by Pecker). 
	29 
	 14, 2019), https://www.politico.com/news/2019/10/14/ronan-farrow-national-enquirer
	-


	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4; The Fixers at 164; WSJ Nov. 9 Article. In March 2018, after filing a lawsuit against AMI challenging her contract, McDougal stated in a CNN interview that her relationship with Trump began in June 2006 and ended in 2007, while Trump was married to his current wife, Melania Trump. Jim Rutenberg, Ex-Playboy Model Karen McDougal Details 10-Month Affair with Donald Trump, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. Mar. 22 Article”) (cited by MUR 7366 Compl. at 3). 
	30 
	22, 2018), https://www nytimes.com/2018/03/22/us/politics/karen-mcdougal-interview html (“NY Times 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4; MUR 7332 Compl. at 3-4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 4-5. 
	31 

	The Fixers at 164-65; AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 5; compare McDougal New Yorker Article (stating that Howard initially valued McDougal’s story at $10,000), with The Fixers at 164-65 (stating that Howard initially valued McDougal’s story at $15,000). 
	32 
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	1   On June 27, 2016, Cohen purportedly informed Trump about McDougal’s story; Trump 
	offer.
	33

	2 reportedly then telephoned Pecker and asked him to make the McDougal story go away.
	34 

	3 McDougal, under the impression that AMI was not interested in purchasing her story, began 
	4 discussions with another media entity, ABC, in an effort to “get in front of the story.”
	35 

	5   In July 2016, 
	On July 19, 2016, Trump became the Republican presidential nominee.
	36

	6 Davidson reportedly informed Howard that he was fielding an offer from ABC but that 
	7   Howard and Pecker 
	McDougal wanted to receive a payment and assistance with her career.
	37

	8 updated Cohen, who in turn reportedly informed Trump of the situation, and they decided to 
	The Fixers at 165; see WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	33 

	The Fixers at 166; Cohen Book at 285 (stating that Trump “immediately called Pecker”); see WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	34 

	McDougal Interview with Anderson Cooper, CNN (Mar. /interview-ac.cnn) (“CNN McDougal Interview”) (“[AMI] had a 12-hour window to accept whether they wanted the story or not. They didn’t want the story . . . . I still have to get in front of the story because it’s still getting put out there. So, we went to ABC. They were very interested in the story.”); see McDougal New Yorker Article (indicating that AMI had “little interest” in McDougal’s story); McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 12-13 (indicating that McDougal was i
	35 
	22, 2018), http://edition.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS 
	1803/22/acd.02 html (video available at: at: https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2018/03/23/karen-mcdougal-full
	-


	The Fixers at 166; Alexander Burns and Jonathan Martin, Donald Trump Claims Nomination, with Discord Clear but Family Cheering, N.Y. TIMES trump-rnc html. 
	36 
	(July 19, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/20/us/politics/donald
	-


	The Fixers at 166-68; see WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	37 
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	1   Howard and Davidson reportedly then negotiated a 
	move forward with an offer to McDougal.
	38


	2 
	2 
	contract between AMI and McDougal.
	39 

	3 AMI and McDougal entered into a contract on August 6, 2016,whereby AMI 
	40 

	4 purchased the “Limited Life Story Rights” to the story of McDougal’s relationship with “any 
	5 then-married man”   In addition, 
	— Trump — in exchange for the payment of $150,000.
	41

	6 McDougal agreed to be featured on two AMI-owned magazine covers and work with a 
	7 ghostwriter to author monthly columns for AMI publications; however, AMI was not obligated 
	8   Davidson allegedly told McDougal that AMI would purchase her story 
	to publish her columns.
	42

	9 On 
	with the purpose of not publishing it because of Pecker’s friendship with Trump.
	43 

	10 August 10, 2016, AMI sent a $150,000 payment to Davidson for the rights to McDougal’s 
	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4 (stating that “AMI communicated to Cohen that it would acquire the story to prevent its publication”); The Fixers at 168; see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article; McDougal New Yorker Article; MUR 7366 Compl. at 5 (citing McDougal Complaint). 
	38 

	The Fixers at 168-69; see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article; McDougal New Yorker Article; McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 14, 42, 46-47 (stating that AMI showed renewed interest in purchasing the rights to McDougal’s story after she shared with Davidson her concerns about publicly telling her story). 
	39 

	The contract was allegedly sent to McDougal on August 5, 2016, and she signed the contract the next morning. McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 48-55. Davidson reportedly sent the signed contract to Howard and AMI’s in-house counsel, Cameron Stracher. The Fixers at 168-69 (noting that Davidson informed ABC that McDougal would not proceed with the network and stating that Davidson notified Cohen of the signed contract). 
	40 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard, Ex. A; id., Ex. B (amending McDougal’s agreement with AMI so that she could “respond to legitimate press inquiries regarding the facts of her alleged relationship with Donald Trump”); McDougal New Yorker Article; MUR 7324 Compl. at 8 (quoting McDougal New Yorker Article); MUR 7332 Compl. at 4 (citing WSJ 2016 Article). On March 22, 2018, McDougal was interviewed by CNN and discussed her relationship with Trump at length, as well as how it led to her negotiatio
	41 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard, Ex. A at 1; see MUR 7332 Compl. at 3 (citing McDougal New Yorker Article); see also MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 6 (citing McDougal Complaint ¶ 59). 
	42 

	MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 5 (citing McDougal Complaint ¶ 47); MUR 7366 Compl. at 5 (same). 
	43 
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	1 McDougal alleges that as early as October 2016, AMI staff appeared to lack interest in 2 the columns that McDougal agreed to have published in her name.3 AMI acknowledges in the DOJ Non-Prosecution Agreement that the payment of 4 $150,000 was substantially more than AMI would normally have agreed to pay because it relied 5   Further, AMI acknowledges that 6 its “principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress the model’s story so as to 7 prevent it from influencing the election” and that 
	story.
	44 
	45 
	upon Cohen’s commitment that AMI would be reimbursed.
	46
	47 

	10 corporations such as AMI are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by 
	11 corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the 
	12 request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.”
	48 

	See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5; see also Cohen Book at 286 (alleging that Pecker asked a former employee named Daniel Rotstein to use his Florida consulting company as a pass-through for AMI’s payment to Davidson). 
	44 

	McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 57-60. However, it does appear that AMI ultimately published several columns under McDougal’s name. MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 8 (“To date, AMI’s publications have published approximately twenty-five (25) columns and articles either bylined or featuring Ms. McDougal across its publications, and AMI has requested additional columns from her.”). 
	45 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5 (“AMI agreed to pay the model $150,000 — substantially more money than AMI otherwise would have paid to acquire the story — because of Cohen’s assurances to Pecker that AMI would ultimately be reimbursed for the payment.”). 
	46 

	See id. 
	47 

	Id., Ex. A ¶ 8; cf. The Fixers at 169 (noting that Pecker consulted with a campaign finance “expert” before signing off on the McDougal transaction and “believe[ed] the contract with McDougal was legally sound” because AMI agreed to pay her for future work in addition to purchasing her story rights); WSJ Nov. 9 Article (“Mr. Pecker researched campaign-finance laws before entering into the McDougal deal . . . . After speaking with an election-law specialist, Mr. Pecker concluded the company’s payment to Ms. 
	48 
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	1 2. 
	Role of Cohen, Trump, and the Trump Committee 

	2 During the negotiations concerning McDougal’s story, AMI and McDougal’s lawyer, 
	3 Davidson, reportedly kept Cohen informed as to the status of the discussions; Cohen in turn 
	4 updated   AMI reportedly notified Cohen on multiple occasions: upon the initial 
	Trump.
	49

	5 outreach from Davidson, after its interview with McDougal, when Davidson warned Howard that 
	6 ABC was interested in McDougal’s story, and when AMI was in the process of finalizing the 
	7 Shortly after McDougal signed the agreement with AMI, 
	agreement with McDougal.
	50 

	8 Davidson reportedly contacted Cohen and informed him that the McDougal transaction had been 
	9   Cohen testified that he worked with AMI to keep McDougal’s story from 
	completed.
	51

	10 becoming public and that AMI’s payment to McDougal “was done at the direction of Mr. Trump 
	11 and in accordance with his instructions.”Cohen’s role in the transaction allegedly came as a 
	52 

	12 surprise to McDougal, who stated that Davidson and AMI staff failed to tell her that they were 
	The Fixers at 166, 168-69; WSJ Nov. 9 Article; cf. House Oversight Testimony at 29-30 (Question:  “Mr. Cohen, in your 10 years of working for Donald Trump[,] did he control everything that went on in the Trump Organization? And did you have to get his permission in advance and report back after every meeting of any importance.” Answer: “Yes. There was nothing that happened at The Trump Organization . . . that did not go through Mr. Trump with his approval and sign-off, as in the case of the payments.”). 
	49 

	The Fixers at 164-166, 168-69 (“Cohen soon learned of the ABC talks from the American Media executives and alerted Trump. They decided now was the time to buy.”); see also Cohen Book at 284-89 (describing Cohen and Trump’s involvement with AMI’s payment to McDougal and stating “[w]hen I heard about the ABC initiative, I knew it was time to act”). 
	50 

	MUR 7324 Compl. at 10 (quoting NYT Feb. 18 Article); The Fixers at 169 (noting that, when Davidson advised Cohen that the contract was fully executed, Cohen already knew and Trump knew too and was “grateful”). Cohen reportedly denied recalling these communications with Davidson when contacted by New York Times reporters prior to his plea agreement. See NYT Feb. 18 Article. 
	51 

	U.S. House of Representatives Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, Executive Session, Michael IG00-20190520-SD002.pdf (“House Intelligence Deposition”); see Cohen Plea Hearing at 23 (“[O]n or about the summer of 2016, in coordination with, and at the direction of, a candidate for federal office, I and the CEO of a media company at the request of the candidate worked together to keep an individual with information that would be harmful to the candidate and to the campaign from publicly disclosing this
	52 
	Cohen Dep. at 117, 119 (Feb. 28, 2019), https://docs.house.gov/meetings/IG/IG00/20190520/109549/HMTG-116
	-
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	1 coordinating with Trump “representatives” during the negotiation of her original agreement with 2 AMI.3 In late August and September 2016, Cohen requested to Pecker that AMI assign Cohen 4 the “limited life rights portion” of AMI’s agreement with McDougal, which “included the 5 requirement that the model not otherwise disclose her story.”  Trump and Cohen reportedly 6 also wanted Pecker to turn over AMI’s Trump-related materials because of the concern that 7 Pecker might leave AMI.Pecker agreed to assign 
	53 
	54
	55 
	a payment of $125,000.
	56

	10 
	entity set up by Cohen.
	57 

	11 In a tape recording made by Cohen during a September 2016 meeting with Trump, 
	12 Trump and Cohen appear to discuss the circumstances surrounding the assignment agreement 
	13 between AMI and Cohen and how Trump would buy the rights to McDougal’s story from 
	McDougal Complaint ¶ 20. 
	53 

	See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6. 
	54 

	The Fixers at 169 (“Cohen was pushing American Media to turn over all its archival material on Trump, in case Pecker left the company. Cohen and Trump didn’t want a new chief executive with no loyalty to Trump to have control over it.”); WSJ Nov. 9 Article (“Concerned Mr. Pecker might leave American Media, Mr. Cohen wanted to buy other materials the company had gathered on Mr. Trump over the years, including source files and tips. In a meeting at the Trump Organization offices in early September, Mr. Cohen 
	55 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6; The Fixers at 169-71 (identifying the Cohen-created entity as Resolution Consultants, LLC, and explaining that the $25,000 difference between the amount paid to McDougal and the amount to be paid for the assignment accounted for McDougal’s future AMI work); see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article. Because AMI purchased the rights to feature McDougal on two magazine covers and publish columns attributed to her, “Cohen and Pecker said that Trump would be liable for only a hundred
	56 
	(Apr. 29, 2019), https://www newyorker.com/magazine/2019/05/06/michael-cohens-last-days-of-freedom 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6; see SDNY Cohen Sentencing Memorandum at 12. 
	57 
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	1 AMI.  In an interview that aired on the evening the tape recording was made public, Rudy 
	58

	2 Giuliani, counsel for Trump, acknowledged that the tape recording reflects a conversation 
	3 between Trump and Cohen about “how they’re going to buy the rights” to McDougal’s story 
	4 from AMI but argued that there is “[n]o indication of any crime being committed on this tape.”
	59 

	5 At one point in the recording, Cohen says, in an apparent reference to the entity he would later 
	6 create for the purchase, “I need to open up a company for the transfer of all of that info regarding 
	7   According to Cohen, Trump 
	our friend, David,” which is reportedly a reference to Pecker.
	60

	8 asks “So what do we got to pay for this?  One-fifty?”Later, Trump asks “What financing?” 
	61 

	Chris Cuomo, Kara Scannell & Eli Watkins, CNN Obtains Secret Trump-Cohen Tape, CNN (July 25, (cited by MUR 7332 Second Amend. Compl. at 3); see also Cohen Book at 287 (“I decided I needed to record a conversation with Trump about the payment for two reasons. First, to show Pecker that I was asking Trump to repay the obligation, and second, to have a record of his participation if the conspiracy ever came out. . . . I could sense the stakes were getting higher and higher as I explained the details of the tra
	58 
	2018), https://www.cnn.com/2018/07/24/politics/michael-cohen-donald-trump-tape/index.html (“CNN Article”) 
	(July 20, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/20/us/politics/michael-cohen-trump-tape.html (cited 

	See The Ingraham Angle, Giuliani Responds to Release of Secret Trump-Cohen Recording, FOX NEWS CHANNEL trump-cohen-recording (introducing Giuliani as “personal attorney for President Trump”); CNN Article (citing same). 
	59 
	3:05-3:10 (July 24, 2018), https://www foxnews.com/transcript/giuliani-responds-to-release-of-secret
	-


	See CNN Article; Cohen Book at 287 (“That was how we talked: euphemistically, circling a subject carefully, choosing words that might allow for some ambiguity.”). On September 30, 2016, Cohen registered Resolution Consultants LLC in Delaware; he dissolved it on October 17, 2016, the day he registered another entity, Essential Consultants LLC in Delaware. See Warrant Aff. ¶ 35.b, c; Cohen Book at 288. 
	60 

	Cohen Book at 287 (recalling “I told Trump that the amount we’re paying should include all the ‘stuff’ that Pecker had on him. By ‘stuff’ I meant any and all other salacious Trump stories we believed he possessed” and indicating that Trump responded “Yeah, I was thinking about that. . . . Maybe he gets hit by a truck.”); see CNN Article. 
	61 
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	1 and Cohen tells Trump, “We’ll have to pay.”  Cohen also states:  “I’ve spoken with [Trump 
	62

	2 Organization Chief Financial Officer] Allen Weisselberg about how to set the whole thing up 
	3 with funding.”
	63 

	4 According to Cohen, Trump was supposed to make the payment to AMI but “elected not 
	5 to pay it.”  In October 2016, after Cohen signed the assignment agreement but before Pecker 
	64

	6 was paid the $125,000, Pecker notified Cohen that he was cancelling the agreement and 
	7 AMI never received any 
	requested that Cohen tear up the agreement signed by Pecker.
	65 

	8 reimbursement or payment from Cohen, Trump, or anyone else for its payment to McDougal; 
	9 
	however, Trump reportedly thanked Pecker for purchasing McDougal’s story.
	66 

	See CNN Article. Trump then says “pay with cash,” but it is unclear whether he is instructing Cohen to pay with cash. See id. Cohen then says “no, no,” however the context is unclear. See id. During the CNN segment addressed in the CNN article, it is reported that Trump’s team argued that Trump said “don’t pay with cash . . . check.” Cuomo Prime Time (CNN television broadcast July 24, 2018). 
	62 

	CNN Article. In speaking with CNN, Alan Futerfas, a Trump Organization lawyer, rejected the notion that the reference to “cash” in the tape recording “refers to green currency” because Trump and the Trump Organization would not in the ordinary course make such a payment using actual cash. Id. Similarly, Giuliani denied that Trump would “set[] up a corporation and then us[e] cash.” Id. CNN further reported that Futerfas would not speculate as to whether the payment referenced in the conversation would have c
	63 

	House Oversight Testimony at 100 (noting that “Pecker was very angry because there was also other moneys that David had expended on [Trump’s] behalf” for which Pecker also was not reimbursed); see also 2019 New Yorker Article (“According to Cohen, McDougal’s appearance on the cover of one of [AMI’s] magazines, Muscle & Fitness Hers, led to a sizable increase in sales, and Trump decided that A.M.I. had received its money’s worth in the deal” because, as Cohen said, “‘[i]t sold over two hundred and fifty thou
	64 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6; The Fixers at 170-71 (reporting that Pecker asked Cohen to tear up the assignment agreement after Pecker consulted with Stracher, AMI’s in-house counsel); WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	65 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6; The Fixers at 198, 314 (stating that Trump thanked Pecker in January 2017 at Trump Tower and that Pecker told DOJ that Trump thanked him); see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	66 
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	1 Even after discussions about the assignment agreement ended, Cohen and AMI continued 2 to discuss how to deal with the McDougal story, exchanging multiple calls and texts on 3 November 4, 2016, when AMI’s payment to McDougal was reported in The Wall Street 4 .  These communications between Cohen, Pecker, and Howard were focused on 5 strategizing about how to handle McDougal, providing comments to The Wall Street Journal in 6 connection with the story, and discussing the implications of the article, which 
	Journal
	67
	days before the election.
	68
	69 

	10 In addition to Cohen’s alleged reference to Trump’s knowledge about the McDougal 11 story breaking, the available information also indicates that Trump spoke directly to Pecker 12 around that time.The Wall Street Journal article was published online the evening of 13 
	70 
	November 4th, and Pecker allegedly spoke to Trump on the telephone the following morning.
	71 

	Warrant Affidavit ¶ 40. This sworn affidavit was provided by an FBI Special Agent in support of a search warrant that was executed on April 9, 2018, for Cohen’s apartment, law office, and a hotel suite where he and his family had been staying while renovating their apartment. 
	67 

	See Warrant Affidavit ¶ 40.a-e (recounting Howard’s text message to Cohen that stated, “Let’s let the dust settle. We don’t want to push her over the edge. She’s on side at present and we have a solid position and a plausible position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist”). As the story was breaking, Cohen and Howard discussed McDougal’s reluctance to provide a statement to Davidson and strategized about how best to handle McDougal; Cohen also allegedly forwarded Howard an image of an email from a
	68 

	Id. ¶ 40. c (stating the FBI agent’s belief that “Cohen was referring to Trump when he stated ‘he’s pissed.’” and recounting that Cohen asked Howard “how the Wall Street Journal could publish its article if ‘everyone denies,’” with Howard responding, “‘Because there is the payment from AMI. It looks suspicious at best’”). 
	69 

	Id. ¶ 40.d (Cohen texted Pecker late that evening: “The boss just tried calling you. Are you free?” and then texted Howard: “Is there a way to find David quickly?”). 
	70 

	Id. ¶ 40.e. 
	71 
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	1 Despite Cohen and Trump’s knowledge of the AMI payments, the campaign, through 2 Trump Committee spokeswoman Hope Hicks, publicly denied any knowledge of the payments 3 and asserted that McDougal’s story about a relationship with Trump was “‘totally untrue.’”4 AMI asserted to The Wall Street Journal that “it wasn’t buying Ms. McDougal’s story for 5 $150,000, but rather two years’ worth of her fitness columns and magazine covers as well as 6 exclusive life rights to any relationship she has had with a then
	72 
	73 

	10 (“Amendment”), which allowed her to “respond to legitimate press inquiries regarding the facts 
	11 of her alleged relationship with Donald Trump.”  In the Amendment, AMI agreed to “retain the 
	74

	12 services” of two public relations professionals for a total of six months to provide public 
	13 relations and reputation management services and coordinate responses to the press with AMI.
	75 

	14 However, for more than a year after that, AMI instructed McDougal to say nothing about her 
	15 alleged relationship with Trump and ghostwrote email responses for McDougal to send to 
	WSJ 2016 Article; see The Fixers at 194 (reporting that Trump dictated Hicks’s response to The Wall Street Journal); WSJ Nov. 9 Article. Additionally, Hicks reportedly told DOJ officials that Pecker informed her of the substance of his response before he sent it to the Journal. The Fixers at 314. 
	72 

	WSJ 2016 Article. In a June 2017 article, however, Pecker admitted to The New Yorker that AMI’s payment to McDougal contained elements relating to his personal friendship with Trump and was predicated on her not “bashing Trump and American Media.” Jeffrey Toobin, The National Enquirer’s Fervor for Trump, THE NEW YORKER trump (“2017 New Yorker Article”) (cited by MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 6 and MUR 7332 Compl. at 3). 
	73 
	(June 26, 2017), https://www newyorker.com/magazine/2017/07/03/the-national-enquirers-fervor-for
	-


	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Ex. B (Amendment to Name and Rights License Agreement signed by McDougal on November 29, 2016, and by AMI on December 7, 2016); McDougal Complaint, Ex. B (same). 
	74 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Ex. B; McDougal Complaint, Ex. B. 
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	1 inquiring AMI also allegedly provided the reporters with “false and misleading 
	reporters.
	76 

	2 information”
	 and later threatened McDougal with litigation if she told her story to reporters.
	77 

	3 C.  AMI’s Involvement in Payments to Other Individuals 
	4 1. 
	Dino Sajudin  

	5 In November 2015, AMI reportedly entered into an agreement, which was subsequently 
	6 amended in December 2015, with Sajudin, a former doorman at Trump World Tower in New 
	7 York City, in connection with information he claimed to have about an alleged Trump “love 
	8 child.”  Sajudin reportedly “first approached the Enquirer in the early stages of the 2016 
	78

	9 campaign” by calling the publication’s tip line with a rumor he had heard about Trump having 
	10 fathered an illegitimate child in the late 1980s with a former employee of the Trump 
	11   According to press reports, Sajudin initially signed a standard “boilerplate 
	Organization.
	79

	12 contract” with the Enquirer, agreeing to be an anonymous source who would be “paid upon 
	McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 19, 66-73. 
	76 

	McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 19, 21, 74, 84-87; MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 7 (citing McDougal Complaint ¶ 84). On March 20, 2018, McDougal filed a Complaint for Declaratory Relief that asked the court to declare her contract with AMI void because the contract was allegedly fraudulent and illegal. McDougal Complaint ¶ 5. In April 2018, AMI and McDougal reached a settlement agreement ending her lawsuit against the company and executed a new agreement, in which McDougal received the life rights to her story back
	77 
	18, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/18/us/politics/karen-mcdougal-american-media
	-


	Sajudin AP Article; The Fixers at 146. CNN published Sajudin’s original agreement with AMI and its subsequent amendment. images/08/24/sajudin.ami.pdf (“Sajudin Agreement”). 
	78 
	Source Agreement and Amendment, CNN (Aug. 24, 2018), https://cdn.cnn.com/cnn/2018/ 

	Prez Love Child Shocker! Ex-Trump Worker Peddling Rumor Donald Has Illegitimate Child, RADAR ONLINE (Apr. (“Radar Online Article”) (cited by MURs 7364/7366 AMI Resp. at 7, 10); Sajudin AP Article (“After initially calling the Enquirer’s tip line, Sajudin signed a boilerplate contract with the Enquirer, agreeing to be an anonymous source and be paid upon publication.”). 
	79 
	11, 2018), https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/04/donald-trump-love-child-rumor-scandal/ 
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	1 publication.”  Reportedly, after Sajudin entered into an agreement to serve as a source, the 2 Enquirer initially investigated the story, dispatching reporters and sending “a polygraph expert to 3 administer a lie detection test to Sajudin in a hotel near his Pennsylvania home.”  According to 4 press reports, although the Enquirer initially avoided reaching out to Trump Organization 5 employees, after the Trump Organization learned of the investigation when a reporter contacted 6 Trump’s assistant, Rhona 
	80
	81
	82 
	how he learned of the rumor.
	83 
	84 

	10 On December 17, 2015, AMI reportedly agreed to make an “up front” $30,000 payment 11 That 12 agreement stated that Sajudin would be subject to a $1 million penalty “if he shopped around his 13 information.”Immediately after Sajudin signed the agreement, the Enquirer reportedly 14   In the summer of 2017, Howard reportedly claimed that the 
	to Sajudin to prevent him from discussing the rumor about Trump fathering a child.
	85 
	86 
	stopped investigating the story.
	87

	Sajudin AP Article; see also Radar Online Article; The Fixers at 146. 
	80 

	Sajudin AP Article; see also The Fixers at 146-47 (noting that the investigators refrained from contacting Trump Organization employees). The Fixers at 147-48. Radar Online Article. The Fixers at 148. MURs 7364/7366 AMI Resp. at 8; MUR 7364 Compl. at 4, 7 (citing Sajudin AP Article); Ronan Farrow, 
	81 
	82 
	83 
	84 
	85 

	The National Enquirer, A Trump Rumor, and Another Secret Payment to Buy Silence, THE NEW YORKER (Apr. 12, secret-payment-to-buy-silence-dino-sajudin-david-pecker (“Sajudin New Yorker Article”); MUR 7366 Compl. at 2 (citing Sajudin AP Article). 
	2018), https://www newyorker.com/news/news-desk/the-national-enquirer-a-donald-trump-rumor-and-another
	-


	MUR 7364 Compl. at 6 (quoting Sajudin AP Article); Sajudin Agreement. Sajudin AP Article; The Fixers at 148-49. 
	86 
	87 
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	1 investigation was terminated on its merits because Sajudin “lacked any credibility,” however, 2 four longtime Enquirer staffers reportedly challenged this interpretation, claiming that they 3 “were ordered by top editors to stop pursuing the story before completing potentially promising 4 reporting threads” and further claimed that the “publication didn’t pursue standard Enquirer 5 reporting practices.”6 Reportedly, current and former AMI employees had noticed several aspects of the 7 payment to Sajudin t
	88
	89 

	10 then not using the information.”Similarly, according to The New Yorker, a source stated: “It’s 11 unheard of to give a guy who calls A.M.I.’s tip line big bucks for information he is passing on 12 secondhand.  We didn’t pay thousands of dollars for non-stories, let alone tens of thousands.  It 13 was a highly curious and questionable situation.”Other staffers reportedly concluded that the 14 $1 million penalty to stop the tipster from talking about the tip indicated that the payment was 15 part of a catc
	90 
	91 
	92 

	Sajudin AP Article. 
	88 

	Id. 
	89 

	Id. According to the Associated Press, “AMI threatened legal action over reporters’ efforts to interview current and former employees and hired the New York law firm Boies Schiller Flexner, which challenged the accuracy of the AP’s reporting.” Id. (noting that RadarOnline, also owned by AMI, “published details of the payment and the rumor that Sajudin was peddling” on the same day that the AP Article was published, stating “that the Enquirer spent four weeks reporting the story but ultimately decided it was
	90 

	Sajudin New Yorker Article. 
	91 

	Sajudin AP Article; see also The Fixers at 148 (noting that the $1 million penalty, while likely unenforceable in court, ensured that a source “wouldn’t take the tabloid’s money and disappear or blab to another publication. It was meant to scare them.”). 
	92 
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	1 Although the Sajudin payment is not addressed in the AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement 2 or Cohen’s plea, the payment to Sajudin was made after the purported August 2015 agreement 3 between Pecker, Trump, and Cohen that AMI would catch and kill stories that could reflect 4 Furthermore, press reports suggest that the decision 5 to pay Sajudin, outside AMI’s normal investigation practices, resulted from Pecker or another 6   Cohen, meanwhile, told the Associated Press 7 “that he had discussed Sajudin’s story wi
	negatively on Trump during the campaign.
	93 
	high level AMI official directing that payment.
	94
	95

	10 
	from the contract at some point after the 2016 presidential election.
	96 

	11 2. 12 As discussed above, Cohen paid $130,000 to Stephanie Clifford, a well-known adult-film 13 actress and director who used the professional name Stormy Daniels, to prevent the publication 14 of her story concerning her 2006 alleged relationship with Trump.  Shortly after The Washington 15 Post published a video recording of Trump appearing on the television show Access Hollywood 16 in 2005, in which Trump “bragged in vulgar terms about kissing, groping and trying to have sex 17 with women,” Davidson, 
	Stephanie Clifford 
	97

	See WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	93 

	Sajudin New Yorker Article; see also The Fixers at 148 (claiming that “[t]he reporters suspected interference from Pecker”). 
	94 

	Sajudin AP Article (noting that the “parent” of the Enquirer made the payment to Sajudin). According to Cohen, after AMI made the payment to McDougal, “Pecker was very angry because there was also other moneys that David [Pecker] had expended on [Trump’s] behalf,” and Trump declined to reimburse AMI for the other funds as well. House Oversight Testimony at 100. 
	95 

	See, e.g. Sajudin AP Article. 
	96 

	David A. Fahrenthold, Trump Recorded Having Extremely Lewd Conversation About Women in 2005, THE WASHINGTON POST (Oct. 
	97 
	7, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-recorded-having-extremely-
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	1 with AMI, reportedly contacted Howard at AMI and offered to confirm Clifford’s story on the 2 AMI, reportedly because it had already invested significant sums in paying to silence 3 Instead, it 4 appears that AMI directed the Clifford story to Cohen. 5 D. The Complaints and Responses 6 The Complaints in MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366 allege that there is reason to believe that, 7 by paying McDougal $150,000, AMI made a prohibited corporate contribution because the 8 payment was not included within the scope of
	record.
	98 
	negative stories and was growing uncomfortable, did not purchase Clifford’s story.
	99 

	10 agent of Trump.  The MUR 7332 Complaint further alleges that AMI’s payment to McDougal 11 was an excessive contribution to the Trump Committee.The Complaints in MURs 7364 and 12 7366 allege that by paying Sajudin $30,000, AMI made a prohibited corporate contribution in the 
	100
	101 

	lewd-conversation-about-women-in-2005/2016/10/07/3b9ce776-8cb4-11e6-bf8a-3d26847eeed4_story html (“Fahrenthold Article”); see Warrant Affidavit ¶ 32. 
	Farrow, Catch and Kill at 345 (“[Stormy] Daniels’s lawyer, Keith Davidson . . . had called Dylan Howard about the story first. Howard told Davidson that AMI was passing on the Daniels matter . . . [b]ut Howard directed Davidson to Michael Cohen, who established a shell company to pay Daniels $130,000 in exchange for her silence.”); see also SDNY Information ¶ 32. 
	98 

	See Farrow, Catch and Kill at 345. 
	99 

	MUR 7324 Compl. at 14-15; MUR 7332 Compl. at 8; MUR 7366 Compl. at 7-9; see also MUR 7637 Compl. at 1 (merged in relevant part into MUR 7324). 
	100 

	MUR 7332 Compl. at 8. 
	101 
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	1 form of a coordinated expenditure.Pecker is named in the Complaints in his capacity as an 2 officer of AMI at the time of the payments. 3 All but one of the Responses filed in this matter pre-date AMI and Cohen’s subsequent 4 public admissions and clarifications made in connection with their respective non-prosecution 5 agreements, plea agreements, and congressional testimony.Generally, AMI’s Responses to 6 the Complaints in these matters assert that the payment to McDougal was exempt from 7 regulation un
	102 
	103 
	104 
	105 

	10 In addition, AMI argues that payments for silence are not contributions or expenditures because 11 silence is not a “thing of value” under the Act, the payment was for a legitimate business 
	MUR 7364 Compl. at 11-12; MUR 7366 Compl. at 9. 
	102 

	The two Responses filed after the Non-Prosecution Agreement, plea agreements, and congressional testimony were in response to the Complaint in MUR 7637, which has been merged in relevant part into MUR 7324. AMI’s Response in MUR 7637 asserted that, “The record establishes that [AMI] purchased a story right from Karen McDougal and employed her to perform modeling and related journalistic services, which she performed.” MUR 7637 AMI Resp. at 1. AMI’s MUR 7637 Response does not reference its Non-Prosecution Ag
	103 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1-2, nn.1-2 ; MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. at 3-4. In defending its payment to McDougal, AMI quotes an article in The New Yorker that states that the Enquirer has “‘paid for interviews and photographs’” since its inception and that “‘the tabloid has paid anywhere from a few hundred dollars to six figures for scoops.’” MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 16-17 (quoting 2017 New Yorker Article). 
	104 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 2; see also MUR 7637 AMI Resp. at 1 (asserting that it employed McDougal’s performance of “journalistic services”). 
	105 
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	1 purpose, and the MUR 7324 and 7332 Complaints fail to show how the McDougal payment 2 was coordinated with an agent of the Trump Committee.3 Similarly, in its Response to MURs 7364 and 7366, which predates the AMI Non4 Prosecution Agreement, AMI asserts that the Sajudin payment was exempt from regulation 5 under the press exemption.AMI contends that it investigated Sajudin’s allegations regarding 6 Trump and determined that, although Sajudin may have heard rumors regarding his allegation 7 that Trump had 
	106
	107 
	-
	108 
	109 

	10 a federal election and that the MUR 7364 Complaint is based on speculation.11 Both Trump and Giuliani, as counsel for Trump, have addressed publicly on Twitter the 12 allegations regarding the payment to McDougal, arguing that the payment did not violate the 13 law.  For example, soon after Cohen’s guilty plea, Trump and Giuliani both alleged that the 14 payments to McDougal and Clifford were not unlawful.  Trump and Giuliani also tweeted 
	110 
	111

	MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. at 5-7. AMI also contends that as of April 13, 2018, AMI had published 25 columns involving McDougal and had requested additional columns. MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 8. McDougal also appeared on a 2017 cover of AMI magazine Muscle and Fitness Hers, which, according to AMI, was the highest selling issue of the magazine for that year. Id. 
	106 

	MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. at 7-9; MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 31-32. 
	107 

	MURs 7364/7366 AMI Resp. at 1-2. 
	108 

	Id. at 2, 9. 
	109 

	Id. at 2-3. 
	110 

	Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), TWITTER (Aug. realDonaldTrump/status/1032260490439864320 (“Michael Cohen plead [sic] guilty to two counts of campaign finance violations that are not a crime.”); Rudy Giuliani (@RudyGiuliani), TWITTER (Aug. 23, 2018, 4:11 AM), , (Aug. RudyGiuliani/status/1032565618204004353 (stating that the “payments, as determined by the Edwards FEC ruling, are NOT ILLEGAL” and directing followers to an opinion piece in The Hill by Mark Penn, “demonstrating [that] Cohen pled guilty to t
	111 
	22, 2018, 9:37 AM), https://twitter.com/ 
	https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1032540830794428416
	23, 2018, 5:50 AM), https://twitter.com/ 
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	1 about the payments in December 2018, around the time of Cohen’s sentencing, again tweeting 
	2 that the payments were not violations of the Act.Trump also tweeted that he “never directed 
	112 

	3 Michael Cohen to break the law.”
	113 

	4 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
	5 The available information indicates that AMI paid $150,000 to McDougal for the purpose 
	6 of influencing the 2016 presidential election by preventing a potentially damaging story about 
	7 Trump from becoming public before the election.  Based upon the available information, it 
	8 appears that the payment to McDougal was made with Trump’s knowledge, at the urging of and 
	9 with the promise of repayment by Cohen, acting as an agent of Trump, and as part of an 
	10 agreement between Trump and AMI to catch and kill any potentially damaging stories about 
	11 Trump’s relationships with women so that such stories would not become public during the 2016 
	12 campaign.  Likewise, the available record indicates that AMI’s payment of $30,000 to Sajudin 
	13 was made as part of this same catch and kill agreement. Although AMI contends that its 
	14 payments to McDougal and Sajudin concern the business and editorial decisions of a press entity 
	Rudy Giuliani (@RudyGiuliani), TWITTER (Dec. status/1071469692882182144 (“The President is not implicated in campaign finance violations because based on Edwards case and others the payments are not campaign contributions.”), (Dec. com/RudyGiuliani/status/1071795258177019905 (“No collusion, no obstruction now [sic] campaign finance but payments to settle lawsuits are not clearly a proper campaign contribution or expenditure. No responsible lawyer would charge a debatable campaign finance violation as a crim
	112 
	8, 2018, 1:20 PM), https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/ 
	9, 2018, 10:54 AM), https://twitter. 
	13, 2018, 9:49 AM), https://twitter. 

	11:53 payments were not a big crime. I have said consistently that the Daniels and McDougall [sic] payments are not crimes and tweeted a great article yesterday making that point. If it isn’t a witch-hunt why are they pursuing a non-crime.”), (Dec. payments to Daniels and McDougall [sic] do not violate the law. Congress has spent millions settling sexual harassment claims against members which are not reported as campaign contributions. Why aren’t those Congressmen under investigation.”); Donald J. Trump (@
	AM), https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1073622122235355136 (“CORRECTION: I didn’t say 
	19, 2018, 10:04 PM), https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1075587822449500161 (“The 
	https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1073207272069890049 (“Cohen was guilty on many charges unrelated 

	Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), TWITTER (Dec. Trump/status/1073205176872435713 (“He was a lawyer and he is supposed to know the law.”). 
	113 
	13, 2018, 8:17 AM), https://twitter.com/realDonald 
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	1 and thus are not subject to Commission regulation, the available information indicates that 2 AMI’s payments to McDougal and Sajudin were not made in connection with AMI’s business or 3 editorial functions. Instead, the available information indicates that AMI’s payments were made 4 to benefit Trump’s campaign, were made at Trump’s direction, and, for the reasons explained 5 below, were not covered by the press exemption.  Thus, the available information supports the 6 conclusion that the AMI’s payments w
	10 Sajudin.  As explained below, the record indicates that there is reason to believe that these 11 violations were knowing and willful. 12 A. Press Exemption 
	13 Under the Act, a “contribution” includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit 14 of money or anything of value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election 15 for Federal office,”and an “expenditure” includes “any purchase, payment, distribution, loan, 16 advance, deposit, or gift of money or anything of value, made by any person for the purpose of 17 influencing any election for Federal office.”  Under Commission regulations, the phrase 18 “anything of value” includes all
	114 
	115
	116 
	117 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). 52 U.S.C. § 30101(9)(A). 11 C.F.R. § 100.52(d)(1). 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i) (treating as contributions any expenditures made “in cooperation, 
	114 
	115 
	116 
	117 

	consultation, or concert, with, or at the request or suggestion of, a candidate,” the candidate’s authorized committee, 
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	1 Under the Act, the definition of “expenditure” does not include “any news story, 2 commentary, or editorial distributed through the facilities of any broadcasting station, newspaper 3 magazine, or other periodical publication, unless such facilities are owned or controlled by any 4 political party, political committee, or candidate.”This exemption is called the “press 5 exemption” or “media exemption.”  Costs covered by the exemption are also exempt from the 6 Act’s disclosure and reporting requirements.I
	118 
	119
	120 
	121 

	10 The first inquiry is whether the entity engaging in the activity is a “press entity.”  Second, the 11 Commission determines the scope of the exemption by applying the two-part analysis presented 12 in Reader’s Digest Association v. FEC: (1) whether the entity is owned or controlled by a 13 political party, political committee, or candidate; and (2) whether the entity is acting within its 14 “legitimate press function” in conducting the activity.
	122
	123 

	or their agents); see 11 C.F.R. § 109.20 (defining “coordination”); see also Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 46-47 (1976). 
	52 U.S.C. § 30101(9)(B)(i). Commission regulations further provide that neither a “contribution” nor an “expenditure” results from “[a]ny cost incurred in covering or carrying a news story, commentary, or editorial by any broadcasting station (including a cable television operator, programmer or producer), Web site, newspaper, magazine, or other periodical publication, including any Internet, or electronic publication” unless the facility is “owned or controlled by any political party, political committee, 
	118 

	Advisory Op. 2011-11 (Colbert) at 6 (“AO 2011-11”); Advisory Op. 2008-14 (Melothé) at 3 (“AO 200814”). 
	119 
	-

	AO 2011-11 at 6, 8-10 (discussing costs that are within this exemption and also costs that are not). 
	120 

	Advisory Op. 2005-16 (Fired Up!) at 4 (“AO 2005-16”). 
	121 

	122 
	Id. 

	See Reader’s Digest Ass’n v. FEC, 509 F. Supp. 1210, 1214-15 (S.D.N.Y. 1981); AO 2011-11 at 6-7. When determining whether the entity was acting within the scope of a legitimate press function at the time of the alleged violation, the Commission considers two factors: (1) whether the entity’s materials are available to the 
	123 
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	1 The Commission has long recognized that an entity otherwise eligible for the press 
	2 exemption “would not lose its eligibility merely because of a lack of objectivity in a news story, 
	3 commentary, or editorial, even if the news story, commentary, or editorial expressly advocates 
	4 the election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate for Federal office.”Nonetheless, “the 
	124 

	5 Commission is also mindful that a press entity’s press function is ‘distinguishable from active 
	6 participation in core campaign or electioneering functions.’”  In other words, “the press 
	125

	7 exemption covers press activity, not campaign activity by a press entity.”
	126 

	8 Although the Commission considers “legitimate press function” broadly, not all actions 
	9 taken by press entities are considered legitimate press functions for purposes of the media 
	10 exemption.The court in Reader’s Digest Association reasoned that: 
	127 

	11 [T]he statute would seem to exempt only those kinds of distribution that 12 fall broadly within the press entity’s legitimate press function.  It would 13 not seem to exempt any dissemination or distribution using the press 14 entity’s personnel or equipment, no matter how unrelated to its press 15 function.  If, for example, on Election Day a partisan newspaper hired an 16 army of incognito propaganda distributors to stand on street corners 17 denouncing allegedly illegal acts of a candidate and sent so
	128 

	general public; and (2) whether they are comparable in form to those ordinarily issued by the entity. See Reader’s Digest Ass’n, 509 F. Supp. at 1215; Factual & Legal Analysis at 4, MUR 7231 (CNN); Advisory Op. 2016-01 (Ethiq) at 3. However, because the activity here does not include the publication of any materials, this second factor is not relevant to the analysis. 
	Factual & Legal Analysis at 5, MUR 7206 (Bonneville International Corp.) (quotation marks omitted) (quoting AO 2005-16 at 6); Factual & Legal Analysis at 3, MUR 6579 (ABC News, Inc.). 
	124 

	AO 2011-11 at 8 (quoting AO 2008-14). 
	125 

	126 
	Id. 

	See McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93, 208 (2003) (commenting that the press exemption “does not afford carte blanche to media companies generally to ignore FECA’s provisions”). 
	127 

	Reader's Digest, 509 F. Supp. at 1214; see also McConnell, 540 U.S. at 208 (noting that the press exemption “does not afford carte blanche to media companies generally to ignore FECA’s provisions”); AO 2011
	128 
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	1 When analyzing a press entity’s activities outside of the distribution of news stories, 2 commentary, and editorials through media facilities, a court has found the press exemption 3 applicable when the actions in question pertain to seeking subscribers or promoting the 4 publication.A district court has also observed that the Commission has a limited ability to 5 investigate activities that potentially may be normal press functions but are nevertheless unusual; 6 such activities may be subject to additio
	129 
	130 

	10 form” analysis as set forth in the U.S. Supreme Court’s FEC v. Massachusetts Citizens for Life 11 decision (“MCFL”), which examined whether the activity in question is comparable in form to 12 the press entity’s regular activities, considering whether the complained-of activities and content 13 are produced in the same manner, using the same people, and subject to the same review and 14 distribution as the press entity’s general activities.15 In an Advisory Opinion analyzing the formation of a political 
	131 

	11 at 8 (“While the press exemption covers press activity, it does not cover campaign activity, even if the campaign 
	activity is conducted by a press entity”). FEC v. Phillips Publishing Inc., 517 F. Supp. 1308, 1313 (D.D.C. 1981) (applying the press exemption to a letter soliciting new subscribers). 
	129 

	Phillips at 1313-14. AO 2011-11 at 8 (citing FEC v. Mass. Citizens for Life (“MCFL”), 479 U.S. 238, 251 (1986)). 
	130 
	131 
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	1 would be covered by the press exemption; however, Viacom could not create content for 2 Colbert’s committee for distribution outside of his television show, or administer the political 3 committee, because such activities would amount to “active participation [by Viacom] in core 4 campaign or electioneering functions.”  In reaching this conclusion, the Commission 5 explained that to allow Viacom to produce content for the Colbert committee to distribute 6 beyond the show under these circumstances “would s
	132
	133 
	134 

	10 explained when analyzing “legitimate press functions” that “the provision of personnel to benefit 
	11 a political campaign is not a legitimate press function.”
	135 

	12 Here, the available information indicates that the press exemption does not cover AMI’s 
	13 payments to McDougal or Sajudin.  AMI appears to be a press entity that has produced news 
	14 stories on a regular basis through a variety of periodical publications,and AMI represents that 
	136 

	15 it is not owned or controlled by a political party, political committee, or federal candidate.
	137 

	Id. at 9. 
	132 

	Id. (citing MCFL, 479 U.S. at 251; Reader’s Digest Ass’n, 509 F. Supp. at 1214; McConnell, 540 U.S. at 208). 
	133 

	Factual & Legal Analysis at 8-9, MUR 7073 (Meluskey for U.S. Senate, Inc.) (finding that the press exemption did not cover a candidate’s radio show when the candidate or a business entity affiliated with the candidate paid radio stations to air his radio show); see also Factual & Legal Analysis at 6, MUR 6089 (People with Hart) (finding that a station does not act as a press entity when it sells airtime to another party and cedes editorial control). 
	134 

	AO 2008-14 at 6. 
	135 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 1; MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Howard Aff. ¶¶ 5-11. 
	136 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 12; see also id., Howard Aff. ¶ 3. 
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	1 Although AMI appears to argue that the First Amendment in general protects it from 2 mere inquiry into why it chooses not to run stories, such inquiry is unnecessary in this matter 3 because AMI, after submitting its Response, admitted in its Non-Prosecution Agreement with 4 DOJ that its actions were not undertaken in connection with any press function but were rather to 5 benefit Trump, a personal friend of Pecker, and his campaign.Similarly, AMI’s assertion in 6 its Response that it developed renewed in
	138 
	139 

	10 election” and that “[a]t no time during the negotiation for or acquisition of [McDougal’s] story 11 did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate information about it publicly.”As a result, 12 AMI’s editorial judgment is not at issue in these matters, because AMI has already 13 acknowledged that it made or facilitated the payments to McDougal and Clifford for an electoral, 14 as opposed to editorial, purpose.15 In addition to this admission, AMI’s payment to McDougal would not meet the standard 16 s
	140 
	141 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5 (“Despite the cover and article features to the agreement, AMI’s principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress the model’s story so as to prevent it from influencing the election. At no time during the negotiation for or acquisition of the model’s story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate information about it publicly.”). Compare MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 20-21 with AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement at 1-3, Ex. A ¶ 3 (stating that “AMI
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	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 6. 
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	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5. 
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	Id. at 1-3 (stating that “AMI accepts and acknowledges as true the facts” contained in Exhibit A). 
	141 
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	1 would typically pay for stories because AMI expected to be reimbursed by Trump.This 2 acknowledgement, along with information indicating that AMI valued McDougal’s contributions 3 to its publications at significantly less than the $150,000 it paid to her, strongly indicates that the 4 payment to McDougal is inconsistent with AMI’s regular treatment of other sources, that the 5 payment was not made to secure material to be used in producing and distributing content, and 6 that the payment was not made in t
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	10 beyond those contemplated by Congress and the Supreme Court.”11 AMI’s involvement in both the payment to McDougal and the payment Cohen made to 12 Clifford on behalf of Trump, along with the overlap of individuals involved in the discussion and 13 negotiation of both payments, as well as AMI’s admitted involvement in an effort to identify and 14 purchase stories damaging to Trump’s campaign, suggest an ongoing pattern of using AMI 15 resources to make payments for the purpose of benefitting Trump’s campa
	144 
	145 

	Id., Ex. A ¶ 5; see also McDougal New Yorker Article (“In June [2016], when McDougal began attempting to sell the story of her months-long relationship with Trump, which had taken place a decade earlier, Cohen urged Pecker to buy her account and then bury it — a practice, in the argot of tabloids, known as ‘catch and kill.’ Cohen promised Pecker that Trump would reimburse A.M.I. for the cost of McDougal’s silence.”). 
	142 

	See WSJ Nov. 9 Article (reporting that, in Pecker and Cohen’s contemplated agreement to transfer the rights to McDougal’s story to Trump for $125,000, “the magazine covers and fitness columns, the rights to which the publisher would retain” were valued at $25,000). 
	143 

	AO 2011-11 at 9. 
	144 

	See SDNY Information ¶¶ 24-44; WSJ Jan. 12 Article (outlining details of the payment to Clifford); Farrow, Catch and Kill at 345 (noting AMI’s involvement in the payments to McDougal, Sajudin, and Clifford). 
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	1 the record.  According to press reports, AMI, unwilling to make an additional payment to 
	146

	2 benefit Trump’s campaign, nevertheless served as an intermediary to facilitate Clifford’s 
	3 silence and put Davidson in touch with Michael Cohen, who then negotiated a $130,000 
	147

	4 agreement to purchase Clifford’s silence.Davidson’s reported multiple negotiations with 
	148 

	5 AMI, each of which ultimately resulted in a payment to prevent the publication of a story that 
	6 might damage the Trump campaign, indicate his awareness of AMI’s general willingness to 
	7 purchase stories in order to benefit Trump’s campaign, and not for legitimate press activity.
	149 

	8 Finally, AMI’s own admissions to DOJ that it had “offered to help with negative stories about [a] 
	9 presidential candidate’s relationships with women by, among other things, assisting the 
	10 campaign in identifying such stories so they could be purchased and their publication 
	11 avoided,” indicate an ongoing pattern of using AMI resources to make payments for the 
	150

	See SDNY Information ¶ 32. 
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	See supra Section II.C.2; Farrow, Catch and Kill at 345 (“[Stormy] Daniels’s lawyer, Keith Davidson . . . had called Dylan Howard about the story first. Howard told Davidson that AMI was passing on the Daniels matter . . . [b]ut Howard directed Davidson to Michael Cohen, who established a shell company to pay Daniels $130,000 in exchange for her silence.”); The Fixers at 176-78 (reporting Howard’s initial interest in and Pecker’s reluctance to purchasing the rights to Clifford’s story and Howard’s involveme
	147 

	House Oversight Testimony at 21 (“In 2016, prior to the election, I was contacted by Keith Davidson, who is the attorney — or was the attorney for Ms. Clifford, or Stormy Daniels.”); id. at 34 (“The $130,000 number was not a number that was actually negotiated. It was told to me by Keith Davidson that this is a number that Ms. Clifford wanted.”); see McDougal New Yorker Article; SDNY Information ¶ 32; The Fixers at 178; WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	148 

	See McDougal Complaint ¶ 47 (alleging that Davidson told McDougal that AMI “would buy the story not to publish it, because Mr. Pecker (AMI’s CEO) was a close friend of Mr. Trump” (emphasis in original)); see also The Fixers at 164-65; WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	149 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
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	1 purpose of benefitting a candidate, admittedly without regard to its editorial decisions or press
	-

	2 related activity such as disseminating news and increasing readership.
	151 

	3 AMI’s payment to Sajudin fits this pattern as well.  Experienced Enquirer staffers 
	4 reportedly identified “the abrupt end to reporting combined with a binding, seven-figure penalty 
	5 to stop the tipster from talking to anyone” as hallmarks of a catch and kill operation.  Further, 
	152

	6 sources who purportedly were involved with the investigation of Sajudin’s tip reportedly stated 
	7 that the decision to stop investigating was not an editorial decision but one made by Pecker 
	8 personally.  One of those sources added, “There’s no question it was done as a favor to 
	153

	9 continue to protect Trump from these potential secrets. That’s black-and-white.”  Finally, 
	154

	10 former AMI employees stated to The New Yorker that Cohen was kept apprised of the 
	11 investigation of Sajudin’s story, indicating that the decision to purchase and silence Sajudin’s 
	12 story was made for political, rather than editorial, purposes.These statements, which detail 
	155 

	See MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 5. AMI appears to argue that the First Amendment in general protects it from inquiry into why it chooses not to run stories and asserts that any inquiry would be chilling on the press. Id. at 20-21. However, no such inquiry is necessary in this matter because AMI, after submission of its Response, admitted that its actions were not undertaken in connection with AMI’s work as a conglomerate of press entities but rather to benefit a personal friend of Pecker. Specifically, AMI 
	151 

	MUR 7364 Compl. at 5 (quoting Sajudin AP Article). 
	152 

	Sajudin New Yorker Article; see also The Fixers at 148-49. 
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	Sajudin New Yorker Article. 
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	See id. Other sources indicate that Cohen learned of the story when a reporter, unbeknownst to her editors, contacted Rhona Graff. After learning of this call, Cohen reportedly contacted Howard and “pleaded with him not to publish the story.” The Fixers at 147. 
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	1 the ways in which the payment was not comparable to AMI’s regular activities in form, scale, 2 personnel, or process, indicate that the decisions surrounding AMI’s decision to pay Sajudin 3 amounted to “active participation in core campaigning functions,” and were not the sort of 4 activity intended to be protected under the press exemption.5 Available information suggests that Sajudin possessed information, which, like Clifford’s 6 and McDougal’s information, could have harmed Trump’s chances of winning 
	156 
	157 
	158 

	10 payments to McDougal were part of an overall scheme to benefit Trump in the election by 
	11 identifying and purchasing stories that could damage Trump, the available information supports 
	12 the reasonable inference that AMI’s purchase of Sajudin’s story was part of that same scheme to 
	13 benefit a candidate and was undertaken without regard for editorial or other legitimate press 
	14 function-related considerations.  
	See AO 2011-11 at 8 (quotation marks omitted). 
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	Compare AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3 (outlining the overall agreement to “help deal with negative stories about that presidential candidate’s relationships with women by, among other things, assisting the campaign in identifying such stories so they could be purchased and their publication avoided”), with MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Howard Aff., Ex. A ¶ 7 (requiring McDougal to maintain her silence about her relationship with “any then-married man” and providing that AMI would be entitled to $150,
	157 

	See supra Section II.C.1; The Fixers at 148; Sajudin Agreement at 4; see also House Oversight Testimony at 128, 132 (Cohen discusses Pecker’s actions to protect Trump and appears to refer to the payment to Sajudin). 
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	1 In light of all of these circumstances, which include AMI’s express admissions that it 2 used a press entity’s resources to provide benefits to a candidate, which were unrelated to its 3 legitimate press function, the press exemption does not apply to the payments at issue. 4 B. The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that AMI’s Payments to McDougal 
	5 and Sajudin Were Prohibited Corporate Contributions 
	6 1. 7 8 a. Coordination 9 The Act and Commission regulations prohibit corporations from making contributions to 10 candidate committees in connection with a federal election.  Likewise, it is unlawful for any 11 candidate, candidate committee, or other person to knowingly accept or receive such a prohibited 12 contribution, and for any officer or director of a corporation to consent to any such 13 contribution.  The Commission has consistently found that payments by a third party that are 14 intended to in
	The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that AMI’s Payments to 
	McDougal and Sajudin Were Coordinated Expenditures 
	159
	160

	16 the expenditure to the candidate or political committee with whom the expenditure was 17 coordinated.
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	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b). 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b), (d)-(e). See 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a)-(b); see, e.g., Conciliation Agreement ¶¶ IV.7-11, V.1-2, MUR 6718 (Sen. John 
	159 
	160 
	161 

	E. Ensign) (Apr. 18, 2013) (acknowledging that third parties’ payment, in coordination with a federal candidate, of severance to a former employee of the candidate’s authorized committee and leadership PAC resulted in an excessive, unreported in-kind contribution by the third parties to the candidate and the two political committees); Factual & Legal Analysis at 30-33, MURs 4568, 4633, and 4634 (Triad Mgmt. Servs., Inc.) (finding reason to believe that by offering fundraising support, campaign management co
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	1 The available information indicates that AMI’s payments to McDougal and Sajudin were 2 “coordinated” with Trump and his agent Cohen because they were made “in cooperation, 3 consultation or concert with, or at the request or suggestion” of Trump, personally, and Cohen in 4 his capacity as an agent for Trump.5 Trump reportedly held the August 2015 meeting with Pecker and Cohen, in which Pecker 6 agreed to purchase negative stories on behalf of Trump and his campaign, in his office at Trump 7 Tower, suggest
	162 
	163

	10 AMI’s negotiations with individuals possessing potentially damaging stories by contacting AMI 11 directly, and by receiving updates concerning AMI’s negotiations from Cohen.For example, 12 according to press reports and Cohen himself, on June 27, 2016, after Cohen notified Trump that 13 AMI was in contact with McDougal, Trump telephoned Pecker and asked Pecker to make 14 McDougal’s story go away.Press reports also indicate that later, when AMI informed Cohen 15 that McDougal was fielding an offer from AB
	164 
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	52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i); 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a)-(b). 
	162 

	See WSJ Nov. 9 Article; AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
	163 

	The Fixers at 166-68 (detailing Trump’s awareness of AMI’s negotiations with McDougal); Cohen Book at 285 (stating that, after receiving an update from Cohen about McDougal’s story, Trump “immediately called Pecker”); see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	164 

	See The Fixers at 166; Cohen Book at 285. 
	165 

	See The Fixers at 168-69; see also House Oversight Testimony at 29-30 (“[Question:] Mr. Cohen, in your 10 years of working for Donald Trump[,] did he control everything that went on in the Trump Organization? And did you have to get his permission in advance and report back after every meeting of any importance. [Answer:] Yes. There was nothing that happened at The Trump Organization . . . that did not go through Mr. Trump with his approval and sign-off, as in the case of the payments.”). 
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	1 information also indicates that AMI reportedly initially placed a low value on McDougal’s story 2 but was nevertheless directed by Trump to purchase her story.Thus, the record indicates that 3 AMI acted in consultation with and at the request or suggestion of Trump. 4 In addition, AMI has admitted in its Non-Prosecution Agreement with DOJ that it made 5 its payment to McDougal “in cooperation, consultation, and concert with, and at the request and 6 suggestion of one or more members or agents of a candida
	167 
	168 

	10 As relevant here, the Commission has defined an “agent” of a federal candidate as “any 11 person who has actual authority, either express or implied,” to engage in certain activities with 12 respect to the creation, production, or distribution of communications.  That definition applies 13 in the contexts of coordinated communications and non-communication coordinated 14 expenditures.  The Commission has explained that “[t]he grant and scope of the actual 15 authority, whether the person is acting within
	169
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	See supra Section II.B. 
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	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 2. 
	168 

	11 C.F.R. § 109.3. 
	169 

	Id.; see also id. § 109.21(a) (addressing actions of “an agent” with respect to coordinated communications); id. § 109.20(a) (addressing non-communication activities of “an agent” with respect to coordinated expenditures); Coordinated and Independent Expenditures, 68 Fed. Reg. 421, 425 (Jan. 3, 2003) (“Coordination E&J”) (explaining that section 109.20(b) applies to “expenditures that are not made for communications but that are coordinated with a candidate, authorized committee, or political party committe
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	1 whether he or she is acting on behalf of the principal or a different person, are factual 2 determinations that are necessarily evaluated on a case-by-case basis in accordance with 3 traditional agency principles.”It has also explained that “[a]n agent’s actual authority is 4 created by manifestations of consent (express or implied) by the principal to the agent about the 5 agent’s authority to act on the principal’s behalf.”Further, the regulatory definitions of 6 “agent” “cover the wide range of activit
	171 
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	10 individuals where the candidate privately instructed the individual to avoid raising non-Federal 11 funds, actions by individuals acting under indirect signals from a candidate, and actions by 12 individuals who willfully keep a candidate, political party committee, or other political 13 committee ignorant of their prohibited activity.  Thus, the Commission has concluded that an 14 individual is an agent of the candidate when the candidate “provides [that individual] with actual 15 authority.”16 The avai
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	Coordination E&J, 68 Fed. Reg. at 425. Advisory Op. 2007-05 (Iverson) at 3-4 (“AO 2007-05”) (citing Agency E&J, 71 Fed. Reg. at 4976 and stating that if a candidate or federal officeholder provides an individual “with actual authority to solicit and receive 
	171 
	172 

	contributions, then [that individual] would be an agent of a [f]ederal candidate or officeholder”) (internal citations omitted). Agency E&J, 71 Fed. Reg. at 4976-77. Id. at 4978-79. AO 2007-05 at 4. 
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	1 payment scheme, it appears that Cohen played a crucial role in identifying to AMI Trump’s 2 interest in suppressing the story, negotiating, on Trump’s behalf, the terms of AMI’s payment, 3 and negotiating (even if unsuccessfully) the terms of Trump’s repayment of those funds, acting 4 at Trump’s direction and with his approval to proceed.  The guilty plea from Cohen, the 5 admissions from AMI, and information in press reports about Cohen’s actions taken on Trump’s 6 authority and Trump’s manifestations of
	176
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	10 was also made in accordance with the catch and kill agreement between Trump and AMI.  The 11 payment to Sajudin was made in late 2015, subsequent to Trump’s August 2015 meeting and 12 agreement with Cohen and Pecker.The amount of the payment was also unusual when 13 compared to AMI’s payments to legitimate sources, because it was paid prior to publication or 14 investigation, was for a substantial sum, and carried an even more substantial penalty for 15 disclosure. The circumstances and timing of the pay
	178 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶¶ 4-6 (stating that AMI began negotiations with Davidson and McDougal “[a]t Cohen’s urging and subject to Cohen’s promise that AMI would be reimbursed”); The Fixers at 147-48, 166-68 (detailing Cohen’s involvement in the McDougal payment scheme); Cohen Book at 284-89 (same). 
	176 

	The available information indicates that Trump, directly and through his counsel, Giuliani, has not denied that Cohen’s actions in connection with the McDougal and Clifford payments were undertaken as Trump’s agent. See supra Section II.D. The lawfulness of the activity is not, however, relevant to the agency determination; the Commission has explained that it “rejects . . . the argument that a person who has authority to engage in certain activities should be considered to be acting outside the scope of hi
	177 

	See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
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	1 agreeing to catch and kill such stories on behalf of Trump.  Additionally, Cohen has appeared to 2 testify to his awareness of the payment to Sajudin.  A payment made by AMI pursuant to the 3 catch and kill agreement between Pecker, Trump, and Cohen is a payment made by AMI in 4 consultation with and at the request or suggestion of Trump and Cohen, as an agent of Trump. 5 Accordingly, the AMI payments to McDougal and Sajudin meet the definition of 6 “coordinated” in 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a) in that they were
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	10 b. For the Purpose of Influencing an Election 11 The “purpose” of influencing a federal election is a necessary element in defining 12 whether a payment is a “contribution” or “expenditure” under the Act and Commission 13 regulations.  In analyzing whether a payment made by a third party is a “contribution” or 14 “expenditure,” the Commission has concluded that “the question under the Act is whether” the 15 donation, payment, or service was “provided for the purpose of influencing a federal election 16 [
	180
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	See House Oversight Testimony at 128, 132 (discussing Pecker’s actions to protect Trump and appearing to refer to the payment to Sajudin, as well as Cohen and Trump’s attempt to purchase the rights to stories silenced by AMI and the “treasure trove of documents” related to those stories). 
	179 

	See 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A)(i), (9)(A)(i). 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A)(i), (9)(A)(i). Factual & Legal Analysis at 6, MUR 7024 (Van Hollen for Senate). 
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	1 communications that expressly advocate for the election or defeat of a specific candidate, or 
	2 inferred from the surrounding circumstances.
	183 

	3 When electoral purpose is not apparent on its face, the Commission has previously 
	4 concluded that payments would result in a contribution or expenditure if they were made to 
	5 potentially advance a candidacy, if they were made because of the beneficiary’s status as a 
	6 federal candidate, or if the payment was coordinated with the candidate or his campaign.   
	7 For example, in Advisory Opinion 1990-05, the Commission concluded that the 
	8 publication expenses of a newsletter by a candidate-owned company would be expenditures if 
	9 the newsletter referred to the candidate’s campaign or qualifications for office, referred to issues 
	10 or policy positions raised in the campaign (by the candidate or her opponents), or if the 
	11 distribution of the newsletter significantly expanded or otherwise indicated that it was being used 
	12 as a campaign communication.The Commission indicated that any discussion of issues or 
	184 

	13 policies “closely associated” with the candidate’s federal campaign “would be inevitably 
	See, e.g., Advisory Op. 2000-08 (Harvey) at 1, 3 (“AO 2000-08”) (concluding private individual’s $10,000 “gift” to federal candidate would be a contribution because “the proposed gift would not be made but for the recipient’s status as a Federal candidate”); Advisory Op. 1990-05 (Mueller) at 4 (“AO 1990-05”) (explaining that solicitations and express advocacy communications are for the purpose of influencing an election and concluding, after examining circumstances of the proposed activity, that federal can
	183 

	AO 1990-5 at 4. 
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	1 perceived by readers as promoting your candidacy,” and the newsletter would therefore be 
	2 “viewed by the Commission as election-related and subject to the Act.”
	185 

	3 Similarly, in Advisory Opinion 2000-08, the Commission concluded that a donor’s 
	4 provision of a monetary “gift” to a federal candidate to express “gratitude” and “deep 
	5 appreciation” to him for running for office would be made to influence a federal election — 
	6 notwithstanding the donor’s statements that he intended that the gift be used solely for personal 
	7 expenses and did not “wish to directly support [the candidate’s] campaign” — because “the 
	8 proposed gift would not be made but for the recipient’s status as a Federal candidate; it is, 
	9 therefore, linked to the Federal election” and “would be considered a contribution.”
	186 

	10 Conversely, the Commission has previously found that activity by or in connection with a 
	11 federal candidate that is undertaken for any number of non-electoral purposes — including, e.g., 
	12 activity to advance a commercial interest, fulfill the obligations of holding federal office, or 
	187
	188

	Id. at 2, 4. 
	185 

	AO 2000-08 at 2-3. 
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	E.g., Advisory Op. 2012-31 (AT&T) at 4 (wireless carrier charging a reduced fee to process text message-based donations to federal candidates did not thereby make “contributions” to the candidates because the reduced fee “reflects commercial considerations and does not reflect considerations outside of a business relationship”); Advisory Op. 2004-06 at 4 (Meetup) (commercial web service provider that can be used to arrange meetings and events based on shared interests did not make contributions by featuring
	187 

	E.g., Advisory Op. 1981-37 at 2 (Gephardt) (concluding that federal candidate did not receive a contribution by appearing at a series of “public affairs forums” paid for by a corporation because “the purpose of the activity is not to influence the nomination or election of a candidate for Federal office but rather in connection with the duties of a Federal officeholder” regardless of indirect benefit to future campaigns). 
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	1 engage in non-candidate oriented election litigation  — does not necessarily result in a 2 “contribution” or “expenditure,” even if such activity confers a benefit on a federal candidate or 3 otherwise impacts a federal election. 4 With respect to the McDougal payment, it is unnecessary to infer the circumstances 5 behind the payment; both AMI and Cohen have already acknowledged, in a sworn plea, 6 agreement, and testimony, that the purpose of paying McDougal was to prevent her story from 7 influencing th
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	10 2016 presidential election and thereby influence that election.”Further, AMI admits that the 11 payment to McDougal was part of an overarching scheme in “assisting [the] campaign” in 12 identifying and purchasing “negative stories about [his] relationships with women” to prevent 13 their publication.Cohen admits that he worked with AMI, the Enquirer, Pecker, and Howard 14 to catch and kill McDougal’s story and that his work with AMI in connection with the $150,000 15 payment was done “at the request of t
	190 
	191 
	192 

	E.g., Factual & Legal Analysis at 8, MUR 7024 (Van Hollen for Senate) (free legal services provided to a federal candidate challenging FEC disclosure regulations were not contributions because the services were provided “for the purpose of challenging a rule of general application, not to influence a particular election”); cf. Advisory Op. 1980-57 at 3 (Bexar County Democratic Party) (funds raised for federal candidate’s lawsuit seeking removal of a potential opponent from the ballot were contributions beca
	189 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶¶ 2, 5. 
	190 

	Id. ¶ 3. 
	191 

	House Oversight Testimony at 30, 99-100 (noting that Pecker had paid hush money to other individuals in addition to McDougal); Cohen Plea Hearing at 23; see supra note 18. 
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	1 in these matters — including the timing of the negotiations and payments to McDougal and 
	2 Sajudin, the terms of the agreements relative to AMI’s usual practices, the release from the non
	-

	3 disclosure provisions shortly after the election, and the coordination between AMI, Trump, and 
	4 Cohen — indicates that the payments would not have been made absent Trump’s status as a 
	193

	5 candidate.  As with the facts the Commission considered in Advisory Opinions 1990-05 and 
	6 2000-08, the available information in this matter supports the conclusion that the purpose of the 
	7 McDougal and Sajudin payments was to influence the 2016 election, irrespective of any 
	8 incidental effects they may have had on Trump personally.  Although McDougal and 
	194

	9 Sajudin’s stories involved years-and decades-old allegations, respectively, and Pecker and 
	10 Trump reportedly have a longstanding friendship such that “critical coverage of Trump 
	11 vanished” once Pecker “took over” AMI,AMI’s specific catch and kill effort to obtain and 
	195 

	See supra Sections II.A, B, C.1 (discussing McDougal and Sajudin’s negotiations with AMI after the August 2015 meeting between Pecker, Cohen, and Trump, during which they agreed that Pecker would catch and kill negative stories about Trump’s relationships with women so that they were not published before the election); AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5 (acknowledging that $150,000 payment to McDougal was substantially higher that AMI would normally pay); Sajudin AP Article (reporting that the amount 
	193 
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	See Advisory Op. 1990-05 at 4; Advisory Op. 2000-08 at 2-3. In Advisory Opinion 2000-08, the Commission also concluded that the donor’s payment of the candidate’s personal expenses would be treated as a contribution under the “personal use” provision governing third party payments at 11 C.F.R. § 113.1(g)(6) because the payment would not have been made “irrespective of the candidacy.” AO 2000-08 at 3; see also 52 U.S.C. § 30114(b) (prohibiting use of campaign funds “to fulfill any commitment, obligation, or 
	194 

	2017 New Yorker Article. 
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	1 prevent the publication of damaging stories, including McDougal’s and Sajudin’s, began only 
	2 after Trump became a candidate for president in June 2015.
	196 

	3 Thus, the available information supports the conclusion that AMI’s payments to 
	4 McDougal and Sajudin were coordinated with Trump and were made for the purpose of 
	5 influencing Trump’s election, resulting in AMI making “coordinated expenditures” under the 
	6 Act.
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	7 2. 8 9 
	The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that AMI’s Payments to 
	McDougal and Sajudin Were Prohibited Corporate In-Kind Contributions 
	to the Trump Committee 

	10 Because the available information indicates that AMI’s payments to McDougal and 
	11 Sajudin were coordinated expenditures made for the purpose of influencing the 2016 election, 
	12 the record supports a reason to believe finding that the payments constituted in-kind 
	13 contributions from AMI to Trump and the Trump Committee.  Further, because the payments 
	198

	14 were in-kind contributions to the Trump Committee, they were subject to the contribution limits 
	15 and prohibitions set forth in the Act and Commission regulations.  The Act and Commission 
	199

	See Donald J. Trump, Statement of Candidacy (June 22, 2015); AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3 (admitting that “Pecker offered to help deal with negative stories about [Trump’s] relationships with women by, among other things, assisting the campaign in identifying such stories so they could be purchased and their publication avoided”); Alex Altman and Charlotte Alter, Trump Launches Presidential Campaign with Empty Flair, TIME at 4) (recapping Trump’s 2015 campaign launch). Although the Trump Committ
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	In addition, the payments to public relations firms by AMI under the Amendment to the McDougal agreement, which were used to allow AMI to control the narrative surrounding McDougal’s story and further prevent McDougal from speaking about her relationship with Trump, likely were made for the purpose of influencing the 2020 presidential election and likely were coordinated expenditures resulting in in-kind contributions from AMI to Trump and Trump Committee. 
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	See 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(b). 
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	Under the Act, an individual may not make a contribution to a candidate with respect to any election in excess of the legal limit, which was $2,700 per election during the 2016 election cycle. See 52 U.S.C. 
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	10 executives were reimbursed via bonuses for their political contributions.11 While corporate contributions to candidate committees are per se prohibited and do not 12 require proof of the contributor’s knowledge of the violation, AMI has admitted to DOJ that it 13 knew that corporations are prohibited from contributing to candidate committees like the Trump 14 Committee.The AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement states: 
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	§ 30116(a)(1)(A); 11 C.F.R. § 110.1(b)(1). However, as detailed below, these contributions were made by a corporation, not an individual. 
	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b). 
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	7 Thus, AMI has admitted that it made the payment to McDougal while knowing that it was 8 unlawful.It is reasonable to infer, further, that AMI also knew its payment to Sajudin was 9 unlawful when it made that payment in December 2015. 
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	10 The available information also indicates that Pecker, as an officer of AMI, did not 11 merely consent to the McDougal and Sajudin corporate in-kind contributions, but also actively 12 participated in the decision to make the contributions by negotiating, in consultation with Trump 13 and Cohen, the amounts that would be paid and the terms of the agreements.As in MUR 14 7248, Pecker violated the Act by consenting to the payments to McDougal and Sajudin.15 Thus, the Commission finds reason to believe that 
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	See infra Section III.C; see also AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 8 (“At all relevant times, AMI knew that corporations such as AMI are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.”). 
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	Pecker, as the President and CEO, and Howard, as Vice President and Chief Content Officer, were officers of AMI and their ability to act on the corporation’s behalf can be reasonably inferred from their actions in the negotiations with McDougal and Sajudin, from Howard’s signature on AMI’s agreement with McDougal, and Howard’s discussion and approval of the Sajudin negotiations, as evidenced in his statements in the AMI-published Radar Online Article. 
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	See supra Section II.B. 
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	See supra note 202 and accompanying text. 
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	3 The Act prescribes additional penalties for “knowing and willful” violations,  which 
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	4 are defined as “acts [that] were committed with full knowledge of all the relevant facts and a 
	5 recognition that the action is prohibited by law.”  This standard does not require knowledge of 
	210

	6 the specific statute or regulation that the respondent allegedly violated; it is sufficient to 
	7 demonstrate that a respondent “acted voluntarily and was aware that his conduct was 
	8 unlawful.”Such awareness may be shown through circumstantial evidence from which the 
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	9 respondent’s unlawful intent may be reasonably inferred, including, for example, an 
	212

	10 “elaborate scheme for disguising” unlawful acts.
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	11 The available information supports a reason to believe finding that AMI and Pecker’s 
	12 foregoing violations were knowing and willful.  AMI, through its Non-Prosecution Agreement, 
	13 admitted that it knew its actions were unlawful.Furthermore, Pecker’s overt agreement with 
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	122 Cong. Rec. 12,197, 12,199 (May 3, 1976); see, e.g., Factual & Legal Analysis at 3-4, MUR 6920 (Now or Never PAC, et al.) (applying “knowing and willful” standard); Factual & Legal Analysis at 17-18, MUR 6766 (Jesse Jackson, Jr., et al.) (same). 
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	United States v. Danielczyk, 917 F. Supp. 2d 573, 579 (E.D. Va. 2013) (quoting Bryan v. United States, 524 
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	U.S. 184, 195 (1998) (holding that the government needs to show only that the defendant acted with knowledge that conduct was unlawful, not knowledge of the specific statutory provision violated, to establish a willful violation)). 
	Cf. United States v. Hopkins, 916 F.2d 207, 213 (5th Cir. 1990) (quoting United States v. Bordelon, 871 F.2d 491, 494 (5th Cir. 1989)). Hopkins involved a conduit contributions scheme, and the issue before the Fifth Circuit concerned the sufficiency of the evidence supporting the defendants’ convictions for conspiracy and false statements under 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 and 1001. 
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	Id. at 214-15. “It has long been recognized that ‘efforts at concealment [may] be reasonably explainable only in terms of motivation to evade’ lawful obligations.” Id. at 214 (quoting Ingram v. United States, 360 U.S. 672, 679 (1959)). 
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	10 pretextually, for future work; AMI reportedly did not seek such work from McDougal until after 11 AMI’s payment to McDougal was publicly reported in the press.  Thus, the available 12 information indicates that the unlawful actions that served as the basis of AMI’s Non13 Prosecution Agreement were undertaken by Pecker in his capacity as an officer and agent of 14 AMI.  As such, the information indicates that AMI and Pecker knew that AMI’s payments to 15 McDougal and Sajudin violated the Act, and they act
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	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. Farrow, Catch and Kill at 16-17. See supra note 65 and accompanying text; The Fixers at 170-71 (reporting that Pecker discussed the rights 
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	transfer with Stracher, “who told the media executive that he’d be crazy to sell McDougal’s story to Trump. The optics would be terrible if it ever came out”); WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
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	1 
	1 
	unlawfulness when they negotiated the agreements with McDougal and Sajudin and made the 

	2 
	2 
	corresponding payments.   

	3 
	3 
	As to the Sajudin payment, although the current record is less fulsome, the available 

	4 
	4 
	information provides a basis to conclude that the Sajudin payment is consistent with the catch 

	5 
	5 
	and kill agreement between Pecker, Trump, and Cohen, an agreement which AMI has 

	6 
	6 
	acknowledged in the context of the McDougal payment it knew was unlawful.   

	7 
	7 
	Accordingly, the Commission finds reason to believe that the violations of the Act by 

	8 
	8 
	AMI and Pecker, as set forth above, were knowing and willful. 
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	1 ensure that she did not publicize her allegations and “thereby influence [the 2016 presidential] 
	2 election.”
	21 

	3 A. Pecker, Trump, and Cohen Enter into a Catch and Kill Agreement for 
	4 Trump’s Campaign 
	5 In August 2015, Trump reportedly met with Cohen and Pecker in his Trump Tower office 
	6 AMI admitted that, at that 
	and asked Pecker what Pecker could do to help his campaign.
	22 

	7 meeting, “Pecker offered to help deal with negative stories about [Trump’s] relationships with 
	8 women by, among other things, assisting the campaign in identifying such stories so they could 
	9 be purchased and their publication avoided.”  Trump reportedly directed Pecker to work with 
	23

	10 Cohen, who would inform Trump, and “Pecker agreed to keep Cohen apprised of any such 
	24

	11 negative stories.”Cohen, in his sworn testimony, confirms that there was an agreement that 
	25 
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	See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
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	8 related materials in a safe at AMI offices in New York.Press reports indicate that during the 
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	9 first week of November 2016 Howard ordered his staff at the Enquirer to destroy documents 
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	held in an office safe, including documents that were related to Trump.
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	1 B. AMI Payment to Karen McDougal 
	2 1. 3 On June 15, 2016, Keith Davidson, an attorney representing former Playboy model Karen 4 McDougal, reportedly contacted Howard about the potential sale of the rights to McDougal’s 5   Pecker and Howard then 6 informed Cohen about the McDougal story and AMI began negotiations to obtain the rights to 7 her story “[a]t Cohen’s urging and subject to Cohen’s promise that AMI would be reimbursed.”8 Howard reportedly interviewed McDougal on June 20, 2016, and following the interview, 9 indicated to McDougal 
	AMI’s Agreement with McDougal 
	story about her alleged affair with Trump while he was married.
	30
	31 

	10   Howard, Pecker, and Cohen reportedly discussed the situation via 11 conference call that day, and the three men agreed that AMI would not make an immediate 12   On June 27, 2016, Cohen purportedly informed Trump about McDougal’s story; Trump 13 reportedly then telephoned Pecker and asked him to make the McDougal story go away.
	of the relationship.
	32
	offer.
	33
	34 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4; The Fixers at 164; WSJ Nov. 9 Article. In March 2018, after filing a lawsuit against AMI challenging her contract, McDougal stated in a CNN interview that her relationship with Trump began in June 2006 and ended in 2007, while Trump was married to his current wife, Melania Trump. Jim Rutenberg, Ex-Playboy Model Karen McDougal Details 10-Month Affair with Donald Trump, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. Mar. 22 Article”) (cited by MUR 7366 Compl. at 3). 
	30 
	22, 2018), https://www nytimes.com/2018/03/22/us/politics/karen-mcdougal-interview html (“NY Times 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4; MUR 7332 Compl. at 3-4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 4-5. 
	31 

	The Fixers at 164-65; AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 5; compare McDougal New Yorker Article (stating that Howard initially valued McDougal’s story at $10,000), with The Fixers at 164-65 (stating that Howard initially valued McDougal’s story at $15,000). 
	32 

	The Fixers at 165; see WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	33 

	The Fixers at 166; Cohen Book at 285 (stating that Trump “immediately called Pecker”); see WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	34 
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	1 McDougal, under the impression that AMI was not interested in purchasing her story, began 
	2 discussions with another media entity, ABC, in an effort to “get in front of the story.”
	35 

	3   In July 2016, 
	On July 19, 2016, Trump became the Republican presidential nominee.
	36

	4 Davidson reportedly informed Howard that he was fielding an offer from ABC but that 
	5   Howard and Pecker 
	McDougal wanted to receive a payment and assistance with her career.
	37

	6 updated Cohen, who in turn reportedly informed Trump of the situation, and they decided to 
	7   Howard and Davidson reportedly then negotiated a 
	move forward with an offer to McDougal.
	38

	8 
	contract between AMI and McDougal.
	39 

	McDougal Interview with Anderson Cooper, CNN (Mar. /interview-ac.cnn) (“CNN McDougal Interview”) (“[AMI] had a 12-hour window to accept whether they wanted the story or not. They didn’t want the story . . . . I still have to get in front of the story because it’s still getting put out there. So, we went to ABC. They were very interested in the story.”); see McDougal New Yorker Article (indicating that AMI had “little interest” in McDougal’s story); McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 12-13 (indicating that McDougal was i
	35 
	22, 2018), http://edition.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS 
	1803/22/acd.02 html (video available at: https://www.cnn.com/videos/us/2018/03/23/karen-mcdougal-full
	-


	The Fixers at 166; Alexander Burns and Jonathan Martin, Donald Trump Claims Nomination, with Discord Clear but Family Cheering, N.Y. TIMES trump-rnc html. 
	36 
	(July 19, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/20/us/politics/donald
	-


	The Fixers at 166-68; see WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	37 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4 (stating that “AMI communicated to Cohen that it would acquire the story to prevent its publication”); The Fixers at 168; see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article; McDougal New Yorker Article; MUR 7366 Compl. at 5 (citing McDougal Complaint). 
	38 

	The Fixers at 168-69; see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article; McDougal New Yorker Article; McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 14, 42, 46-47 (stating that AMI showed renewed interest in purchasing the rights to McDougal’s story after she shared with Davidson her concerns about publicly telling her story). 
	39 
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	1 AMI and McDougal entered into a contract on August 6, 2016, whereby, according to 2 information possessed by the Commission, AMI purchased the “Limited Life Story Rights” to 3 the story of McDougal’s relationship with “any then-married man” — Trump — in exchange for 4   The Commission possesses information that, in addition, McDougal 5 agreed to be featured on two AMI-owned magazine covers and work with a ghostwriter to author 6 monthly columns for AMI publications; however, AMI was not obligated to publi
	40
	the payment of $150,000.
	41
	columns.
	42
	purpose of not publishing it because of Pecker’s friendship with Trump.
	43
	AMI sent a $150,000 payment to Davidson for the rights to McDougal’s story.
	44

	10 alleges that as early as October 2016, AMI staff appeared to lack interest in the columns that 
	11 McDougal agreed to have published in her name.
	45 

	12 AMI acknowledges in the DOJ Non-Prosecution Agreement that the payment of 
	13 $150,000 was substantially more than AMI would normally have agreed to pay because it relied 
	The contract was allegedly sent to McDougal on August 5, 2016, and she signed the contract the next morning. McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 48-55. Davidson reportedly sent the signed contract to Howard and AMI’s in-house counsel, Cameron Stracher. The Fixers at 168-69 (noting that Davidson informed ABC that McDougal would not proceed with the network and stating that Davidson notified Cohen of the signed contract). 
	40 

	See McDougal New Yorker Article; MUR 7324 Compl. at 8 (quoting McDougal New Yorker Article); MUR 7332 Compl. at 4 (citing WSJ 2016 Article). On March 22, 2018, McDougal was interviewed by CNN and discussed her relationship with Trump at length, as well as how it led to her negotiations with AMI. See NY Times Mar. 22 Article (summarizing details of the interview where McDougal discussed her relationship with Trump); CNN McDougal Interview at 37:20-40:30 (discussing McDougal’s negotiations with AMI). 
	41 

	See MUR 7332 Compl. at 3 (citing McDougal New Yorker Article); see also MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 6 (citing McDougal Complaint ¶ 59). 
	42 

	MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 5 (citing McDougal Complaint ¶ 47); MUR 7366 Compl. at 5 (same). 
	43 

	See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5; see also Cohen Book at 286 (alleging that Pecker asked a former employee named Daniel Rotstein to use his Florida consulting company as a pass-through for AMI’s payment to Davidson). 
	44 

	McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 57-60. However, the Commission possesses information indicating that AMI ultimately published several columns under McDougal’s name. 
	45 
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	1   Further, AMI acknowledges that 2 its “principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress the model’s story so as to 3 prevent it from influencing the election” and that “[a]t no time during the negotiation for or 4 acquisition of [McDougal’s] story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate 5 information about it publicly.”AMI has admitted that, “[a]t all relevant times, [it] knew that 6 corporations such as AMI are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by
	upon Cohen’s commitment that AMI would be reimbursed.
	46
	47 
	48 

	9 2. 10 During the negotiations concerning McDougal’s story, AMI and McDougal’s lawyer, 11 Davidson, reportedly kept Cohen informed as to the status of the discussions; Cohen in turn 12 updated AMI reportedly notified Cohen on multiple occasions: upon the initial 13 outreach from Davidson, after its interview with McDougal, when Davidson warned Howard that 14 ABC was interested in McDougal’s story, and when AMI was in the process of finalizing the 
	Role of Cohen, Trump, and the Trump Committee 
	Trump.
	49 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5 (“AMI agreed to pay the model $150,000 — substantially more money than AMI otherwise would have paid to acquire the story — because of Cohen’s assurances to Pecker that AMI would ultimately be reimbursed for the payment.”). 
	46 

	See id. 
	47 

	Id., Ex. A ¶ 8; cf. The Fixers at 169 (noting that Pecker consulted with a campaign finance “expert” before signing off on the McDougal transaction and “believe[ed] the contract with McDougal was legally sound” because AMI agreed to pay her for future work in addition to purchasing her story rights); WSJ Nov. 9 Article (“Mr. Pecker researched campaign-finance laws before entering into the McDougal deal . . . . After speaking with an election-law specialist, Mr. Pecker concluded the company’s payment to Ms. 
	48 

	The Fixers at 166, 168-69; WSJ Nov. 9 Article; cf. House Oversight Testimony at 29-30 (Question:  “Mr. Cohen, in your 10 years of working for Donald Trump[,] did he control everything that went on in the Trump Organization? And did you have to get his permission in advance and report back after every meeting of any importance.” Answer: “Yes. There was nothing that happened at The Trump Organization . . . that did not go through Mr. Trump with his approval and sign-off, as in the case of the payments.”). 
	49 
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	1 Shortly after McDougal signed the agreement with AMI, 2 Davidson reportedly contacted Cohen and informed him that the McDougal transaction had been 3   Cohen testified that he worked with AMI to keep McDougal’s story from 4 becoming public and that AMI’s payment to McDougal “was done at the direction of Mr. Trump 5 and in accordance with his instructions.”Cohen’s role in the transaction allegedly came as a 6 surprise to McDougal, who stated that Davidson and AMI staff failed to tell her that they were 7 c
	agreement with McDougal.
	50 
	completed.
	51
	52 
	53 

	10 the “limited life rights portion” of AMI’s agreement with McDougal, which “included the 11 requirement that the model not otherwise disclose her story.”  Trump and Cohen reportedly 12 also wanted Pecker to turn over AMI’s Trump-related materials because of the concern that 
	54

	The Fixers at 164-166, 168-69 (“Cohen soon learned of the ABC talks from the American Media executives and alerted Trump. They decided now was the time to buy.”); see also Cohen Book at 284-89 (describing Cohen and Trump’s involvement with AMI’s payment to McDougal and stating “[w]hen I heard about the ABC initiative, I knew it was time to act”). 
	50 

	MUR 7324 Compl. at 10 (quoting NYT Feb. 18 Article); The Fixers at 169 (noting that, when Davidson advised Cohen that the contract was fully executed, Cohen already knew and Trump knew too and was “grateful”). Cohen reportedly denied recalling these communications with Davidson when contacted by New York Times reporters prior to his plea agreement. See NYT Feb. 18 Article. 
	51 

	U.S. House of Representatives Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, Executive Session, Michael IG00-20190520-SD002.pdf (“House Intelligence Deposition”); see Cohen Plea Hearing at 23 (“[O]n or about the summer of 2016, in coordination with, and at the direction of, a candidate for federal office, I and the CEO of a media company at the request of the candidate worked together to keep an individual with information that would be harmful to the candidate and to the campaign from publicly disclosing this
	52 
	Cohen Dep. at 117, 119 (Feb. 28, 2019), https://docs.house.gov/meetings/IG/IG00/20190520/109549/HMTG-116
	-


	McDougal Complaint ¶ 20. 
	53 

	See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6. 
	54 
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	1 Pecker might leave AMI.Pecker agreed to assign the life rights to an entity Cohen created for 
	55 

	2   The assignment agreement was drawn up, and on September 30, 2016, 
	a payment of $125,000.
	56

	3 Pecker signed the agreement, which transferred the limited life rights to McDougal’s story to an 
	4 
	entity set up by Cohen.
	57 

	5 In a tape recording made by Cohen during a September 2016 meeting with Trump, 
	6 Trump and Cohen appear to discuss the circumstances surrounding the assignment agreement 
	7 between AMI and Cohen and how Trump would buy the rights to McDougal’s story from 
	8 AMI.  In an interview that aired on the evening the tape recording was made public, Rudy 
	58

	The Fixers at 169 (“Cohen was pushing American Media to turn over all its archival material on Trump, in case Pecker left the company. Cohen and Trump didn’t want a new chief executive with no loyalty to Trump to have control over it.”); WSJ Nov. 9 Article (“Concerned Mr. Pecker might leave American Media, Mr. Cohen wanted to buy other materials the company had gathered on Mr. Trump over the years, including source files and tips. In a meeting at the Trump Organization offices in early September, Mr. Cohen 
	55 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6; The Fixers at 169-71 (identifying the Cohen-created entity as Resolution Consultants, LLC, and explaining that the $25,000 difference between the amount paid to McDougal and the amount to be paid for the assignment accounted for McDougal’s future AMI work); see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article. Because AMI purchased the rights to feature McDougal on two magazine covers and publish columns attributed to her, “Cohen and Pecker said that Trump would be liable for only a hundred
	56 
	(Apr. 29, 2019), https://www newyorker.com/magazine/2019/05/06/michael-cohens-last-days-of-freedom 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6; see SDNY Cohen Sentencing Memorandum at 12. 
	57 

	Chris Cuomo, Kara Scannell & Eli Watkins, CNN Obtains Secret Trump-Cohen Tape, CNN (July 25, (cited by MUR 7332 Second Amend. Compl. at 3); see also Cohen Book at 287 (“I decided I needed to record a conversation with Trump about the payment for two reasons. First, to show Pecker that I was asking Trump to repay the obligation, and second, to have a record of his participation if the conspiracy ever came out. . . . I could sense the stakes were getting higher and higher as I explained the details of the tra
	58 
	2018), https://www.cnn.com/2018/07/24/politics/michael-cohen-donald-trump-tape/index.html (“CNN Article”) 
	(July 20, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/20/us/politics/michael-cohen-trump-tape.html (cited 
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	1 Giuliani, counsel for Trump, acknowledged that the tape recording reflects a conversation 
	2 between Trump and Cohen about “how they’re going to buy the rights” to McDougal’s story 
	3 from AMI but argued that there is “[n]o indication of any crime being committed on this tape.”
	59 

	4 At one point in the recording, Cohen says, in an apparent reference to the entity he would later 
	5 create for the purchase, “I need to open up a company for the transfer of all of that info regarding 
	6   According to Cohen, Trump 
	our friend, David,” which is reportedly a reference to Pecker.
	60

	7 asks “So what do we got to pay for this?  One-fifty?”Later, Trump asks “What financing?” 
	61 

	8 and Cohen tells Trump, “We’ll have to pay.”  Cohen also states:  “I’ve spoken with [Trump 
	62

	9 Organization Chief Financial Officer] Allen Weisselberg about how to set the whole thing up 
	10 with funding.”
	63 

	connection with these materials). Lanny Davis, counsel for Cohen, released the recording to CNN, which aired it on July 25, 2018. See CNN Article. 
	See The Ingraham Angle, Giuliani Responds to Release of Secret Trump-Cohen Recording, FOX NEWS CHANNEL trump-cohen-recording (introducing Giuliani as “personal attorney for President Trump”); CNN Article (citing same). 
	59 
	3:05-3:10 (July 24, 2018), https://www foxnews.com/transcript/giuliani-responds-to-release-of-secret
	-


	See CNN Article; Cohen Book at 287 (“That was how we talked: euphemistically, circling a subject carefully, choosing words that might allow for some ambiguity.”). On September 30, 2016, Cohen registered Resolution Consultants LLC in Delaware; he dissolved it on October 17, 2016, the day he registered another entity, Essential Consultants LLC in Delaware. See Warrant Aff. ¶ 35.b, c; Cohen Book at 288. 
	60 

	Cohen Book at 287 (recalling “I told Trump that the amount we’re paying should include all the ‘stuff’ that Pecker had on him. By ‘stuff’ I meant any and all other salacious Trump stories we believed he possessed” and indicating that Trump responded “Yeah, I was thinking about that. . . . Maybe he gets hit by a truck.”); see CNN Article. 
	61 

	See CNN Article. Trump then says “pay with cash,” but it is unclear whether he is instructing Cohen to pay with cash. See id. Cohen then says “no, no,” however the context is unclear. See id. During the CNN segment addressed in the CNN article, it is reported that Trump’s team argued that Trump said “don’t pay with cash . . . check.” Cuomo Prime Time (CNN television broadcast July 24, 2018). 
	62 

	CNN Article. In speaking with CNN, Alan Futerfas, a Trump Organization lawyer, rejected the notion that the reference to “cash” in the tape recording “refers to green currency” because Trump and the Trump Organization would not in the ordinary course make such a payment using actual cash. Id. Similarly, Giuliani denied that Trump would “set[] up a corporation and then us[e] cash.” Id. CNN further reported that Futerfas would not speculate as to whether the payment referenced in the conversation would have c
	63 
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	1 According to Cohen, Trump was supposed to make the payment to AMI but “elected not 
	2 to pay it.”  In October 2016, after Cohen signed the assignment agreement but before Pecker 
	64

	3 was paid the $125,000, Pecker notified Cohen that he was cancelling the agreement and 
	4 AMI never received any 
	requested that Cohen tear up the agreement signed by Pecker.
	65 

	5 reimbursement or payment from Cohen, Trump, or anyone else for its payment to McDougal; 
	6 
	however, Trump reportedly thanked Pecker for purchasing McDougal’s story.
	66 

	7 Even after discussions about the assignment agreement ended, Cohen and AMI continued 
	8 to discuss how to deal with the McDougal story, exchanging multiple calls and texts on 
	9 November 4, 2016, when AMI’s payment to McDougal was reported in The Wall Street 
	10 .  These communications between Cohen, Pecker, and Howard were focused on 
	Journal
	67

	11 strategizing about how to handle McDougal, providing comments to The Wall Street Journal in 
	12 connection with the story, and discussing the implications of the article, which appeared four 
	House Oversight Testimony at 100 (noting that “Pecker was very angry because there was also other moneys that David had expended on [Trump’s] behalf” for which Pecker also was not reimbursed); see also 2019 New Yorker Article (“According to Cohen, McDougal’s appearance on the cover of one of [AMI’s] magazines, Muscle & Fitness Hers, led to a sizable increase in sales, and Trump decided that A.M.I. had received its money’s worth in the deal” because, as Cohen said, “‘[i]t sold over two hundred and fifty thou
	64 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6; The Fixers at 170-71 (reporting that Pecker asked Cohen to tear up the assignment agreement after Pecker consulted with Stracher, AMI’s in-house counsel); WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	65 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6; The Fixers at 198, 314 (stating that Trump thanked Pecker in January 2017 at Trump Tower and that Pecker told DOJ that Trump thanked him); see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	66 

	Warrant Affidavit ¶ 40. This sworn affidavit was provided by an FBI Special Agent in support of a search warrant that was executed on April 9, 2018, for Cohen’s apartment, law office, and a hotel suite where he and his family had been staying while renovating their apartment. 
	67 
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	1   Cohen allegedly noted to Howard that an unnamed individual, 2 believed to be Trump, was “pissed” about the publication of the story, and Howard told Cohen 3 that AMI’s payment to McDougal “looks suspicious at best.”4 In addition to Cohen’s alleged reference to Trump’s knowledge about the McDougal 5 story breaking, the available information also indicates that Trump spoke directly to Pecker 6 around that time.The Wall Street Journal article was published online the evening of 7 8 Despite Cohen and Trump’
	days before the election.
	68
	69 
	70 
	November 4th, and Pecker allegedly spoke to Trump on the telephone the following morning.
	71 

	10 and asserted that McDougal’s story about a relationship with Trump was “‘totally untrue.’”11 AMI asserted to The Wall Street Journal that “it wasn’t buying Ms. McDougal’s story for 12 $150,000, but rather two years’ worth of her fitness columns and magazine covers as well as 
	72 

	See Warrant Affidavit ¶ 40.a-e (recounting Howard’s text message to Cohen that stated, “Let’s let the dust settle. We don’t want to push her over the edge. She’s on side at present and we have a solid position and a plausible position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist”). As the story was breaking, Cohen and Howard discussed McDougal’s reluctance to provide a statement to Davidson and strategized about how best to handle McDougal; Cohen also allegedly forwarded Howard an image of an email from a
	68 

	Id. ¶ 40.c (stating the FBI agent’s belief that “Cohen was referring to Trump when he stated ‘he’s pissed.’” and recounting that Cohen asked Howard “how the Wall Street Journal could publish its article if ‘everyone denies,’” with Howard responding, “‘Because there is the payment from AMI. It looks suspicious at best’”). 
	69 

	Id. ¶ 40.d (Cohen texted Pecker late that evening: “The boss just tried calling you. Are you free?” and then texted Howard: “Is there a way to find David quickly?”). 
	70 

	Id. ¶ 40.e. 
	71 

	WSJ 2016 Article; see The Fixers at 194 (reporting that Trump dictated Hicks’s response to The Wall Street Journal); WSJ Nov. 9 Article. Additionally, Hicks reportedly told DOJ officials that Pecker informed her of the substance of his response before he sent it to the Journal. The Fixers at 314. 
	72 
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	1 exclusive life rights to any relationship she has had with a then-married man” and said that it 2 “‘has not paid people to kill damaging stories about Mr. Trump.’”3 After the November 4, 2016, article in The Wall Street Journal was published, McDougal 4 retained new counsel and negotiated an amendment to her original agreement with AMI 5 (“Amendment”), which allowed her to “respond to legitimate press inquiries regarding the facts 6 of her alleged relationship with Donald Trump.”In the Amendment, AMI agre
	73 
	74 
	75 

	10 alleged relationship with Trump and ghostwrote email responses for McDougal to send to 
	11 inquiring AMI also allegedly provided the reporters with “false and misleading 
	reporters.
	76 

	12 information”
	 and later threatened McDougal with litigation if she told her story to reporters.
	77 

	WSJ 2016 Article. In a June 2017 article, however, Pecker admitted to The New Yorker that AMI’s payment to McDougal contained elements relating to his personal friendship with Trump and was predicated on her not “bashing Trump and American Media.” Jeffrey Toobin, The National Enquirer’s Fervor for Trump, THE NEW YORKER trump (“2017 New Yorker Article”) (cited by MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 6 and MUR 7332 Compl. at 3). 
	73 
	(June 26, 2017), https://www newyorker.com/magazine/2017/07/03/the-national-enquirers-fervor-for
	-


	McDougal Complaint, Ex. B (Amendment to Name and Rights License Agreement signed by McDougal on November 29, 2016, and by AMI on December 7, 2016). 
	74 

	Id. 
	75 

	McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 19, 66-73. 
	76 

	McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 19, 21, 74, 84-87; MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 7 (citing McDougal Complaint ¶ 84). On March 20, 2018, McDougal filed a Complaint for Declaratory Relief that asked the court to declare her contract with AMI void because the contract was allegedly fraudulent and illegal. McDougal Complaint ¶ 5. In April 2018, AMI and McDougal reached a settlement agreement ending her lawsuit against the company and executed a new agreement, in which McDougal received the life rights to her story back
	77 
	18, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/18/us/politics/karen-mcdougal-american-media
	-
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	1 C.  AMI’s Involvement in Payments to Other Individuals 
	2 1. 3 In November 2015, AMI reportedly entered into an agreement, which was subsequently 4 amended in December 2015, with Sajudin, a former doorman at Trump World Tower in New 5 York City, in connection with information he claimed to have about an alleged Trump “love 6 child.”  Sajudin reportedly “first approached the Enquirer in the early stages of the 2016 7 campaign” by calling the publication’s tip line with a rumor he had heard about Trump having 8 fathered an illegitimate child in the late 1980s with
	Dino Sajudin  
	78
	Organization.
	79

	10 contract” with the Enquirer, agreeing to be an anonymous source who would be “paid upon 11 publication.”Reportedly, after Sajudin entered into an agreement to serve as a source, the 12 Enquirer initially investigated the story, dispatching reporters and sending “a polygraph expert to 13 administer a lie detection test to Sajudin in a hotel near his Pennsylvania home.”  According to 14 press reports, although the Enquirer initially avoided reaching out to Trump Organization 15 employees, after the Trump O
	80 
	81

	Sajudin AP Article; The Fixers at 146. CNN published Sajudin’s original agreement with AMI and its subsequent amendment. images/08/24/sajudin.ami.pdf (“Sajudin Agreement”). 
	78 
	Source Agreement and Amendment, CNN (Aug. 24, 2018), https://cdn.cnn.com/cnn/2018/ 

	Prez Love Child Shocker! Ex-Trump Worker Peddling Rumor Donald Has Illegitimate Child, RADAR ONLINE (Apr. (“Radar Online Article”); Sajudin AP Article (“After initially calling the Enquirer’s tip line, Sajudin signed a boilerplate contract with the Enquirer, agreeing to be an anonymous source and be paid upon publication.”). 
	79 
	11, 2018), https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/04/donald-trump-love-child-rumor-scandal/ 

	Sajudin AP Article; see also Radar Online Article; The Fixers at 146. 
	80 

	Sajudin AP Article; see also The Fixers at 146-47 (noting that the investigators refrained from contacting Trump Organization employees). 
	81 
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	1 the story.”On December 9, 2015, Sajudin reportedly took and passed a polygraph test testing 2 After passing the polygraph test, Sajudin reportedly “pressed the 3 tabloid to pay him immediately, threatening to walk otherwise.”4 On December 17, 2015, AMI reportedly agreed to make an “up front” $30,000 payment 5 That 6 agreement stated that Sajudin would be subject to a $1 million penalty “if he shopped around his 7 information.”Immediately after Sajudin signed the agreement, the Enquirer reportedly 8   In t
	82 
	how he learned of the rumor.
	83 
	84 
	to Sajudin to prevent him from discussing the rumor about Trump fathering a child.
	85 
	86 
	stopped investigating the story.
	87
	88

	10 four longtime Enquirer staffers reportedly challenged this interpretation, claiming that they 11 “were ordered by top editors to stop pursuing the story before completing potentially promising 
	The Fixers at 147-48. Radar Online Article. The Fixers at 148. MUR 7364 Compl. at 4, 7 (citing Sajudin AP Article); Ronan Farrow, The National Enquirer, A Trump 
	82 
	83 
	84 
	85 

	Rumor, and Another Secret Payment to Buy Silence, THE NEW YORKER (Apr. 12, 2018), payment-to-buy-silence-dino-sajudin-david-pecker (“Sajudin New Yorker Article”); MUR 7366 Compl. at 2 (citing Sajudin AP Article). 
	https://www newyorker.com/news/news-desk/the-national-enquirer-a-donald-trump-rumor-and-another-secret
	-


	MUR 7364 Compl. at 6 (quoting Sajudin AP Article); Sajudin Agreement. Sajudin AP Article; The Fixers at 148-49. Sajudin AP Article. 
	86 
	87 
	88 
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	1 reporting threads” and further claimed that the “publication didn’t pursue standard Enquirer 2 reporting practices.”3 Reportedly, current and former AMI employees had noticed several aspects of the 4 payment to Sajudin that caused it to differ from other payments to sources.  A former AMI 5 reporter and editor noted that it was unusual for the company to pay for a tip when it did not 6 publish an article, reportedly stating “AMI doesn’t go around cutting checks for $30,000 and 7 then not using the informa
	89 
	90 

	10 was a highly curious and questionable situation.”Other staffers reportedly concluded that the 
	91 

	11 $1 million penalty to stop the tipster from talking about the tip indicated that the payment was 
	12 part of a catch and kill.
	92 

	13 Although the Sajudin payment is not addressed in the AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement 
	14 or Cohen’s plea, the payment to Sajudin was made after the purported August 2015 agreement 
	15 between Pecker, Trump, and Cohen that AMI would catch and kill stories that could reflect 
	Id. 
	89 

	Id. According to the Associated Press, “AMI threatened legal action over reporters’ efforts to interview current and former employees and hired the New York law firm Boies Schiller Flexner, which challenged the accuracy of the AP’s reporting.” Id. (noting that RadarOnline, also owned by AMI, “published details of the payment and the rumor that Sajudin was peddling” on the same day that the AP Article was published, stating “that the Enquirer spent four weeks reporting the story but ultimately decided it was
	90 

	Sajudin New Yorker Article. 
	91 

	Sajudin AP Article; see also The Fixers at 148 (noting that the $1 million penalty, while likely unenforceable in court, ensured that a source “wouldn’t take the tabloid’s money and disappear or blab to another publication. It was meant to scare them.”). 
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	1 Furthermore, press reports suggest that the decision 2 to pay Sajudin, outside AMI’s normal investigation practices, resulted from Pecker or another 3   Cohen, meanwhile, told the Associated Press 4 “that he had discussed Sajudin’s story with the magazine when the tabloid was working on it” 5 but said that “he was acting as a Trump spokesman when he did so and denied knowing anything 6 beforehand about the Enquirer payment to the ex-doorman.”  AMI reportedly released Sajudin 7 
	negatively on Trump during the campaign.
	93 
	high level AMI official directing that payment.
	94
	95
	from the contract at some point after the 2016 presidential election.
	96 

	8 2. 
	Stephanie Clifford 

	9 As discussed above, Cohen paid $130,000 to Stephanie Clifford, a well-known adult-film 10 actress and director who used the professional name Stormy Daniels, to prevent the publication 11 of her story concerning her 2006 alleged relationship with Trump.  Shortly after The Washington 12 Post published a video recording of Trump appearing on the television show Access Hollywood 13 in 2005, in which Trump “bragged in vulgar terms about kissing, groping and trying to have sex 14 with women,” Davidson, the sam
	97

	See WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	93 

	Sajudin New Yorker Article; see also The Fixers at 148 (claiming that “[t]he reporters suspected interference from Pecker”). 
	94 

	Sajudin AP Article (noting that the “parent” of the Enquirer made the payment to Sajudin). According to Cohen, after AMI made the payment to McDougal, “Pecker was very angry because there was also other moneys that David [Pecker] had expended on [Trump’s] behalf,” and Trump declined to reimburse AMI for the other funds as well. House Oversight Testimony at 100. 
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	See, e.g. Sajudin AP Article. 
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	David A. Fahrenthold, Trump Recorded Having Extremely Lewd Conversation About Women in 2005, THE WASHINGTON POST (Oct. lewd-conversation-about-women-in-2005/2016/10/07/3b9ce776-8cb4-11e6-bf8a-3d26847eeed4_story html (“Fahrenthold Article”); see Warrant Affidavit ¶ 32. 
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	7, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-recorded-having-extremely
	-
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	1 AMI, reportedly because it had already invested significant sums in paying to silence 2 Instead, it 3 appears that AMI directed the Clifford story to Cohen. 4 D. The Complaints and Responses 5 The Complaints in MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366 allege that there is reason to believe that 6 the Trump Committee accepted a prohibited corporate contribution in connection with AMI’s 7 $150,000 payment to McDougal because the payment was not included within the scope of the 8 press exemption and was an expenditure made
	record.
	98 
	negative stories and was growing uncomfortable, did not purchase Clifford’s story.
	99 
	100 

	10 Complaints also allege that the Trump Committee failed to report receipt of the in-kind 11 contribution and failed to report the making of an expenditure.  The MUR 7332 Complaint 12 further alleges that AMI’s payment to McDougal was an excessive contribution to the Trump 13 Committee.14 The Complaints in MURs 7364 and 7366 allege that the Trump Committee accepted a 15 prohibited corporate contribution in the form of a coordinated expenditure in connection with 
	101
	102 

	Farrow, Catch and Kill at 345 (“[Stormy] Daniels’s lawyer, Keith Davidson . . . had called Dylan Howard about the story first. Howard told Davidson that AMI was passing on the Daniels matter . . . [b]ut Howard directed Davidson to Michael Cohen, who established a shell company to pay Daniels $130,000 in exchange for her silence.”); see also SDNY Information ¶ 32. 
	98 

	See Farrow, Catch and Kill at 345. 
	99 

	MUR 7324 Compl. at 14-15; MUR 7332 Compl. at 8; MUR 7366 Compl. at 7-9; see also MUR 7637 Compl. at 1 (merged in relevant part into MUR 7324). 
	100 

	MUR 7324 Compl. at 15-17; MUR 7332 Compl. at 7-8; MUR 7366 at 10. 
	101 

	MUR 7332 Compl. at 8. In addition, the MUR 7366 Complaint alleges that Trump, the Trump Committee, Cohen, AMI, Pecker, and former Trump Committee treasurer Timothy Jost engaged in a conspiracy to violate 52 U.S.C. §§ 30104, 30118, and 30125(e). MUR 7366 Compl. at 10-12. The Complaint’s conspiracy allegations are not within the Commission’s jurisdiction. 
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	1 AMI’s $30,000 payment to Sajudin.  The Complaints in MURs 7364 and 7366 further allege 2 that the Trump Committee failed to report the receipt of the $30,000 in-kind contribution from 3 AMI and the $30,000 expenditure to Sajudin.4 All but one of the Responses filed in this matter pre-date AMI and Cohen’s subsequent 5 public admissions and clarifications made in connection with their respective non-prosecution 6 agreements, plea agreements, and congressional testimony.In its Responses to the 7 Complaints i
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	10 between two represented parties neither involving nor having any connection to the [Trump] 11 Committee.”The Trump Committee further asserts that the payment to McDougal could not 12 be a contribution or expenditure because it was not for the purpose of influencing a federal 13 election because the record did not include information establishing a nexus between the Trump 14 Committee and AMI’s payment to McDougal.The Trump Committee also asserts that AMI 15 reportedly contacted Cohen only to “corroborate
	106 
	107 
	108 

	MUR 7364 Compl. at 11-12; MUR 7366 Compl. at 9. MUR 7364 Compl. at 12-13; MUR 7366 Compl. at 10. The Trump Committee’s Response in MUR 7637 stated that it has already addressed all allegations in its 
	103 
	104 
	105 

	previous responses filed with the Commission. MUR 7637 Trump Committee Resp. at 1. 
	MURs 7324/7332 Trump Committee Resp. at 1; see also MUR 7366 Trump Committee Resp.; MUR 7637 Trump Committee Resp. at 1 (referencing response in MURs 7324/7332). MURs 7324/7332 Trump Committee Resp. at 2; see MUR 7366 Trump Committee Resp. at 2. MURs 7324/7332 Trump Committee Resp. at 3. 
	106 
	107 
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	1 Committee and the transaction between AMI and Sajudin and cites to articles concerning other 
	2 press outlets’ decisions to not publish Sajudin’s story.
	109 

	3 Trump did not file a response to any of the Complaints in this matter.  Nonetheless, both 
	4 Trump and Giuliani, as counsel for Trump, have addressed publicly on Twitter the allegations 
	5 regarding the payment to McDougal, arguing that the payment did not violate the law.  For 
	6 example, soon after Cohen’s guilty plea, Trump and Giuliani both alleged that the payments to 
	7 McDougal and Clifford were not unlawful.  Trump and Giuliani also tweeted about the 
	110

	8 payments in December 2018, around the time of Cohen’s sentencing, again tweeting that the 
	MUR 7364 Trump Committee Resp. at 2-3; MUR 7366 Trump Committee Resp. at 2; see also Radar Online Article (claiming that “Many organizations have since tried [to verify and publish Sajudin’s claims]. . . including The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, and The Associated Press.”). 
	109 

	Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), TWITTER (Aug. realDonaldTrump/status/1032260490439864320 (“Michael Cohen plead [sic] guilty to two counts of campaign finance violations that are not a crime.”); Rudy Giuliani (@RudyGiuliani), TWITTER (Aug. 23, 2018, 4:11 AM), , (Aug. RudyGiuliani/status/1032565618204004353 (stating that the “payments, as determined by the Edwards FEC ruling, are NOT ILLEGAL” and directing followers to an opinion piece in The Hill by Mark Penn, “demonstrating [that] Cohen pled guilty to t
	110 
	22, 2018, 9:37 AM), https://twitter.com/ 
	https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1032540830794428416
	23, 2018, 5:50 AM), https://twitter.com/ 
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	1 payments were not violations of the Act.Trump also tweeted that he “never directed Michael 
	111 

	2 Cohen to break the law.”
	112 

	3 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
	4 The available information indicates that AMI paid $150,000 to McDougal for the purpose 
	5 of influencing the 2016 presidential election by preventing a potentially damaging story about 
	6 Trump from becoming public before the election.  Based upon the available information, it 
	7 appears that the payment to McDougal was made with Trump’s knowledge, at the urging of and 
	8 with the promise of repayment by Cohen, acting as an agent of Trump, and as part of an 
	9 agreement between Trump and AMI to catch and kill any potentially damaging stories about 
	10 Trump’s relationships with women so that such stories would not become public during the 2016 
	11 campaign.  Likewise, the available record indicates that AMI’s payment of $30,000 to Sajudin 
	12 was made as part of this same catch and kill agreement. The available information indicates that 
	13 AMI’s payments to McDougal and Sajudin were not made in connection with AMI’s business or 
	14 editorial functions as a press entity. Instead, the available information indicates that AMI’s 
	Rudy Giuliani (@RudyGiuliani), TWITTER (Dec. status/1071469692882182144 (“The President is not implicated in campaign finance violations because based on Edwards case and others the payments are not campaign contributions.”), (Dec. com/RudyGiuliani/status/1071795258177019905 (“No collusion, no obstruction now [sic] campaign finance but payments to settle lawsuits are not clearly a proper campaign contribution or expenditure. No responsible lawyer would charge a debatable campaign finance violation as a crim
	111 
	8, 2018, 1:20 PM), https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/ 
	9, 2018, 10:54 AM), https://twitter. 
	13, 2018, 9:49 AM), https://twitter. 

	11:53 payments were not a big crime. I have said consistently that the Daniels and McDougall [sic] payments are not crimes and tweeted a great article yesterday making that point. If it isn’t a witch-hunt why are they pursuing a non-crime.”), (Dec. payments to Daniels and McDougall [sic] do not violate the law. Congress has spent millions settling sexual harassment claims against members which are not reported as campaign contributions. Why aren’t those Congressmen under investigation.”); Donald J. Trump (@
	AM), https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1073622122235355136 (“CORRECTION: I didn’t say 
	19, 2018, 10:04 PM), https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1075587822449500161 (“The 
	https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1073207272069890049 (“Cohen was guilty on many charges unrelated 

	Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), TWITTER (Dec. Trump/status/1073205176872435713 (“He was a lawyer and he is supposed to know the law.”). 
	112 
	13, 2018, 8:17 AM), https://twitter.com/realDonald 
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	1 payments were made to benefit Trump’s campaign, were made at Trump’s direction, and, for the 2 reasons explained below, were not covered by the press exemption.  Thus, the available 3 information supports the conclusion that the AMI’s payments were expenditures coordinated 4 with Trump and thus constituted in-kind contributions to Trump and the Trump Committee. 5 As such, Trump and the Trump Committee appear to have violated the Act by knowingly 6 accepting corporate contributions in the form of payments 
	10 A. Press Exemption 
	11 Under the Act, a “contribution” includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit 12 of money or anything of value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election 13 for Federal office,” and an “expenditure” includes “any purchase, payment, distribution, loan, 
	113

	14 advance, deposit, or gift of money or anything of value, made by any person for the purpose of 15 influencing any election for Federal office.”  Under Commission regulations, the phrase 16 “anything of value” includes all in-kind contributions.In-kind contributions include, among 17 other things, coordinated expenditures.
	114
	115 
	116 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). 
	113 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(9)(A). 
	114 

	11 C.F.R. § 100.52(d)(1). 
	115 

	52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i) (treating as contributions any expenditures made “in cooperation, consultation, or concert, with, or at the request or suggestion of, a candidate,” the candidate’s authorized committee, or their agents); see 11 C.F.R. § 109.20 (defining “coordination”); see also Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 46-47 (1976). 
	116 
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	1 Under the Act, the definition of “expenditure” does not include “any news story, 2 commentary, or editorial distributed through the facilities of any broadcasting station, newspaper 3 magazine, or other periodical publication, unless such facilities are owned or controlled by any 4 political party, political committee, or candidate.”This exemption is called the “press 5 exemption” or “media exemption.”Costs covered by the exemption are also exempt from the 6 Act’s disclosure and reporting requirements.If 
	117 
	118 
	119 
	120 

	10 The first inquiry is whether the entity engaging in the activity is a “press entity.”  Second, the 11 Commission determines the scope of the exemption by applying the two-part analysis presented 12 in Reader’s Digest Association v. FEC:  (1) whether the entity is owned or controlled by a 13 political party, political committee, or candidate; and (2) whether the entity is acting within its 14 “legitimate press function” in conducting the activity.
	121
	122 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(9)(B)(i). Commission regulations further provide that neither a “contribution” nor an “expenditure” results from “[a]ny cost incurred in covering or carrying a news story, commentary, or editorial by any broadcasting station (including a cable television operator, programmer or producer), Web site, newspaper, magazine, or other periodical publication, including any Internet, or electronic publication” unless the facility is “owned or controlled by any political party, political committee, 
	117 

	Advisory Op. 2011-11 (Colbert) at 6 (“AO 2011-11”); Advisory Op. 2008-14 (Melothé) at 3 (“AO 200814”). 
	118 
	-

	AO 2011-11 at 6, 8-10 (discussing costs that are within this exemption and also costs that are not). 
	119 

	Advisory Op. 2005-16 (Fired Up!) at 4 (“AO 2005-16”). 
	120 

	121 
	Id. 

	See Reader’s Digest Ass’n v. FEC, 509 F. Supp. 1210, 1214-15 (S.D.N.Y. 1981); AO 2011-11 at 6-7. When determining whether the entity was acting within the scope of a legitimate press function at the time of the alleged violation, the Commission considers two factors: (1) whether the entity’s materials are available to the general public; and (2) whether they are comparable in form to those ordinarily issued by the entity. See Reader’s Digest Ass’n, 509 F. Supp. at 1215; Factual & Legal Analysis at 4, MUR 72
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	1 The Commission has long recognized that an entity otherwise eligible for the press 
	2 exemption “would not lose its eligibility merely because of a lack of objectivity in a news story, 
	3 commentary, or editorial, even if the news story, commentary, or editorial expressly advocates 
	4 the election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate for Federal office.”Nonetheless, “the 
	123 

	5 Commission is also mindful that a press entity’s press function is ‘distinguishable from active 
	6 participation in core campaign or electioneering functions.’”  In other words, “the press 
	124

	7 exemption covers press activity, not campaign activity by a press entity.”
	125 

	8 Although the Commission considers “legitimate press function” broadly, not all actions 
	9 taken by press entities are considered legitimate press functions for purposes of the media 
	10 exemption.The court in Reader’s Digest Association reasoned that: 
	126 

	11 [T]he statute would seem to exempt only those kinds of distribution that 12 fall broadly within the press entity’s legitimate press function.  It would 13 not seem to exempt any dissemination or distribution using the press 14 entity’s personnel or equipment, no matter how unrelated to its press 15 function.  If, for example, on Election Day a partisan newspaper hired an 16 army of incognito propaganda distributors to stand on street corners 17 denouncing allegedly illegal acts of a candidate and sent so
	127 

	(Ethiq) at 3. However, because the activity here does not include the publication of any materials, this second factor is not relevant to the analysis. 
	Factual & Legal Analysis at 5, MUR 7206 (Bonneville International Corp.) (quotation marks omitted) (quoting AO 2005-16 at 6); Factual & Legal Analysis at 3, MUR 6579 (ABC News, Inc.). 
	123 

	AO 2011-11 at 8 (quoting AO 2008-14). 
	124 

	125 
	Id. 

	See McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93, 208 (2003) (commenting that the press exemption “does not afford carte blanche to media companies generally to ignore FECA’s provisions”). 
	126 

	Reader's Digest, 509 F. Supp. at 1214; see also McConnell, 540 U.S. at 208 (noting that the press exemption “does not afford carte blanche to media companies generally to ignore FECA’s provisions”); AO 201111 at 8 (“While the press exemption covers press activity, it does not cover campaign activity, even if the campaign activity is conducted by a press entity”). 
	127 
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	1 When analyzing a press entity’s activities outside of the distribution of news stories, 2 commentary, and editorials through media facilities, a court has found the press exemption 3 applicable when the actions in question pertain to seeking subscribers or promoting the 4 publication.A district court has also observed that the Commission has a limited ability to 5 investigate activities that potentially may be normal press functions but are nevertheless unusual; 6 such activities may be subject to additio
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	129 

	10 form” analysis as set forth in the U.S. Supreme Court’s FEC v. Massachusetts Citizens for Life 11 decision (“MCFL”), which examined whether the activity in question is comparable in form to 12 the press entity’s regular activities, considering whether the complained-of activities and content 13 are produced in the same manner, using the same people, and subject to the same review and 14 distribution as the press entity’s general activities.15 In an Advisory Opinion analyzing the formation of a political 
	130 

	FEC v. Phillips Publishing Inc., 517 F. Supp. 1308, 1313 (D.D.C. 1981) (applying the press exemption to a letter soliciting new subscribers). Phillips at 1313-14. AO 2011-11 at 8 (citing FEC v. Mass. Citizens for Life (“MCFL”), 479 U.S. 238, 251 (1986)). 
	128 
	129 
	130 
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	1 Colbert’s committee for distribution outside of his television show, or administer the political 2 committee, because such activities would amount to “active participation [by Viacom] in core 3 campaign or electioneering functions.”  In reaching this conclusion, the Commission 4 explained that to allow Viacom to produce content for the Colbert committee to distribute 5 beyond the show under these circumstances “would stretch the boundaries of the press 6 exemption far beyond those contemplated by Congress
	131
	132 
	133 

	10 a political campaign is not a legitimate press function.”11 Here, the available information indicates that the press exemption does not cover AMI’s 12 payments to McDougal or Sajudin.  AMI appears to be a press entity that has produced news 13 stories on a regular basis through a variety of periodical publications, and the Commission 14 possesses information that it is not owned or controlled by a political party, political committee, 15 or federal candidate. 
	134 
	135


	Id. at 9. 
	Id. at 9. 
	131 

	Id. (citing MCFL, 479 U.S. at 251; Reader’s Digest Ass’n, 509 F. Supp. at 1214; McConnell, 540 U.S. at 208). 
	132 

	Factual & Legal Analysis at 8-9, MUR 7073 (Meluskey for U.S. Senate, Inc.) (finding that the press exemption did not cover a candidate’s radio show when the candidate or a business entity affiliated with the candidate paid radio stations to air his radio show); see also Factual & Legal Analysis at 6, MUR 6089 (People with Hart) (finding that a station does not act as a press entity when it sells airtime to another party and cedes editorial control). 
	133 

	AO 2008-14 at 6. 
	134 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 1. 
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	1 AMI admitted in its Non-Prosecution Agreement with DOJ that its actions were not 2 undertaken in connection with any press function but were rather to benefit Trump, a personal 3 friend of Pecker, and his campaign.Similarly, AMI admitted in its Non-Prosecution 4 Agreement that its “principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress 5 [McDougal’s] story so as to prevent it from influencing the election” and that “[a]t no time 6 during the negotiation for or acquisition of [McDougal’s] story d
	136 
	137 
	138 

	10 In addition to this admission, AMI’s payment to McDougal would not meet the standard 11 set forth in MCFL as applied by the Commission for determining whether its payment was a 12 legitimate press function.  According to AMI, the payment was for an amount more than AMI 13 would typically pay for stories because AMI expected to be reimbursed by Trump.This 14 acknowledgement, along with information indicating that AMI valued McDougal’s contributions 15 to its publications at significantly less than the $15
	139 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5 (“Despite the cover and article features to the agreement, AMI’s principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress the model’s story so as to prevent it from influencing the election. At no time during the negotiation for or acquisition of the model’s story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate information about it publicly.”). 
	136 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5. 
	137 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement at 1-3 (stating that “AMI accepts and acknowledges as true the facts” contained in Exhibit A). 
	138 

	Id., Ex. A ¶ 5; see also McDougal New Yorker Article (“In June [2016], when McDougal began attempting to sell the story of her months-long relationship with Trump, which had taken place a decade earlier, Cohen urged Pecker to buy her account and then bury it — a practice, in the argot of tabloids, known as ‘catch and kill.’ Cohen promised Pecker that Trump would reimburse A.M.I. for the cost of McDougal’s silence.”). 
	139 
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	1 payment was not made to secure material to be used in producing and distributing content, and 2 that the payment was not made in the same manner as, or even in connection with, AMI’s 3 general activities as a press entity.Consistent with the Commission’s analysis in AO 2011-11, 4 allowing AMI to assert the press exemption here despite its admissions that its activity was 5 undertaken for political purposes “would stretch the boundaries of the press exemption far 6 beyond those contemplated by Congress and
	140 
	141 

	10 purchase stories damaging to Trump’s campaign, suggest an ongoing pattern of using AMI 11 resources to make payments for the purpose of benefitting Trump’s campaign.In October 12 2016, Davidson, the same attorney who had represented McDougal in her negotiations with 13 AMI, reportedly contacted Pecker and Howard at AMI and offered to confirm Clifford’s story on 14 the record.  According to press reports, AMI, unwilling to make an additional payment to 15 benefit Trump’s campaign, nevertheless served as a
	142 
	143
	144

	See WSJ Nov. 9 Article (reporting that, in Pecker and Cohen’s contemplated agreement to transfer the rights to McDougal’s story to Trump for $125,000, “the magazine covers and fitness columns, the rights to which the publisher would retain” were valued at $25,000). 
	140 

	AO 2011-11 at 9. 
	141 

	See SDNY Information ¶¶ 24-44; WSJ Jan. 12 Article (outlining details of the payment to Clifford); Farrow, Catch and Kill at 345 (noting AMI’s involvement in the payments to McDougal, Sajudin, and Clifford). 
	142 

	See SDNY Information ¶ 32. 
	143 

	See supra Section II.C.2; Farrow, Catch and Kill at 345 (“[Stormy] Daniels’s lawyer, Keith Davidson . . . had called Dylan Howard about the story first. Howard told Davidson that AMI was passing on the Daniels matter . . . [b]ut Howard directed Davidson to Michael Cohen, who established a shell company to pay Daniels $130,000 in exchange for her silence.”); The Fixers at 176-78 (reporting Howard’s initial interest in and Pecker’s reluctance to purchasing the rights to Clifford’s story and Howard’s involveme
	144 
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	1 agreement to purchase Clifford’s silence.Davidson’s reported multiple negotiations with 2 AMI, each of which ultimately resulted in a payment to prevent the publication of a story that 3 might damage the Trump campaign, indicate his awareness of AMI’s general willingness to 4 purchase stories in order to benefit Trump’s campaign, and not for legitimate press activity.5 Finally, AMI’s own admissions to DOJ that it had “offered to help with negative stories about [a] 6 presidential candidate’s relationships
	145 
	146 
	147
	-

	10 related activity such as disseminating news and increasing readership. 
	11 AMI’s payment to Sajudin fits this pattern as well.  Experienced Enquirer staffers 
	12 reportedly identified “the abrupt end to reporting combined with a binding, seven-figure penalty 
	13 to stop the tipster from talking to anyone” as hallmarks of a catch and kill operation.  Further, 
	148

	14 sources who purportedly were involved with the investigation of Sajudin’s tip reportedly stated 
	15 that the decision to stop investigating was not an editorial decision but one made by Pecker 
	Nov. 9 Article (“Mr. Cohen asked American Media to buy Ms. Clifford’s story. Mr. Pecker refused on the grounds that he didn’t want his company to pay a porn star.”). 
	House Oversight Testimony at 21 (“In 2016, prior to the election, I was contacted by Keith Davidson, who is the attorney — or was the attorney for Ms. Clifford, or Stormy Daniels.”); id. at 34 (“The $130,000 number was not a number that was actually negotiated. It was told to me by Keith Davidson that this is a number that Ms. Clifford wanted.”); see McDougal New Yorker Article; SDNY Information ¶ 32; The Fixers at 178; WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	145 

	See McDougal Complaint ¶ 47 (alleging that Davidson told McDougal that AMI “would buy the story not to publish it, because Mr. Pecker (AMI’s CEO) was a close friend of Mr. Trump” (emphasis in original)); see also The Fixers at 164-65; WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	146 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
	147 

	MUR 7364 Compl. at 5 (quoting Sajudin AP Article). 
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	1 personally.  One of those sources added, “There’s no question it was done as a favor to 2 continue to protect Trump from these potential secrets. That’s black-and-white.”  Finally, 3 former AMI employees stated to The New Yorker that Cohen was kept apprised of the 4 investigation of Sajudin’s story, indicating that the decision to purchase and silence Sajudin’s 5 story was made for political, rather than editorial, purposes.These statements, which detail 6 the ways in which the payment was not comparable 
	149
	150
	151 
	152 

	10 Available information suggests that Sajudin possessed information, which, like Clifford’s 11 and McDougal’s information, could have harmed Trump’s chances of winning the 2016 12 presidential primary and general elections.Like Clifford and McDougal, Sajudin was 13 reportedly paid for that information, in his case by AMI, and faced significant financial 14 consequences were he to discuss that information publicly.Given AMI’s admissions that its 
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	154 

	Sajudin New Yorker Article; see also The Fixers at 148-49. 
	149 

	Sajudin New Yorker Article. 
	150 

	See id. Other sources indicate that Cohen learned of the story when a reporter, unbeknownst to her editors, contacted Rhona Graff. After learning of this call, Cohen reportedly contacted Howard and “pleaded with him not to publish the story.” The Fixers at 147. 
	151 

	See AO 2011-11 at 8 (quotation marks omitted). 
	152 

	Compare AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3 (outlining the overall agreement to “help deal with negative stories about that presidential candidate’s relationships with women by, among other things, assisting the campaign in identifying such stories so they could be purchased and their publication avoided”), with Sajudin Agreement at 4 (outlining an extension of the exclusivity period contained in the agreement to extend “in perpetuity” and its violation to carry a $1 million penalty). See also Sajudin 
	153 

	See supra Section II.C.1; The Fixers at 148; Sajudin Agreement at 4; see also House Oversight Testimony at 128, 132 (Cohen discusses Pecker’s actions to protect Trump and appears to refer to the payment to Sajudin). 
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	1 
	1 
	payments to McDougal were part of an overall scheme to benefit Trump in the election by 

	2 
	2 
	identifying and purchasing stories that could damage Trump, the available information supports 

	3 
	3 
	the reasonable inference that AMI’s purchase of Sajudin’s story was part of that same scheme to 

	4 
	4 
	benefit a candidate and was undertaken without regard for editorial or other legitimate press 

	5 
	5 
	function-related considerations.  

	6 
	6 
	In light of all of these circumstances, which include AMI’s express admissions that it 

	7 
	7 
	used a press entity’s resources to provide benefits to a candidate, which were unrelated to its 

	8 
	8 
	legitimate press function, the press exemption does not apply to the payments at issue. 

	9 
	9 
	B. The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that AMI’s Payments to McDougal 

	10 
	10 
	and Sajudin Were Prohibited Corporate Contributions 

	11 
	11 
	1. The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that AMI’s Payments to 

	12 
	12 
	McDougal and Sajudin Were Coordinated Expenditures 

	13 
	13 
	a. Coordination 

	14 
	14 
	The Act and Commission regulations prohibit corporations from making contributions to 

	15 
	15 
	candidate committees in connection with a federal election.155  Likewise, it is unlawful for any 

	16 
	16 
	candidate, candidate committee, or other person to knowingly accept or receive such a prohibited 

	17 
	17 
	contribution, and for any officer or director of a corporation to consent to any such 

	18 
	18 
	contribution.156  The Commission has consistently found that payments by a third party that are 

	19 
	19 
	intended to influence an election and are “coordinated” with a candidate, authorized committee, 

	20 
	20 
	or agent thereof are “coordinated expenditures” that result in a contribution by the person making 


	155 
	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b). 
	156 
	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b), (d)-(e). 
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	1 the expenditure to the candidate or political committee with whom the expenditure was 2 coordinated.3 The available information indicates that AMI’s payments to McDougal and Sajudin were 4 “coordinated” with Trump and his agent Cohen because they were made “in cooperation, 5 consultation or concert with, or at the request or suggestion” of Trump, personally, and Cohen in 6 his capacity as an agent for Trump.7 Trump reportedly held the August 2015 meeting with Pecker and Cohen, in which Pecker 8 agreed to 
	157 
	158 

	10 individuals in possession of stories damaging to the Trump campaign in order to help his 11 campaign.  Further, Trump appears to have maintained an ongoing role in and awareness of 12 AMI’s negotiations with individuals possessing potentially damaging stories by contacting AMI 13 directly, and by receiving updates concerning AMI’s negotiations from Cohen.For example, 14 according to press reports and Cohen himself, on June 27, 2016, after Cohen notified Trump that 15 AMI was in contact with McDougal, Tru
	159
	160 

	See 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a)-(b); see, e.g., Conciliation Agreement ¶¶ IV.7-11, V.1-2, MUR 6718 (Sen. John 
	157 

	E. Ensign) (Apr. 18, 2013) (acknowledging that third parties’ payment, in coordination with a federal candidate, of severance to a former employee of the candidate’s authorized committee and leadership PAC resulted in an excessive, unreported in-kind contribution by the third parties to the candidate and the two political committees); Factual & Legal Analysis at 30-33, MURs 4568, 4633, and 4634 (Triad Mgmt. Servs., Inc.) (finding reason to believe that by offering fundraising support, campaign management co
	52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i); 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a)-(b). 
	158 

	See WSJ Nov. 9 Article; AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
	159 

	The Fixers at 166-68 (detailing Trump’s awareness of AMI’s negotiations with McDougal); Cohen Book at 285 (stating that, after receiving an update from Cohen about McDougal’s story, Trump “immediately called Pecker”); see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	160 
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	1 McDougal’s story go away.Press reports also indicate that later, when AMI informed Cohen 2 that McDougal was fielding an offer from ABC for her story, Cohen updated Trump; Cohen also 3 subsequently notified Trump once McDougal signed the agreement with AMI.The available 4 information also indicates that AMI reportedly initially placed a low value on McDougal’s story 5 but was nevertheless directed by Trump to purchase her story.Thus, the record indicates that 6 AMI acted in consultation with and at the re
	161 
	162 
	163 

	10 ensure that a woman did not publicize damaging allegations about that candidate before the 2016 11 presidential election and thereby influence that election,” and the available information makes 12 clear that Cohen served as an agent of Trump in his discussions with AMI.13 As relevant here, the Commission has defined an “agent” of a federal candidate as “any 14 person who has actual authority, either express or implied,” to engage in certain activities with 15 respect to the creation, production, or dist
	164 
	165

	See The Fixers at 166; Cohen Book at 285. 
	161 

	See The Fixers at 168-69; see also House Oversight Testimony at 29-30 (“[Question:] Mr. Cohen, in your 10 years of working for Donald Trump[,] did he control everything that went on in the Trump Organization? And did you have to get his permission in advance and report back after every meeting of any importance. [Answer:] Yes. There was nothing that happened at The Trump Organization . . . that did not go through Mr. Trump with his approval and sign-off, as in the case of the payments.”). 
	162 

	See supra Section II.B. 
	163 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 2. 
	164 

	11 C.F.R. § 109.3. 
	165 
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	1 expenditures.  The Commission has explained that “[t]he grant and scope of the actual 2 authority, whether the person is acting within the scope of his or her actual authority, and 3 whether he or she is acting on behalf of the principal or a different person, are factual 4 determinations that are necessarily evaluated on a case-by-case basis in accordance with 5 traditional agency principles.”It has also explained that “[a]n agent’s actual authority is 6 created by manifestations of consent (express or i
	166
	167 
	168 

	10 political activity.”  Finally, the Commission has explained that the definitions of “agent” are 
	169

	11 broad enough to capture actions of individuals with certain titles or positions, actions by 
	12 individuals where the candidate privately instructed the individual to avoid raising non-Federal 
	13 funds, actions by individuals acting under indirect signals from a candidate, and actions by 
	14 individuals who willfully keep a candidate, political party committee, or other political 
	Id.; see also id. § 109.21(a) (addressing actions of “an agent” with respect to coordinated communications); id. § 109.20(a) (addressing non-communication activities of “an agent” with respect to coordinated expenditures); Coordinated and Independent Expenditures, 68 Fed. Reg. 421, 425 (Jan. 3, 2003) (“Coordination E&J”) (explaining that section 109.20(b) applies to “expenditures that are not made for communications but that are coordinated with a candidate, authorized committee, or political party committe
	166 

	Coordination E&J, 68 Fed. Reg. at 425. 
	167 

	Advisory Op. 2007-05 (Iverson) at 3-4 (“AO 2007-05”) (citing Agency E&J, 71 Fed. Reg. at 4976 and stating that if a candidate or federal officeholder provides an individual “with actual authority to solicit and receive contributions, then [that individual] would be an agent of a [f]ederal candidate or officeholder”) (internal citations omitted). 
	168 

	Agency E&J, 71 Fed. Reg. at 4976-77. 
	169 
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	1 committee ignorant of their prohibited activity.  Thus, the Commission has concluded that an 2 individual is an agent of the candidate when the candidate “provides [that individual] with actual 3 authority.”4 The available information in this matter indicates that Trump provided Cohen with actual 5 authority to engage with AMI in the catch and kill scheme. With respect to the McDougal 6 payment scheme, it appears that Cohen played a crucial role in identifying to AMI Trump’s 7 interest in suppressing the 
	170
	171 
	172

	10 admissions from AMI, and information in press reports about Cohen’s actions taken on Trump’s 11 authority and Trump’s manifestations of assent for those actions, all support the conclusion that 12 Cohen was acting as an agent of Trump when he facilitated the payment from AMI to 13 McDougal.14 Finally, the available information supports the inference that AMI’s payment to Sajudin 15 was also made in accordance with the catch and kill agreement between Trump and AMI.  The 
	173 

	Id. at 4978-79. 
	170 

	AO 2007-05 at 4. 
	171 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶¶ 4-6 (stating that AMI began negotiations with Davidson and McDougal “[a]t Cohen’s urging and subject to Cohen’s promise that AMI would be reimbursed”); The Fixers at 147-48, 166-68 (detailing Cohen’s involvement in the McDougal payment scheme); Cohen Book at 284-89 (same). 
	172 

	The available information indicates that Trump, directly and through his counsel, Giuliani, has not denied that Cohen’s actions in connection with the McDougal and Clifford payments were undertaken as Trump’s agent. See supra Section II.D. The lawfulness of the activity is not, however, relevant to the agency determination; the Commission has explained that it “rejects . . . the argument that a person who has authority to engage in certain activities should be considered to be acting outside the scope of hi
	173 
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	1 payment to Sajudin was made in late 2015, subsequent to Trump’s August 2015 meeting and 2 agreement with Cohen and Pecker.The amount of the payment was also unusual when 3 compared to AMI’s payments to legitimate sources, because it was paid prior to publication or 4 investigation, was for a substantial sum, and carried an even more substantial penalty for 5 disclosure. The circumstances and timing of the payment support a conclusion that the payment 6 was part of AMI’s catch and kill agreement with Trump
	174 
	175

	10 consultation with and at the request or suggestion of Trump and Cohen, as an agent of Trump. 11 Accordingly, the AMI payments to McDougal and Sajudin meet the definition of 12 “coordinated” in 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a) in that they were made in cooperation, consultation or 13 concert with, or at the request or suggestion of Trump or Trump’s agent Cohen.  The coordinated 14 payments would constitute in-kind contributions from AMI to Trump and the Trump Committee 15 if they were “expenditures,” that is, made f
	176

	See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
	174 

	See House Oversight Testimony at 128, 132 (discussing Pecker’s actions to protect Trump and appearing to refer to the payment to Sajudin, as well as Cohen and Trump’s attempt to purchase the rights to stories silenced by AMI and the “treasure trove of documents” related to those stories). 
	175 

	See 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A)(i), (9)(A)(i). 
	176 
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	1 “expenditure,” the Commission has concluded that “the question under the Act is whether” the 
	177

	2 donation, payment, or service was “provided for the purpose of influencing a federal election 
	3 [and] not whether [it] provided a benefit to [a federal candidate’s] campaign.”The electoral 
	178 

	4 purpose of a payment may be clear on its face, as in payments to solicit contributions or for 
	5 communications that expressly advocate for the election or defeat of a specific candidate, or 
	6 inferred from the surrounding circumstances.
	179 

	7 When electoral purpose is not apparent on its face, the Commission has previously 
	8 concluded that payments would result in a contribution or expenditure if they were made to 
	9 potentially advance a candidacy, if they were made because of the beneficiary’s status as a 
	10 federal candidate, or if the payment was coordinated with the candidate or his campaign.   
	11 For example, in Advisory Opinion 1990-05, the Commission concluded that the 
	12 publication expenses of a newsletter by a candidate-owned company would be expenditures if 
	13 the newsletter referred to the candidate’s campaign or qualifications for office, referred to issues 
	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A)(i), (9)(A)(i). 
	177 

	Factual & Legal Analysis at 6, MUR 7024 (Van Hollen for Senate). 
	178 

	See, e.g., Advisory Op. 2000-08 (Harvey) at 1, 3 (“AO 2000-08”) (concluding private individual’s $10,000 “gift” to federal candidate would be a contribution because “the proposed gift would not be made but for the recipient’s status as a Federal candidate”); Advisory Op. 1990-05 (Mueller) at 4 (“AO 1990-05”) (explaining that solicitations and express advocacy communications are for the purpose of influencing an election and concluding, after examining circumstances of the proposed activity, that federal can
	179 
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	1 
	1 
	or policy positions raised in the campaign (by the candidate or her opponents), or if the 

	2 
	2 
	distribution of the newsletter significantly expanded or otherwise indicated that it was being used 

	3 
	3 
	as a campaign communication.180 The Commission indicated that any discussion of issues or 

	4 
	4 
	policies “closely associated” with the candidate’s federal campaign “would be inevitably 

	5 
	5 
	perceived by readers as promoting your candidacy,” and the newsletter would therefore be 

	6 
	6 
	“viewed by the Commission as election-related and subject to the Act.”181 

	7 
	7 
	Similarly, in Advisory Opinion 2000-08, the Commission concluded that a donor’s 

	8 
	8 
	provision of a monetary “gift” to a federal candidate to express “gratitude” and “deep 

	9 
	9 
	appreciation” to him for running for office would be made to influence a federal election — 

	10 
	10 
	notwithstanding the donor’s statements that he intended that the gift be used solely for personal 

	11 
	11 
	expenses and did not “wish to directly support [the candidate’s] campaign” — because “the 

	12 
	12 
	proposed gift would not be made but for the recipient’s status as a Federal candidate; it is, 

	13 
	13 
	therefore, linked to the Federal election” and “would be considered a contribution.”182 

	14 
	14 
	Conversely, the Commission has previously found that activity by or in connection with a 

	15 
	15 
	federal candidate that is undertaken for any number of non-electoral purposes — including, e.g., 


	180 
	AO 1990-5 at 4. 
	181 
	Id. at 2, 4. 
	182 
	AO 2000-08 at 2-3. 
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	1 activity to advance a commercial interest,fulfill the obligations of holding federal office, or 
	183 
	184

	2 engage in non-candidate oriented election litigation  — does not necessarily result in a 
	185

	3 “contribution” or “expenditure,” even if such activity confers a benefit on a federal candidate or 
	4 otherwise impacts a federal election. 
	5 With respect to the McDougal payment, it is unnecessary to infer the circumstances 
	6 behind the payment; both AMI and Cohen have already acknowledged, in a sworn plea, 
	7 agreement, and testimony, that the purpose of paying McDougal was to prevent her story from 
	8 influencing the election.  In the AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, AMI explicitly admits that its 
	9 “principal purpose in entering into the agreement [with McDougal] was to suppress the model’s 
	10 story” and “to ensure that [she] did not publicize damaging allegations about [Trump] before the 
	E.g., Advisory Op. 2012-31 (AT&T) at 4 (wireless carrier charging a reduced fee to process text message-based donations to federal candidates did not thereby make “contributions” to the candidates because the reduced fee “reflects commercial considerations and does not reflect considerations outside of a business relationship”); Advisory Op. 2004-06 at 4 (Meetup) (commercial web service provider that can be used to arrange meetings and events based on shared interests did not make contributions by featuring
	183 

	E.g., Advisory Op. 1981-37 at 2 (Gephardt) (concluding that federal candidate did not receive a contribution by appearing at a series of “public affairs forums” paid for by a corporation because “the purpose of the activity is not to influence the nomination or election of a candidate for Federal office but rather in connection with the duties of a Federal officeholder” regardless of indirect benefit to future campaigns). 
	184 

	E.g., Factual & Legal Analysis at 8, MUR 7024 (Van Hollen for Senate) (free legal services provided to a federal candidate challenging FEC disclosure regulations were not contributions because the services were provided “for the purpose of challenging a rule of general application, not to influence a particular election”); cf. Advisory Op. 1980-57 at 3 (Bexar County Democratic Party) (funds raised for federal candidate’s lawsuit seeking removal of a potential opponent from the ballot were contributions beca
	185 
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	1 2016 presidential election and thereby influence that election.”Further, AMI admits that the 2 payment to McDougal was part of an overarching scheme in “assisting [the] campaign” in 3 identifying and purchasing “negative stories about [his] relationships with women” to prevent 4 their publication.  Cohen admits that he worked with AMI, the Enquirer, Pecker, and Howard 5 to catch and kill McDougal’s story and that his work with AMI in connection with the $150,000 6 payment was done “at the request of the c
	186 
	187
	188 

	10 Sajudin, the terms of the agreements relative to AMI’s usual practices, the release from the non11 disclosure provisions shortly after the election, and the coordination between AMI, Trump, and 12 Cohen — indicates that the payments would not have been made absent Trump’s status as a 13 candidate.  As with the facts the Commission considered in Advisory Opinions 1990-05 and 14 2000-08, the available information in this matter supports the conclusion that the purpose of the 
	-
	189

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶¶ 2, 5. 
	186 

	Id. ¶ 3. 
	187 

	House Oversight Testimony at 30, 99-100 (noting that Pecker had paid hush money to other individuals in addition to McDougal); Cohen Plea Hearing at 23; see supra note 18. 
	188 

	See supra Sections II.A, B, C.1 (discussing McDougal and Sajudin’s negotiations with AMI after the August 2015 meeting between Pecker, Cohen, and Trump, during which they agreed that Pecker would catch and kill negative stories about Trump’s relationships with women so that they were not published before the election); AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5 (acknowledging that $150,000 payment to McDougal was substantially higher that AMI would normally pay); Sajudin AP Article (reporting that the amount 
	189 
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	1 McDougal and Sajudin payments was to influence the 2016 election, irrespective of any 
	2 incidental effects they may have had on Trump personally.  Although McDougal and 
	190

	3 Sajudin’s stories involved years-and decades-old allegations, respectively, and Pecker and 
	4 Trump reportedly have a longstanding friendship such that “critical coverage of Trump 
	5 vanished” once Pecker “took over” AMI,AMI’s specific catch and kill effort to obtain and 
	191 

	6 prevent the publication of damaging stories, including McDougal’s and Sajudin’s, began only 
	7 after Trump became a candidate for president in June 2015.
	192 

	8 Thus, the available information supports the conclusion that AMI’s payments to 
	9 McDougal and Sajudin were coordinated with Trump and were made for the purpose of 
	See Advisory Op. 1990-05 at 4; Advisory Op. 2000-08 at 2-3. In Advisory Opinion 2000-08, the Commission also concluded that the donor’s payment of the candidate’s personal expenses would be treated as a contribution under the “personal use” provision governing third party payments at 11 C.F.R. § 113.1(g)(6) because the payment would not have been made “irrespective of the candidacy.” AO 2000-08 at 3; see also 52 U.S.C. § 30114(b) (prohibiting use of campaign funds “to fulfill any commitment, obligation, or 
	190 

	2017 New Yorker Article. 
	191 

	See Donald J. Trump, Statement of Candidacy (June 22, 2015); AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3 (admitting that “Pecker offered to help deal with negative stories about [Trump’s] relationships with women by, among other things, assisting the campaign in identifying such stories so they could be purchased and their publication avoided”); Alex Altman and Charlotte Alter, Trump Launches Presidential Campaign with Empty Flair, TIME at 4) (recapping Trump’s 2015 campaign launch). Although the Trump Committ
	192 
	(June 16, 2015), https://time.com/3922770/donald-trump-campaign-launch/ (cited by MUR 7366 Compl. 
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	1 influencing Trump’s election, resulting in AMI making “coordinated expenditures” under the 
	2 Act.
	193 

	3 2. 4 5 
	The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that AMI’s Payments to 
	McDougal and Sajudin Were Prohibited Corporate In-Kind Contributions 
	to the Trump Committee 

	6 Because the available information indicates that AMI’s payments to McDougal and 7 Sajudin were coordinated expenditures made for the purpose of influencing the 2016 election, 8 the record supports a reason to believe finding that the payments constituted in-kind 9 contributions from AMI to Trump and the Trump Committee that must have been reported by 
	10 the Trump Committee as both contributions from AMI to the Trump Committee and 11 expenditures by the Trump Committee to McDougal and Sajudin.  Further, because the 12 payments were in-kind contributions to the Trump Committee, they were subject to the 13 contribution limits and prohibitions set forth in the Act and Commission regulations.The Act 14 and Commission regulations prohibit corporations from making contributions to candidate 15 committees.  The Act and Commission regulations also prohibit candi
	194
	195 
	196

	In addition, the payments to public relations firms by AMI under the Amendment to the McDougal agreement, which were used to allow AMI to control the narrative surrounding McDougal’s story and further prevent McDougal from speaking about her relationship with Trump, likely were made for the purpose of influencing the 2020 presidential election and likely were coordinated expenditures resulting in in-kind contributions from AMI to Trump and Trump Committee. 
	193 

	See 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(b). 
	194 

	Under the Act, an individual may not make a contribution to a candidate with respect to any election in excess of the legal limit, which was $2,700 per election during the 2016 election cycle. See 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(1)(A); 11 C.F.R. § 110.1(b)(1). However, as detailed below, these contributions were made by a corporation, not an individual. 
	195 

	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b). 
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	1 contribution, and for any officer or director of a corporation to consent to making any such 2 contribution.3 The Commission has previously found violations of the Act by a corporation and its 4 officers in connection with similar payments to third parties. In MUR 7248, the Commission 5 found reason to believe that Cancer Treatment Centers of America and several of its corporate 6 officers violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118 by making and consenting to prohibited corporate 7 contributions where the corporate offic
	197 
	198 

	10 require proof of the contributor’s knowledge of the violation, AMI has admitted to DOJ that it 11 knew that corporations are prohibited from contributing to candidate committees like the Trump 12 Committee.The AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement states: 13 At all relevant times, AMI knew that corporations such as AMI are subject 
	199 

	14 to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, 15 made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at 16 the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.  At no time did AMI 17 report to the Federal Election Commission that it had made the $150,000 18 payment to [McDougal].
	200 

	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b), (d)-(e). 
	197 

	Factual & Legal Analysis at 15-18, 21-22, MUR 7248 (Cancer Treatment Centers of America Global, Inc.); see also MUR 7027 (MV Transportation, Inc.) (conciliating violations of 52 U.S.C. § 30118 with a corporation and CEO that stemmed from a reimbursement scheme); MUR 6889 (Eric Byer) (finding reason to believe that a corporation and an executive violated section 30118 through a contribution reimbursement scheme) see also First Gen. Counsel’s Rpt. at 18-19, 26, MUR 6766 (Jesse Jackson Jr.) (recommending that 
	198 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 8. 
	199 

	200 
	Id. 
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	1 Thus, AMI has admitted that it made the payment to McDougal while knowing that it was 2 unlawful.It is reasonable to infer, further, that AMI also knew its payment to Sajudin was 3 unlawful when it made that payment in December 2015. 4 The available information indicates that the Trump Committee and Trump knowingly 5 accepted the in-kind corporate contributions from AMI.  Trump’s acceptance of AMI’s 6 prohibited contributions can be reasonably inferred from Trump’s instrumental involvement in 7 the agreem
	201 
	202 

	10 Trump reportedly participated in the August 2015 meeting with Pecker and Cohen, during which 11 the catch and kill plan was agreed upon; Trump reportedly communicated with Cohen and 12 Pecker about the prospect of AMI acquiring the McDougal story throughout the process, 13 including by asking Pecker to make the story go away even though Pecker, Howard, and Cohen 14 had earlier decided not to do so; and Trump thanked Pecker for suppressing the story after the 15 election after Trump failed to reimburse AM
	203 

	See infra Section III.D; see also AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 8 (“At all relevant times, AMI knew that corporations such as AMI are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.”). 
	201 

	House Intelligence Deposition at 117, 119; see also The Fixers at 164-71, 198 (reporting that Trump was involved in the decision for AMI to purchase McDougal’s story and that Cohen notified Trump after the agreement with McDougal was executed). 
	202 

	WSJ Nov. 9 Article; The Fixers at 164-69, 198. 
	203 
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	1 The September 2016 tape recording of the meeting between Trump and Cohen further 2 indicates Trump’s direct knowledge of AMI’s payment to McDougal.The tape recording 3 Cohen made during a September 2016 meeting with Trump supports Cohen’s testimony that 4 Trump had direct knowledge of the assignment agreement just weeks after the underlying 5 agreement with McDougal had been executed.  Although it is not publicly known at this time 6 whether Trump’s payment for the assignment was to have come from Trump p
	204 
	205

	10 regarding AMI’s payment to McDougal.  Additionally, Trump’s counsel, Giuliani, publicly 11 acknowledged that the Trump-Cohen recording related to “buying the story rights,” which lends 12 further credence to the conclusion that Trump knew, at the time of that recording, that AMI had 13 made payments in cooperation, consultation or concert with, or at the request or suggestion of 14 Trump himself.Despite the Trump Committee’s public denial,Trump’s direct knowledge 
	206
	207 
	208 

	See House Oversight Testimony at 100 (testifying that Cohen, Pecker, and Trump planned to transfer the rights to McDougal’s story to an entity owned by Cohen, in exchange for Trump’s payment of $125,000 to AMI); CNN Article; WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	204 

	CNN Article. During the meeting, Cohen appears to tell Trump that he “need[s] to open up a company for the transfer of all of that info regarding our friend David,” referring to David Pecker. Id. During one exchange, Trump appears to ask “What financing?” and Cohen says “We’ll have to pay.” Id. Trump then appears to say “pay with cash,” however the recording is unclear as to whether Trump is telling Cohen to pay with cash. Cohen then appears to state “I’ve spoken with [Trump Organization Chief Financial Off
	205 

	Warrant Affidavit ¶ 40.e. 
	206 

	CNN Article. 
	207 

	See WSJ 2016 Article. 
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	1 of the AMI payment can be imputed to the campaign, and the available information indicates 2 that both Trump and the Trump Committee knew about AMI’s payment to McDougal and 3 knowingly accepted the resulting prohibited corporate in-kind contribution. 4 Additionally, Trump appears to have also gained knowledge of AMI’s expenditures via 5 Cohen.  As explained above, Cohen acted as an agent of Trump in his interactions with AMI 6 concerning AMI’s payment to McDougal to influence the 2016 presidential electi
	209
	210

	10 Cohen for assignment rights to the story.  Thus, Cohen indicates that, not only was he acting 11 as an agent of Trump, but that, in that capacity, he kept Trump apprised of AMI’s payment to 12 McDougal.  13 In addition, given the August 2015 catch and kill agreement between Trump, Pecker and 14 Cohen, Cohen’s reported communications with Howard concerning the Enquirer’s investigation 15 of Sajudin’s story, and the numerous factors suggesting that negotiations with Sajudin deviated 16 from the standard in
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	1 
	1 
	As to the Sajudin payment, although the current record is less fulsome, the available 

	2 
	2 
	information provides a basis to conclude that the Sajudin payment is consistent with the catch 

	3 
	3 
	and kill agreement between Pecker, Trump, and Cohen, an agreement which AMI has 

	4 
	4 
	acknowledged in the context of the McDougal payment it knew was unlawful.   

	5 
	5 
	Accordingly, the Commission finds reason to believe that the violations of the Act by 

	6 
	6 
	Trump and the Trump Committee, as set forth above, were knowing and willful. 
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	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4; The Fixers at 164; WSJ Nov. 9 Article. In March 2018, after filing a lawsuit against AMI challenging her contract, McDougal stated in a CNN interview that her relationship with Trump began in June 2006 and ended in 2007, while Trump was married to his current wife, Melania Trump. Jim Rutenberg, Ex-Playboy Model Karen McDougal Details 10-Month Affair with Donald Trump, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. Mar. 22 Article”). 
	30 
	22, 2018), https://www nytimes.com/2018/03/22/us/politics/karen-mcdougal-interview html (“NY Times 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4; MUR 7332 Compl. at 3-4. 
	31 

	The Fixers at 164-65; AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4; compare McDougal New Yorker Article (stating that Howard initially valued McDougal’s story at $10,000), with The Fixers at 164-65 (stating that Howard initially valued McDougal’s story at $15,000). 
	32 

	The Fixers at 165; see WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	33 

	MURs 7332 and 7364 (Dylan Howard) Factual and Legal Analysis Page 9 of 50 
	1 reportedly then telephoned Pecker and asked him to make the McDougal story go away.
	34 

	2 McDougal, under the impression that AMI was not interested in purchasing her story, began 
	3 discussions with another media entity, ABC, in an effort to “get in front of the story.”
	35 

	4   In July 2016, 
	On July 19, 2016, Trump became the Republican presidential nominee.
	36

	5 Davidson reportedly informed Howard that he was fielding an offer from ABC but that 
	6   Howard and Pecker 
	McDougal wanted to receive a payment and assistance with her career.
	37

	7 updated Cohen, who in turn reportedly informed Trump of the situation, and they decided to 
	8   Howard and Davidson reportedly then negotiated a 
	move forward with an offer to McDougal.
	38

	9 
	contract between AMI and McDougal.
	39 

	The Fixers at 166; Cohen Book at 285 (stating that Trump “immediately called Pecker”); see WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	34 

	McDougal Interview with Anderson Cooper, CNN (Mar. /the story or not. They didn’t want the story . . . . I still have to get in front of the story because it’s still getting put out there. So, we went to ABC. They were very interested in the story.”); see McDougal New Yorker Article (indicating that AMI had “little interest” in McDougal’s story); McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 12-13 (indicating that McDougal was informed that AMI had “no interest” in purchasing her story); MUR 7332 Compl. at 3 (citing McDougal New Y
	35 
	22, 2018), http://edition.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS 
	1803/22/acd.02 html (“CNN McDougal Interview”) (“[AMI] had a 12-hour window to accept whether they wanted 

	The Fixers at 166; Alexander Burns and Jonathan Martin, Donald Trump Claims Nomination, with Discord Clear but Family Cheering, N.Y. TIMES trump-rnc html. 
	36 
	(July 19, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/20/us/politics/donald
	-


	The Fixers at 166-68; see WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	37 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4 (stating that “AMI communicated to Cohen that it would acquire the story to prevent its publication”); The Fixers at 168; see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article; McDougal New Yorker Article; McDougal Complaint. 
	38 

	The Fixers at 168-69; see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article; McDougal New Yorker Article; McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 14, 42, 46-47 (stating that AMI showed renewed interest in purchasing the rights to McDougal’s story after she shared with Davidson her concerns about publicly telling her story). 
	39 
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	1 AMI and McDougal entered into a contract on August 6, 2016,whereby AMI 
	40 

	2 purchased the “Limited Life Story Rights” to the story of McDougal’s relationship with “any 
	3 then-married man”   In addition, 
	— Trump — in exchange for the payment of $150,000.
	41

	4 McDougal agreed to be featured on two AMI-owned magazine covers and work with a 
	5 ghostwriter to author monthly columns for AMI publications; however, AMI was not obligated 
	6   Davidson allegedly told McDougal that AMI would purchase her story 
	to publish her columns.
	42

	7 On 
	with the purpose of not publishing it because of Pecker’s friendship with Trump.
	43 

	8 August 10, 2016, AMI sent a $150,000 payment to Davidson for the rights to McDougal’s 
	9 McDougal alleges that as early as October 2016, AMI staff appeared to lack interest in 
	story.
	44 

	10 the columns that McDougal agreed to have published in her name.
	45 

	The contract was allegedly sent to McDougal on August 5, 2016, and she signed the contract the next morning. McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 48-55. Davidson reportedly sent the signed contract to Howard and AMI’s in-house counsel, Cameron Stracher. The Fixers at 168-69 (noting that Davidson informed ABC that McDougal would not proceed with the network and stating that Davidson notified Cohen of the signed contract). 
	40 

	MUR 7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard, Ex. A; id., Ex. B (amending McDougal’s agreement with AMI so that she could “respond to legitimate press inquiries regarding the facts of her alleged relationship with Donald Trump”); McDougal New Yorker Article; MUR 7332 Compl. at 4 (citing WSJ 2016 Article). On March 22, 2018, McDougal was interviewed by CNN and discussed her relationship with Trump at length, as well as how it led to her negotiations with AMI. See NY Times Mar. 22 Article (summarizing details of 
	41 

	MUR 7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard, Ex. A at 1; see MUR 7332 Compl. at 3 (citing McDougal New Yorker Article); see also MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 6 (citing McDougal Complaint ¶ 59). 
	42 

	MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 5 (citing McDougal Complaint ¶ 47). 
	43 

	See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5; see also Cohen Book at 286 (alleging that Pecker asked a former employee named Daniel Rotstein to use his Florida consulting company as a pass-through for AMI’s payment to Davidson). 
	44 

	McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 57-60. However, it does appear that AMI ultimately published several columns under McDougal’s name. MUR 7332 AMI Resp. at 8 (“To date, AMI’s publications have published approximately twenty-five (25) columns and articles either bylined or featuring Ms. McDougal across its publications, and AMI has requested additional columns from her.”). 
	45 
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	1 AMI acknowledges in the DOJ Non-Prosecution Agreement that the payment of 2 $150,000 was substantially more than AMI would normally have agreed to pay because it relied 3   Further, AMI acknowledges that 4 its “principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress the model’s story so as to 5 prevent it from influencing the election” and that “[a]t no time during the negotiation for or 6 acquisition of [McDougal’s] story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate 7 information about it 
	upon Cohen’s commitment that AMI would be reimbursed.
	46
	47 

	10 request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.”
	48 

	11 2. 12 During the negotiations concerning McDougal’s story, AMI and McDougal’s lawyer, 13 Davidson, reportedly kept Cohen informed as to the status of the discussions; Cohen in turn 14 updated   AMI reportedly notified Cohen on multiple occasions: upon the initial 
	Role of Cohen, Trump, and the Trump Committee 
	Trump.
	49

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5 (“AMI agreed to pay the model $150,000 — substantially more money than AMI otherwise would have paid to acquire the story — because of Cohen’s assurances to Pecker that AMI would ultimately be reimbursed for the payment.”). 
	46 

	See id. 
	47 

	Id., Ex. A ¶ 8; cf. The Fixers at 169 (noting that Pecker consulted with a campaign finance “expert” before signing off on the McDougal transaction and “believe[ed] the contract with McDougal was legally sound” because AMI agreed to pay her for future work in addition to purchasing her story rights); WSJ Nov. 9 Article (“Mr. Pecker researched campaign-finance laws before entering into the McDougal deal . . . . After speaking with an election-law specialist, Mr. Pecker concluded the company’s payment to Ms. 
	48 

	The Fixers at 166, 168-69; WSJ Nov. 9 Article; cf. House Oversight Testimony at 29-30 (Question: “Mr. Cohen, in your 10 years of working for Donald Trump[,] did he control everything that went on in the Trump Organization? And did you have to get his permission in advance and report back after every meeting of any importance.” Answer: “Yes. There was nothing that happened at The Trump Organization . . . that did not go through Mr. Trump with his approval and sign-off, as in the case of the payments.”). 
	49 
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	1 outreach from Davidson, after its interview with McDougal, when Davidson warned Howard that 2 ABC was interested in McDougal’s story, and when AMI was in the process of finalizing the 3 Shortly after McDougal signed the agreement with AMI, 4 Davidson reportedly contacted Cohen and informed him that the McDougal transaction had been 5   Cohen testified that he worked with AMI to keep McDougal’s story from 6 becoming public and that AMI’s payment to McDougal “was done at the direction of Mr. Trump 7 and in 
	agreement with McDougal.
	50 
	completed.
	51
	52 

	10 AMI.
	53 

	11 In late August and September 2016, Cohen requested to Pecker that AMI assign Cohen 
	12 the “limited life rights portion” of AMI’s agreement with McDougal, which “included the 
	13 requirement that the model not otherwise disclose her story.”  Trump and Cohen reportedly 
	54

	The Fixers at 164-166, 168-69 (“Cohen soon learned of the ABC talks from the American Media executives and alerted Trump. They decided now was the time to buy.”); see also Cohen Book at 284-89 (describing Cohen and Trump’s involvement with AMI’s payment to McDougal and stating “[w]hen I heard about the ABC initiative, I knew it was time to act”). 
	50 

	NYT Feb. 18 Article; The Fixers at 169 (noting that, when Davidson advised Cohen that the contract was fully executed, Cohen already knew and Trump knew too and was “grateful”). Cohen reportedly denied recalling these communications with Davidson when contacted by New York Times reporters prior to his plea agreement. See NYT Feb. 18 Article. 
	51 

	U.S. House of Representatives Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, Executive Session, Michael IG00-20190520-SD002.pdf (“House Intelligence Deposition”); see Cohen Plea Hearing at 23 (“[O]n or about the summer of 2016, in coordination with, and at the direction of, a candidate for federal office, I and the CEO of a media company at the request of the candidate worked together to keep an individual with information that would be harmful to the candidate and to the campaign from publicly disclosing this
	52 
	Cohen Dep. at 117, 119 (Feb. 28, 2019), https://docs.house.gov/meetings/IG/IG00/20190520/109549/HMTG-116
	-


	McDougal Complaint ¶ 20. 
	53 

	See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6. 
	54 
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	1 also wanted Pecker to turn over AMI’s Trump-related materials because of the concern that 
	2 Pecker might leave AMI.Pecker agreed to assign the life rights to an entity Cohen created for 
	55 

	3   The assignment agreement was drawn up, and on September 30, 2016, 
	a payment of $125,000.
	56

	4 Pecker signed the agreement, which transferred the limited life rights to McDougal’s story to an 
	5 
	entity set up by Cohen.
	57 

	6 In a tape recording made by Cohen during a September 2016 meeting with Trump, 
	7 Trump and Cohen appear to discuss the circumstances surrounding the assignment agreement 
	8 between AMI and Cohen and how Trump would buy the rights to McDougal’s story from 
	9 AMI.  In an interview that aired on the evening the tape recording was made public, Rudy 
	58

	The Fixers at 169 (“Cohen was pushing American Media to turn over all its archival material on Trump, in case Pecker left the company. Cohen and Trump didn’t want a new chief executive with no loyalty to Trump to have control over it.”); WSJ Nov. 9 Article (“Concerned Mr. Pecker might leave American Media, Mr. Cohen wanted to buy other materials the company had gathered on Mr. Trump over the years, including source files and tips. In a meeting at the Trump Organization offices in early September, Mr. Cohen 
	55 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6; The Fixers at 169-71 (identifying the Cohen-created entity as Resolution Consultants, LLC, and explaining that the $25,000 difference between the amount paid to McDougal and the amount to be paid for the assignment accounted for McDougal’s future AMI work); see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article. Because AMI purchased the rights to feature McDougal on two magazine covers and publish columns attributed to her, “Cohen and Pecker said that Trump would be liable for only a hundred
	56 
	(Apr. 29, 2019), https://www newyorker.com/magazine/2019/05/06/michael-cohens-last-days-of-freedom 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6; see SDNY Cohen Sentencing Memorandum at 12. 
	57 

	Chris Cuomo, Kara Scannell & Eli Watkins, CNN Obtains Secret Trump-Cohen Tape, CNN (July 25, (cited by MUR 7332 Second Amend. Compl. at 3); see also Cohen Book at 287 (“I decided I needed to record a conversation with Trump about the payment for two reasons. First, to show Pecker that I was asking Trump to repay the obligation, and second, to have a record of his participation if the conspiracy ever came out. . . . I could sense the stakes were getting higher and higher as I explained the details of the tra
	58 
	2018), https://www.cnn.com/2018/07/24/politics/michael-cohen-donald-trump-tape/index.html (“CNN Article”) 
	(July 20, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/20/us/politics/michael-cohen-trump-tape.html (cited 

	MURs 7332 and 7364 (Dylan Howard) Factual and Legal Analysis Page 14 of 50 
	1 Giuliani, counsel for Trump, acknowledged that the tape recording reflects a conversation 
	2 between Trump and Cohen about “how they’re going to buy the rights” to McDougal’s story 
	3 from AMI but argued that there is “[n]o indication of any crime being committed on this tape.”
	59 

	4 At one point in the recording, Cohen says, in an apparent reference to the entity he would later 
	5 create for the purchase, “I need to open up a company for the transfer of all of that info regarding 
	6   According to Cohen, Trump 
	our friend, David,” which is reportedly a reference to Pecker.
	60

	7 asks “So what do we got to pay for this?  One-fifty?”Later, Trump asks “What financing?” 
	61 

	8 and Cohen tells Trump, “We’ll have to pay.”  Cohen also states:  “I’ve spoken with [Trump 
	62

	9 Organization Chief Financial Officer] Allen Weisselberg about how to set the whole thing up 
	10 with funding.”
	63 

	connection with these materials). Lanny Davis, counsel for Cohen, released the recording to CNN, which aired it on July 25, 2018. See CNN Article. 
	See The Ingraham Angle, Giuliani Responds to Release of Secret Trump-Cohen Recording, FOX NEWS CHANNEL trump-cohen-recording (introducing Giuliani as “personal attorney for President Trump”); CNN Article (citing same). 
	59 
	3:05-3:10 (July 24, 2018), https://www foxnews.com/transcript/giuliani-responds-to-release-of-secret
	-


	See CNN Article; Cohen Book at 287 (“That was how we talked: euphemistically, circling a subject carefully, choosing words that might allow for some ambiguity.”). On September 30, 2016, Cohen registered Resolution Consultants LLC in Delaware; he dissolved it on October 17, 2016, the day he registered another entity, Essential Consultants LLC in Delaware. See Warrant Aff. ¶ 35.b, c; Cohen Book at 288. 
	60 

	Cohen Book at 287 (recalling “I told Trump that the amount we’re paying should include all the ‘stuff’ that Pecker had on him. By ‘stuff’ I meant any and all other salacious Trump stories we believed he possessed” and indicating that Trump responded “Yeah, I was thinking about that. . . . Maybe he gets hit by a truck.”); see CNN Article. 
	61 

	See CNN Article. Trump then says “pay with cash,” but it is unclear whether he is instructing Cohen to pay with cash. See id. Cohen then says “no, no,” however the context is unclear. See id. During the CNN segment addressed in the CNN article, it is reported that Trump’s team argued that Trump said “don’t pay with cash . . . check.” Cuomo Prime Time (CNN television broadcast July 24, 2018). 
	62 

	CNN Article. In speaking with CNN, Alan Futerfas, a Trump Organization lawyer, rejected the notion that the reference to “cash” in the tape recording “refers to green currency” because Trump and the Trump Organization would not in the ordinary course make such a payment using actual cash. Id. Similarly, Giuliani denied that Trump would “set[] up a corporation and then us[e] cash.” Id. CNN further reported that Futerfas would not speculate as to whether the payment referenced in the conversation would have c
	63 
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	1 According to Cohen, Trump was supposed to make the payment to AMI but “elected not 
	2 to pay it.”  In October 2016, after Cohen signed the assignment agreement but before Pecker 
	64

	3 was paid the $125,000, Pecker notified Cohen that he was cancelling the agreement and 
	4 AMI never received any 
	requested that Cohen tear up the agreement signed by Pecker.
	65 

	5 reimbursement or payment from Cohen, Trump, or anyone else for its payment to McDougal; 
	6 
	however, Trump reportedly thanked Pecker for purchasing McDougal’s story.
	66 

	7 Even after discussions about the assignment agreement ended, Cohen and AMI continued 
	8 to discuss how to deal with the McDougal story, exchanging multiple calls and texts on 
	9 November 4, 2016, when AMI’s payment to McDougal was reported in The Wall Street 
	10 .  These communications between Cohen, Pecker, and Howard were focused on 
	Journal
	67

	11 strategizing about how to handle McDougal, providing comments to The Wall Street Journal in 
	12 connection with the story, and discussing the implications of the article, which appeared four 
	House Oversight Testimony at 100 (noting that “Pecker was very angry because there was also other moneys that David had expended on [Trump’s] behalf” for which Pecker also was not reimbursed); see also 2019 New Yorker Article (“According to Cohen, McDougal’s appearance on the cover of one of [AMI’s] magazines, Muscle & Fitness Hers, led to a sizable increase in sales, and Trump decided that A.M.I. had received its money’s worth in the deal” because, as Cohen said, “‘[i]t sold over two hundred and fifty thou
	64 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6; The Fixers at 170-71 (reporting that Pecker asked Cohen to tear up the assignment agreement after Pecker consulted with Stracher, AMI’s in-house counsel); WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	65 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6; The Fixers at 198, 314 (stating that Trump thanked Pecker in January 2017 at Trump Tower and that Pecker told DOJ that Trump thanked him); see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	66 

	Warrant Affidavit ¶ 40. This sworn affidavit was provided by an FBI Special Agent in support of a search warrant that was executed on April 9, 2018, for Cohen’s apartment, law office, and a hotel suite where he and his family had been staying while renovating their apartment. 
	67 
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	1   Cohen allegedly noted to Howard that an unnamed individual, 2 believed to be Trump, was “pissed” about the publication of the story, and Howard told Cohen 3 that AMI’s payment to McDougal “looks suspicious at best.”4 In addition to Cohen’s alleged reference to Trump’s knowledge about the McDougal 5 story breaking, the available information also indicates that Trump spoke directly to Pecker 6 around that time.The Wall Street Journal article was published online the evening of 7 8 Despite Cohen and Trump’
	days before the election.
	68
	69 
	70 
	November 4th, and Pecker allegedly spoke to Trump on the telephone the following morning.
	71 

	10 and asserted that McDougal’s story about a relationship with Trump was “‘totally untrue.’”11 AMI asserted to The Wall Street Journal that “it wasn’t buying Ms. McDougal’s story for 12 $150,000, but rather two years’ worth of her fitness columns and magazine covers as well as 
	72 

	See Warrant Affidavit ¶ 40.a-e (recounting Howard’s text message to Cohen that stated, “Let’s let the dust settle. We don’t want to push her over the edge. She’s on side at present and we have a solid position and a plausible position that she is rightfully employed as a columnist”). As the story was breaking, Cohen and Howard discussed McDougal’s reluctance to provide a statement to Davidson and strategized about how best to handle McDougal; Cohen also allegedly forwarded Howard an image of an email from a
	68 

	Id. ¶ 40.c (stating the FBI agent’s belief that “Cohen was referring to Trump when he stated ‘he’s pissed.’” and recounting that Cohen asked Howard “how the Wall Street Journal could publish its article if ‘everyone denies,’” with Howard responding, “‘Because there is the payment from AMI. It looks suspicious at best’”). 
	69 

	Id. ¶ 40.d (Cohen texted Pecker late that evening: “The boss just tried calling you. Are you free?” and then texted Howard: “Is there a way to find David quickly?”). 
	70 

	Id. ¶ 40.e. 
	71 

	WSJ 2016 Article; see The Fixers at 194 (reporting that Trump dictated Hicks’s response to The Wall Street Journal); WSJ Nov. 9 Article. Additionally, Hicks reportedly told DOJ officials that Pecker informed her of the substance of his response before he sent it to the Journal. The Fixers at 314. 
	72 
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	1 exclusive life rights to any relationship she has had with a then-married man” and said that it 
	2 “‘has not paid people to kill damaging stories about Mr. Trump.’”
	73 

	3 After the November 4, 2016, article in The Wall Street Journal was published, McDougal 
	4 retained new counsel and negotiated an amendment to her original agreement with AMI 
	5 (“Amendment”), which allowed her to “respond to legitimate press inquiries regarding the facts 
	6 of her alleged relationship with Donald Trump.”  In the Amendment, AMI agreed to “retain the 
	74

	7 services” of two public relations professionals for a total of six months to provide public 
	8 relations and reputation management services and coordinate responses to the press with AMI.
	75 

	9 However, for more than a year after that, AMI instructed McDougal to say nothing about her 
	10 alleged relationship with Trump and ghostwrote email responses for McDougal to send to 
	11 inquiring AMI also allegedly provided the reporters with “false and misleading 
	reporters.
	76 

	12 information”
	 and later threatened McDougal with litigation if she told her story to reporters.
	77 

	WSJ 2016 Article. In a June 2017 article, however, Pecker admitted to The New Yorker that AMI’s payment to McDougal contained elements relating to his personal friendship with Trump and was predicated on her not “bashing Trump and American Media.” Jeffrey Toobin, The National Enquirer’s Fervor for Trump, THE NEW YORKER trump (“2017 New Yorker Article”) (cited by MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 6 and MUR 7332 Compl. at 3). 
	73 
	(June 26, 2017), https://www newyorker.com/magazine/2017/07/03/the-national-enquirers-fervor-for
	-


	MUR 7332 AMI Resp., Ex. B (Amendment to Name and Rights License Agreement signed by McDougal on November 29, 2016, and by AMI on December 7, 2016); McDougal Complaint, Ex. B (same). 
	74 

	MUR 7332 AMI Resp., Ex. B; McDougal Complaint, Ex. B. 
	75 

	McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 19, 66-73. 
	76 

	McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 19, 21, 74, 84-87; MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 7 (citing McDougal Complaint ¶ 84). On March 20, 2018, McDougal filed a Complaint for Declaratory Relief that asked the court to declare her contract with AMI void because the contract was allegedly fraudulent and illegal. McDougal Complaint ¶ 5. In April 2018, AMI and McDougal reached a settlement agreement ending her lawsuit against the company and executed a new agreement, in which McDougal received the life rights to her story back
	77 
	18, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/18/us/politics/karen-mcdougal-american-media
	-
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	1 C.  AMI’s Involvement in Payments to Other Individuals 
	2 1. 3 In November 2015, AMI reportedly entered into an agreement, which was subsequently 4 amended in December 2015, with Sajudin, a former doorman at Trump World Tower in New 5 York City, in connection with information he claimed to have about an alleged Trump “love 6 child.”  Sajudin reportedly “first approached the Enquirer in the early stages of the 2016 7 campaign” by calling the publication’s tip line with a rumor he had heard about Trump having 8 fathered an illegitimate child in the late 1980s with
	Dino Sajudin  
	78
	Organization.
	79

	10 contract” with the Enquirer, agreeing to be an anonymous source who would be “paid upon 11 publication.”  Reportedly, after Sajudin entered into an agreement to serve as a source, the 12 Enquirer initially investigated the story, dispatching reporters and sending “a polygraph expert to 13 administer a lie detection test to Sajudin in a hotel near his Pennsylvania home.”  According to 14 press reports, although the Enquirer initially avoided reaching out to Trump Organization 15 employees, after the Trump
	80
	81

	Sajudin AP Article; The Fixers at 146. CNN published Sajudin’s original agreement with AMI and its subsequent amendment. images/08/24/sajudin.ami.pdf (“Sajudin Agreement”). 
	78 
	Source Agreement and Amendment, CNN (Aug. 24, 2018), https://cdn.cnn.com/cnn/2018/ 

	Prez Love Child Shocker! Ex-Trump Worker Peddling Rumor Donald Has Illegitimate Child, RADAR ONLINE (Apr. (“Radar Online Article”) (cited by MUR 7364 AMI Resp. at 7, 10); Sajudin AP Article (“After initially calling the Enquirer’s tip line, Sajudin signed a boilerplate contract with the Enquirer, agreeing to be an anonymous source and be paid upon publication.”). 
	79 
	11, 2018), https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/04/donald-trump-love-child-rumor-scandal/ 

	Sajudin AP Article; see also Radar Online Article; The Fixers at 146. 
	80 

	Sajudin AP Article; see also The Fixers at 146-47 (noting that the investigators refrained from contacting Trump Organization employees). 
	81 
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	1 the story.”On December 9, 2015, Sajudin reportedly took and passed a polygraph test testing 2 After passing the polygraph test, Sajudin reportedly “pressed the 3 tabloid to pay him immediately, threatening to walk otherwise.”4 On December 17, 2015, AMI reportedly agreed to make an “up front” $30,000 payment 5 That 6 agreement stated that Sajudin would be subject to a $1 million penalty “if he shopped around his 7 information.”Immediately after Sajudin signed the agreement, the Enquirer reportedly 8   In t
	82 
	how he learned of the rumor.
	83 
	84 
	to Sajudin to prevent him from discussing the rumor about Trump fathering a child.
	85 
	86 
	stopped investigating the story.
	87
	88

	10 four longtime Enquirer staffers reportedly challenged this interpretation, claiming that they 11 “were ordered by top editors to stop pursuing the story before completing potentially promising 12 reporting threads” and further claimed that the “publication didn’t pursue standard Enquirer 13 reporting practices.”14 Reportedly, current and former AMI employees had noticed several aspects of the 15 payment to Sajudin that caused it to differ from other payments to sources.  A former AMI 
	89 

	The Fixers at 147-48. Radar Online Article. The Fixers at 148. MUR 7364 AMI Resp. at 8; MUR 7364 Compl. at 4, 7 (citing Sajudin AP Article); Ronan Farrow, The 
	82 
	83 
	84 
	85 

	National Enquirer, A Trump Rumor, and Another Secret Payment to Buy Silence, THE NEW YORKER (Apr. 12, secret-payment-to-buy-silence-dino-sajudin-david-pecker (“Sajudin New Yorker Article”). 
	2018), https://www newyorker.com/news/news-desk/the-national-enquirer-a-donald-trump-rumor-and-another
	-


	MUR 7364 Compl. at 6 (quoting Sajudin AP Article); Sajudin Agreement. Sajudin AP Article; The Fixers at 148-49. Sajudin AP Article. 
	86 
	87 
	88 

	Id. 
	89 
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	1 reporter and editor noted that it was unusual for the company to pay for a tip when it did not 2 publish an article, reportedly stating “AMI doesn’t go around cutting checks for $30,000 and 3 then not using the information.”Similarly, according to The New Yorker, a source stated: “It’s 4 unheard of to give a guy who calls A.M.I.’s tip line big bucks for information he is passing on 5 secondhand.  We didn’t pay thousands of dollars for non-stories, let alone tens of thousands.  It 6 was a highly curious an
	90 
	91 
	92 

	10 or Cohen’s plea, the payment to Sajudin was made after the purported August 2015 agreement 11 between Pecker, Trump, and Cohen that AMI would catch and kill stories that could reflect 12 Furthermore, press reports suggest that the decision 13 to pay Sajudin, outside AMI’s normal investigation practices, resulted from Pecker or another 14   Cohen, meanwhile, told the Associated Press 
	negatively on Trump during the campaign.
	93 
	high level AMI official directing that payment.
	94

	Id. According to the Associated Press, “AMI threatened legal action over reporters’ efforts to interview current and former employees and hired the New York law firm Boies Schiller Flexner, which challenged the accuracy of the AP’s reporting.” Id. (noting that RadarOnline, also owned by AMI, “published details of the payment and the rumor that Sajudin was peddling” on the same day that the AP Article was published, stating “that the Enquirer spent four weeks reporting the story but ultimately decided it was
	90 

	Sajudin New Yorker Article. 
	91 

	Sajudin AP Article; see also The Fixers at 148 (noting that the $1 million penalty, while likely unenforceable in court, ensured that a source “wouldn’t take the tabloid’s money and disappear or blab to another publication. It was meant to scare them.”). 
	92 

	See WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	93 

	Sajudin New Yorker Article; see also The Fixers at 148 (claiming that “[t]he reporters suspected interference from Pecker”). 
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	1 “that he had discussed Sajudin’s story with the magazine when the tabloid was working on it” 2 but said that “he was acting as a Trump spokesman when he did so and denied knowing anything 3 beforehand about the Enquirer payment to the ex-doorman.”  AMI reportedly released Sajudin 4 
	95
	from the contract at some point after the 2016 presidential election.
	96 

	5 2. 6 As discussed above, Cohen paid $130,000 to Stephanie Clifford, a well-known adult-film 7 actress and director who used the professional name Stormy Daniels, to prevent the publication 8 of her story concerning her 2006 alleged relationship with Trump.  Shortly after The Washington 9 Post published a video recording of Trump appearing on the television show Access Hollywood 
	Stephanie Clifford 

	10 in 2005, in which Trump “bragged in vulgar terms about kissing, groping and trying to have sex 11 with women,” Davidson, the same attorney who had represented McDougal in her negotiations 12 with AMI, reportedly contacted Howard at AMI and offered to confirm Clifford’s story on the 13 AMI, reportedly because it had already invested significant sums in paying to silence 
	97
	record.
	98 

	Sajudin AP Article (noting that the “parent” of the Enquirer made the payment to Sajudin). According to Cohen, after AMI made the payment to McDougal, “Pecker was very angry because there was also other moneys that David [Pecker] had expended on [Trump’s] behalf,” and Trump declined to reimburse AMI for the other funds as well. House Oversight Testimony at 100. 
	95 

	See, e.g. Sajudin AP Article. 
	96 

	David A. Fahrenthold, Trump Recorded Having Extremely Lewd Conversation About Women in 2005, THE WASHINGTON POST (Oct. lewd-conversation-about-women-in-2005/2016/10/07/3b9ce776-8cb4-11e6-bf8a-3d26847eeed4_story html (“Fahrenthold Article”); see Warrant Affidavit ¶ 32. 
	97 
	7, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-recorded-having-extremely
	-


	Farrow, Catch and Kill at 345 (“[Stormy] Daniels’s lawyer, Keith Davidson . . . had called Dylan Howard about the story first. Howard told Davidson that AMI was passing on the Daniels matter . . . [b]ut Howard directed Davidson to Michael Cohen, who established a shell company to pay Daniels $130,000 in exchange for her silence.”); see also SDNY Information ¶ 32. 
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	1 Instead, it 2 appears that AMI directed the Clifford story to Cohen. 3 D. The Complaints and Responses 4 The Complaint in MUR 7332 alleges that there is reason to believe that, by paying 5 McDougal $150,000, AMI made a prohibited corporate contribution because the payment was 6 not included within the scope of the press exemption and was an expenditure made for the 7 purpose of influencing the 2016 presidential election that was coordinated with Cohen, an agent 8 of Trump.The MUR 7332 Complaint further al
	negative stories and was growing uncomfortable, did not purchase Clifford’s story.
	99 
	100 
	101 

	10 The Complaint in MUR 7364 alleges that by paying Sajudin $30,000, AMI made a 11 prohibited corporate contribution in the form of a coordinated expenditure.Howard is 12 named in both Complaints in his capacity as an officer of AMI at the time of the payments. 13 The Responses filed in this matter pre-date AMI and Cohen’s subsequent public 14 admissions and clarifications made in connection with their respective non-prosecution 15 agreements, plea agreements, and congressional testimony. Generally, AMI’s R
	102 
	103 

	See Farrow, Catch and Kill at 345. MUR 7332 Compl. at 8. MUR 7332 Compl. at 8. MUR 7364 Compl. at 11-12. MUR 7332 AMI Resp. at 1-2, nn.1-2 ; MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. at 3-4. In defending its payment to 
	99 
	100 
	101 
	102 
	103 

	McDougal, AMI quotes an article in The New Yorker that states that the Enquirer has “‘paid for interviews and photographs’” since its inception and that “‘the tabloid has paid anywhere from a few hundred dollars to six figures for scoops.’” MUR 7332 AMI Resp. at 16-17 (quoting 2017 New Yorker Article). 
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	1 AMI argues that the payment to McDougal “was compensation for bona fide content for AMI’s 2 publications, to license her name and image, and for a limited life story right, not ‘for the 3 purpose of influencing an election.’”In addition, AMI argues that payments for silence are 4 not contributions or expenditures because silence is not a “thing of value” under the Act, the 5 payment was for a legitimate business purpose, and the MUR 7332 Complaint fails to show 6 how the McDougal payment was coordinated w
	104 
	105
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	107 

	10 determined that, although Sajudin may have heard rumors regarding his allegation that Trump 11 had fathered a child with a former employee, “AMI could not confirm the veracity of the 12 underlying allegation” and ultimately determined that Sajudin’s story regarding Trump was 13 untrue.  AMI further contends that the Sajudin payment was not for the purpose of influencing 14 a federal election and that the MUR 7364 Complaint is based on speculation.15 Both Trump and Giuliani, as counsel for Trump, have add
	108
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	MUR 7332 AMI Resp. at 2. MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. at 5-7. AMI also contends that as of April 13, 2018, AMI had published 25 columns involving McDougal and had requested additional columns. MUR 7332 AMI Resp. at 8. McDougal also 
	104 
	105 

	appeared on a 2017 cover of AMI magazine Muscle and Fitness Hers, which, according to AMI, was the highest selling issue of the magazine for that year. Id. MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. at 7-9; MUR 7332 AMI Resp. at 31-32. MUR 7364 AMI Resp. at 1-2. MUR 7364 AMI Resp. at 2, 9. MUR 7364 AMI Resp. at 2-3. 
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	1 law.  For example, soon after Cohen’s guilty plea, Trump and Giuliani both alleged that the 
	2 payments to McDougal and Clifford were not unlawful.  Trump and Giuliani also tweeted 
	110

	3 about the payments in December 2018, around the time of Cohen’s sentencing, again tweeting 
	4 that the payments were not violations of the Act.Trump also tweeted that he “never directed 
	111 

	5 Michael Cohen to break the law.”
	112 

	6 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
	7 The available information indicates that AMI paid $150,000 to McDougal for the purpose 
	8 of influencing the 2016 presidential election by preventing a potentially damaging story about 
	9 Trump from becoming public before the election.  Based upon the available information, it 
	10 appears that the payment to McDougal was made with Trump’s knowledge, at the urging of and 
	Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), TWITTER (Aug. realDonaldTrump/status/1032260490439864320 (“Michael Cohen plead [sic] guilty to two counts of campaign finance violations that are not a crime.”); Rudy Giuliani (@RudyGiuliani), TWITTER (Aug. 23, 2018, 4:11 AM), RudyGiuliani/status/1032565618204004353 (stating that the “payments, as determined by the Edwards FEC ruling, are NOT ILLEGAL” and directing followers to an opinion piece in The Hill by Mark Penn, “demonstrating [that] Cohen pled guilty to two payme
	110 
	22, 2018, 9:37 AM), https://twitter.com/ 
	https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1032540830794428416
	, (Aug. 23, 2018, 5:50 AM), https://twitter.com/ 

	Rudy Giuliani (@RudyGiuliani), TWITTER (Dec. status/1071469692882182144 (“The President is not implicated in campaign finance violations because based on Edwards case and others the payments are not campaign contributions.”), (Dec. com/RudyGiuliani/status/1071795258177019905 (“No collusion, no obstruction now [sic] campaign finance but payments to settle lawsuits are not clearly a proper campaign contribution or expenditure. No responsible lawyer would charge a debatable campaign finance violation as a crim
	111 
	8, 2018, 1:20 PM), https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/ 
	9, 2018, 10:54 AM), https://twitter. 
	13, 2018, 9:49 AM), https://twitter. 

	11:53 payments were not a big crime. I have said consistently that the Daniels and McDougall [sic] payments are not crimes and tweeted a great article yesterday making that point. If it isn’t a witch-hunt why are they pursuing a non-crime.”), (Dec. payments to Daniels and McDougall [sic] do not violate the law. Congress has spent millions settling sexual harassment claims against members which are not reported as campaign contributions. Why aren’t those Congressmen under investigation.”); Donald J. Trump (@
	AM), https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1073622122235355136 (“CORRECTION: I didn’t say 
	19, 2018, 10:04 PM), https://twitter.com/RudyGiuliani/status/1075587822449500161 (“The 
	https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1073207272069890049 (“Cohen was guilty on many charges unrelated 

	Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), TWITTER (Dec. Trump/status/1073205176872435713 (“He was a lawyer and he is supposed to know the law.”). 
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	13, 2018, 8:17 AM), https://twitter.com/realDonald 
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	1 with the promise of repayment by Cohen, acting as an agent of Trump, and as part of an 2 agreement between Trump and AMI to catch and kill any potentially damaging stories about 3 Trump’s relationships with women so that such stories would not become public during the 2016 4 campaign.  Likewise, the available record indicates that AMI’s payment of $30,000 to Sajudin 5 was made as part of this same catch and kill agreement. Although AMI contends that its 6 payments to McDougal and Sajudin concern the busin
	10 to benefit Trump’s campaign, were made at Trump’s direction, and, for the reasons explained 11 below, were not covered by the press exemption.  Thus, the available information supports the 12 conclusion that the AMI’s payments were expenditures coordinated with Trump and thus 13 constituted in-kind contributions to Trump and the Trump Committee. 14 As such, Howard appears to have violated the Act by consenting to the making corporate 15 contributions in the form of payments from AMI to McDougal and Sajud
	19 Under the Act, a “contribution” includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit 20 of money or anything of value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election 21 for Federal office,” and an “expenditure” includes “any purchase, payment, distribution, loan, 
	113

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). 
	113 
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	1 advance, deposit, or gift of money or anything of value, made by any person for the purpose of 2 influencing any election for Federal office.”  Under Commission regulations, the phrase 3 “anything of value” includes all in-kind contributions.In-kind contributions include, among 4 other things, coordinated expenditures.5 Under the Act, the definition of “expenditure” does not include “any news story, 6 commentary, or editorial distributed through the facilities of any broadcasting station, newspaper 7 maga
	114
	115 
	116 
	117 
	118

	10 Act’s disclosure and reporting requirements.If the press exemption applies to AMI’s 11 payments to McDougal and Sajudin, then those payments would not be contributions or 12 expenditures under the Act.  
	119 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(9)(A). 
	114 

	11 C.F.R. § 100.52(d)(1). 
	115 

	52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i) (treating as contributions any expenditures made “in cooperation, consultation, or concert, with, or at the request or suggestion of, a candidate,” the candidate’s authorized committee, or their agents); see 11 C.F.R. § 109.20 (defining “coordination”); see also Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 46-47 (1976). 
	116 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(9)(B)(i). Commission regulations further provide that neither a “contribution” nor an “expenditure” results from “[a]ny cost incurred in covering or carrying a news story, commentary, or editorial by any broadcasting station (including a cable television operator, programmer or producer), Web site, newspaper, magazine, or other periodical publication, including any Internet, or electronic publication” unless the facility is “owned or controlled by any political party, political committee, 
	117 

	Advisory Op. 2011-11 (Colbert) at 6 (“AO 2011-11”); Advisory Op. 2008-14 (Melothé) at 3 (“AO 200814”). 
	118 
	-

	AO 2011-11 at 6, 8-10 (discussing costs that are within this exemption and also costs that are not). 
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	1 To assess whether the press exemption applies, the Commission uses a two-part test.2 The first inquiry is whether the entity engaging in the activity is a “press entity.”  Second, the 3 Commission determines the scope of the exemption by applying the two-part analysis presented 4 in Reader’s Digest Association v. FEC:  (1) whether the entity is owned or controlled by a 5 political party, political committee, or candidate; and (2) whether the entity is acting within its 6 “legitimate press function” in con
	120 
	121
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	10 the election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate for Federal office.”Nonetheless, “the 11 Commission is also mindful that a press entity’s press function is ‘distinguishable from active 12 participation in core campaign or electioneering functions.’”  In other words, “the press 13 exemption covers press activity, not campaign activity by a press entity.”
	123 
	124
	125 

	Advisory Op. 2005-16 (Fired Up!) at 4 (“AO 2005-16”). 
	120 

	121 
	Id. 

	See Reader’s Digest Ass’n v. FEC, 509 F. Supp. 1210, 1214-15 (S.D.N.Y. 1981); AO 2011-11 at 6-7. When determining whether the entity was acting within the scope of a legitimate press function at the time of the alleged violation, the Commission considers two factors: (1) whether the entity’s materials are available to the general public; and (2) whether they are comparable in form to those ordinarily issued by the entity. See Reader’s Digest Ass’n, 509 F. Supp. at 1215; Factual & Legal Analysis at 4, MUR 72
	122 

	Factual & Legal Analysis at 5, MUR 7206 (Bonneville International Corp.) (quotation marks omitted) (quoting AO 2005-16 at 6); Factual & Legal Analysis at 3, MUR 6579 (ABC News, Inc.). 
	123 

	AO 2011-11 at 8 (quoting AO 2008-14). 
	124 

	125 
	Id. 
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	1 Although the Commission considers “legitimate press function” broadly, not all actions 
	2 taken by press entities are considered legitimate press functions for purposes of the media 
	3 exemption.The court in Reader’s Digest Association reasoned that: 
	126 

	4 [T]he statute would seem to exempt only those kinds of distribution that 5 fall broadly within the press entity’s legitimate press function.  It would 6 not seem to exempt any dissemination or distribution using the press 7 entity’s personnel or equipment, no matter how unrelated to its press 8 function.  If, for example, on Election Day a partisan newspaper hired an 9 army of incognito propaganda distributors to stand on street corners 
	10 denouncing allegedly illegal acts of a candidate and sent sound trucks 11 through the streets blaring the same denunciations, all in a manner 12 unrelated to the sale of its newspapers, this activity would not come within 13 the press exemption.
	127 

	14 When analyzing a press entity’s activities outside of the distribution of news stories, 
	15 commentary, and editorials through media facilities, a court has found the press exemption 
	16 applicable when the actions in question pertain to seeking subscribers or promoting the 
	17 publication.A district court has also observed that the Commission has a limited ability to 
	128 

	18 investigate activities that potentially may be normal press functions but are nevertheless unusual; 
	19 such activities may be subject to additional scrutiny only to determine if they are, indeed, within 
	20 the press exemption.
	129 

	See McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93, 208 (2003) (commenting that the press exemption “does not afford carte blanche to media companies generally to ignore FECA’s provisions”). 
	126 

	Reader's Digest, 509 F. Supp. at 1214; see also McConnell, 540 U.S. at 208 (noting that the press exemption “does not afford carte blanche to media companies generally to ignore FECA’s provisions”); AO 201111 at 8 (“While the press exemption covers press activity, it does not cover campaign activity, even if the campaign activity is conducted by a press entity”). 
	127 
	-

	FEC v. Phillips Publishing Inc., 517 F. Supp. 1308, 1313 (D.D.C. 1981) (applying the press exemption to a letter soliciting new subscribers). 
	128 

	Phillips at 1313-14. 
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	1 When distinguishing between an entity’s legitimate press functions and its participation 2 in campaign functions, the Commission has applied the Supreme Court’s “considerations of 3 form” analysis as set forth in the U.S. Supreme Court’s FEC v. Massachusetts Citizens for Life 4 decision (“MCFL”), which examined whether the activity in question is comparable in form to 5 the press entity’s regular activities, considering whether the complained-of activities and content 6 are produced in the same manner, us
	130 

	10 undertaken by the press entity (Viacom) would be covered by the press exemption but that other 11 activities would not.  Coverage of the political committee created for Colbert’s television show 12 would be covered by the press exemption; however, Viacom could not create content for 13 Colbert’s committee for distribution outside of his television show, or administer the political 14 committee, because such activities would amount to “active participation [by Viacom] in core 15 campaign or electioneering
	131
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	AO 2011-11 at 8 (citing FEC v. Mass. Citizens for Life (“MCFL”), 479 U.S. 238, 251 (1986)). Id. at 9. Id. (citing MCFL, 479 U.S. at 251; Reader’s Digest Ass’n, 509 F. Supp. at 1214; McConnell, 540 U.S. at 
	130 
	131 
	132 
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	1 Consistent with this analysis, the Commission has found that a press entity’s sale or 2 purchase of airtime would not fall within the press exemption.Similarly, the Commission has 3 explained when analyzing “legitimate press functions” that “the provision of personnel to benefit 4 a political campaign is not a legitimate press function.”5 Here, the available information indicates that the press exemption does not cover AMI’s 6 payments to McDougal or Sajudin.  AMI appears to be a press entity that has pro
	133 
	134 
	135 
	136 

	10 mere inquiry into why it chooses not to run stories, such inquiry is unnecessary in this matter 11 because AMI, after submitting its Response, admitted in its Non-Prosecution Agreement with 12 DOJ that its actions were not undertaken in connection with any press function but were rather to 13 benefit Trump, a personal friend of Pecker, and his campaign.Similarly, AMI’s assertion in 14 its Response that it developed renewed interest in McDougal’s story because she had “elevated 
	137 

	Factual & Legal Analysis at 8-9, MUR 7073 (Meluskey for U.S. Senate, Inc.) (finding that the press exemption did not cover a candidate’s radio show when the candidate or a business entity affiliated with the candidate paid radio stations to air his radio show); see also Factual & Legal Analysis at 6, MUR 6089 (People with Hart) (finding that a station does not act as a press entity when it sells airtime to another party and cedes editorial control). 
	133 

	AO 2008-14 at 6. 
	134 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 1; MUR 7332 AMI Resp., Howard Aff. ¶¶ 5-11. 
	135 

	MUR 7332 AMI Resp. at 12; see also id., Howard Aff. ¶ 3. 
	136 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5 (“Despite the cover and article features to the agreement, AMI’s principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress the model’s story so as to prevent it from influencing the election. At no time during the negotiation for or acquisition of the model’s story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate information about it publicly.”). Compare MUR 7332 AMI Resp. at 20-21 with AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement at 1-3, Ex. A ¶ 3 (stating that “AMI accep
	137 
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	1 her profile” by launching her own beauty and fragrance lineis directly refuted by AMI’s 2 subsequent admission in its Non-Prosecution Agreement that its “principal purpose in entering 3 into the agreement was to suppress [McDougal’s] story so as to prevent it from influencing the 4 election” and that “[a]t no time during the negotiation for or acquisition of [McDougal’s] story 5 did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate information about it publicly.”As a result, 6 AMI’s editorial judgment is not
	138 
	139 
	140 

	10 set forth in MCFL as applied by the Commission for determining whether its payment was a 11 legitimate press function.  According to AMI, the payment was for an amount more than AMI 12 would typically pay for stories because AMI expected to be reimbursed by Trump.This 13 acknowledgement, along with information indicating that AMI valued McDougal’s contributions 14 to its publications at significantly less than the $150,000 it paid to her, strongly indicates that the 15 payment to McDougal is inconsistent
	141 

	MUR 7332 AMI Resp. at 6. 
	138 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5. 
	139 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement at 1-3 (stating that “AMI accepts and acknowledges as true the facts” contained in Exhibit A). 
	140 

	Id., Ex. A ¶ 5; see also McDougal New Yorker Article (“In June [2016], when McDougal began attempting to sell the story of her months-long relationship with Trump, which had taken place a decade earlier, Cohen urged Pecker to buy her account and then bury it — a practice, in the argot of tabloids, known as ‘catch and kill.’ Cohen promised Pecker that Trump would reimburse A.M.I. for the cost of McDougal’s silence.”). 
	141 
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	1 general activities as a press entity.Consistent with the Commission’s analysis in AO 2011-11, 2 allowing AMI to assert the press exemption here despite its admissions that its activity was 3 undertaken for political purposes “would stretch the boundaries of the press exemption far 4 beyond those contemplated by Congress and the Supreme Court.”5 AMI’s involvement in both the payment to McDougal and the payment Cohen made to 6 Clifford on behalf of Trump, along with the overlap of individuals involved in th
	142 
	143 
	144 

	10 2016, Davidson, the same attorney who had represented McDougal in her negotiations with 11 AMI, reportedly contacted Pecker and Howard at AMI and offered to confirm Clifford’s story on 12 the record.  According to press reports, AMI, unwilling to make an additional payment to 13 benefit Trump’s campaign, nevertheless served as an intermediary to facilitate Clifford’s 14 silence and put Davidson in touch with Michael Cohen, who then negotiated a $130,000 
	145
	146

	See WSJ Nov. 9 Article (reporting that, in Pecker and Cohen’s contemplated agreement to transfer the rights to McDougal’s story to Trump for $125,000, “the magazine covers and fitness columns, the rights to which the publisher would retain” were valued at $25,000). 
	142 

	AO 2011-11 at 9. 
	143 

	See SDNY Information ¶¶ 24-44; WSJ Jan. 12 Article (outlining details of the payment to Clifford); Farrow, Catch and Kill at 345 (noting AMI’s involvement in the payments to McDougal, Sajudin, and Clifford). 
	144 

	See SDNY Information ¶ 32. 
	145 

	See supra Section II.C.2; Farrow, Catch and Kill at 345 (“[Stormy] Daniels’s lawyer, Keith Davidson . . . had called Dylan Howard about the story first. Howard told Davidson that AMI was passing on the Daniels matter . . . [b]ut Howard directed Davidson to Michael Cohen, who established a shell company to pay Daniels $130,000 in exchange for her silence.”); The Fixers at 176-78 (reporting Howard’s initial interest in and Pecker’s reluctance to purchasing the rights to Clifford’s story and Howard’s involveme
	146 
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	1 agreement to purchase Clifford’s silence.Davidson’s reported multiple negotiations with 
	147 

	2 AMI, each of which ultimately resulted in a payment to prevent the publication of a story that 
	3 might damage the Trump campaign, indicate his awareness of AMI’s general willingness to 
	4 purchase stories in order to benefit Trump’s campaign, and not for legitimate press activity.
	148 

	5 Finally, AMI’s own admissions to DOJ that it had “offered to help with negative stories about [a] 
	6 presidential candidate’s relationships with women by, among other things, assisting the 
	7 campaign in identifying such stories so they could be purchased and their publication 
	8 avoided,” indicate an ongoing pattern of using AMI resources to make payments for the 
	149

	9 purpose of benefitting a candidate, admittedly without regard to its editorial decisions or press
	-

	10 related activity such as disseminating news and increasing readership.
	150 

	House Oversight Testimony at 21 (“In 2016, prior to the election, I was contacted by Keith Davidson, who is the attorney — or was the attorney for Ms. Clifford, or Stormy Daniels.”); id. at 34 (“The $130,000 number was not a number that was actually negotiated. It was told to me by Keith Davidson that this is a number that Ms. Clifford wanted.”); see McDougal New Yorker Article; SDNY Information ¶ 32; The Fixers at 178; WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	147 

	See McDougal Complaint ¶ 47 (alleging that Davidson told McDougal that AMI “would buy the story not to publish it, because Mr. Pecker (AMI’s CEO) was a close friend of Mr. Trump” (emphasis in original)); see also The Fixers at 164-65; WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	148 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
	149 

	See MUR 7332 AMI Resp. at 5. AMI appears to argue that the First Amendment in general protects it from inquiry into why it chooses not to run stories and asserts that any inquiry would be chilling on the press. Id. at 20-21. However, no such inquiry is necessary in this matter because AMI, after submission of its Response, admitted that its actions were not undertaken in connection with AMI’s work as a conglomerate of press entities but rather to benefit a personal friend of Pecker. Specifically, AMI admits
	150 
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	1 AMI’s payment to Sajudin fits this pattern as well.  Experienced Enquirer staffers 2 reportedly identified “the abrupt end to reporting combined with a binding, seven-figure penalty 3 to stop the tipster from talking to anyone” as hallmarks of a catch and kill operation.  Further, 4 sources who purportedly were involved with the investigation of Sajudin’s tip reportedly stated 5 that the decision to stop investigating was not an editorial decision but one made by Pecker 6 personally.  One of those sources
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	10 story was made for political, rather than editorial, purposes.These statements, which detail 11 the ways in which the payment was not comparable to AMI’s regular activities in form, scale, 12 personnel, or process, indicate that the decisions surrounding AMI’s decision to pay Sajudin 13 amounted to “active participation in core campaigning functions,” and were not the sort of 14 activity intended to be protected under the press exemption.15 Available information suggests that Sajudin possessed informatio
	154 
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	156 

	MUR 7364 Compl. at 5 (quoting Sajudin AP Article). Sajudin New Yorker Article; see also The Fixers at 148-49. Sajudin New Yorker Article. See id. Other sources indicate that Cohen learned of the story when a reporter, unbeknownst to her editors, 
	151 
	152 
	153 
	154 

	contacted Rhona Graff. After learning of this call, Cohen reportedly contacted Howard and “pleaded with him not to publish the story.” The Fixers at 147. 
	See AO 2011-11 at 8 (quotation marks omitted). Compare AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3 (outlining the overall agreement to “help deal with negative stories about that presidential candidate’s relationships with women by, among other things, assisting the 
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	1 reportedly paid for that information, in his case by AMI, and faced significant financial 2 consequences were he to discuss that information publicly.Given AMI’s admissions that its 3 payments to McDougal were part of an overall scheme to benefit Trump in the election by 4 identifying and purchasing stories that could damage Trump, the available information supports 5 the reasonable inference that AMI’s purchase of Sajudin’s story was part of that same scheme to 6 benefit a candidate and was undertaken wi
	157 

	10 legitimate press function, the press exemption does not apply to the payments at issue. 11 B. The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that Howard Consented to AMI’s 12 Payments to McDougal and Sajudin 
	13 1. 14 15 a. Coordination 16 The Act and Commission regulations prohibit corporations from making contributions to 
	AMI’s Payments to McDougal and Sajudin Were Coordinated 
	Expenditures 

	17 candidate committees in connection with a federal election.  Likewise, it is unlawful for any 18 candidate, candidate committee, or other person to knowingly accept or receive such a prohibited 
	158

	campaign in identifying such stories so they could be purchased and their publication avoided”), with MUR 7332 AMI Resp., Howard Aff., Ex. A ¶ 7 (requiring McDougal to maintain her silence about her relationship with “any then-married man” and providing that AMI would be entitled to $150,000 in damages for any breach), and Sajudin Agreement at 4 (outlining an extension of the exclusivity period contained in the agreement to extend “in perpetuity” and its violation to carry a $1 million penalty). See also Sa
	See supra Section II.C.1; The Fixers at 148; Sajudin Agreement at 4; see also House Oversight Testimony at 128, 132 (Cohen discusses Pecker’s actions to protect Trump and appears to refer to the payment to Sajudin). 
	157 

	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b). 
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	1 contribution, and for any officer or director of a corporation to consent to any such 2 contribution.  The Commission has consistently found that payments by a third party that are 3 intended to influence an election and are “coordinated” with a candidate, authorized committee, 4 or agent thereof are “coordinated expenditures” that result in a contribution by the person making 5 the expenditure to the candidate or political committee with whom the expenditure was 6 coordinated.7 The available information 
	159
	160 

	10 his capacity as an agent for Trump.11 Trump reportedly held the August 2015 meeting with Pecker and Cohen, in which Pecker 12 agreed to purchase negative stories on behalf of Trump and his campaign, in his office at Trump 13 Tower, suggesting that he was aware of, and agreed to, the plan to have AMI make payments to 14 individuals in possession of stories damaging to the Trump campaign in order to help his 15 campaign.  Further, Trump appears to have maintained an ongoing role in and awareness of 16 AMI’
	161 
	162

	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b), (d)-(e). See 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a)-(b); see, e.g., Conciliation Agreement ¶¶ IV.7-11, V.1-2, MUR 6718 (Sen. John 
	159 
	160 

	E. Ensign) (Apr. 18, 2013) (acknowledging that third parties’ payment, in coordination with a federal candidate, of severance to a former employee of the candidate’s authorized committee and leadership PAC resulted in an excessive, unreported in-kind contribution by the third parties to the candidate and the two political committees); Factual & Legal Analysis at 30-33, MURs 4568, 4633, and 4634 (Triad Mgmt. Servs., Inc.) (finding reason to believe that by offering fundraising support, campaign management co
	52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i); 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a)-(b). 
	161 

	See WSJ Nov. 9 Article; AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
	162 
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	1 directly, and by receiving updates concerning AMI’s negotiations from Cohen.For example, 2 according to press reports and Cohen himself, on June 27, 2016, after Cohen notified Trump that 3 AMI was in contact with McDougal, Trump telephoned Pecker and asked Pecker to make 4 McDougal’s story go away.Press reports also indicate that later, when AMI informed Cohen 5 that McDougal was fielding an offer from ABC for her story, Cohen updated Trump; Cohen also 6 subsequently notified Trump once McDougal signed th
	163 
	164 
	165 
	166 

	10 In addition, AMI has admitted in its Non-Prosecution Agreement with DOJ that it made 11 its payment to McDougal “in cooperation, consultation, and concert with, and at the request and 12 suggestion of one or more members or agents of a candidate’s 2016 presidential campaign, to 13 ensure that a woman did not publicize damaging allegations about that candidate before the 2016 14 presidential election and thereby influence that election,” and the available information makes 15 clear that Cohen served as an
	167 

	The Fixers at 166-68 (detailing Trump’s awareness of AMI’s negotiations with McDougal); Cohen Book at 285 (stating that, after receiving an update from Cohen about McDougal’s story, Trump “immediately called Pecker”); see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	163 

	See The Fixers at 166; Cohen Book at 285. 
	164 

	See The Fixers at 168-69; see also House Oversight Testimony at 29-30 (“[Question:] Mr. Cohen, in your 10 years of working for Donald Trump[,] did he control everything that went on in the Trump Organization? And did you have to get his permission in advance and report back after every meeting of any importance. [Answer:] Yes. There was nothing that happened at The Trump Organization . . . that did not go through Mr. Trump with his approval and sign-off, as in the case of the payments.”). 
	165 

	See supra Section II.B. 
	166 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 2. 
	167 
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	1 As relevant here, the Commission has defined an “agent” of a federal candidate as “any 2 person who has actual authority, either express or implied,” to engage in certain activities with 3 respect to the creation, production, or distribution of communications.  That definition applies 4 in the contexts of coordinated communications and non-communication coordinated 5 expenditures.  The Commission has explained that “[t]he grant and scope of the actual 6 authority, whether the person is acting within the s
	168
	169
	170 

	10 created by manifestations of consent (express or implied) by the principal to the agent about the 
	11 agent’s authority to act on the principal’s behalf.”Further, the regulatory definitions of 
	171 

	12 “agent” “cover the wide range of activities prohibited by [the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act 
	13 of 2002] and the Act, thereby providing incentives for compliance, while protecting core 
	11 C.F.R. § 109.3. 
	168 

	Id.; see also id. § 109.21(a) (addressing actions of “an agent” with respect to coordinated communications); id. § 109.20(a) (addressing non-communication activities of “an agent” with respect to coordinated expenditures); Coordinated and Independent Expenditures, 68 Fed. Reg. 421, 425 (Jan. 3, 2003) (“Coordination E&J”) (explaining that section 109.20(b) applies to “expenditures that are not made for communications but that are coordinated with a candidate, authorized committee, or political party committe
	169 

	Coordination E&J, 68 Fed. Reg. at 425. 
	170 

	Advisory Op. 2007-05 (Iverson) at 3-4 (“AO 2007-05”) (citing Agency E&J, 71 Fed. Reg. at 4976 and stating that if a candidate or federal officeholder provides an individual “with actual authority to solicit and receive contributions, then [that individual] would be an agent of a [f]ederal candidate or officeholder”) (internal citations omitted). 
	171 
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	1 political activity.”  Finally, the Commission has explained that the definitions of “agent” are 2 broad enough to capture actions of individuals with certain titles or positions, actions by 3 individuals where the candidate privately instructed the individual to avoid raising non-Federal 4 funds, actions by individuals acting under indirect signals from a candidate, and actions by 5 individuals who willfully keep a candidate, political party committee, or other political 6 committee ignorant of their proh
	172
	173
	174 

	10 authority to engage with AMI in the catch and kill scheme. With respect to the McDougal 11 payment scheme, it appears that Cohen played a crucial role in identifying to AMI Trump’s 12 interest in suppressing the story, negotiating, on Trump’s behalf, the terms of AMI’s payment, 13 and negotiating (even if unsuccessfully) the terms of Trump’s repayment of those funds, acting 14 at Trump’s direction and with his approval to proceed.  The guilty plea from Cohen, the 15 admissions from AMI, and information i
	175

	Agency E&J, 71 Fed. Reg. at 4976-77. Id. at 4978-79. AO 2007-05 at 4. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶¶ 4-6 (stating that AMI began negotiations with Davidson and 
	172 
	173 
	174 
	175 

	McDougal “[a]t Cohen’s urging and subject to Cohen’s promise that AMI would be reimbursed”); The Fixers at 147-48, 166-68 (detailing Cohen’s involvement in the McDougal payment scheme); Cohen Book at 284-89 (same). 
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	1 Cohen was acting as an agent of Trump when he facilitated the payment from AMI to 2 McDougal.3 Finally, the available information supports the inference that AMI’s payment to Sajudin 4 was also made in accordance with the catch and kill agreement between Trump and AMI.  The 5 payment to Sajudin was made in late 2015, subsequent to Trump’s August 2015 meeting and 6 agreement with Cohen and Pecker.The amount of the payment was also unusual when 7 compared to AMI’s payments to legitimate sources, because it 
	176 
	177 

	10 was part of AMI’s catch and kill agreement with Trump, because AMI paid Sajudin after 11 agreeing to catch and kill such stories on behalf of Trump.  Additionally, Cohen has appeared to 12 testify to his awareness of the payment to Sajudin.  A payment made by AMI pursuant to the 13 catch and kill agreement between Pecker, Trump, and Cohen is a payment made by AMI in 14 consultation with and at the request or suggestion of Trump and Cohen, as an agent of Trump. 15 Accordingly, the AMI payments to McDougal
	178

	The available information indicates that Trump, directly and through his counsel, Giuliani, has not denied that Cohen’s actions in connection with the McDougal and Clifford payments were undertaken as Trump’s agent. See supra Section II.D. The lawfulness of the activity is not, however, relevant to the agency determination; the Commission has explained that it “rejects . . . the argument that a person who has authority to engage in certain activities should be considered to be acting outside the scope of hi
	176 

	See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
	177 

	See House Oversight Testimony at 128, 132 (discussing Pecker’s actions to protect Trump and appearing to refer to the payment to Sajudin, as well as Cohen and Trump’s attempt to purchase the rights to stories silenced by AMI and the “treasure trove of documents” related to those stories). 
	178 
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	1 concert with, or at the request or suggestion of Trump or Trump’s agent Cohen.  The coordinated 2 payments would constitute in-kind contributions from AMI to Trump and the Trump Committee 3 if they were “expenditures,” that is, made for the purpose of influencing Trump’s election.  4 b. For the Purpose of Influencing an Election 5 The “purpose” of influencing a federal election is a necessary element in defining 6 whether a payment is a “contribution” or “expenditure” under the Act and Commission 7 regula
	179
	180

	10 [and] not whether [it] provided a benefit to [a federal candidate’s] campaign.”The electoral 
	181 

	11 purpose of a payment may be clear on its face, as in payments to solicit contributions or for 
	12 communications that expressly advocate for the election or defeat of a specific candidate, or 
	13 inferred from the surrounding circumstances.
	182 

	See 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A)(i), (9)(A)(i). 
	179 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A)(i), (9)(A)(i). 
	180 

	Factual & Legal Analysis at 6, MUR 7024 (Van Hollen for Senate). 
	181 

	See, e.g., Advisory Op. 2000-08 (Harvey) at 1, 3 (“AO 2000-08”) (concluding private individual’s $10,000 “gift” to federal candidate would be a contribution because “the proposed gift would not be made but for the recipient’s status as a Federal candidate”); Advisory Op. 1990-05 (Mueller) at 4 (“AO 1990-05”) (explaining that solicitations and express advocacy communications are for the purpose of influencing an election and concluding, after examining circumstances of the proposed activity, that federal can
	182 
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	1 When electoral purpose is not apparent on its face, the Commission has previously 2 concluded that payments would result in a contribution or expenditure if they were made to 3 potentially advance a candidacy, if they were made because of the beneficiary’s status as a 4 federal candidate, or if the payment was coordinated with the candidate or his campaign.   5 For example, in Advisory Opinion 1990-05, the Commission concluded that the 6 publication expenses of a newsletter by a candidate-owned company wo
	10 as a campaign communication.The Commission indicated that any discussion of issues or 11 policies “closely associated” with the candidate’s federal campaign “would be inevitably 12 perceived by readers as promoting your candidacy,” and the newsletter would therefore be 13 “viewed by the Commission as election-related and subject to the Act.”14 Similarly, in Advisory Opinion 2000-08, the Commission concluded that a donor’s 15 provision of a monetary “gift” to a federal candidate to express “gratitude” and
	183 
	184 

	that “[p]eople rarely act with a single purpose in mind.” Jury Instrs., United States v. Edwards, No. 1:11-CR-161, 2012 WL 1856481 (M.D.N.C. May 18, 2012). AO 1990-5 at 4. Id. at 2, 4. 
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	1 therefore, linked to the Federal election” and “would be considered a contribution.”
	185 

	2 Conversely, the Commission has previously found that activity by or in connection with a 
	3 federal candidate that is undertaken for any number of non-electoral purposes — including, e.g., 
	4 activity to advance a commercial interest, fulfill the obligations of holding federal office, or 
	186
	187

	5 engage in non-candidate oriented election litigation  — does not necessarily result in a 
	188

	6 “contribution” or “expenditure,” even if such activity confers a benefit on a federal candidate or 
	7 otherwise impacts a federal election. 
	8 With respect to the McDougal payment, it is unnecessary to infer the circumstances 
	9 behind the payment; both AMI and Cohen have already acknowledged, in a sworn plea, 
	10 agreement, and testimony, that the purpose of paying McDougal was to prevent her story from 
	AO 2000-08 at 2-3. 
	185 

	E.g., Advisory Op. 2012-31 (AT&T) at 4 (wireless carrier charging a reduced fee to process text message-based donations to federal candidates did not thereby make “contributions” to the candidates because the reduced fee “reflects commercial considerations and does not reflect considerations outside of a business relationship”); Advisory Op. 2004-06 at 4 (Meetup) (commercial web service provider that can be used to arrange meetings and events based on shared interests did not make contributions by featuring
	186 

	E.g., Advisory Op. 1981-37 at 2 (Gephardt) (concluding that federal candidate did not receive a contribution by appearing at a series of “public affairs forums” paid for by a corporation because “the purpose of the activity is not to influence the nomination or election of a candidate for Federal office but rather in connection with the duties of a Federal officeholder” regardless of indirect benefit to future campaigns). 
	187 

	E.g., Factual & Legal Analysis at 8, MUR 7024 (Van Hollen for Senate) (free legal services provided to a federal candidate challenging FEC disclosure regulations were not contributions because the services were provided “for the purpose of challenging a rule of general application, not to influence a particular election”); cf. Advisory Op. 1980-57 at 3 (Bexar County Democratic Party) (funds raised for federal candidate’s lawsuit seeking removal of a potential opponent from the ballot were contributions beca
	188 
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	1 influencing the election.  In the AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, AMI explicitly admits that its 2 “principal purpose in entering into the agreement [with McDougal] was to suppress the model’s 3 story” and “to ensure that [she] did not publicize damaging allegations about [Trump] before the 4 2016 presidential election and thereby influence that election.”Further, AMI admits that the 5 payment to McDougal was part of an overarching scheme in “assisting [the] campaign” in 6 identifying and purchasing “negat
	189 
	190
	191 

	10 Even absent AMI and Cohen’s explicit admissions, consistent with prior matters in which 11 the Commission found the payment resulted in a contribution or expenditure, the overall record 12 in these matters — including the timing of the negotiations and payments to McDougal and 13 Sajudin, the terms of the agreements relative to AMI’s usual practices, the release from the non14 disclosure provisions shortly after the election, and the coordination between AMI, Trump, and 15 Cohen — indicates that the paym
	-
	192

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶¶ 2, 5. 
	189 

	Id. ¶ 3. 
	190 

	House Oversight Testimony at 30, 99-100 (noting that Pecker had paid hush money to other individuals in addition to McDougal); Cohen Plea Hearing at 23; see supra note 18. 
	191 

	See supra Sections II.A, B, C.1 (discussing McDougal and Sajudin’s negotiations with AMI after the August 2015 meeting between Pecker, Cohen, and Trump, during which they agreed that Pecker would catch and kill negative stories about Trump’s relationships with women so that they were not published before the election); AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5 (acknowledging that $150,000 payment to McDougal was substantially higher that AMI would normally pay); Sajudin AP Article (reporting that the amount 
	192 
	-
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	1 candidate.  As with the facts the Commission considered in Advisory Opinions 1990-05 and 
	2 2000-08, the available information in this matter supports the conclusion that the purpose of the 
	3 McDougal and Sajudin payments was to influence the 2016 election, irrespective of any 
	4 incidental effects they may have had on Trump personally.  Although McDougal and 
	193

	5 Sajudin’s stories involved years-and decades-old allegations, respectively, and Pecker and 
	6 Trump reportedly have a longstanding friendship such that “critical coverage of Trump 
	7 vanished” once Pecker “took over” AMI,AMI’s specific catch and kill effort to obtain and 
	194 

	8 prevent the publication of damaging stories, including McDougal’s and Sajudin’s, began only 
	9 after Trump became a candidate for president in June 2015.
	195 

	indicating that, given the timing and agreement between AMI, Trump, and Cohen, the purchase of the stories was aimed at improving Trump’s chances of winning the presidency. 
	See Advisory Op. 1990-05 at 4; Advisory Op. 2000-08 at 2-3. In Advisory Opinion 2000-08, the Commission also concluded that the donor’s payment of the candidate’s personal expenses would be treated as a contribution under the “personal use” provision governing third party payments at 11 C.F.R. § 113.1(g)(6) because the payment would not have been made “irrespective of the candidacy.” AO 2000-08 at 3; see also 52 U.S.C. § 30114(b) (prohibiting use of campaign funds “to fulfill any commitment, obligation, or 
	193 

	2017 New Yorker Article. 
	194 

	See Donald J. Trump, Statement of Candidacy (June 22, 2015); AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3 (admitting that “Pecker offered to help deal with negative stories about [Trump’s] relationships with women by, among other things, assisting the campaign in identifying such stories so they could be purchased and their publication avoided”); Alex Altman and Charlotte Alter, Trump Launches Presidential Campaign with Empty Flair, TIME campaign launch). Although the Trump Committee asserts that AMI’s payment 
	195 
	(June 16, 2015), https://time.com/3922770/donald-trump-campaign-launch/ (recapping Trump’s 2015 
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	1 Thus, the available information supports the conclusion that AMI’s payments to 2 McDougal and Sajudin were coordinated with Trump and were made for the purpose of 3 influencing Trump’s election, resulting in AMI making “coordinated expenditures” under the 4 Act.
	196 

	5 2. 6 7 Because the available information indicates that AMI’s payments to McDougal and 8 Sajudin were coordinated expenditures made for the purpose of influencing the 2016 election, 9 the record supports a reason to believe finding that the payments constituted in-kind 10 contributions from AMI to Trump and the Trump Committee.  Further, because the payments 11 were in-kind contributions to the Trump Committee, they were subject to the contribution limits 12 and prohibitions set forth in the Act and Commi
	AMI’s Payments to McDougal and Sajudin Were Prohibited Corporate In
	-

	Kind Contributions to the Trump Committee 
	197
	198

	13 regulations prohibit corporations from making contributions to candidate committees.The 14 Act and Commission regulations also prohibit candidates, candidate committees, or other 
	199 

	In addition, the payments to public relations firms by AMI under the Amendment to the McDougal agreement, which were used to allow AMI to control the narrative surrounding McDougal’s story and further prevent McDougal from speaking about her relationship with Trump, likely were made for the purpose of influencing the 2020 presidential election and likely were coordinated expenditures resulting in in-kind contributions from AMI to Trump and Trump Committee. 
	196 

	See 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(b). 
	197 

	Under the Act, an individual may not make a contribution to a candidate with respect to any election in excess of the legal limit, which was $2,700 per election during the 2016 election cycle. See 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(1)(A); 11 C.F.R. § 110.1(b)(1). However, as detailed below, these contributions were made by a corporation, not an individual. 
	198 

	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b). 
	199 
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	1 persons from knowingly accepting or receiving such a prohibited contribution, and for any 2 officer or director of a corporation to consent to making any such contribution.3 The Commission has previously found violations of the Act by a corporation and its 4 officers in connection with similar payments to third parties. In MUR 7248, the Commission 5 found reason to believe that Cancer Treatment Centers of America and several of its corporate 6 officers violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118 by making and consenting t
	200 
	201 

	10 require proof of the contributor’s knowledge of the violation, AMI has admitted to DOJ that it 11 knew that corporations are prohibited from contributing to candidate committees like the Trump 12 Committee.The AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement states: 13 At all relevant times, AMI knew that corporations such as AMI are subject 
	202 

	14 to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, 15 made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at 16 the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.  At no time did AMI 17 report to the Federal Election Commission that it had made the $150,000 18 payment to [McDougal].
	203 

	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b), (d)-(e). 
	200 

	Factual & Legal Analysis at 15-18, 21-22, MUR 7248 (Cancer Treatment Centers of America Global, Inc.); see also MUR 7027 (MV Transportation, Inc.) (conciliating violations of 52 U.S.C. § 30118 with a corporation and CEO that stemmed from a reimbursement scheme); MUR 6889 (Eric Byer) (finding reason to believe that a corporation and an executive violated section 30118 through a contribution reimbursement scheme) see also First Gen. Counsel’s Rpt. at 18-19, 26, MUR 6766 (Jesse Jackson Jr.) (recommending that 
	201 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 8. 
	202 

	203 
	Id. 
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	1 Thus, AMI has admitted that it made the payment to McDougal while knowing that it was 2 unlawful.It is reasonable to infer, further, that AMI also knew its payment to Sajudin was 3 unlawful when it made that payment in December 2015. 4 The available information also indicates that Howard, an officer of AMI, did not 5 merely consent to the McDougal and Sajudin corporate in-kind contributions, but also actively 6 participated in the decision to make the contributions by negotiating, in consultation with Tru
	204 
	205
	206 
	207 
	208 

	10 Thus, the Commission finds reason to believe that Howard violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) 11 by consenting to prohibited corporate in-kind contributions.    12 C.  The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that the Violations Set Forth Above 
	13 Were Knowing and Willful 14 The Act prescribes additional penalties for “knowing and willful” violations,  which 15 are defined as “acts [that] were committed with full knowledge of all the relevant facts and a 
	209

	See infra Section III.C; see also AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 8 (“At all relevant times, AMI knew that corporations such as AMI are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.”). 
	204 

	Howard, as Vice President and Chief Content Officer, was an officer of AMI and his ability to act on the corporation’s behalf can be reasonably inferred from his actions in the negotiations with McDougal and Sajudin, from his signature on AMI’s agreement with McDougal, and his discussion and approval of the Sajudin negotiations, as evidenced in his statements in the AMI-published Radar Online Article. 
	205 

	See supra Section II.B. 
	206 

	See MUR 7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard, Ex. A. 
	207 

	See supra note 201 and accompanying text. 
	208 

	See 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(B), (d). 
	209 
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	1 recognition that the action is prohibited by law.”  This standard does not require knowledge of 2 the specific statute or regulation that the respondent allegedly violated; it is sufficient to 3 demonstrate that a respondent “acted voluntarily and was aware that his conduct was 4 unlawful.”Such awareness may be shown through circumstantial evidence from which the 5 respondent’s unlawful intent may be reasonably inferred, including, for example, an 6 “elaborate scheme for disguising” unlawful acts.7 The av
	210
	211 
	212
	213 
	214 

	10 negotiations indicate that Howard was a party in a scheme to both hide the stories and the 11 payments.  Howard’s reported actions to destroy the contents of a safe containing stories 12 purchased by AMI also suggest awareness of the illegality of his actions.  The McDougal 
	215
	216

	122 Cong. Rec. 12,197, 12,199 (May 3, 1976); see, e.g., Factual & Legal Analysis at 3-4, MUR 6920 (Now or Never PAC, et al.) (applying “knowing and willful” standard); Factual & Legal Analysis at 17-18, MUR 6766 (Jesse Jackson, Jr., et al.) (same). 
	210 

	United States v. Danielczyk, 917 F. Supp. 2d 573, 579 (E.D. Va. 2013) (quoting Bryan v. United States, 524 
	211 

	U.S. 184, 195 (1998) (holding that the government needs to show only that the defendant acted with knowledge that conduct was unlawful, not knowledge of the specific statutory provision violated, to establish a willful violation)). 
	Cf. United States v. Hopkins, 916 F.2d 207, 213 (5th Cir. 1990) (quoting United States v. Bordelon, 871 F.2d 491, 494 (5th Cir. 1989)). Hopkins involved a conduit contributions scheme, and the issue before the Fifth Circuit concerned the sufficiency of the evidence supporting the defendants’ convictions for conspiracy and false statements under 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 and 1001. 
	212 

	Id. at 214-15. “It has long been recognized that ‘efforts at concealment [may] be reasonably explainable only in terms of motivation to evade’ lawful obligations.” Id. at 214 (quoting Ingram v. United States, 360 U.S. 672, 679 (1959)). 
	213 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 8 (admitting that AMI “knew that corporations such as [itself] are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful”). 
	214 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
	215 

	Farrow, Catch and Kill at 16-17. 
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	1 agreement itself was structured in such a way as to hide the appearance of impropriety or 2 illegality — by paying McDougal not just for her story but also, pretextually, for future work; 3 AMI reportedly did not seek such work from McDougal until after AMI’s payment to McDougal 4 was publicly reported in the press.  Howard also texted Cohen that AMI’s payment to 5 McDougal “looks suspicious at best.”Further, Howard reportedly exchanged text messages 6 with a relative the night of the general election in 
	217
	218 
	219
	220

	10 information indicates that Howard knew that AMI’s payments to McDougal and Sajudin violated 11 the Act, and he acted voluntarily and with awareness of unlawfulness when he negotiated the 12 agreements with McDougal and Sajudin and made the corresponding payments.  13 Accordingly, the Commission finds reason to believe that the violations of the Act by 14 Howard, as set forth above, were knowing and willful. 
	See The Fixers at 169; see also WSJ Nov. 9 Article. 
	217 

	Warrant Aff. ¶ 40.c (recounting that Cohen asked Howard “how the Wall Street Journal could publish its article if ‘everyone denies,’” with Howard responding, “‘Because there is the payment from AMI. It looks suspicious at best’”). 
	218 

	The Fixers at 196-97 (quoting Howard’s text messages, including “At least if [Trump] wins, I’ll be pardoned for electoral fraud” and “At least now we get pardoned”). 
	219 

	See supra Section III.B.2; see also supra note 20 (citing articles reporting that Howard was reportedly granted immunity in exchange for his cooperation). 
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	BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	In the Matter of 
	In the Matter of 
	In the Matter of 
	) 

	TR
	) 
	MURs 7324, 7332, 7364 and 7366 

	Donald J. Trump for President, Inc and 
	Donald J. Trump for President, Inc and 
	) 

	Bradley T. Crate in his official capacity 
	Bradley T. Crate in his official capacity 
	) 

	as treasurer; Donald J. Trump; A360 
	as treasurer; Donald J. Trump; A360 
	) 

	Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc.; 
	Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc.; 
	) 

	David J. Pecker; Michael D. Cohen; 
	David J. Pecker; Michael D. Cohen; 
	) 

	Dylan Howard; Timothy Jost 
	Dylan Howard; Timothy Jost 
	) 


	CERTIFICATION 
	CERTIFICATION 

	I, Vicktoria J. Allen, recording secretary of the Federal Election Commission executive 
	session, do hereby certify that on March 11, 2021, the Commission took the following actions in 
	the above-captioned matter:  
	MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 
	1. Failed by a vote of 3-3 to: 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Find reason to believe that A360 Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc. and David J. Pecker knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C.  § 30118(a) by making and consenting to prohibited corporate in-kind contributions. 

	b. 
	b. 
	Find reason to believe that Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. and Bradley T. Crate in his official capacity as treasurer knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by knowingly accepting prohibited contributions. 

	c. 
	c. 
	Find reason to believe that Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. and Bradley T. Crate in his official capacity as treasurer knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. § 30104(b) and 11 C.F.R. § 104.3(a) and 


	(b)by failing to report the required information with the Commission. 
	Federal Election Commission Page 2 Certification for MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 March 11, 2021 
	d. 
	d. 
	d. 
	Find reason to believe that Donald J. Trump knowingly and willfully violated § 30118(a) by knowingly accepting prohibited contributions. 

	e. 
	e. 
	Take no action at this time as to the allegations that Michael D. Cohen violated the Act and Commission regulations. 


	MURs 7324 and 7366 
	f. Name and notify Dylan Howard as a Respondent. 
	MURs 7332 and 7364 
	g. Find reason to believe that Dylan Howard knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by making and consenting to prohibited corporate in-kind contributions. 
	MUR 7366 
	h. Take no action at this time as to the allegations that Timothy Jost violated the Act and Commission regulations. 
	MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 
	i. 
	i. 
	i. 
	Approve the Factual and Legal Analyses, as recommended in the First General Counsel’s Report dated December 4, 2020, subject to the edits circulated by Commissioner Weintraub’s Office on February 22, 2021 at 12:41 p.m. 

	j. 
	j. 
	Authorize the use of compulsory process. 

	k. 
	k. 
	Approve the appropriate letters. 


	Commissioners Broussard, Walther, and Weintraub voted affirmatively for the motion.  Commissioners Cooksey, Dickerson, and Trainor dissented. 
	MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366 
	2. Decided by a vote of 6-0 to: 
	a. Find reason to believe that A360 Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc. and David J. Pecker knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C.  § 30118(a) by making and consenting to prohibited corporate in-kind contributions with regard to payments related to Karen McDougal. 
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	b. 
	b. 
	b. 
	Enter into conciliation with A360 Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc. and David J. Pecker prior to a finding of probable cause to believe 

	c. 
	c. 
	Direct the Office of General Counsel to circulate a proposed Conciliation Agreement. 

	d. 
	d. 
	d. 
	Approve the Factual and Legal Analysis, as recommended in the First General Counsel’s Report dated December 4, 2020, subject to the edits circulated by Commissioner Cooksey’s Office on March 8, 2021 at 

	4:39 p.m. 

	e. 
	e. 
	Approve the appropriate letters. 


	Figure
	Commissioners Broussard, Cooksey, Dickerson, Trainor, Walther, and Weintraub voted affirmatively for the decision. 
	MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366 
	3. Failed by a vote of 3-3 to: 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Dismiss allegations that A360 Media, LLC f/k/a America Media, Inc. and David J. Pecker knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by making and consenting to prohibited corporate in-kind contributions with regard to payments related to Dino Sajudin. 

	b. 
	b. 
	Dismiss the allegations against Donald J. Trump for President, Inc., Bradley T. Crate, in his official capacity as treasurer, Donald J. Trump, Dylan Howard, Michael Cohen, and Timothy Jost. 

	c. 
	c. 
	Direct the Office of General Counsel to draft Factual and Legal Analyses dismissing the allegations. 

	d. 
	d. 
	Approve the appropriate letters. 

	e. 
	e. 
	Close the file as to Donald J. Trump for President, Inc., Bradley T. Crate, in his official capacity as treasurer, Donald J. Trump, Dylan Howard, Michael Cohen, and Timothy Jost. 


	Commissioners Cooksey, Dickerson, and Trainor voted affirmatively for the motion.  
	Commissioners Broussard, Walther, and Weintraub dissented. 
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	March 17, 2021 Date 
	Attest: 
	Digitally signed by Vicktoria Allen
	Figure

	See infra note 17 and accompanying text. 
	See infra note 17 and accompanying text. 
	3 


	MUR 7364 Compl. at 4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 2, 5-6. 
	MUR 7364 Compl. at 4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 2, 5-6. 
	6 


	See infra note 12 and accompanying text. 
	See infra note 12 and accompanying text. 
	1 


	MUR 7324 Compl. at 2 (Feb. 20, 2018); MUR 7332 Compl. at 1-2 (Feb. 27, 2018); MUR 7364 Compl. at 4 (Apr. 12, 2018); MUR 7366 Compl. at 2 (Apr. 17, 2018). MUR 7364 Compl. at 4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 2, 5-6. 
	MUR 7324 Compl. at 2 (Feb. 20, 2018); MUR 7332 Compl. at 1-2 (Feb. 27, 2018); MUR 7364 Compl. at 4 (Apr. 12, 2018); MUR 7366 Compl. at 2 (Apr. 17, 2018). MUR 7364 Compl. at 4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 2, 5-6. 
	MUR 7324 Compl. at 2 (Feb. 20, 2018); MUR 7332 Compl. at 1-2 (Feb. 27, 2018); MUR 7364 Compl. at 4 (Apr. 12, 2018); MUR 7366 Compl. at 2 (Apr. 17, 2018). MUR 7364 Compl. at 4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 2, 5-6. 
	2 
	3 



	See infra note 13 and accompanying text. 
	See infra note 13 and accompanying text. 
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	The Trump Committee’s treasurer during the 2016 election cycle was Timothy Jost; its current treasurer is Bradley T. Crate. MUR 7324 Compl. at 2 (Feb. 20, 2018); MUR 7332 Compl. at 1-2 (Feb. 27, 2018); MUR 7364 Compl. at 4 
	The Trump Committee’s treasurer during the 2016 election cycle was Timothy Jost; its current treasurer is Bradley T. Crate. MUR 7324 Compl. at 2 (Feb. 20, 2018); MUR 7332 Compl. at 1-2 (Feb. 27, 2018); MUR 7364 Compl. at 4 
	The Trump Committee’s treasurer during the 2016 election cycle was Timothy Jost; its current treasurer is Bradley T. Crate. MUR 7324 Compl. at 2 (Feb. 20, 2018); MUR 7332 Compl. at 1-2 (Feb. 27, 2018); MUR 7364 Compl. at 4 
	2 
	3 



	(Apr. 12, 2018); MUR 7366 Compl. at 2 (Apr. 17, 2018). MUR 7364 Compl. at 4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 2, 5-6. 
	(Apr. 12, 2018); MUR 7366 Compl. at 2 (Apr. 17, 2018). MUR 7364 Compl. at 4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 2, 5-6. 
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	See infra note 12 and accompanying text. 
	See infra note 12 and accompanying text. 
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	MUR 7332 Compl. at 1-2 (Feb. 27, 2018); MUR 7364 Compl. at 4 (Apr. 12, 2018). 
	MUR 7332 Compl. at 1-2 (Feb. 27, 2018); MUR 7364 Compl. at 4 (Apr. 12, 2018). 
	2 


	MUR 7364 Compl. at 4. 
	MUR 7364 Compl. at 4. 
	3 


	MUR 7332 AMI Resp. (Apr. 13, 2018) (including an affidavit from Howard); MUR 7364 AMI Resp. (June 8, 2018) (same); MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. (June 8, 2018); see also MUR 7332 AMI Resp. at 1-2, nn.1-2 (noting that Howard chose not to file a separate response and that AMI’s Response addresses his potential liability as an officer of AMI). 
	MUR 7332 AMI Resp. (Apr. 13, 2018) (including an affidavit from Howard); MUR 7364 AMI Resp. (June 8, 2018) (same); MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. (June 8, 2018); see also MUR 7332 AMI Resp. at 1-2, nn.1-2 (noting that Howard chose not to file a separate response and that AMI’s Response addresses his potential liability as an officer of AMI). 
	4 




	Vicktoria Allen 
	Vicktoria Allen 
	Date:  19:52:25 -04'00' 
	2021.03.17

	Vicktoria J. Allen Acting Deputy Secretary of the Commission 
	BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	In the Matter of ) 
	) MURs 7324, 7332 and 7366 A360 Media, LLC and David J. Pecker: ) Proposed Pre-Probable Cause ) Conciliation Agreement ) 
	CERTIFICATION 
	CERTIFICATION 

	I, Vicktoria J. Allen, recording secretary for the Federal Election Commission executive session on April 08, 2021, do hereby certify that the Commission decided by a vote of 6-0 to take the following actions in MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Approve the pre-probable cause conciliation agreement, as recommended in the Memorandum to the Commission dated March 18, 2021, and as circulated by Commissioner Weintraub’s Office on Monday, April 5, 2021 at 4:56pm. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Send the appropriate letters. Commissioners Broussard, Cooksey, Dickerson, Trainor, Walther, and Weintraub voted 


	affirmatively for the decision. Attest: 
	Digitally signed by Vicktoria Allen 
	Vicktoria Allen 

	Date:  18:26:19 -04'00'
	2021.04.12

	April 12, 2021 Date 
	Vicktoria J. Allen Acting Deputy Secretary of the Commission 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION Washington, DC 20463 
	April 13, 2021 
	Via Electronic Mail 
	Email: lgoodman@wiley.law 
	awoodson@wiley.law 

	Lee E. Goodman Andrew G. Woodson Wiley Rein LLP 1776 K Street NW Washington, DC 20006 
	RE: MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366 A360 Media, LLC, formerly  American Media, Inc. David J. Pecker 
	Dear Mr. Goodman and Mr. Woodson: 
	On February 27, March 1, April 20, May 10, and August 9, 2018, the Federal Election Commission notified your clients, A360 Media, LLC, formerly American Media, Inc., (“AMI”) and David J. Pecker, of complaints alleging that your clients violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), and provided your clients with copies of those complaints.  After reviewing the allegations contained in the complaints, your clients’ responses, and publicly available information, the Commission, on
	Pre-probable cause conciliation is not mandated by the Act or the Commission’s regulations, but 
	is a voluntary step in the enforcement process that the Commission is offering to your clients as a way to resolve this matter at an early stage and without the need for briefing the issue of whether 
	MURs 7324, 7332, 7366 (A360 Media, LLC, et al.) Letter to Lee Goodman and Andrew Woodson Page 2 
	or not the Commission should find probable cause to believe that your clients violated the law.  
	Enclosed is a conciliation agreement for your clients’ consideration 
	opportunity for settlement, we may proceed to the next step in the enforcement process if a mutually acceptable conciliation agreement cannot be reached See 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a), 11 C.F.R. Part 111 (Subpart A).  Conversely, if your clients are not interested in pre-
	Please note that your clients have a legal obligation to preserve all documents, records and materials relating to this matter until such time as you are notified that the Commission has closed its file in this matter. See 18 U.S.C. § 1519. 
	If your clients are interested in engaging in pre-probable cause conciliation, please contact Adrienne C. Baranowicz, the attorney assigned to this matter, at (202) 694-1573 within seven days of receipt of this letter.  During conciliation, you may submit any factual or legal materials that you believe are relevant to the resolution of this matter.  Because the Commission only enters into pre-probable cause conciliation in matters that it believes have a reasonable 
	probable cause conciliation, the Commission may conduct formal discovery in this matter or proceed to the next step in the enforcement process.  Please note that once the Commission enters the next step in the enforcement process, it may decline to engage in further settlement discussions until after making a probable cause finding. 
	Pre-probable cause conciliation, extensions of time, and other enforcement procedures and options are discussed more comprehensively in the Commission’s “Guidebook for Complainants and Respondents on the FEC Enforcement Process,” which is available on the Commission’s website at . In the meantime, this matter will remain confidential in accordance with 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(4)(B) and 30109(a)(12)(A) unless you notify the Commission in writing that your clients wish the matter to be made public.  Please be ad
	http://www.fec.gov/respondent.guide.pdf
	http://www.fec.gov/respondent.guide.pdf

	1 

	The Commission has the statutory authority to refer knowing and willful violations of the Act to the Department of Justice for potential criminal prosecution, 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(C), and to report information regarding violations of law not within its jurisdiction to appropriate law enforcement authorities. Id. § 30107(a)(9). 
	MURs 7324, 7332, 7366 (A360 Media, LLC, et al.) Letter to Lee Goodman and Andrew Woodson Page 3 
	We look forward to your response. 
	On behalf of the Commission, Shana M. Broussard 
	Chair 
	Attachments: 
	1) Factual and Legal Analysis 
	Figure
	1 FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 2 3 FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS 4 5 RESPONDENTS: A360 Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc. MURs 7324, 7332, and 6 David J. Pecker 7366 7 8 I. INTRODUCTION 
	9 The Complaints in these matters allege that American Media, Inc., which is now A360 10 Media, LLC(“AMI”) violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the 11 “Act”), in connection with payments AMI made to two individuals in advance of the 2016 12 presidential election to suppress negative stories about then-presidential candidate Donald J. 13 Trump’s relationships with several women.  Specifically, the Complaints allege that then-AMI 14 corporate officers David J. Pecker and Dylan Howar
	1 
	2 
	3 
	4 

	See infra note 9 and accompanying text. 
	1 

	MUR 7324 Compl. at 2 (Feb. 20, 2018); MUR 7332 Compl. at 1-2 (Feb. 27, 2018); MUR 7366 Compl. at 2 (Apr. 17, 2018). 
	2 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. (Apr. 13, 2018); MUR 7366 AMI Resp. (June 8, 2018); MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. (June 8, 2018); see also MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1-2, nn.1-2 (noting that Pecker chose not to file a separate response and that AMI’s Response addresses his potential liability as an officer of AMI). 
	3 

	Letter from Robert Khuzami, Acting U.S. Attorney, S.D.N.Y., U.S. Dep’t of Justice, to Charles A. Stillman and James A. Mitchell, Counsel for American Media, Inc. (Sept. 20, 2018) (non-prosecution agreement between DOJ and AMI on September 21, 2018, including statement of admitted facts) (“AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement”). 
	4 

	Attachment 1 Page 1 of 16 
	MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366 (A360 Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc., et al.) Factual and Legal Analysis Page 2 of 16 
	1 As discussed below, the available information indicates that Pecker, Howard, and AMI 
	2 paid McDougal $150,000 to suppress her story from becoming public before the 2016 
	3 presidential election for the purpose of influencing that election.  Accordingly, the Commission 
	4 finds reason to believe that AMI and Pecker knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. 
	5 § 30118(a) by making and consenting to make prohibited corporate in-kind contributions.  
	6 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	7 Trump declared his presidential candidacy on June 16, 2015, and registered Donald J. 
	8 Trump for President, Inc. and Bradley T. Crate in his official capacity as treasurer (the “Trump 
	9 Committee”), his principal campaign committee, with the Commission on June 29, 2015.
	5 

	10 Michael D. Cohen was an attorney for the Trump Organization.  AMI was a publishing 
	6

	11 company headquartered in New York, New York.  In 2016, one of AMI’s publications was the 
	7

	12 National Enquirer (the “Enquirer”), which is a weekly print and online tabloid publication.  In 
	8

	13 August 2020, AMI reportedly was renamed A360 Media, LLC and plans were announced to 
	Alex Altman and Charlotte Alter, Trump Launches Presidential Campaign with Empty Flair, TIME at 4); Trump Committee, Statement of Organization, FEC Form 1 (June 29, 2015). 
	5 
	(June 16, 2015), https://time.com/3922770/donald-trump-campaign-launch/ (cited by MUR 7366 Compl. 

	MUR 7324 Compl. at 8 (referring to Cohen as a “top attorney” at the Trump Organization and as Trump’s “fix-it guy”). 
	6 

	See AMI, About Us/about-us/overview (last visited Oct. 22, 2020); AMI, Contact Us22, 2020); Del. Dept. of State, Div. of Corps., General Information Name Searchentity name: American Media, Inc.) (last visited Oct. 22, 2020). 
	7 
	, https://web.archive.org/web/20200721110029/https://www.americanmediainc.com 
	, https://web.archive.org/web/20200830111333/ 
	https://www.americanmediainc.com/contact-us (last visited Oct. 
	, https://icis.corp.delaware.gov/Ecorp/EntitySearch/NameSearch.aspx (search 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard ¶ 11. Publicly available information indicates that AMI announced on April 18, 2019, that it planned to sell the Enquirer to an individual named James Cohen; however, that sale reportedly was not finalized. See National Enquirer to Be Sold to Owner of Magazine Distributor, REUTERS (Apr. to-be-sold-to-owner-of-magazine-distributor-idUSKCN1RU25I; Sarah Ellison and Jonathan O’Connell, As a Sale of the National Enquirer Collapses, Some Wonder if the Tabloid is Too 
	8 
	18, 2019), https://www reuters.com/article/us-national-enquirer-m-a/national-enquirer
	-

	25, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/media/as-a-sale-of-the-national-enquirer-collapses-some
	-


	MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366 (A360 Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc., et al.) Factual and Legal Analysis Page 3 of 16 
	1 merge it with Accelerate 360, a logistics firm.Pecker was the President and Chief Executive 2 Officer of AMI until the merger and reportedly became an executive advisor to the new 3 Howard was AMI’s Vice President and Chief Content Officer and reportedly left 4 the company on March 31, 2020.  From 2013 to 2017, Howard was the Editor in Chief of the 5 .6 The available information indicates that during Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign, 7 AMI and its executives, Pecker and Howard, paid $150,000 to Karen Mc
	9 
	company.
	10 
	11
	Enquirer
	12 
	Karen McDougal is a model and actress.
	13 
	14

	10 Agreement, AMI admitted that it made the payments to McDougal to ensure that she did not 11 publicize her allegations and “thereby influence [the 2016 presidential] election.”12 A. Pecker Enters into Agreement with Trump Committee Representatives 
	15 

	13 According to AMI’s Non-Prosecution Agreement, in August 2015, Pecker met with 14 AMI admitted that, at that meeting, 
	members of the Trump Committee and Michael Cohen.
	16 

	Ben Smith, National Enquirer Chief David Pecker Loses Top Job in Company Merger, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. Aug. 21 Article”). 
	9 
	21, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/21/business/media/david-pecker-ami-ceo html (“NY Times 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1, n.1. MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1, n.1; Lukas I. Alpert, National Enquirer Parent Parts Ways with Dylan 
	10 
	11 

	Howard, WALL ST. J. (Apr. howard-11586229089. MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard ¶ 2. MUR 7366 Compl. at 3 (citing Compl. for Declaratory Relief, McDougal v. American Media, Inc., No. 
	6, 2020), https://www.wsj.com/articles/national-enquirer-parent-parts-ways-with-dylan
	-

	12 
	13 

	BC698956 (Cal. Super. Ct. Los Angeles Cnty. Mar. 20, 2018) (“McDougal Complaint”). AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement at 3. See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
	14 
	15 
	16 

	MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366 (A360 Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc., et al.) Factual and Legal Analysis Page 4 of 16 
	1 “Pecker offered to help deal with negative stories about [Trump’s] relationships with women by, 2 among other things, assisting the campaign in identifying such stories so they could be purchased 3 and their publication avoided.”  Further, “Pecker agreed to keep Cohen apprised of any such 4 negative stories.”5 B. AMI Payment to Karen McDougal 6 In June 2016, an attorney representing a model believed to be McDougal, reportedly 7 contacted an editor at the Enquirer about the potential sale of the rights to 
	17
	18 
	model’s alleged relationship with Trump.
	19

	10 her story “[a]t Cohen’s urging and subject to Cohen’s promise that AMI would be reimbursed.”11   AMI and 12 McDougal entered into a contract on August 6, 2016,whereby AMI purchased the “Limited 13 Life Story Rights” to the story of McDougal’s relationship with “any then-married man” in 14   In addition, McDougal agreed to be featured on two 15 AMI-owned magazine covers and work with a ghostwriter to author monthly columns for AMI 
	20 
	On July 19, 2016, Trump became the Republican presidential nominee.
	21
	22 
	exchange for the payment of $150,000.
	23

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 4-5. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4; MUR 7332 Compl. at 3-4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 4-5. Alexander Burns and Jonathan Martin, Donald Trump Claims Nomination, with Discord Clear but Family 
	17 
	18 
	19 
	20 
	21 

	Cheering, N.Y. TIMES 
	(July 19, 2016), https://www nytimes.com/2016/07/20/us/politics/donald-trump-rnc html. 

	The contract was allegedly sent to McDougal on August 5, 2016, and she signed the contract the next morning. McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 48-55. MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard, Ex. A; id., Ex. B (amending McDougal’s agreement 
	22 
	23 

	with AMI so that she could “respond to legitimate press inquiries regarding the facts of her alleged relationship with Donald Trump”). 
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	1   Davidson allegedly 2 told McDougal that AMI would purchase her story with the purpose of not publishing it because 3   On August 10, 2016, AMI sent a $150,000 payment to 4   McDougal alleges that as early as October 2016, 5 AMI staff appeared to lack interest in the columns that McDougal agreed to have published in 6 her name.  However, it does appear that AMI ultimately published several columns under 7 McDougal’s name. In late August and September 2016, Cohen requested to Pecker that AMI 8 assign Cohe
	publications; however, AMI was not obligated to publish her columns.
	24
	of Pecker’s friendship with Trump.
	25
	Davidson for the rights to McDougal’s story.
	26
	27
	28
	29 

	10 The assignment agreement was 11 drawn up, and on September 30, 2016, Pecker signed the agreement, which transferred the 12 13 AMI acknowledges in the DOJ Non-Prosecution Agreement that the payment of 14 $150,000 was substantially more than AMI would normally have agreed to pay because it relied 
	rights to an entity Cohen created for a payment of $125,000.
	30 
	limited life rights to McDougal’s story to an entity set up by Cohen.
	31 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard, Ex. A at 1; see also MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 6 (citing McDougal Complaint ¶ 59). MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 5 (citing McDougal Complaint ¶ 47); MUR 7366 Compl. at 5 (same). See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5. McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 57-60. MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 8 (“To date, AMI’s publications have published approximately twenty-five 
	24 
	25 
	26 
	27 
	28 

	(25) columns and articles either bylined or featuring Ms. McDougal across its publications, and AMI has requested additional columns from her.”). See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6. 
	29 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6. 
	30 
	31 
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	1 Further, AMI admits that its 2 “principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress the model’s story so as to 3 prevent it from influencing the election” and that “[a]t no time during the negotiation for or 4 acquisition of [McDougal’s] story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate 5 information about it publicly.”AMI has admitted that, “[a]t all relevant times, [it] knew that 6 corporations such as AMI are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by 7 corpo
	upon Cohen’s commitment that AMI would be reimbursed.
	32 
	33 
	34 

	10 The Complaints in MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366 allege that there is reason to believe that, 11 by paying McDougal $150,000, AMI made a prohibited corporate contribution because the 12 payment was not included within the scope of the press exemption and was an expenditure made 13 for the purpose of influencing the 2016 presidential election that was coordinated with an agent 14 The MUR 7332 Complaint further alleges that AMI’s payment to McDougal was an 
	of Trump.
	35 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5 (“AMI agreed to pay the model $150,000 — substantially more money than AMI otherwise would have paid to acquire the story — because of Cohen’s assurances to Pecker that AMI would ultimately be reimbursed for the payment.”). 
	32 

	See id. Id., Ex. A ¶ 8. MUR 7324 Compl. at 14-15; MUR 7332 Compl. at 8; MUR 7366 Compl. at 7-9. 
	33 
	34 
	35 
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	1 Pecker is named in the Complaints in his 2 capacity as an officer of AMI at the time of the payments. 3 All but one of the Responses filed in this matter pre-date AMI’s subsequent public 4 5 Generally, AMI’s Responses to the Complaints in these matters assert that the payment to 6 Alternatively, AMI argues 7 that the payment to McDougal “was compensation for bona fide content for AMI’s publications, 8 to license her name and image, and for a limited life story right, not ‘for the purpose of 9 influencing 
	excessive contribution to the Trump Committee.
	36 
	admissions and clarifications made in connection with its Non-Prosecution Agreement.
	37 
	McDougal was exempt from regulation under the press exemption.
	38 
	39

	10 contributions or expenditures because silence is not a “thing of value” under the Act, the 11 payment was for a legitimate business purpose, and the MUR 7324 and 7332 Complaints fail to 12 
	40
	show how the McDougal payment was coordinated with an agent of the Trump Committee.
	41 

	MUR 7332 Compl. at 8. 
	36 

	The two Responses filed after the Non-Prosecution Agreement, plea agreements, and congressional testimony were in response to the Complaint in MUR 7637, which has been merged in relevant part into MUR 7324. AMI’s Response in MUR 7637 asserted that, “The record establishes that [AMI] purchased a story right from Karen McDougal and employed her to perform modeling and related journalistic services, which she performed.” MUR 7637 AMI Resp. at 1. AMI’s MUR 7637 Response does not reference its Non-Prosecution Ag
	37 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1-2, nn.1-2 ; MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. at 3-4. In defending its payment to McDougal, AMI quotes an article in The New Yorker that states that the Enquirer has “‘paid for interviews and photographs’” since its inception and that “‘the tabloid has paid anywhere from a few hundred dollars to six figures for scoops.’” MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 16-17 (quoting 2017 New Yorker Article). 
	38 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 2; see also MUR 7637 AMI Resp. at 1 (asserting that it employed McDougal’s performance of “journalistic services”). 
	39 

	MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. at 5-7. AMI also contends that as of April 13, 2018, AMI had published 25 columns involving McDougal and had requested additional columns. MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 8. 
	40 

	MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. at 7-9; MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 31-32. 
	41 
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	1 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 2 The available information indicates that AMI paid $150,000 to McDougal for the purpose 3 of influencing the 2016 presidential election by preventing a potentially damaging story about 4 Trump from becoming public before the election.  Although AMI contends in its Response that 5 its payment to McDougal concerned the business and editorial decisions of a press entity and 6 thus are not subject to Commission regulation, the available information indicates that AMI 7 subsequently discla
	42
	43

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). 52 U.S.C. § 30101(9)(A). 
	42 
	43 
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	1 “anything of value” In-kind contributions include, among 
	includes all in-kind contributions.
	44 

	2 The Act’s definition of “expenditure” does not include 
	other things, coordinated expenditures.
	45 

	3 “any news story, commentary, or editorial distributed through the facilities of any broadcasting 
	4 station, newspaper magazine, or other periodical publication, unless such facilities are owned or 
	5 controlled by any political party, political committee, or candidate.”This exemption is called 
	46 

	6 the “press exemption” or “media exemption.”  Costs covered by the exemption are also exempt 
	47

	7 
	from the Act’s disclosure and reporting requirements.
	48 

	8 AMI admitted in its Non-Prosecution Agreement with DOJ that its actions were not 
	9 undertaken in connection with any press function but were rather to benefit the Trump 
	10 Similarly, AMI’s assertion in its Response that it developed renewed interest in 
	Committee.
	49 

	11 McDougal’s story because she had “elevated her profile” by launching her own beauty and 
	11 C.F.R. § 100.52(d)(1). 
	44 

	52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i) (treating as contributions any expenditures made “in cooperation, consultation, or concert, with, or at the request or suggestion of, a candidate,” the candidate’s authorized committee, or their agents); see 11 C.F.R. § 109.20 (defining “coordination”); see also Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 46-47 (1976). 
	45 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(9)(B)(i). Commission regulations further provide that neither a “contribution” nor an “expenditure” results from “[a]ny cost incurred in covering or carrying a news story, commentary, or editorial by any broadcasting station (including a cable television operator, programmer or producer), Web site, newspaper, magazine, or other periodical publication, including any Internet, or electronic publication” unless the facility is “owned or controlled by any political party, political committee, 
	46 

	Advisory Op. 2011-11 (Colbert) at 6 (“AO 2011-11”); Advisory Op. 2008-14 (Melothé) at 3 (“AO 200814”). 
	47 
	-

	AO 2011-11 at 6, 8-10 (discussing costs that are within this exemption and also costs that are not). 
	48 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5 (“Despite the cover and article features to the agreement, AMI’s principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress the model’s story so as to prevent it from influencing the election. At no time during the negotiation for or acquisition of the model’s story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate information about it publicly.”). Compare MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 20-21 with AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement at 1-3, Ex. A ¶ 3 (stating that “AMI
	49 
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	1 fragrance line is directly refuted by AMI’s subsequent admission in its Non-Prosecution 2 Agreement that its “principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress 3 [McDougal’s] story so as to prevent it from influencing the election” and that “[a]t no time 4 during the negotiation for or acquisition of [McDougal’s] story did AMI intend to publish the 5 story or disseminate information about it publicly.”As a result, the Commission need not— 6 and does not—make any determination whether the pr
	50
	51 
	Committee.
	52

	10 B. The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that AMI’s Payment to McDougal 11 Was a Prohibited Corporate Contribution 
	12 1. 13 14 a. Coordination 15 The Act and Commission regulations prohibit corporations from making contributions to 16   Likewise, it is unlawful for any 17 candidate, candidate committee, or other person to knowingly accept or receive such a prohibited 
	The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that AMI’s Payment to 
	McDougal Was a Coordinated Expenditure 
	candidate committees in connection with a federal election.
	53

	18 contribution, and for any officer or director of a corporation to consent to any such 19   The Commission has consistently found that payments by a third party that are 
	contribution.
	54

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 6. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5. Id. at 1-3 (stating that “AMI accepts and acknowledges as true the facts” contained in Exhibit A). 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b). 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b), (d)-(e). 
	50 
	51 
	52 
	53 
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	1 intended to influence an election and are “coordinated” with a candidate, authorized committee, 2 or agent thereof are “coordinated expenditures” that result in a contribution by the person making 3 the expenditure to the candidate or political committee with whom the expenditure was 4 5 The available information indicates that AMI’s payment to McDougal was “coordinated” 6 with the campaign because, according to AMI, it was made “in cooperation, consultation or 7 concert with, or at the request or suggest
	coordinated.
	55 
	the Trump Committee.
	56 

	10 request and suggestion of one or more members or agents of a candidate’s 2016 presidential 11 campaign, to ensure that a woman did not publicize damaging allegations about that candidate 12 before the 2016 presidential election and thereby influence that election.” Accordingly, the 13 AMI payment to McDougal meets the definition of “coordinated” in 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a) in 14 that they were made in cooperation, consultation or concert with, or at the request or suggestion 15 of the Trump Committee.  The 
	57

	See 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a)-(b); see, e.g., Conciliation Agreement ¶¶ IV.7-11, V.1-2, MUR 6718 (Sen. John 
	55 

	E. Ensign) (Apr. 18, 2013) (acknowledging that third parties’ payment, in coordination with a federal candidate, of severance to a former employee of the candidate’s authorized committee and leadership PAC resulted in an excessive, unreported in-kind contribution by the third parties to the candidate and the two political committees); Factual & Legal Analysis at 30-33, MURs 4568, 4633, and 4634 (Triad Mgmt. Servs., Inc.) (finding reason to believe that by offering fundraising support, campaign management co
	52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i); 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a)-(b). 
	56 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 2. 
	57 
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	1 b. For the Purpose of Influencing an Election 2 The “purpose” of influencing a federal election is a necessary element in defining 3 whether a payment is a “contribution” or “expenditure” under the Act and Commission 4   In analyzing whether a payment made by a third party is a “contribution” or 5 “expenditure,” the Commission has concluded that “the question under the Act is whether” the 6 donation, payment, or service was “provided for the purpose of influencing a federal election 7 [and] not whether [i
	regulations.
	58
	59
	60 

	10 
	inferred from the surrounding circumstances.
	61 

	11 With respect to the McDougal payment, it is unnecessary to infer the circumstances 
	12 behind the payment; AMI has already acknowledged, in a sworn agreement, that the purpose of 
	13 paying McDougal was to prevent her story from influencing the election.  In the AMI Non
	-

	14 Prosecution Agreement, AMI explicitly admits that its “principal purpose in entering into the 
	See 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A)(i), (9)(A)(i). 
	58 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A)(i), (9)(A)(i). 
	59 

	Factual & Legal Analysis at 6, MUR 7024 (Van Hollen for Senate). 
	60 

	See, e.g., Advisory Op. 2000-08 (Harvey) at 1, 3 (“AO 2000-08”) (concluding private individual’s $10,000 “gift” to federal candidate would be a contribution because “the proposed gift would not be made but for the recipient’s status as a Federal candidate”); Advisory Op. 1990-05 (Mueller) at 4 (“AO 1990-05”) (explaining that solicitations and express advocacy communications are for the purpose of influencing an election and concluding, after examining circumstances of the proposed activity, that federal can
	61 
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	1 agreement [with McDougal] was to suppress the model’s story” and “to ensure that [she] did not 2 publicize damaging allegations about [Trump] before the 2016 presidential election and thereby 3 influence that election.”Further, AMI admits that the payment to McDougal was part of an 4 overarching scheme in “assisting [the] campaign” in identifying and purchasing “negative stories 5 6 Thus, the available information supports the conclusion that AMI’s payment to 7 McDougal was coordinated with the Trump Comm
	62 
	about [his] relationships with women” to prevent their publication.
	63 

	10 2. 11 12 
	The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that AMI’s Payment to 
	McDougal Was a Prohibited Corporate In-Kind Contribution to the Trump 
	Committee 

	13 Because the available information indicates that AMI’s payment to McDougal was a 14 coordinated expenditure made for the purpose of influencing the 2016 election, the record 15 supports a reason to believe finding that the payment constituted an in-kind contribution from 16   Further, because the payment was an in-kind contribution to 17 the Trump Committee, it was subject to the contribution limits and prohibitions set forth in the 18   The Act and Commission regulations prohibit corporations 
	AMI to the Trump Committee.
	64
	Act and Commission regulations.
	65

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶¶ 2, 5. 
	62 

	Id. ¶ 3. 
	63 

	See 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(b). 
	64 

	Under the Act, an individual may not make a contribution to a candidate with respect to any election in excess of the legal limit, which was $2,700 per election during the 2016 election cycle. See 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(1)(A); 11 C.F.R. § 110.1(b)(1). However, as detailed below, these contributions were made by a corporation, not an individual. 
	65 
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	1 
	1 
	from making contributions to candidate committees.66
	  The Act and Commission regulations also 

	2 
	2 
	prohibit candidates, candidate committees, or other persons from knowingly accepting or 

	3 
	3 
	receiving such a prohibited contribution, and for any officer or director of a corporation to 

	4 
	4 
	consent to making any such contribution.67 

	5 
	5 
	The Commission has previously found violations of the Act by a corporation and its 

	6 
	6 
	officers in connection with similar payments to third parties. In MUR 7248, the Commission 

	7 
	7 
	found reason to believe that Cancer Treatment Centers of America and several of its corporate 

	8 
	8 
	officers violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118 by making and consenting to prohibited corporate 

	9 
	9 
	contributions where the corporate officers engaged in a reimbursement scheme whereby 

	10 
	10 
	executives were reimbursed via bonuses for their political contributions.68 

	11 
	11 
	While corporate contributions to candidate committees are per se prohibited and do not 

	12 
	12 
	require proof of the contributor’s knowledge of the violation, AMI has admitted to DOJ that it 

	13 
	13 
	knew that corporations are prohibited from contributing to candidate committees like the Trump 

	14 
	14 
	Committee.69 The AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement states: 

	15 16 17 18 
	15 16 17 18 
	At all relevant times, AMI knew that corporations such as AMI are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.  At no time did AMI 

	TR
	66 
	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b). 

	TR
	67 
	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b), (d)-(e). 

	TR
	68 Factual & Legal Analysis at 15-18, 21-22, MUR 7248 (Cancer Treatment Centers of America Global, Inc.); see also MUR 7027 (MV Transportation, Inc.) (conciliating violations of 52 U.S.C. § 30118 with a corporation and CEO that stemmed from a reimbursement scheme); MUR 6889 (Eric Byer) (finding reason to believe that a corporation and an executive violated section 30118 through a contribution reimbursement scheme) see also First Gen. Counsel’s Rpt. at 18-19, 26, MUR 6766 (Jesse Jackson Jr.) (recommending th

	TR
	69 
	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 8. 
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	1 report to the Federal Election Commission that it had made the $150,000 2 3 Therefore, AMI has admitted that it made the payment to McDougal while knowing that it was 4 Thus, the Commission finds reason to believe that AMI and Pecker violated 
	payment to [McDougal].
	70 
	unlawful.
	71 

	5 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by making and consenting to a prohibited corporate in-kind contribution.    6 C.  The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that the Violation Set Forth Above 7 Was Knowing and Willful 
	8 The Act prescribes additional penalties for “knowing and willful” violations,which are 
	72 

	9 defined as “acts [that] were committed with full knowledge of all the relevant facts and a 10 recognition that the action is prohibited by law.”This standard does not require knowledge of 11 the specific statute or regulation that the respondent allegedly violated; it is sufficient to 12 demonstrate that a respondent “acted voluntarily and was aware that his conduct was 13 unlawful.”Such awareness may be shown through circumstantial evidence from which the 
	73 
	74 

	Id. 
	70 

	See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 8 (“At all relevant times, AMI knew that corporations such as AMI are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.”). 
	71 

	See 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(B), (d). 
	72 

	122 Cong. Rec. 12,197, 12,199 (May 3, 1976); see, e.g., Factual & Legal Analysis at 3-4, MUR 6920 (Now or Never PAC, et al.) (applying “knowing and willful” standard); Factual & Legal Analysis at 17-18, MUR 6766 (Jesse Jackson, Jr., et al.) (same). 
	73 

	United States v. Danielczyk, 917 F. Supp. 2d 573, 579 (E.D. Va. 2013) (quoting Bryan v. United States, 524 
	74 

	U.S. 184, 195 (1998) (holding that the government needs to show only that the defendant acted with knowledge that conduct was unlawful, not knowledge of the specific statutory provision violated, to establish a willful violation)). 
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	1 respondent’s unlawful intent may be reasonably inferred, including, for example, an “elaborate 2 scheme for disguising” unlawful acts.3 The available information supports a reason to believe finding that AMI and Pecker’s 4 foregoing violation was knowing and willful because AMI, through its Non-Prosecution 5 Furthermore, Pecker’s and 6 Howard’s direct involvement in the negotiations indicate that Pecker was a party in a scheme to 7 both hide the story and the payment.As such, the information indicates tha
	75
	76 
	Agreement, admitted that it knew its actions were unlawful.
	77 
	78

	10 corresponding payment.  Accordingly, the Commission finds reason to believe that the violation 11 of the Act by AMI and Pecker, as set forth above, was knowing and willful.  
	Cf. United States v. Hopkins, 916 F.2d 207, 213 (5th Cir. 1990) (quoting United States v. Bordelon, 871 F.2d 491, 494 (5th Cir. 1989)). Hopkins involved a conduit contributions scheme, and the issue before the Fifth Circuit concerned the sufficiency of the evidence supporting the defendants’ convictions for conspiracy and false statements under 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 and 1001. 
	75 

	Id. at 214-15. “It has long been recognized that ‘efforts at concealment [may] be reasonably explainable only in terms of motivation to evade’ lawful obligations.” Id. at 214 (quoting Ingram v. United States, 360 U.S. 672, 679 (1959)). 
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	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 8 (admitting that AMI “knew that corporations such as [itself] are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful”). 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	Figure
	1 2 May 14, 2021 3 4 TO: The Commission 
	MEMORANDUM 

	6 FROM: Lisa J. Stevenson 7 8 9 
	Acting General Counsel Charles Kitcher Acting Associate General Counsel for Enforcement Lynn Y. TranAssistant General Counsel Adrienne C. Baranowicz 

	11 12 BY: 13 14 
	16 Attorney 17 18 SUBJECT: MURs 7324, 7332, 7364 and 7366 (American Media, Inc. through its successor in 19   interest, A360 Media, LLC, and David J. Pecker.)  
	Recommendation to Accept the Signed Pre-Probable Cause Conciliation 21   Agreement 22 ______________________________________________________________________________ 23 24 On March 11, 2021, the Commission found reason to believe that A360 Media, LLC, 
	formerly American Media, Inc. (“AMI”), and David J. Pecker knowingly and willfully violated 26 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by making a prohibited in-kind contribution in connection with AMI’s 27 payment of $150,000 to Karen McDougal. On April 8, 2021, the Commission approved a joint 28 conciliation agreement with AMI and Pecker 29 
	1
	Figure

	Attached is a conciliation agreement negotiated with AMI, through its successor in 
	interest, A360 Media, LLC, to resolve the matter as to AMI.  Given the particular circumstances 31 of this matter, 32 33 we believe this settlement represents an acceptable resolution of the matter as to 34 
	Figure
	MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 (American Media, Inc.) Memorandum to the Commission Page 2 of 4 
	1 AMI and we recommend that the Commission accept the signed conciliation agreement with 2 AMI and, in accordance with the proposed agreement, take no further action as to David Pecker. 
	3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 
	MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 (American Media, Inc.) Memorandum to the Commission Page 3 of 4 
	1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 16 17 18 19 21 22 23 24 26 27 28 we29 recommend that the Commission approve the agreement with AMI and take no further action as 
	31 to David Pecker. 32 
	Figure
	MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 (American Media, Inc.) Memorandum to the Commission Page 4 of 4 
	1 As to the overall disposition of these matters, we note that the Commission was equally 2 divided on OGC’s remaining recommendations and that MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 all 3 remain open as to all Respondents.4 5 RECOMMENDATIONS: 
	7 

	6 
	6 
	6 
	1. Accept the attached conciliation agreement with AMI; 

	7 
	7 
	2. Take no further action as to David J. Pecker; 

	8 
	8 
	3. Close the file in MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 as to David J. Pecker and AMI; 9 and 

	10 
	10 
	4. Approve the appropriate letters.   
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	Certification, MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, 7366 (Mar. 17, 2021). 
	BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	In the Matter of ) 
	) MURs 7324, 7332, 7364 and 7366 American Media, Inc. through its ) successor in interest, A360 Media, LLC, ) and David J. Pecker: Recommendation to ) Accept the Signed Pre-Probable Cause ) Conciliation Agreement ) 
	CERTIFICATION 
	CERTIFICATION 

	I, Laura E. Sinram, Acting Secretary and Clerk of the Federal Election 
	Commission, do hereby certify that on May 17, 2021, the Commission decided 
	by a vote of 6-0 to take the following actions in MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 
	7366: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Accept the conciliation agreement with AMI, as recommended in the Memorandum to the Commission dated May 14, 2021. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Take no further action as to David J. Pecker. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Close the file in MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 as to David J. Pecker and AMI. 

	4. 
	4. 
	Approve the appropriate letters. 


	Commissioners Broussard, Cooksey, Dickerson, Trainor, Walther, and Weintraub voted affirmatively for the decision.   
	May 17, 2021 Date 
	Attest: 
	Digitally signed by
	Figure

	Certification, MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, 7366 (Mar. 17, 2021). Certification, MURs 7324, 7332, 7366 (Apr. 12, 2021). 
	Certification, MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, 7366 (Mar. 17, 2021). Certification, MURs 7324, 7332, 7366 (Apr. 12, 2021). 
	Certification, MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, 7366 (Mar. 17, 2021). Certification, MURs 7324, 7332, 7366 (Apr. 12, 2021). 
	1 
	2 




	Laura 
	Laura 
	Laura Sinram Date: 
	2021.05.17


	Sinram 
	Sinram 
	18:11:46 -04'00' 
	Laura E. Sinram Acting Secretary and Clerk of the Commission 
	BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	In the Matter of ) 
	) MURs 7324, 7332, 7364 and 7366 
	Donald J. Trump, Make America Great ) 
	Again PAC (formerly known as Donald ) 
	J. Trump for President, Inc.) and ) Bradley T. Crate in his official capacity ) as treasurer; Michael D. Cohen; Dylan ) Howard; Timothy Jost ) 
	CERTIFICATION 
	CERTIFICATION 

	I, Vicktoria J. Allen, recording secretary for the Federal Election Commission executive session on May 20, 2021, do hereby certify that the Commission decided by a vote of 6-0 to take the following actions in MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Close the file. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Send the appropriate letters. Commissioners Broussard, Cooksey, Dickerson, Trainor, Walther, and Weintraub voted 


	affirmatively for the decision. Attest: 
	Digitally signed by Vicktoria Allen 
	Vicktoria Allen 

	Date:  11:59:41 -04'00'
	2021.05.27

	           May 27, 2021 Date 
	Vicktoria J. Allen Acting Deputy Secretary of the Commission 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION Washington, DC 20463 
	May 18, 2021 
	Via Electronic Mail (; ) 
	lgoodman@wiley.law
	lgoodman@wiley.law

	awoodson@wiley.law
	awoodson@wiley.law


	Lee E. Goodman, Esq. Andrew G. Woodson, Esq. Wiley Rein LLP 1776 K Street NW Washington, DC 20006 
	RE: MURs 7324, 7332, 7364 and 7366 
	Dear Mr. Goodman and Mr. Woodson: 
	On May 17, 2021, the Federal Election Commission accepted the signed conciliation agreement submitted by American Media, Inc., through its successor in interest, A360 Media, LLC (“AMI”), in settlement of a violation of 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a), a provision of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. The Commission also determined to take no further action as to David J. Pecker.  Accordingly, the files in MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 have been closed as they pertain to AMI and Mr. Pecker.    
	The Commission reminds you that the confidentiality provisions of 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(12)(A) still apply, and that these matters are still open with respect to other respondents. The Commission will notify you when the entire file has been closed. 
	Enclosed you will find a copy of the fully executed conciliation agreement for your files. If you have any questions, please call me at (202) 694-1573. 
	       Sincerely,       Adrienne C. Baranowicz 
	       Attorney 
	Enclosure   Conciliation Agreement 
	    
	BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	In the Matter of ) 
	) MURs 7324, 7332, 7366, American Media, Inc. ) 
	1

	) 
	CONCILIATION AGREEMENT 
	This matter was generated by complaints filed by Common Cause, Free Speech for People, American Bridge 21st Century Foundation, and Allen J. Epstein. The Federal Election Commission found reason to believe that American Media, Inc. through its successor in interest, A360 Media, LLC (“AMI”) (“Respondent”) knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by making a prohibited corporate in-kind contribution by purchasing a story right from Karen McDougal in August 2016 and thereafter not publishing the s
	NOW, THEREFORE, the Commission and the Respondent, having participated in informal methods of conciliation, prior to a finding of probable cause to believe, do hereby agree as follows: 
	I. The Commission has jurisdiction over the Respondent and the subject matter of this proceeding, and this agreement has the effect of an agreement entered pursuant to 52 U.S.C § 30109 (a)(4)(A)(i). 
	II. Respondent has had a reasonable opportunity to demonstrate that no action should be taken in this matter. 
	III. Respondent voluntarily enters into this agreement with the Commission. 
	IV. The pertinent facts in this matter are as follows: 
	Through its successor in interest A360 Media, LLC. 
	    
	MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366 (American Media, Inc.) Conciliation Agreement Page 2 of 8 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	In 2016, at the time of the events giving rise to this matter, AMI was a bona fide media corporation headquartered in New York, New York, that published health, fitness, celebrity and investigative print and online magazines, tabloids and books. Among AMI’s publications were the National Enquirer (the “Enquirer”), a weekly print and online tabloid publication in print since 1926, Muscle & Fitness, Muscle & Fitness Hers, Men’s Journal, Star Magazine, Radar Online, OK!, and US Weekly. AMI has never been owned

	2. 
	2. 
	David Pecker was the President and Chief Executive Officer of AMI until 2020 when AMI merged with another company to form a new company. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Dylan Howard was AMI’s Vice President and Chief Content Officer. From 2013 to 2017, Howard was the Editor in Chief of the Enquirer. 


	4. Michael D. Cohen was an attorney for the Trump Organization. 
	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. and Bradley T. Crate in his official capacity as treasurer (the “Trump Committee”), was then-presidential candidate Donald J. Trump’s principal campaign committee. 

	6. 
	6. 
	In August 2015, David Pecker met with at least one member of the Trump Committee and Michael Cohen. At that meeting, Mr. Pecker offered to help deal with negative stories about Trump by, among other things, assisting the campaign in identifying such stories so they could be purchased and their publication avoided. Mr. Pecker agreed to keep Cohen apprised of any such stories. 

	7. 
	7. 
	In June 2016, an attorney representing Karen McDougal, who was attempting to sell her story of her alleged extramarital affair with Trump, contacted Dylan Howard at the 
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	Enquirer. David Pecker and Dylan Howard then informed Michael Cohen about the story. At Mr. Cohen’s urging and subject to his promise that AMI would be reimbursed, AMI began negotiations to obtain the rights to her story. On June 20, 2016, Dylan Howard interviewed Karen McDougal about her story. Following the interview, AMI communicated to Mr. Cohen that it would acquire the story but not publish it, pursuant to an expectation of reimbursement by Michael Cohen. 
	8. 
	8. 
	8. 
	AMI and Karen McDougal entered into a contract on August 6, 2016, whereby AMI purchased the “Limited Life Story Rights” to the story of Ms. McDougal’s relationship with “any then-married man” in exchange for the payment of $150,000. In addition, Ms. McDougal agreed to be featured on two AMI-owned magazine covers and work with a ghostwriter to author monthly columns for AMI publications; however, AMI was not obligated to publish her columns. 

	9. 
	9. 
	On August 10, 2016, AMI sent a $150,000 payment to Karen McDougal’s attorney Keith Davidson for the rights to Ms. McDougal’s story, modeling services for magazine covers, and articles. 

	10. 
	10. 
	In late August and September 2016, consistent with prior conversations between them, Mr. Cohen called David Pecker and stated that he wanted to be assigned the limited life rights portion of AMI’s agreement with Karen McDougal. Mr. Pecker agreed to assign the rights to Cohen for $125,000. The assignment agreement was drawn up, and on September 30, 2016, prior to receiving payment, Mr. Pecker signed the agreement, which contemplated the transfer of the limited life rights portion of AMI’s agreement to an ent
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	11. 
	11. 
	11. 
	However, in or about early October 2016, Mr. Pecker contacted Mr. Cohen and told him that the deal was off and that Mr. Cohen should tear up the assignment agreement. Thus, the sale was never consummated and AMI continued to own the story right until April 2018, when AMI renegotiated the limited life story right with Ms. McDougal, re-assigning the story right to her while retaining a financial interest in the story in the event she were to sell the story. 

	12. 
	12. 
	In addition to the sale of the limited life story right, Karen McDougal ultimately did perform journalistic services for AMI. AMI published articles written by Ms. McDougal in OK! Magazine and Star Magazine and featured her on the cover of Muscle & Fitness Hers (Spring 2017) and Men’s Journal (September 2018). She modeled for photo shoots which were featured in print magazines and online. The publication of these articles was intended, at least in part, to keep Ms. McDougal from commenting publicly about he

	13. 
	13. 
	In 2018, AMI entered into a non-prosecution agreement with the Department of Justice (“AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement”) that related to AMI’s general agreement to identify stories that were damaging to Donald J. Trump’s presidential campaign so that they could be purchased and their publication avoided, including AMI’s subsequent $150,000 payment to Karen McDougal.  

	14. 
	14. 
	In the AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, AMI acknowledged that the payment of $150,000 was “substantially more than AMI otherwise would have paid to acquire the story” because of Michael Cohen’s assurances that AMI would ultimately be reimbursed for the payment. Further, AMI admitted that its “principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress [McDougal’s] story so as to prevent it from influencing the election” and that “[a]t no 
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	time during the negotiation for or acquisition of [McDougal’s] story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate information about it publicly.”  As part of the Non-Prosecution Agreement, AMI admitted that, “[a]t all relevant times, [it] knew that corporations such as AMI are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.” 
	15. 
	15. 
	15. 
	Under the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), a “contribution” includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office,” and an “expenditure” includes “any purchase, payment, distribution, loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money or anything of value, made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.” 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A), (9)(A). 

	16. 
	16. 
	Under Commission regulations, the phrase “anything of value” includes all in- kind contributions, which includes, among other things, coordinated expenditures. 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i); 11 C.F.R. § 100.52(d)(1). 

	17. 
	17. 
	An expenditure is coordinated when it is made “in cooperation, consultation or concert with, or at the request or suggestion” a candidate or a candidate’s authorized committee and is considered an in-kind contribution to the candidate or candidate’s authorized committee with whom it was coordinated. 11 C.F.R. § 109.20. 

	18. 
	18. 
	Although the Act’s definition of “expenditure” does not include “any news story, commentary, or editorial distributed through the facilities of any broadcasting station, newspaper magazine, or other periodical publication, unless such facilities are owned or controlled by any 
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	political party, political committee, or candidate,” the Commission has concluded that this exemption, known as the “Press Exemption,” does not apply to AMI’s payment to Karen McDougal because, as stated in the AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, “[a]t no time during the negotiation for or acquisition of [Karen McDougal’s] story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate information about it publicly,” it acquired the story “in consultation cooperation and concert with and at request or suggestion of one
	19. 
	19. 
	19. 
	The Act and Commission regulations prohibit corporations from making contributions to candidate committees in connection with a federal election. 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b). 

	20. 
	20. 
	The Act and Commission regulations also prohibit candidates, candidate committees, or other persons from knowingly accepting or receiving such a prohibited contribution and for any officer or director of a corporate to consent to making any such contribution. 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b), (d)-(e). 

	21. 
	21. 
	AMI contends that, like all publishers, it has a well-established First Amendment and statutory right, which it has often practiced, to decline to publish stories, even after spending significant resources to develop those stories. AMI further contends that it believed its purchase of McDougal’s story right in 2016 and the decision not to publish the story were fully protected by the Press Exemption and the First Amendment because AMI is a well-established press entity regularly publishing magazines in prin
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	choice of an individual to sell their story right and of AMI to purchase that right and not publish 
	the story would not necessarily result in a contribution under the Act. 
	V. Solely for the purpose of settling this matter expeditiously and avoiding litigation, with no admission as to the merit of the Commission’s legal conclusions: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Respondent agrees not to contest that AMI’s payment to Karen McDougal to purchase a limited life story right combined with its decision not to publish the story, in consultation with an agent of Donald J. Trump and for the purpose of influencing the election, constituted a prohibited corporate in-kind contribution in violation of 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a). 

	2. 
	2. 
	Respondent acknowledges the Commission’s reason-to-believe finding that these violations were knowing and willful, but Respondent does not admit to the knowing and willful aspect of these violations. 


	VI. Respondent will take the following actions: 
	1. Respondent will cease and desist from violating 52 U.S.C. §§ 30118(a). 
	2. Respondent will pay a civil penalty to the Commission in the amount of One Hundred Eighty-Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($187,500) pursuant to 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(B). 
	VII. The Commission, on request of anyone filing a complaint under 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(1) concerning the matters at issue herein or on its own motion, may review compliance with this agreement. If the Commission believes that this agreement or any requirement thereof has been violated, it may institute a civil action for relief in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia. 
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	VIII. This agreement shall become effective as of the date that all parties hereto have executed the same and the Commission has approved the entire agreement. 
	IX. 
	IX. 
	IX. 
	Respondent shall have no more than 30 days from the date this agreement becomes effective to comply with and implement the requirements contained in this agreement and to so notify the Commission. 

	X. 
	X. 
	This Conciliation Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties on the matters raised herein, and no other statement, promise, or agreement, either written or 


	oral, made by either party or by agents of either party, that is not contained in this written agreement shall be enforceable. 
	FOR THE COMMISSION: 
	Figure
	Charles Kitcher Date Acting Associate General Counsel 
	for Enforcement 
	FOR THE RESPONDENT: 
	Figure
	   
	James Pascoe Date Chief Legal Officer 
	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION Washington, DC 20463 
	June 1, 2021 CERTIFIED MAIL – RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED Via Email: 
	pryan@commoncause.org 
	pryan@commoncause.org 


	Paul S. Ryan Common Cause 805 15th Street, NW, Suite 800 Washington, DC 20005 
	RE: MUR 7324 
	Dear Mr. Ryan: 
	The Federal Election Commission (“Commission”) has considered the allegations contained in your complaint dated February 20, 2018.  The Commission found reason to believe that respondents David J. Pecker and American Media, Inc. knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a). The Factual and Legal Analysis, which formed a basis for the Commission’s finding, is enclosed for your information.  On May 17, 2021, a conciliation agreement signed by A360 Media, LLC, as successor in interest to American Medi
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days. See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016), effective September 1, 2016. 
	MUR 7324 Letter to Paul S. Ryan Page 2 
	The Act allows a complainant to seek judicial review of the Commission’s dismissal of this action. See 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(8). If you have any questions, please contact Adrienne C. Baranowicz, the attorney assigned to this matter, at  or (202) 694-1650. 
	abaranowicz@fec.gov

	       Sincerely,
	       Lisa J. Stevenson       Acting General Counsel 
	Lynn Y. Tran        Assistant General Counsel 
	By: 
	Enclosures: Factual and Legal Analysis   Conciliation Agreement 
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	9 The Complaints in these matters allege that American Media, Inc., which is now A360 10 Media, LLC(“AMI”) violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the 11 “Act”), in connection with payments AMI made to two individuals in advance of the 2016 12 presidential election to suppress negative stories about then-presidential candidate Donald J. 13 Trump’s relationships with several women.  Specifically, the Complaints allege that then-AMI 14 corporate officers David J. Pecker and Dylan Howar
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	MUR 7324 Compl. at 2 (Feb. 20, 2018); MUR 7332 Compl. at 1-2 (Feb. 27, 2018); MUR 7366 Compl. at 2 (Apr. 17, 2018). 
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	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. (Apr. 13, 2018); MUR 7366 AMI Resp. (June 8, 2018); MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. (June 8, 2018); see also MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1-2, nn.1-2 (noting that Pecker chose not to file a separate response and that AMI’s Response addresses his potential liability as an officer of AMI). 
	3 

	Letter from Robert Khuzami, Acting U.S. Attorney, S.D.N.Y., U.S. Dep’t of Justice, to Charles A. Stillman and James A. Mitchell, Counsel for American Media, Inc. (Sept. 20, 2018) (non-prosecution agreement between DOJ and AMI on September 21, 2018, including statement of admitted facts) (“AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement”). 
	4 

	Attachment 1 Page 1 of 16 
	MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366 (A360 Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc., et al.) Factual and Legal Analysis Page 2 of 16 
	1 As discussed below, the available information indicates that Pecker, Howard, and AMI 
	2 paid McDougal $150,000 to suppress her story from becoming public before the 2016 
	3 presidential election for the purpose of influencing that election.  Accordingly, the Commission 
	4 finds reason to believe that AMI and Pecker knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. 
	5 § 30118(a) by making and consenting to make prohibited corporate in-kind contributions.  
	6 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	7 Trump declared his presidential candidacy on June 16, 2015, and registered Donald J. 
	8 Trump for President, Inc. and Bradley T. Crate in his official capacity as treasurer (the “Trump 
	9 Committee”), his principal campaign committee, with the Commission on June 29, 2015.
	5 

	10 Michael D. Cohen was an attorney for the Trump Organization.  AMI was a publishing 
	6

	11 company headquartered in New York, New York.  In 2016, one of AMI’s publications was the 
	7

	12 National Enquirer (the “Enquirer”), which is a weekly print and online tabloid publication.  In 
	8

	13 August 2020, AMI reportedly was renamed A360 Media, LLC and plans were announced to 
	Alex Altman and Charlotte Alter, Trump Launches Presidential Campaign with Empty Flair, TIME Trump Committee, Statement of Organization, FEC Form 1 (June 29, 2015). 
	5 
	(June 16, 2015), https://time.com/3922770/donald-trump-campaign-launch/ (cited by MUR 7366 Compl. at 4); 

	MUR 7324 Compl. at 8 (referring to Cohen as a “top attorney” at the Trump Organization and as Trump’s “fix-it guy”). 
	6 

	See AMI, About Us/about-us/overview (last visited Oct. 22, 2020); AMI, Contact Us22, 2020); Del. Dept. of State, Div. of Corps., General Information Name Searchentity name: American Media, Inc.) (last visited Oct. 22, 2020). 
	7 
	, https://web.archive.org/web/20200721110029/https://www.americanmediainc.com 
	, https://web.archive.org/web/20200830111333/ 
	https://www.americanmediainc.com/contact-us (last visited Oct. 
	, https://icis.corp.delaware.gov/Ecorp/EntitySearch/NameSearch.aspx (search 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard ¶ 11. Publicly available information indicates that AMI announced on April 18, 2019, that it planned to sell the Enquirer to an individual named James Cohen; however, that sale reportedly was not finalized. See National Enquirer to Be Sold to Owner of Magazine Distributor, REUTERS (Apr. to-be-sold-to-owner-of-magazine-distributor-idUSKCN1RU25I; Sarah Ellison and Jonathan O’Connell, As a Sale of the National Enquirer Collapses, Some Wonder if the Tabloid is Too 
	8 
	18, 2019), https://www reuters.com/article/us-national-enquirer-m-a/national-enquirer
	-

	25, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/media/as-a-sale-of-the-national-enquirer-collapses-some
	-
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	1 merge it with Accelerate 360, a logistics firm.Pecker was the President and Chief Executive 2 Officer of AMI until the merger and reportedly became an executive advisor to the new 3 Howard was AMI’s Vice President and Chief Content Officer and reportedly left 4 the company on March 31, 2020.  From 2013 to 2017, Howard was the Editor in Chief of the 5 .6 The available information indicates that during Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign, 7 AMI and its executives, Pecker and Howard, paid $150,000 to Karen Mc
	9 
	company.
	10 
	11
	Enquirer
	12 
	Karen McDougal is a model and actress.
	13 
	14

	10 Agreement, AMI admitted that it made the payments to McDougal to ensure that she did not 11 publicize her allegations and “thereby influence [the 2016 presidential] election.”12 A. Pecker Enters into Agreement with Trump Committee Representatives 
	15 

	13 According to AMI’s Non-Prosecution Agreement, in August 2015, Pecker met with 14 AMI admitted that, at that meeting, 
	members of the Trump Committee and Michael Cohen.
	16 

	Ben Smith, National Enquirer Chief David Pecker Loses Top Job in Company Merger, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. Aug. 21 Article”). 
	9 
	21, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/21/business/media/david-pecker-ami-ceo html (“NY Times 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1, n.1. MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1, n.1; Lukas I. Alpert, National Enquirer Parent Parts Ways with Dylan 
	10 
	11 

	Howard, WALL ST. J. (Apr. howard-11586229089. MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard ¶ 2. MUR 7366 Compl. at 3 (citing Compl. for Declaratory Relief, McDougal v. American Media, Inc., No. 
	6, 2020), https://www.wsj.com/articles/national-enquirer-parent-parts-ways-with-dylan
	-

	12 
	13 

	BC698956 (Cal. Super. Ct. Los Angeles Cnty. Mar. 20, 2018) (“McDougal Complaint”). AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement at 3. See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
	14 
	15 
	16 
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	1 “Pecker offered to help deal with negative stories about [Trump’s] relationships with women by, 2 among other things, assisting the campaign in identifying such stories so they could be purchased 3 and their publication avoided.”  Further, “Pecker agreed to keep Cohen apprised of any such 4 negative stories.”5 B. AMI Payment to Karen McDougal 6 In June 2016, an attorney representing a model believed to be McDougal, reportedly 7 contacted an editor at the Enquirer about the potential sale of the rights to 
	17
	18 
	model’s alleged relationship with Trump.
	19

	10 her story “[a]t Cohen’s urging and subject to Cohen’s promise that AMI would be reimbursed.”11   AMI and 12 McDougal entered into a contract on August 6, 2016,whereby AMI purchased the “Limited 13 Life Story Rights” to the story of McDougal’s relationship with “any then-married man” in 14   In addition, McDougal agreed to be featured on two 15 AMI-owned magazine covers and work with a ghostwriter to author monthly columns for AMI 
	20 
	On July 19, 2016, Trump became the Republican presidential nominee.
	21
	22 
	exchange for the payment of $150,000.
	23

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 4-5. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4; MUR 7332 Compl. at 3-4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 4-5. Alexander Burns and Jonathan Martin, Donald Trump Claims Nomination, with Discord Clear but Family 
	17 
	18 
	19 
	20 
	21 

	Cheering, N.Y. TIMES 
	(July 19, 2016), https://www nytimes.com/2016/07/20/us/politics/donald-trump-rnc html. 

	The contract was allegedly sent to McDougal on August 5, 2016, and she signed the contract the next morning. McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 48-55. MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard, Ex. A; id., Ex. B (amending McDougal’s agreement 
	22 
	23 

	with AMI so that she could “respond to legitimate press inquiries regarding the facts of her alleged relationship with Donald Trump”). 
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	1   Davidson allegedly 2 told McDougal that AMI would purchase her story with the purpose of not publishing it because 3   On August 10, 2016, AMI sent a $150,000 payment to 4   McDougal alleges that as early as October 2016, 5 AMI staff appeared to lack interest in the columns that McDougal agreed to have published in 6 her name.  However, it does appear that AMI ultimately published several columns under 7 McDougal’s name.In late August and September 2016, Cohen requested to Pecker that AMI 8 assign Cohen
	publications; however, AMI was not obligated to publish her columns.
	24
	of Pecker’s friendship with Trump.
	25
	Davidson for the rights to McDougal’s story.
	26
	27
	28 
	29 

	10 The assignment agreement was 11 drawn up, and on September 30, 2016, Pecker signed the agreement, which transferred the 12 13 AMI acknowledges in the DOJ Non-Prosecution Agreement that the payment of 14 $150,000 was substantially more than AMI would normally have agreed to pay because it relied 
	rights to an entity Cohen created for a payment of $125,000.
	30 
	limited life rights to McDougal’s story to an entity set up by Cohen.
	31 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard, Ex. A at 1; see also MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 6 (citing McDougal Complaint ¶ 59). MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 5 (citing McDougal Complaint ¶ 47); MUR 7366 Compl. at 5 (same). See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5. McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 57-60. MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 8 (“To date, AMI’s publications have published approximately twenty-five 
	24 
	25 
	26 
	27 
	28 

	(25) columns and articles either bylined or featuring Ms. McDougal across its publications, and AMI has requested additional columns from her.”). See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6. 
	29 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6. 
	30 
	31 
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	1 Further, AMI admits that its 2 “principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress the model’s story so as to 3 prevent it from influencing the election” and that “[a]t no time during the negotiation for or 4 acquisition of [McDougal’s] story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate 5 information about it publicly.”AMI has admitted that, “[a]t all relevant times, [it] knew that 6 corporations such as AMI are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by 7 corpo
	upon Cohen’s commitment that AMI would be reimbursed.
	32 
	33 
	34 

	10 The Complaints in MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366 allege that there is reason to believe that, 11 by paying McDougal $150,000, AMI made a prohibited corporate contribution because the 12 payment was not included within the scope of the press exemption and was an expenditure made 13 for the purpose of influencing the 2016 presidential election that was coordinated with an agent 14 The MUR 7332 Complaint further alleges that AMI’s payment to McDougal was an 
	of Trump.
	35 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5 (“AMI agreed to pay the model $150,000 — substantially more money than AMI otherwise would have paid to acquire the story — because of Cohen’s assurances to Pecker that AMI would ultimately be reimbursed for the payment.”). 
	32 

	See id. Id., Ex. A ¶ 8. MUR 7324 Compl. at 14-15; MUR 7332 Compl. at 8; MUR 7366 Compl. at 7-9. 
	33 
	34 
	35 
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	1 Pecker is named in the Complaints in his 2 capacity as an officer of AMI at the time of the payments. 3 All but one of the Responses filed in this matter pre-date AMI’s subsequent public 4 5 Generally, AMI’s Responses to the Complaints in these matters assert that the payment to 6 Alternatively, AMI argues 7 that the payment to McDougal “was compensation for bona fide content for AMI’s publications, 8 to license her name and image, and for a limited life story right, not ‘for the purpose of 9 influencing 
	excessive contribution to the Trump Committee.
	36 
	admissions and clarifications made in connection with its Non-Prosecution Agreement.
	37 
	McDougal was exempt from regulation under the press exemption.
	38 
	39 

	10 contributions or expenditures because silence is not a “thing of value” under the Act, the 11 payment was for a legitimate business purpose, and the MUR 7324 and 7332 Complaints fail to 12 
	40
	show how the McDougal payment was coordinated with an agent of the Trump Committee.
	41 

	MUR 7332 Compl. at 8. 
	36 

	The two Responses filed after the Non-Prosecution Agreement, plea agreements, and congressional testimony were in response to the Complaint in MUR 7637, which has been merged in relevant part into MUR 7324. AMI’s Response in MUR 7637 asserted that, “The record establishes that [AMI] purchased a story right from Karen McDougal and employed her to perform modeling and related journalistic services, which she performed.” MUR 7637 AMI Resp. at 1. AMI’s MUR 7637 Response does not reference its Non-Prosecution Ag
	37 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1-2, nn.1-2 ; MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. at 3-4. In defending its payment to McDougal, AMI quotes an article in The New Yorker that states that the Enquirer has “‘paid for interviews and photographs’” since its inception and that “‘the tabloid has paid anywhere from a few hundred dollars to six figures for scoops.’” MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 16-17 (quoting 2017 New Yorker Article). 
	38 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 2; see also MUR 7637 AMI Resp. at 1 (asserting that it employed McDougal’s performance of “journalistic services”). 
	39 

	MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. at 5-7. AMI also contends that as of April 13, 2018, AMI had published 25 columns involving McDougal and had requested additional columns. MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 8. 
	40 

	MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. at 7-9; MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 31-32. 
	41 
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	1 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 2 The available information indicates that AMI paid $150,000 to McDougal for the purpose 3 of influencing the 2016 presidential election by preventing a potentially damaging story about 4 Trump from becoming public before the election.  Although AMI contends in its Response that 5 its payment to McDougal concerned the business and editorial decisions of a press entity and 6 thus are not subject to Commission regulation, the available information indicates that AMI 7 subsequently discla
	42
	43

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). 52 U.S.C. § 30101(9)(A). 
	42 
	43 
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	1 “anything of value” In-kind contributions include, among 
	includes all in-kind contributions.
	44 

	2 The Act’s definition of “expenditure” does not include 
	other things, coordinated expenditures.
	45 

	3 “any news story, commentary, or editorial distributed through the facilities of any broadcasting 
	4 station, newspaper magazine, or other periodical publication, unless such facilities are owned or 
	5 controlled by any political party, political committee, or candidate.”This exemption is called 
	46 

	6 the “press exemption” or “media exemption.”  Costs covered by the exemption are also exempt 
	47

	7 
	from the Act’s disclosure and reporting requirements.
	48 

	8 AMI admitted in its Non-Prosecution Agreement with DOJ that its actions were not 
	9 undertaken in connection with any press function but were rather to benefit the Trump 
	10 Similarly, AMI’s assertion in its Response that it developed renewed interest in 
	Committee.
	49 

	11 McDougal’s story because she had “elevated her profile” by launching her own beauty and 
	11 C.F.R. § 100.52(d)(1). 
	44 

	52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i) (treating as contributions any expenditures made “in cooperation, consultation, or concert, with, or at the request or suggestion of, a candidate,” the candidate’s authorized committee, or their agents); see 11 C.F.R. § 109.20 (defining “coordination”); see also Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 46-47 (1976). 
	45 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(9)(B)(i). Commission regulations further provide that neither a “contribution” nor an “expenditure” results from “[a]ny cost incurred in covering or carrying a news story, commentary, or editorial by any broadcasting station (including a cable television operator, programmer or producer), Web site, newspaper, magazine, or other periodical publication, including any Internet, or electronic publication” unless the facility is “owned or controlled by any political party, political committee, 
	46 

	Advisory Op. 2011-11 (Colbert) at 6 (“AO 2011-11”); Advisory Op. 2008-14 (Melothé) at 3 (“AO 200814”). 
	47 
	-

	AO 2011-11 at 6, 8-10 (discussing costs that are within this exemption and also costs that are not). 
	48 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5 (“Despite the cover and article features to the agreement, AMI’s principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress the model’s story so as to prevent it from influencing the election. At no time during the negotiation for or acquisition of the model’s story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate information about it publicly.”). Compare MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 20-21 with AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement at 1-3, Ex. A ¶ 3 (stating that “AMI
	49 
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	1 fragrance line is directly refuted by AMI’s subsequent admission in its Non-Prosecution 2 Agreement that its “principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress 3 [McDougal’s] story so as to prevent it from influencing the election” and that “[a]t no time 4 during the negotiation for or acquisition of [McDougal’s] story did AMI intend to publish the 5 story or disseminate information about it publicly.”As a result, the Commission need not— 6 and does not—make any determination whether the pr
	50
	51 
	Committee.
	52

	10 B. The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that AMI’s Payment to McDougal 11 Was a Prohibited Corporate Contribution 
	12 1. 13 14 a. Coordination 15 The Act and Commission regulations prohibit corporations from making contributions to 16   Likewise, it is unlawful for any 17 candidate, candidate committee, or other person to knowingly accept or receive such a prohibited 
	The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that AMI’s Payment to 
	McDougal Was a Coordinated Expenditure 
	candidate committees in connection with a federal election.
	53

	18 contribution, and for any officer or director of a corporation to consent to any such 19   The Commission has consistently found that payments by a third party that are 
	contribution.
	54

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 6. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5. Id. at 1-3 (stating that “AMI accepts and acknowledges as true the facts” contained in Exhibit A). 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b). 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b), (d)-(e). 
	50 
	51 
	52 
	53 
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	1 intended to influence an election and are “coordinated” with a candidate, authorized committee, 2 or agent thereof are “coordinated expenditures” that result in a contribution by the person making 3 the expenditure to the candidate or political committee with whom the expenditure was 4 5 The available information indicates that AMI’s payment to McDougal was “coordinated” 6 with the campaign because, according to AMI, it was made “in cooperation, consultation or 7 concert with, or at the request or suggest
	coordinated.
	55 
	the Trump Committee.
	56 

	10 request and suggestion of one or more members or agents of a candidate’s 2016 presidential 11 campaign, to ensure that a woman did not publicize damaging allegations about that candidate 12 before the 2016 presidential election and thereby influence that election.” Accordingly, the 13 AMI payment to McDougal meets the definition of “coordinated” in 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a) in 14 that they were made in cooperation, consultation or concert with, or at the request or suggestion 15 of the Trump Committee.  The 
	57

	See 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a)-(b); see, e.g., Conciliation Agreement ¶¶ IV.7-11, V.1-2, MUR 6718 (Sen. John 
	55 

	E. Ensign) (Apr. 18, 2013) (acknowledging that third parties’ payment, in coordination with a federal candidate, of severance to a former employee of the candidate’s authorized committee and leadership PAC resulted in an excessive, unreported in-kind contribution by the third parties to the candidate and the two political committees); Factual & Legal Analysis at 30-33, MURs 4568, 4633, and 4634 (Triad Mgmt. Servs., Inc.) (finding reason to believe that by offering fundraising support, campaign management co
	52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i); 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a)-(b). 
	56 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 2. 
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	MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366 (A360 Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc., et al.) Factual and Legal Analysis Page 12 of 16 
	1 b. For the Purpose of Influencing an Election 2 The “purpose” of influencing a federal election is a necessary element in defining 3 whether a payment is a “contribution” or “expenditure” under the Act and Commission 4   In analyzing whether a payment made by a third party is a “contribution” or 5 “expenditure,” the Commission has concluded that “the question under the Act is whether” the 6 donation, payment, or service was “provided for the purpose of influencing a federal election 7 [and] not whether [i
	regulations.
	58
	59
	60 

	10 
	inferred from the surrounding circumstances.
	61 

	11 With respect to the McDougal payment, it is unnecessary to infer the circumstances 
	12 behind the payment; AMI has already acknowledged, in a sworn agreement, that the purpose of 
	13 paying McDougal was to prevent her story from influencing the election.  In the AMI Non
	-

	14 Prosecution Agreement, AMI explicitly admits that its “principal purpose in entering into the 
	See 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A)(i), (9)(A)(i). 
	58 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A)(i), (9)(A)(i). 
	59 

	Factual & Legal Analysis at 6, MUR 7024 (Van Hollen for Senate). 
	60 

	See, e.g., Advisory Op. 2000-08 (Harvey) at 1, 3 (“AO 2000-08”) (concluding private individual’s $10,000 “gift” to federal candidate would be a contribution because “the proposed gift would not be made but for the recipient’s status as a Federal candidate”); Advisory Op. 1990-05 (Mueller) at 4 (“AO 1990-05”) (explaining that solicitations and express advocacy communications are for the purpose of influencing an election and concluding, after examining circumstances of the proposed activity, that federal can
	61 
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	1 agreement [with McDougal] was to suppress the model’s story” and “to ensure that [she] did not 2 publicize damaging allegations about [Trump] before the 2016 presidential election and thereby 3 influence that election.”Further, AMI admits that the payment to McDougal was part of an 4 overarching scheme in “assisting [the] campaign” in identifying and purchasing “negative stories 5 about [his] relationships with women”6 Thus, the available information supports the conclusion that AMI’s payment to 7 McDouga
	62 
	 to prevent their publication.
	63 

	10 2. 11 12 
	The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that AMI’s Payment to 
	McDougal Was a Prohibited Corporate In-Kind Contribution to the Trump 
	Committee 

	13 Because the available information indicates that AMI’s payment to McDougal was a 14 coordinated expenditure made for the purpose of influencing the 2016 election, the record 15 supports a reason to believe finding that the payment constituted an in-kind contribution from 16   Further, because the payment was an in-kind contribution to 17 the Trump Committee, it was subject to the contribution limits and prohibitions set forth in the 18   The Act and Commission regulations prohibit corporations 
	AMI to the Trump Committee.
	64
	Act and Commission regulations.
	65

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶¶ 2, 5. 
	62 

	Id. ¶ 3. 
	63 

	See 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(b). 
	64 

	Under the Act, an individual may not make a contribution to a candidate with respect to any election in excess of the legal limit, which was $2,700 per election during the 2016 election cycle. See 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(1)(A); 11 C.F.R. § 110.1(b)(1). However, as detailed below, these contributions were made by a corporation, not an individual. 
	65 
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	1 
	1 
	from making contributions to candidate committees.66
	  The Act and Commission regulations also 

	2 
	2 
	prohibit candidates, candidate committees, or other persons from knowingly accepting or 

	3 
	3 
	receiving such a prohibited contribution, and for any officer or director of a corporation to 

	4 
	4 
	consent to making any such contribution.67 

	5 
	5 
	The Commission has previously found violations of the Act by a corporation and its 

	6 
	6 
	officers in connection with similar payments to third parties. In MUR 7248, the Commission 

	7 
	7 
	found reason to believe that Cancer Treatment Centers of America and several of its corporate 

	8 
	8 
	officers violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118 by making and consenting to prohibited corporate 

	9 
	9 
	contributions where the corporate officers engaged in a reimbursement scheme whereby 

	10 
	10 
	executives were reimbursed via bonuses for their political contributions.68 

	11 
	11 
	While corporate contributions to candidate committees are per se prohibited and do not 

	12 
	12 
	require proof of the contributor’s knowledge of the violation, AMI has admitted to DOJ that it 

	13 
	13 
	knew that corporations are prohibited from contributing to candidate committees like the Trump 

	14 
	14 
	Committee.69 The AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement states: 

	15 16 17 18 
	15 16 17 18 
	At all relevant times, AMI knew that corporations such as AMI are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.  At no time did AMI 

	TR
	66 
	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b). 

	TR
	67 
	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b), (d)-(e). 

	TR
	68 Factual & Legal Analysis at 15-18, 21-22, MUR 7248 (Cancer Treatment Centers of America Global, Inc.); see also MUR 7027 (MV Transportation, Inc.) (conciliating violations of 52 U.S.C. § 30118 with a corporation and CEO that stemmed from a reimbursement scheme); MUR 6889 (Eric Byer) (finding reason to believe that a corporation and an executive violated section 30118 through a contribution reimbursement scheme) see also First Gen. Counsel’s Rpt. at 18-19, 26, MUR 6766 (Jesse Jackson Jr.) (recommending th

	TR
	69 
	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 8. 
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	1 report to the Federal Election Commission that it had made the $150,000 2 3 Therefore, AMI has admitted that it made the payment to McDougal while knowing that it was 4   Thus, the Commission finds reason to believe that AMI and Pecker violated 
	payment to [McDougal].
	70 
	unlawful.
	71

	5 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by making and consenting to a prohibited corporate in-kind contribution.    6 C.  The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that the Violation Set Forth Above 7 Was Knowing and Willful 
	8 The Act prescribes additional penalties for “knowing and willful” violations,which are 
	72 

	9 defined as “acts [that] were committed with full knowledge of all the relevant facts and a 10 recognition that the action is prohibited by law.”  This standard does not require knowledge of 11 the specific statute or regulation that the respondent allegedly violated; it is sufficient to 12 demonstrate that a respondent “acted voluntarily and was aware that his conduct was 13 unlawful.”Such awareness may be shown through circumstantial evidence from which the 
	73
	74 

	Id. 
	70 

	See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 8 (“At all relevant times, AMI knew that corporations such as AMI are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.”). 
	71 

	See 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(B), (d). 
	72 

	122 Cong. Rec. 12,197, 12,199 (May 3, 1976); see, e.g., Factual & Legal Analysis at 3-4, MUR 6920 (Now or Never PAC, et al.) (applying “knowing and willful” standard); Factual & Legal Analysis at 17-18, MUR 6766 (Jesse Jackson, Jr., et al.) (same). 
	73 

	United States v. Danielczyk, 917 F. Supp. 2d 573, 579 (E.D. Va. 2013) (quoting Bryan v. United States, 524 
	74 

	U.S. 184, 195 (1998) (holding that the government needs to show only that the defendant acted with knowledge that conduct was unlawful, not knowledge of the specific statutory provision violated, to establish a willful violation)). 
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	1 respondent’s unlawful intent may be reasonably inferred, including, for example, an “elaborate 2 scheme for disguising” unlawful acts.3 The available information supports a reason to believe finding that AMI and Pecker’s 4 foregoing violation was knowing and willful because AMI, through its Non-Prosecution 5 Furthermore, Pecker’s and 6 Howard’s direct involvement in the negotiations indicate that Pecker was a party in a scheme to 7 both hide the story and the payment.As such, the information indicates tha
	75
	76 
	Agreement, admitted that it knew its actions were unlawful.
	77 
	78

	10 corresponding payment.  Accordingly, the Commission finds reason to believe that the violation 11 of the Act by AMI and Pecker, as set forth above, was knowing and willful.  
	Cf. United States v. Hopkins, 916 F.2d 207, 213 (5th Cir. 1990) (quoting United States v. Bordelon, 871 F.2d 491, 494 (5th Cir. 1989)). Hopkins involved a conduit contributions scheme, and the issue before the Fifth Circuit concerned the sufficiency of the evidence supporting the defendants’ convictions for conspiracy and false statements under 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 and 1001. 
	75 

	Id. at 214-15. “It has long been recognized that ‘efforts at concealment [may] be reasonably explainable only in terms of motivation to evade’ lawful obligations.” Id. at 214 (quoting Ingram v. United States, 360 U.S. 672, 679 (1959)). 
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	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 8 (admitting that AMI “knew that corporations such as [itself] are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful”). 
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	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
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	BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	In the Matter of ) 
	) MURs 7324, 7332, 7366, American Media, Inc.) 
	1 

	) 
	CONCILIATION AGREEMENT 
	This matter was generated by complaints filed by Common Cause, Free Speech for People, American Bridge 21st Century Foundation, and Allen J. Epstein. The Federal Election Commission found reason to believe that American Media, Inc. through its successor in interest, A360 Media, LLC (“AMI”) (“Respondent”) knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by making a prohibited corporate in-kind contribution by purchasing a story right from Karen McDougal in August 2016 and thereafter not publishing the s
	NOW, THEREFORE, the Commission and the Respondent, having participated in informal methods of conciliation, prior to a finding of probable cause to believe, do hereby agree as follows: 
	I. The Commission has jurisdiction over the Respondent and the subject matter of this proceeding, and this agreement has the effect of an agreement entered pursuant to 52 U.S.C § 30109 (a)(4)(A)(i). 
	II. Respondent has had a reasonable opportunity to demonstrate that no action should be taken in this matter. 
	III. Respondent voluntarily enters into this agreement with the Commission. 
	IV. The pertinent facts in this matter are as follows: 
	Through its successor in interest A360 Media, LLC. 
	Figure
	    
	MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366 (American Media, Inc.) Conciliation Agreement Page 2 of 8 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	In 2016, at the time of the events giving rise to this matter, AMI was a bona fide media corporation headquartered in New York, New York, that published health, fitness, celebrity and investigative print and online magazines, tabloids and books. Among AMI’s publications were the National Enquirer (the “Enquirer”), a weekly print and online tabloid publication in print since 1926, Muscle & Fitness, Muscle & Fitness Hers, Men’s Journal, Star Magazine, Radar Online, OK!, and US Weekly. AMI has never been owned

	2. 
	2. 
	David Pecker was the President and Chief Executive Officer of AMI until 2020 when AMI merged with another company to form a new company. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Dylan Howard was AMI’s Vice President and Chief Content Officer. From 2013 to 2017, Howard was the Editor in Chief of the Enquirer. 


	4. Michael D. Cohen was an attorney for the Trump Organization. 
	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. and Bradley T. Crate in his official capacity as treasurer (the “Trump Committee”), was then-presidential candidate Donald J. Trump’s principal campaign committee. 

	6. 
	6. 
	In August 2015, David Pecker met with at least one member of the Trump Committee and Michael Cohen. At that meeting, Mr. Pecker offered to help deal with negative stories about Trump by, among other things, assisting the campaign in identifying such stories so they could be purchased and their publication avoided. Mr. Pecker agreed to keep Cohen apprised of any such stories. 

	7. 
	7. 
	In June 2016, an attorney representing Karen McDougal, who was attempting to sell her story of her alleged extramarital affair with Trump, contacted Dylan Howard at the 
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	Enquirer. David Pecker and Dylan Howard then informed Michael Cohen about the story. At Mr. Cohen’s urging and subject to his promise that AMI would be reimbursed, AMI began negotiations to obtain the rights to her story. On June 20, 2016, Dylan Howard interviewed Karen McDougal about her story. Following the interview, AMI communicated to Mr. Cohen that it would acquire the story but not publish it, pursuant to an expectation of reimbursement by Michael Cohen. 
	8. 
	8. 
	8. 
	AMI and Karen McDougal entered into a contract on August 6, 2016, whereby AMI purchased the “Limited Life Story Rights” to the story of Ms. McDougal’s relationship with “any then-married man” in exchange for the payment of $150,000. In addition, Ms. McDougal agreed to be featured on two AMI-owned magazine covers and work with a ghostwriter to author monthly columns for AMI publications; however, AMI was not obligated to publish her columns. 

	9. 
	9. 
	On August 10, 2016, AMI sent a $150,000 payment to Karen McDougal’s attorney Keith Davidson for the rights to Ms. McDougal’s story, modeling services for magazine covers, and articles. 

	10. 
	10. 
	In late August and September 2016, consistent with prior conversations between them, Mr. Cohen called David Pecker and stated that he wanted to be assigned the limited life rights portion of AMI’s agreement with Karen McDougal. Mr. Pecker agreed to assign the rights to Cohen for $125,000. The assignment agreement was drawn up, and on September 30, 2016, prior to receiving payment, Mr. Pecker signed the agreement, which contemplated the transfer of the limited life rights portion of AMI’s agreement to an ent
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	11. 
	11. 
	11. 
	However, in or about early October 2016, Mr. Pecker contacted Mr. Cohen and told him that the deal was off and that Mr. Cohen should tear up the assignment agreement. Thus, the sale was never consummated and AMI continued to own the story right until April 2018, when AMI renegotiated the limited life story right with Ms. McDougal, re-assigning the story right to her while retaining a financial interest in the story in the event she were to sell the story. 

	12. 
	12. 
	In addition to the sale of the limited life story right, Karen McDougal ultimately did perform journalistic services for AMI. AMI published articles written by Ms. McDougal in OK! Magazine and Star Magazine and featured her on the cover of Muscle & Fitness Hers (Spring 2017) and Men’s Journal (September 2018). She modeled for photo shoots which were featured in print magazines and online. The publication of these articles was intended, at least in part, to keep Ms. McDougal from commenting publicly about he

	13. 
	13. 
	In 2018, AMI entered into a non-prosecution agreement with the Department of Justice (“AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement”) that related to AMI’s general agreement to identify stories that were damaging to Donald J. Trump’s presidential campaign so that they could be purchased and their publication avoided, including AMI’s subsequent $150,000 payment to Karen McDougal.  

	14. 
	14. 
	In the AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, AMI acknowledged that the payment of $150,000 was “substantially more than AMI otherwise would have paid to acquire the story” because of Michael Cohen’s assurances that AMI would ultimately be reimbursed for the payment. Further, AMI admitted that its “principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress [McDougal’s] story so as to prevent it from influencing the election” and that “[a]t no 
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	time during the negotiation for or acquisition of [McDougal’s] story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate information about it publicly.”  As part of the Non-Prosecution Agreement, AMI admitted that, “[a]t all relevant times, [it] knew that corporations such as AMI are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.” 
	15. 
	15. 
	15. 
	Under the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), a “contribution” includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office,” and an “expenditure” includes “any purchase, payment, distribution, loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money or anything of value, made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.” 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A), (9)(A). 

	16. 
	16. 
	Under Commission regulations, the phrase “anything of value” includes all in- kind contributions, which includes, among other things, coordinated expenditures. 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i); 11 C.F.R. § 100.52(d)(1). 

	17. 
	17. 
	An expenditure is coordinated when it is made “in cooperation, consultation or concert with, or at the request or suggestion” a candidate or a candidate’s authorized committee and is considered an in-kind contribution to the candidate or candidate’s authorized committee with whom it was coordinated. 11 C.F.R. § 109.20. 

	18. 
	18. 
	Although the Act’s definition of “expenditure” does not include “any news story, commentary, or editorial distributed through the facilities of any broadcasting station, newspaper magazine, or other periodical publication, unless such facilities are owned or controlled by any 
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	political party, political committee, or candidate,” the Commission has concluded that this exemption, known as the “Press Exemption,” does not apply to AMI’s payment to Karen McDougal because, as stated in the AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, “[a]t no time during the negotiation for or acquisition of [Karen McDougal’s] story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate information about it publicly,” it acquired the story “in consultation cooperation and concert with and at request or suggestion of one
	19. 
	19. 
	19. 
	The Act and Commission regulations prohibit corporations from making contributions to candidate committees in connection with a federal election. 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b). 

	20. 
	20. 
	The Act and Commission regulations also prohibit candidates, candidate committees, or other persons from knowingly accepting or receiving such a prohibited contribution and for any officer or director of a corporate to consent to making any such contribution. 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b), (d)-(e). 

	21. 
	21. 
	AMI contends that, like all publishers, it has a well-established First Amendment and statutory right, which it has often practiced, to decline to publish stories, even after spending significant resources to develop those stories. AMI further contends that it believed its purchase of McDougal’s story right in 2016 and the decision not to publish the story were fully protected by the Press Exemption and the First Amendment because AMI is a well-established press entity regularly publishing magazines in prin
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	choice of an individual to sell their story right and of AMI to purchase that right and not publish 
	the story would not necessarily result in a contribution under the Act. 
	V. Solely for the purpose of settling this matter expeditiously and avoiding litigation, with no admission as to the merit of the Commission’s legal conclusions: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Respondent agrees not to contest that AMI’s payment to Karen McDougal to purchase a limited life story right combined with its decision not to publish the story, in consultation with an agent of Donald J. Trump and for the purpose of influencing the election, constituted a prohibited corporate in-kind contribution in violation of 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a). 

	2. 
	2. 
	Respondent acknowledges the Commission’s reason-to-believe finding that these violations were knowing and willful, but Respondent does not admit to the knowing and willful aspect of these violations. 


	VI. Respondent will take the following actions: 
	1. Respondent will cease and desist from violating 52 U.S.C. §§ 30118(a). 
	2. Respondent will pay a civil penalty to the Commission in the amount of One Hundred Eighty-Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($187,500) pursuant to 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(B). 
	VII. The Commission, on request of anyone filing a complaint under 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(1) concerning the matters at issue herein or on its own motion, may review compliance with this agreement. If the Commission believes that this agreement or any requirement thereof has been violated, it may institute a civil action for relief in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia. 
	Figure
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	VIII. This agreement shall become effective as of the date that all parties hereto have executed the same and the Commission has approved the entire agreement. 
	IX. 
	IX. 
	IX. 
	Respondent shall have no more than 30 days from the date this agreement becomes effective to comply with and implement the requirements contained in this agreement and to so notify the Commission. 

	X. 
	X. 
	This Conciliation Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties on the matters raised herein, and no other statement, promise, or agreement, either written or 


	oral, made by either party or by agents of either party, that is not contained in this written agreement shall be enforceable. 
	FOR THE COMMISSION: 
	Figure
	Charles Kitcher Date Acting Associate General Counsel 
	for Enforcement 
	FOR THE RESPONDENT: 
	Figure
	   
	James Pascoe Date Chief Legal Officer 
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION Washington, DC 20463 
	June 1, 2021 
	CERTIFIED MAIL – RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED 
	Allen J. Epstein 
	Figure
	Orlando, FL 32808 RE: MUR 7324 
	Dear Mr. Epstein: 
	The Federal Election Commission (“Commission”) has considered the allegations contained in your complaint dated August 14, 2019, that were administratively severed into matter under review (“MUR”) 7313. See Letter to Allen J. Epstein from Kathryn Ross, FEC re: MUR 7637 (Sept. 24, 2020). The Commission found reason to believe that respondents David J. Pecker and American Media, Inc. knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a).  The Factual and Legal Analysis, which formed a basis for the Commission
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days. See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016), effective September 1, 2016. 
	MUR 7324 Letter to Allen J. Epstein Page 2 
	The Act allows a complainant to seek judicial review of the Commission’s dismissal of this action. See 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(8). If you have any questions, please contact Adrienne C. Baranowicz, the attorney assigned to this matter, at  or (202) 694-1650. 
	abaranowicz@fec.gov

	       Sincerely,
	       Lisa J. Stevenson       Acting General Counsel 
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	Lynn Y. Tran        Assistant General Counsel 
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	1 FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 2 3 FACTUAL AND LEGAL ANALYSIS 4 5 RESPONDENTS: A360 Media, LLC f/k/a American Media, Inc. MURs 7324, 7332, and 6 David J. Pecker 7366 7 8 I. INTRODUCTION 
	9 The Complaints in these matters allege that American Media, Inc., which is now A360 10 Media, LLC(“AMI”) violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the 11 “Act”), in connection with payments AMI made to two individuals in advance of the 2016 12 presidential election to suppress negative stories about then-presidential candidate Donald J. 13 Trump’s relationships with several women.  Specifically, the Complaints allege that then-AMI 14 corporate officers David J. Pecker and Dylan Howar
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	See infra note 9 and accompanying text. 
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	MUR 7324 Compl. at 2 (Feb. 20, 2018); MUR 7332 Compl. at 1-2 (Feb. 27, 2018); MUR 7366 Compl. at 2 (Apr. 17, 2018). 
	2 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. (Apr. 13, 2018); MUR 7366 AMI Resp. (June 8, 2018); MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. (June 8, 2018); see also MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1-2, nn.1-2 (noting that Pecker chose not to file a separate response and that AMI’s Response addresses his potential liability as an officer of AMI). 
	3 

	Letter from Robert Khuzami, Acting U.S. Attorney, S.D.N.Y., U.S. Dep’t of Justice, to Charles A. Stillman and James A. Mitchell, Counsel for American Media, Inc. (Sept. 20, 2018) (non-prosecution agreement between DOJ and AMI on September 21, 2018, including statement of admitted facts) (“AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement”). 
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	1 As discussed below, the available information indicates that Pecker, Howard, and AMI 
	2 paid McDougal $150,000 to suppress her story from becoming public before the 2016 
	3 presidential election for the purpose of influencing that election.  Accordingly, the Commission 
	4 finds reason to believe that AMI and Pecker knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. 
	5 § 30118(a) by making and consenting to make prohibited corporate in-kind contributions.  
	6 II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
	7 Trump declared his presidential candidacy on June 16, 2015, and registered Donald J. 
	8 Trump for President, Inc. and Bradley T. Crate in his official capacity as treasurer (the “Trump 
	9 Committee”), his principal campaign committee, with the Commission on June 29, 2015.
	5 

	10 Michael D. Cohen was an attorney for the Trump Organization.  AMI was a publishing 
	6

	11 company headquartered in New York, New York.  In 2016, one of AMI’s publications was the 
	7

	12 National Enquirer (the “Enquirer”), which is a weekly print and online tabloid publication.  In 
	8

	13 August 2020, AMI reportedly was renamed A360 Media, LLC and plans were announced to 
	Alex Altman and Charlotte Alter, Trump Launches Presidential Campaign with Empty Flair, TIME Trump Committee, Statement of Organization, FEC Form 1 (June 29, 2015). 
	5 
	(June 16, 2015), https://time.com/3922770/donald-trump-campaign-launch/ (cited by MUR 7366 Compl. at 4); 

	MUR 7324 Compl. at 8 (referring to Cohen as a “top attorney” at the Trump Organization and as Trump’s “fix-it guy”). 
	6 

	See AMI, About Us/about-us/overview (last visited Oct. 22, 2020); AMI, Contact Us22, 2020); Del. Dept. of State, Div. of Corps., General Information Name Searchentity name: American Media, Inc.) (last visited Oct. 22, 2020). 
	7 
	, https://web.archive.org/web/20200721110029/https://www.americanmediainc.com 
	, https://web.archive.org/web/20200830111333/ 
	https://www.americanmediainc.com/contact-us (last visited Oct. 
	, https://icis.corp.delaware.gov/Ecorp/EntitySearch/NameSearch.aspx (search 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard ¶ 11. Publicly available information indicates that AMI announced on April 18, 2019, that it planned to sell the Enquirer to an individual named James Cohen; however, that sale reportedly was not finalized. See National Enquirer to Be Sold to Owner of Magazine Distributor, REUTERS (Apr. to-be-sold-to-owner-of-magazine-distributor-idUSKCN1RU25I; Sarah Ellison and Jonathan O’Connell, As a Sale of the National Enquirer Collapses, Some Wonder if the Tabloid is Too 
	8 
	18, 2019), https://www reuters.com/article/us-national-enquirer-m-a/national-enquirer
	-

	25, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/media/as-a-sale-of-the-national-enquirer-collapses-some
	-
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	1 merge it with Accelerate 360, a logistics firm.Pecker was the President and Chief Executive 2 Officer of AMI until the merger and reportedly became an executive advisor to the new 3 Howard was AMI’s Vice President and Chief Content Officer and reportedly left 4 the company on March 31, 2020.  From 2013 to 2017, Howard was the Editor in Chief of the 5 .6 The available information indicates that during Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign, 7 AMI and its executives, Pecker and Howard, paid $150,000 to Karen Mc
	9 
	company.
	10 
	11
	Enquirer
	12 
	Karen McDougal is a model and actress.
	13 
	14

	10 Agreement, AMI admitted that it made the payments to McDougal to ensure that she did not 11 publicize her allegations and “thereby influence [the 2016 presidential] election.”12 A. Pecker Enters into Agreement with Trump Committee Representatives 
	15 

	13 According to AMI’s Non-Prosecution Agreement, in August 2015, Pecker met with 14 AMI admitted that, at that meeting, 
	members of the Trump Committee and Michael Cohen.
	16 

	Ben Smith, National Enquirer Chief David Pecker Loses Top Job in Company Merger, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. Aug. 21 Article”). 
	9 
	21, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/08/21/business/media/david-pecker-ami-ceo html (“NY Times 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1, n.1. MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1, n.1; Lukas I. Alpert, National Enquirer Parent Parts Ways with Dylan 
	10 
	11 

	Howard, WALL ST. J. (Apr. howard-11586229089. MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard ¶ 2. MUR 7366 Compl. at 3 (citing Compl. for Declaratory Relief, McDougal v. American Media, Inc., No. 
	6, 2020), https://www.wsj.com/articles/national-enquirer-parent-parts-ways-with-dylan
	-

	12 
	13 

	BC698956 (Cal. Super. Ct. Los Angeles Cnty. Mar. 20, 2018) (“McDougal Complaint”). AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement at 3. See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
	14 
	15 
	16 
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	1 “Pecker offered to help deal with negative stories about [Trump’s] relationships with women by, 2 among other things, assisting the campaign in identifying such stories so they could be purchased 3 and their publication avoided.”  Further, “Pecker agreed to keep Cohen apprised of any such 4 negative stories.”5 B. AMI Payment to Karen McDougal 6 In June 2016, an attorney representing a model believed to be McDougal, reportedly 7 contacted an editor at the Enquirer about the potential sale of the rights to 
	17
	18 
	model’s alleged relationship with Trump.
	19

	10 her story “[a]t Cohen’s urging and subject to Cohen’s promise that AMI would be reimbursed.”11   AMI and 12 McDougal entered into a contract on August 6, 2016,whereby AMI purchased the “Limited 13 Life Story Rights” to the story of McDougal’s relationship with “any then-married man” in 14   In addition, McDougal agreed to be featured on two 15 AMI-owned magazine covers and work with a ghostwriter to author monthly columns for AMI 
	20 
	On July 19, 2016, Trump became the Republican presidential nominee.
	21
	22 
	exchange for the payment of $150,000.
	23

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 4-5. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 4; MUR 7332 Compl. at 3-4; MUR 7366 Compl. at 4-5. Alexander Burns and Jonathan Martin, Donald Trump Claims Nomination, with Discord Clear but Family 
	17 
	18 
	19 
	20 
	21 

	Cheering, N.Y. TIMES 
	(July 19, 2016), https://www nytimes.com/2016/07/20/us/politics/donald-trump-rnc html. 

	The contract was allegedly sent to McDougal on August 5, 2016, and she signed the contract the next morning. McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 48-55. MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard, Ex. A; id., Ex. B (amending McDougal’s agreement 
	22 
	23 

	with AMI so that she could “respond to legitimate press inquiries regarding the facts of her alleged relationship with Donald Trump”). 
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	1   Davidson allegedly 2 told McDougal that AMI would purchase her story with the purpose of not publishing it because 3   On August 10, 2016, AMI sent a $150,000 payment to 4   McDougal alleges that as early as October 2016, 5 AMI staff appeared to lack interest in the columns that McDougal agreed to have published in 6 her name.  However, it does appear that AMI ultimately published several columns under 7 McDougal’s name.In late August and September 2016, Cohen requested to Pecker that AMI 8 assign Cohen
	publications; however, AMI was not obligated to publish her columns.
	24
	of Pecker’s friendship with Trump.
	25
	Davidson for the rights to McDougal’s story.
	26
	27
	28 
	29 

	10 The assignment agreement was 11 drawn up, and on September 30, 2016, Pecker signed the agreement, which transferred the 12 13 AMI acknowledges in the DOJ Non-Prosecution Agreement that the payment of 14 $150,000 was substantially more than AMI would normally have agreed to pay because it relied 
	rights to an entity Cohen created for a payment of $125,000.
	30 
	limited life rights to McDougal’s story to an entity set up by Cohen.
	31 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp., Aff. of Dylan Howard, Ex. A at 1; see also MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 6 (citing McDougal Complaint ¶ 59). MUR 7332 First Amend. Compl. at 5 (citing McDougal Complaint ¶ 47); MUR 7366 Compl. at 5 (same). See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5. McDougal Complaint ¶¶ 57-60. MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 8 (“To date, AMI’s publications have published approximately twenty-five 
	24 
	25 
	26 
	27 
	28 

	(25) columns and articles either bylined or featuring Ms. McDougal across its publications, and AMI has requested additional columns from her.”). See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6. 
	29 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 6. 
	30 
	31 
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	1 Further, AMI admits that its 2 “principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress the model’s story so as to 3 prevent it from influencing the election” and that “[a]t no time during the negotiation for or 4 acquisition of [McDougal’s] story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate 5 information about it publicly.”AMI has admitted that, “[a]t all relevant times, [it] knew that 6 corporations such as AMI are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by 7 corpo
	upon Cohen’s commitment that AMI would be reimbursed.
	32 
	33 
	34 

	10 The Complaints in MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366 allege that there is reason to believe that, 11 by paying McDougal $150,000, AMI made a prohibited corporate contribution because the 12 payment was not included within the scope of the press exemption and was an expenditure made 13 for the purpose of influencing the 2016 presidential election that was coordinated with an agent 14 The MUR 7332 Complaint further alleges that AMI’s payment to McDougal was an 
	of Trump.
	35 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5 (“AMI agreed to pay the model $150,000 — substantially more money than AMI otherwise would have paid to acquire the story — because of Cohen’s assurances to Pecker that AMI would ultimately be reimbursed for the payment.”). 
	32 

	See id. Id., Ex. A ¶ 8. MUR 7324 Compl. at 14-15; MUR 7332 Compl. at 8; MUR 7366 Compl. at 7-9. 
	33 
	34 
	35 
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	1 Pecker is named in the Complaints in his 2 capacity as an officer of AMI at the time of the payments. 3 All but one of the Responses filed in this matter pre-date AMI’s subsequent public 4 5 Generally, AMI’s Responses to the Complaints in these matters assert that the payment to 6 Alternatively, AMI argues 7 that the payment to McDougal “was compensation for bona fide content for AMI’s publications, 8 to license her name and image, and for a limited life story right, not ‘for the purpose of 9 influencing 
	excessive contribution to the Trump Committee.
	36 
	admissions and clarifications made in connection with its Non-Prosecution Agreement.
	37 
	McDougal was exempt from regulation under the press exemption.
	38 
	39 

	10 contributions or expenditures because silence is not a “thing of value” under the Act, the 11 payment was for a legitimate business purpose, and the MUR 7324 and 7332 Complaints fail to 12 
	40
	show how the McDougal payment was coordinated with an agent of the Trump Committee.
	41 

	MUR 7332 Compl. at 8. 
	36 

	The two Responses filed after the Non-Prosecution Agreement, plea agreements, and congressional testimony were in response to the Complaint in MUR 7637, which has been merged in relevant part into MUR 7324. AMI’s Response in MUR 7637 asserted that, “The record establishes that [AMI] purchased a story right from Karen McDougal and employed her to perform modeling and related journalistic services, which she performed.” MUR 7637 AMI Resp. at 1. AMI’s MUR 7637 Response does not reference its Non-Prosecution Ag
	37 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 1-2, nn.1-2 ; MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. at 3-4. In defending its payment to McDougal, AMI quotes an article in The New Yorker that states that the Enquirer has “‘paid for interviews and photographs’” since its inception and that “‘the tabloid has paid anywhere from a few hundred dollars to six figures for scoops.’” MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 16-17 (quoting 2017 New Yorker Article). 
	38 

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 2; see also MUR 7637 AMI Resp. at 1 (asserting that it employed McDougal’s performance of “journalistic services”). 
	39 

	MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. at 5-7. AMI also contends that as of April 13, 2018, AMI had published 25 columns involving McDougal and had requested additional columns. MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 8. 
	40 

	MUR 7332 AMI Supp. Resp. at 7-9; MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 31-32. 
	41 
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	1 III. LEGAL ANALYSIS 2 The available information indicates that AMI paid $150,000 to McDougal for the purpose 3 of influencing the 2016 presidential election by preventing a potentially damaging story about 4 Trump from becoming public before the election.  Although AMI contends in its Response that 5 its payment to McDougal concerned the business and editorial decisions of a press entity and 6 thus are not subject to Commission regulation, the available information indicates that AMI 7 subsequently discla
	42
	43

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A). 52 U.S.C. § 30101(9)(A). 
	42 
	43 
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	1 “anything of value” In-kind contributions include, among 
	includes all in-kind contributions.
	44 

	2 The Act’s definition of “expenditure” does not include 
	other things, coordinated expenditures.
	45 

	3 “any news story, commentary, or editorial distributed through the facilities of any broadcasting 
	4 station, newspaper magazine, or other periodical publication, unless such facilities are owned or 
	5 controlled by any political party, political committee, or candidate.”This exemption is called 
	46 

	6 the “press exemption” or “media exemption.”  Costs covered by the exemption are also exempt 
	47

	7 
	from the Act’s disclosure and reporting requirements.
	48 

	8 AMI admitted in its Non-Prosecution Agreement with DOJ that its actions were not 
	9 undertaken in connection with any press function but were rather to benefit the Trump 
	10 Similarly, AMI’s assertion in its Response that it developed renewed interest in 
	Committee.
	49 

	11 McDougal’s story because she had “elevated her profile” by launching her own beauty and 
	11 C.F.R. § 100.52(d)(1). 
	44 

	52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i) (treating as contributions any expenditures made “in cooperation, consultation, or concert, with, or at the request or suggestion of, a candidate,” the candidate’s authorized committee, or their agents); see 11 C.F.R. § 109.20 (defining “coordination”); see also Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 46-47 (1976). 
	45 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(9)(B)(i). Commission regulations further provide that neither a “contribution” nor an “expenditure” results from “[a]ny cost incurred in covering or carrying a news story, commentary, or editorial by any broadcasting station (including a cable television operator, programmer or producer), Web site, newspaper, magazine, or other periodical publication, including any Internet, or electronic publication” unless the facility is “owned or controlled by any political party, political committee, 
	46 

	Advisory Op. 2011-11 (Colbert) at 6 (“AO 2011-11”); Advisory Op. 2008-14 (Melothé) at 3 (“AO 200814”). 
	47 
	-

	AO 2011-11 at 6, 8-10 (discussing costs that are within this exemption and also costs that are not). 
	48 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5 (“Despite the cover and article features to the agreement, AMI’s principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress the model’s story so as to prevent it from influencing the election. At no time during the negotiation for or acquisition of the model’s story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate information about it publicly.”). Compare MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 20-21 with AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement at 1-3, Ex. A ¶ 3 (stating that “AMI
	49 
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	1 fragrance line is directly refuted by AMI’s subsequent admission in its Non-Prosecution 2 Agreement that its “principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress 3 [McDougal’s] story so as to prevent it from influencing the election” and that “[a]t no time 4 during the negotiation for or acquisition of [McDougal’s] story did AMI intend to publish the 5 story or disseminate information about it publicly.”As a result, the Commission need not— 6 and does not—make any determination whether the pr
	50
	51 
	Committee.
	52

	10 B. The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that AMI’s Payment to McDougal 11 Was a Prohibited Corporate Contribution 
	12 1. 13 14 a. Coordination 15 The Act and Commission regulations prohibit corporations from making contributions to 16   Likewise, it is unlawful for any 17 candidate, candidate committee, or other person to knowingly accept or receive such a prohibited 
	The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that AMI’s Payment to 
	McDougal Was a Coordinated Expenditure 
	candidate committees in connection with a federal election.
	53

	18 contribution, and for any officer or director of a corporation to consent to any such 19   The Commission has consistently found that payments by a third party that are 
	contribution.
	54

	MURs 7324/7332 AMI Resp. at 6. AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 5. Id. at 1-3 (stating that “AMI accepts and acknowledges as true the facts” contained in Exhibit A). 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b). 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b), (d)-(e). 
	50 
	51 
	52 
	53 
	54 
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	1 intended to influence an election and are “coordinated” with a candidate, authorized committee, 2 or agent thereof are “coordinated expenditures” that result in a contribution by the person making 3 the expenditure to the candidate or political committee with whom the expenditure was 4 5 The available information indicates that AMI’s payment to McDougal was “coordinated” 6 with the campaign because, according to AMI, it was made “in cooperation, consultation or 7 concert with, or at the request or suggest
	coordinated.
	55 
	the Trump Committee.
	56 

	10 request and suggestion of one or more members or agents of a candidate’s 2016 presidential 11 campaign, to ensure that a woman did not publicize damaging allegations about that candidate 12 before the 2016 presidential election and thereby influence that election.” Accordingly, the 13 AMI payment to McDougal meets the definition of “coordinated” in 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a) in 14 that they were made in cooperation, consultation or concert with, or at the request or suggestion 15 of the Trump Committee.  The 
	57

	See 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a)-(b); see, e.g., Conciliation Agreement ¶¶ IV.7-11, V.1-2, MUR 6718 (Sen. John 
	55 

	E. Ensign) (Apr. 18, 2013) (acknowledging that third parties’ payment, in coordination with a federal candidate, of severance to a former employee of the candidate’s authorized committee and leadership PAC resulted in an excessive, unreported in-kind contribution by the third parties to the candidate and the two political committees); Factual & Legal Analysis at 30-33, MURs 4568, 4633, and 4634 (Triad Mgmt. Servs., Inc.) (finding reason to believe that by offering fundraising support, campaign management co
	52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i); 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(a)-(b). 
	56 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 2. 
	57 
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	1 b. For the Purpose of Influencing an Election 2 The “purpose” of influencing a federal election is a necessary element in defining 3 whether a payment is a “contribution” or “expenditure” under the Act and Commission 4   In analyzing whether a payment made by a third party is a “contribution” or 5 “expenditure,” the Commission has concluded that “the question under the Act is whether” the 6 donation, payment, or service was “provided for the purpose of influencing a federal election 7 [and] not whether [i
	regulations.
	58
	59
	60 

	10 
	inferred from the surrounding circumstances.
	61 

	11 With respect to the McDougal payment, it is unnecessary to infer the circumstances 
	12 behind the payment; AMI has already acknowledged, in a sworn agreement, that the purpose of 
	13 paying McDougal was to prevent her story from influencing the election.  In the AMI Non
	-

	14 Prosecution Agreement, AMI explicitly admits that its “principal purpose in entering into the 
	See 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A)(i), (9)(A)(i). 
	58 

	52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A)(i), (9)(A)(i). 
	59 

	Factual & Legal Analysis at 6, MUR 7024 (Van Hollen for Senate). 
	60 

	See, e.g., Advisory Op. 2000-08 (Harvey) at 1, 3 (“AO 2000-08”) (concluding private individual’s $10,000 “gift” to federal candidate would be a contribution because “the proposed gift would not be made but for the recipient’s status as a Federal candidate”); Advisory Op. 1990-05 (Mueller) at 4 (“AO 1990-05”) (explaining that solicitations and express advocacy communications are for the purpose of influencing an election and concluding, after examining circumstances of the proposed activity, that federal can
	61 
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	1 agreement [with McDougal] was to suppress the model’s story” and “to ensure that [she] did not 2 publicize damaging allegations about [Trump] before the 2016 presidential election and thereby 3 influence that election.”Further, AMI admits that the payment to McDougal was part of an 4 overarching scheme in “assisting [the] campaign” in identifying and purchasing “negative stories 5 about [his] relationships with women”6 Thus, the available information supports the conclusion that AMI’s payment to 7 McDouga
	62 
	 to prevent their publication.
	63 

	10 2. 11 12 
	The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that AMI’s Payment to 
	McDougal Was a Prohibited Corporate In-Kind Contribution to the Trump 
	Committee 

	13 Because the available information indicates that AMI’s payment to McDougal was a 14 coordinated expenditure made for the purpose of influencing the 2016 election, the record 15 supports a reason to believe finding that the payment constituted an in-kind contribution from 16   Further, because the payment was an in-kind contribution to 17 the Trump Committee, it was subject to the contribution limits and prohibitions set forth in the 18   The Act and Commission regulations prohibit corporations 
	AMI to the Trump Committee.
	64
	Act and Commission regulations.
	65

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶¶ 2, 5. 
	62 

	Id. ¶ 3. 
	63 

	See 11 C.F.R. § 109.20(b). 
	64 

	Under the Act, an individual may not make a contribution to a candidate with respect to any election in excess of the legal limit, which was $2,700 per election during the 2016 election cycle. See 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(1)(A); 11 C.F.R. § 110.1(b)(1). However, as detailed below, these contributions were made by a corporation, not an individual. 
	65 
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	1 
	1 
	from making contributions to candidate committees.66
	  The Act and Commission regulations also 

	2 
	2 
	prohibit candidates, candidate committees, or other persons from knowingly accepting or 

	3 
	3 
	receiving such a prohibited contribution, and for any officer or director of a corporation to 

	4 
	4 
	consent to making any such contribution.67 

	5 
	5 
	The Commission has previously found violations of the Act by a corporation and its 

	6 
	6 
	officers in connection with similar payments to third parties. In MUR 7248, the Commission 

	7 
	7 
	found reason to believe that Cancer Treatment Centers of America and several of its corporate 

	8 
	8 
	officers violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118 by making and consenting to prohibited corporate 

	9 
	9 
	contributions where the corporate officers engaged in a reimbursement scheme whereby 

	10 
	10 
	executives were reimbursed via bonuses for their political contributions.68 

	11 
	11 
	While corporate contributions to candidate committees are per se prohibited and do not 

	12 
	12 
	require proof of the contributor’s knowledge of the violation, AMI has admitted to DOJ that it 

	13 
	13 
	knew that corporations are prohibited from contributing to candidate committees like the Trump 

	14 
	14 
	Committee.69 The AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement states: 

	15 16 17 18 
	15 16 17 18 
	At all relevant times, AMI knew that corporations such as AMI are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.  At no time did AMI 

	TR
	66 
	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b). 

	TR
	67 
	52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b), (d)-(e). 

	TR
	68 Factual & Legal Analysis at 15-18, 21-22, MUR 7248 (Cancer Treatment Centers of America Global, Inc.); see also MUR 7027 (MV Transportation, Inc.) (conciliating violations of 52 U.S.C. § 30118 with a corporation and CEO that stemmed from a reimbursement scheme); MUR 6889 (Eric Byer) (finding reason to believe that a corporation and an executive violated section 30118 through a contribution reimbursement scheme) see also First Gen. Counsel’s Rpt. at 18-19, 26, MUR 6766 (Jesse Jackson Jr.) (recommending th

	TR
	69 
	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 8. 
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	1 report to the Federal Election Commission that it had made the $150,000 2 3 Therefore, AMI has admitted that it made the payment to McDougal while knowing that it was 4   Thus, the Commission finds reason to believe that AMI and Pecker violated 
	payment to [McDougal].
	70 
	unlawful.
	71

	5 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by making and consenting to a prohibited corporate in-kind contribution.    6 C.  The Commission Finds Reason to Believe that the Violation Set Forth Above 7 Was Knowing and Willful 
	8 The Act prescribes additional penalties for “knowing and willful” violations,which are 
	72 

	9 defined as “acts [that] were committed with full knowledge of all the relevant facts and a 10 recognition that the action is prohibited by law.”  This standard does not require knowledge of 11 the specific statute or regulation that the respondent allegedly violated; it is sufficient to 12 demonstrate that a respondent “acted voluntarily and was aware that his conduct was 13 unlawful.”Such awareness may be shown through circumstantial evidence from which the 
	73
	74 

	Id. 
	70 

	See AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 8 (“At all relevant times, AMI knew that corporations such as AMI are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.”). 
	71 

	See 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(B), (d). 
	72 

	122 Cong. Rec. 12,197, 12,199 (May 3, 1976); see, e.g., Factual & Legal Analysis at 3-4, MUR 6920 (Now or Never PAC, et al.) (applying “knowing and willful” standard); Factual & Legal Analysis at 17-18, MUR 6766 (Jesse Jackson, Jr., et al.) (same). 
	73 

	United States v. Danielczyk, 917 F. Supp. 2d 573, 579 (E.D. Va. 2013) (quoting Bryan v. United States, 524 
	74 

	U.S. 184, 195 (1998) (holding that the government needs to show only that the defendant acted with knowledge that conduct was unlawful, not knowledge of the specific statutory provision violated, to establish a willful violation)). 
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	1 respondent’s unlawful intent may be reasonably inferred, including, for example, an “elaborate 2 scheme for disguising” unlawful acts.3 The available information supports a reason to believe finding that AMI and Pecker’s 4 foregoing violation was knowing and willful because AMI, through its Non-Prosecution 5 Furthermore, Pecker’s and 6 Howard’s direct involvement in the negotiations indicate that Pecker was a party in a scheme to 7 both hide the story and the payment.As such, the information indicates tha
	75
	76 
	Agreement, admitted that it knew its actions were unlawful.
	77 
	78

	10 corresponding payment.  Accordingly, the Commission finds reason to believe that the violation 11 of the Act by AMI and Pecker, as set forth above, was knowing and willful.  
	Cf. United States v. Hopkins, 916 F.2d 207, 213 (5th Cir. 1990) (quoting United States v. Bordelon, 871 F.2d 491, 494 (5th Cir. 1989)). Hopkins involved a conduit contributions scheme, and the issue before the Fifth Circuit concerned the sufficiency of the evidence supporting the defendants’ convictions for conspiracy and false statements under 18 U.S.C. §§ 371 and 1001. 
	75 

	Id. at 214-15. “It has long been recognized that ‘efforts at concealment [may] be reasonably explainable only in terms of motivation to evade’ lawful obligations.” Id. at 214 (quoting Ingram v. United States, 360 U.S. 672, 679 (1959)). 
	76 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 8 (admitting that AMI “knew that corporations such as [itself] are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful”). 
	77 

	AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, Ex. A ¶ 3. 
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	BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
	In the Matter of ) 
	) MURs 7324, 7332, 7366, American Media, Inc.) 
	1 

	) 
	CONCILIATION AGREEMENT 
	This matter was generated by complaints filed by Common Cause, Free Speech for People, American Bridge 21st Century Foundation, and Allen J. Epstein. The Federal Election Commission found reason to believe that American Media, Inc. through its successor in interest, A360 Media, LLC (“AMI”) (“Respondent”) knowingly and willfully violated 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a) by making a prohibited corporate in-kind contribution by purchasing a story right from Karen McDougal in August 2016 and thereafter not publishing the s
	NOW, THEREFORE, the Commission and the Respondent, having participated in informal methods of conciliation, prior to a finding of probable cause to believe, do hereby agree as follows: 
	I. The Commission has jurisdiction over the Respondent and the subject matter of this proceeding, and this agreement has the effect of an agreement entered pursuant to 52 U.S.C § 30109 (a)(4)(A)(i). 
	II. Respondent has had a reasonable opportunity to demonstrate that no action should be taken in this matter. 
	III. Respondent voluntarily enters into this agreement with the Commission. 
	IV. The pertinent facts in this matter are as follows: 
	Through its successor in interest A360 Media, LLC. 
	Figure
	    
	MURs 7324, 7332, and 7366 (American Media, Inc.) Conciliation Agreement Page 2 of 8 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	In 2016, at the time of the events giving rise to this matter, AMI was a bona fide media corporation headquartered in New York, New York, that published health, fitness, celebrity and investigative print and online magazines, tabloids and books. Among AMI’s publications were the National Enquirer (the “Enquirer”), a weekly print and online tabloid publication in print since 1926, Muscle & Fitness, Muscle & Fitness Hers, Men’s Journal, Star Magazine, Radar Online, OK!, and US Weekly. AMI has never been owned

	2. 
	2. 
	David Pecker was the President and Chief Executive Officer of AMI until 2020 when AMI merged with another company to form a new company. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Dylan Howard was AMI’s Vice President and Chief Content Officer. From 2013 to 2017, Howard was the Editor in Chief of the Enquirer. 


	4. Michael D. Cohen was an attorney for the Trump Organization. 
	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. and Bradley T. Crate in his official capacity as treasurer (the “Trump Committee”), was then-presidential candidate Donald J. Trump’s principal campaign committee. 

	6. 
	6. 
	In August 2015, David Pecker met with at least one member of the Trump Committee and Michael Cohen. At that meeting, Mr. Pecker offered to help deal with negative stories about Trump by, among other things, assisting the campaign in identifying such stories so they could be purchased and their publication avoided. Mr. Pecker agreed to keep Cohen apprised of any such stories. 

	7. 
	7. 
	In June 2016, an attorney representing Karen McDougal, who was attempting to sell her story of her alleged extramarital affair with Trump, contacted Dylan Howard at the 
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	Enquirer. David Pecker and Dylan Howard then informed Michael Cohen about the story. At Mr. Cohen’s urging and subject to his promise that AMI would be reimbursed, AMI began negotiations to obtain the rights to her story. On June 20, 2016, Dylan Howard interviewed Karen McDougal about her story. Following the interview, AMI communicated to Mr. Cohen that it would acquire the story but not publish it, pursuant to an expectation of reimbursement by Michael Cohen. 
	8. 
	8. 
	8. 
	AMI and Karen McDougal entered into a contract on August 6, 2016, whereby AMI purchased the “Limited Life Story Rights” to the story of Ms. McDougal’s relationship with “any then-married man” in exchange for the payment of $150,000. In addition, Ms. McDougal agreed to be featured on two AMI-owned magazine covers and work with a ghostwriter to author monthly columns for AMI publications; however, AMI was not obligated to publish her columns. 

	9. 
	9. 
	On August 10, 2016, AMI sent a $150,000 payment to Karen McDougal’s attorney Keith Davidson for the rights to Ms. McDougal’s story, modeling services for magazine covers, and articles. 

	10. 
	10. 
	In late August and September 2016, consistent with prior conversations between them, Mr. Cohen called David Pecker and stated that he wanted to be assigned the limited life rights portion of AMI’s agreement with Karen McDougal. Mr. Pecker agreed to assign the rights to Cohen for $125,000. The assignment agreement was drawn up, and on September 30, 2016, prior to receiving payment, Mr. Pecker signed the agreement, which contemplated the transfer of the limited life rights portion of AMI’s agreement to an ent
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	11. 
	11. 
	11. 
	However, in or about early October 2016, Mr. Pecker contacted Mr. Cohen and told him that the deal was off and that Mr. Cohen should tear up the assignment agreement. Thus, the sale was never consummated and AMI continued to own the story right until April 2018, when AMI renegotiated the limited life story right with Ms. McDougal, re-assigning the story right to her while retaining a financial interest in the story in the event she were to sell the story. 

	12. 
	12. 
	In addition to the sale of the limited life story right, Karen McDougal ultimately did perform journalistic services for AMI. AMI published articles written by Ms. McDougal in OK! Magazine and Star Magazine and featured her on the cover of Muscle & Fitness Hers (Spring 2017) and Men’s Journal (September 2018). She modeled for photo shoots which were featured in print magazines and online. The publication of these articles was intended, at least in part, to keep Ms. McDougal from commenting publicly about he

	13. 
	13. 
	In 2018, AMI entered into a non-prosecution agreement with the Department of Justice (“AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement”) that related to AMI’s general agreement to identify stories that were damaging to Donald J. Trump’s presidential campaign so that they could be purchased and their publication avoided, including AMI’s subsequent $150,000 payment to Karen McDougal.  

	14. 
	14. 
	In the AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, AMI acknowledged that the payment of $150,000 was “substantially more than AMI otherwise would have paid to acquire the story” because of Michael Cohen’s assurances that AMI would ultimately be reimbursed for the payment. Further, AMI admitted that its “principal purpose in entering into the agreement was to suppress [McDougal’s] story so as to prevent it from influencing the election” and that “[a]t no 
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	time during the negotiation for or acquisition of [McDougal’s] story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate information about it publicly.”  As part of the Non-Prosecution Agreement, AMI admitted that, “[a]t all relevant times, [it] knew that corporations such as AMI are subject to federal campaign finance laws, and that expenditures by corporations, made for purposes of influencing an election and in coordination with or at the request of a candidate or campaign, are unlawful.” 
	15. 
	15. 
	15. 
	Under the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”), a “contribution” includes “any gift, subscription, loan, advance, or deposit of money or anything of value made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office,” and an “expenditure” includes “any purchase, payment, distribution, loan, advance, deposit, or gift of money or anything of value, made by any person for the purpose of influencing any election for Federal office.” 52 U.S.C. § 30101(8)(A), (9)(A). 

	16. 
	16. 
	Under Commission regulations, the phrase “anything of value” includes all in- kind contributions, which includes, among other things, coordinated expenditures. 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a)(7)(B)(i); 11 C.F.R. § 100.52(d)(1). 

	17. 
	17. 
	An expenditure is coordinated when it is made “in cooperation, consultation or concert with, or at the request or suggestion” a candidate or a candidate’s authorized committee and is considered an in-kind contribution to the candidate or candidate’s authorized committee with whom it was coordinated. 11 C.F.R. § 109.20. 

	18. 
	18. 
	Although the Act’s definition of “expenditure” does not include “any news story, commentary, or editorial distributed through the facilities of any broadcasting station, newspaper magazine, or other periodical publication, unless such facilities are owned or controlled by any 
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	political party, political committee, or candidate,” the Commission has concluded that this exemption, known as the “Press Exemption,” does not apply to AMI’s payment to Karen McDougal because, as stated in the AMI Non-Prosecution Agreement, “[a]t no time during the negotiation for or acquisition of [Karen McDougal’s] story did AMI intend to publish the story or disseminate information about it publicly,” it acquired the story “in consultation cooperation and concert with and at request or suggestion of one
	19. 
	19. 
	19. 
	The Act and Commission regulations prohibit corporations from making contributions to candidate committees in connection with a federal election. 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b). 

	20. 
	20. 
	The Act and Commission regulations also prohibit candidates, candidate committees, or other persons from knowingly accepting or receiving such a prohibited contribution and for any officer or director of a corporate to consent to making any such contribution. 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(b), (d)-(e). 

	21. 
	21. 
	AMI contends that, like all publishers, it has a well-established First Amendment and statutory right, which it has often practiced, to decline to publish stories, even after spending significant resources to develop those stories. AMI further contends that it believed its purchase of McDougal’s story right in 2016 and the decision not to publish the story were fully protected by the Press Exemption and the First Amendment because AMI is a well-established press entity regularly publishing magazines in prin
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	choice of an individual to sell their story right and of AMI to purchase that right and not publish 
	the story would not necessarily result in a contribution under the Act. 
	V. Solely for the purpose of settling this matter expeditiously and avoiding litigation, with no admission as to the merit of the Commission’s legal conclusions: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Respondent agrees not to contest that AMI’s payment to Karen McDougal to purchase a limited life story right combined with its decision not to publish the story, in consultation with an agent of Donald J. Trump and for the purpose of influencing the election, constituted a prohibited corporate in-kind contribution in violation of 52 U.S.C. § 30118(a). 

	2. 
	2. 
	Respondent acknowledges the Commission’s reason-to-believe finding that these violations were knowing and willful, but Respondent does not admit to the knowing and willful aspect of these violations. 


	VI. Respondent will take the following actions: 
	1. Respondent will cease and desist from violating 52 U.S.C. §§ 30118(a). 
	2. Respondent will pay a civil penalty to the Commission in the amount of One Hundred Eighty-Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($187,500) pursuant to 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(5)(B). 
	VII. The Commission, on request of anyone filing a complaint under 52 U.S.C. § 30109(a)(1) concerning the matters at issue herein or on its own motion, may review compliance with this agreement. If the Commission believes that this agreement or any requirement thereof has been violated, it may institute a civil action for relief in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia. 
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	VIII. This agreement shall become effective as of the date that all parties hereto have executed the same and the Commission has approved the entire agreement. 
	IX. 
	IX. 
	IX. 
	Respondent shall have no more than 30 days from the date this agreement becomes effective to comply with and implement the requirements contained in this agreement and to so notify the Commission. 

	X. 
	X. 
	This Conciliation Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties on the matters raised herein, and no other statement, promise, or agreement, either written or 


	oral, made by either party or by agents of either party, that is not contained in this written agreement shall be enforceable. 
	FOR THE COMMISSION: 
	Figure
	Charles Kitcher Date Acting Associate General Counsel 
	for Enforcement 
	FOR THE RESPONDENT: 
	Figure
	   
	James Pascoe Date Chief Legal Officer 
	Figure
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	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION Washington, DC 20463 
	June 1, 2021 
	Via Electronic Mail (; ) 
	lgoodman@wiley.law
	lgoodman@wiley.law

	awoodson@wiley.law
	awoodson@wiley.law


	Lee Goodman, Esp. Andrew G. Woodson, Esq. Wiley Rein LLP 1776 K Street NW Washington, DC 20006 
	RE: MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366         American Media, Inc. David J. Pecker 
	Dear Mr. Goodman and Mr. Woodson: 
	This is to advise you that the file in these matters has been closed and this matter is now public. Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Statement of Policy Regarding Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other 
	Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016). 
	If you have any questions, please contact me at  or (202) 694-1650. 
	abaranowicz@fec.gov

	       Sincerely, 
	Figure
	       Adrienne C. Baranowicz        Attorney 
	       Adrienne C. Baranowicz        Attorney 


	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION Washington, DC 20463 
	Via Electronic Mail Michael D. Cohen New York, NY 10002 
	June 1, 2021 
	RE: MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 
	Dear Mr. Cohen: 
	On February 27, 2018, March 1, 2018, April 19, 2018, April 20, 2018, May 10, 2018, August 9, 2018, and May 17, 2019, the Federal Election Commission (“Commission”) notified you of four complaints, and their related amendments, alleging that you violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”) and the Commission’s regulations. The Commission considered the allegations raised in the complaints and there were an insufficient number of votes to find reason to believ
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016), effective September 1, 2016. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Adrienne C. Baranowicz, the attorney assigned to this matter, at  or (202) 694-1650. 
	abaranowicz@fec.gov

	       Sincerely, 
	Figure
	       Lynn Y. Tran        Assistant General Counsel 
	       Lynn Y. Tran        Assistant General Counsel 


	Figure
	FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION Washington, DC 20463 
	June 1, 2021 
	Via Electronic Mail () 
	scrosland@jonesday.com

	E. Stewart Crosland, Esq.  Jones Day 51 Louisiana Avenue NW Washington, DC 20001 
	RE: MURs 7324, 7332, 7364, and 7366 
	 Dear Mr. Crosland:  
	On February 27, 2018, March 1, 2018, April 19, 2018, April 20, 2018, May 10, 2018, August 9, 2018, and May 17, 2019, the Federal Election Commission (“Commission”) notified you of four complaints, and their amendments, alleging that your clients, Donald J. Trump and Make America Great Again PAC (formerly known as Donald J. Trump for President, Inc.), and Bradley T. Crate in his official capacity as treasurer, violated certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (the “Act”) and 
	Documents related to the case will be placed on the public record within 30 days.  See Disclosure of Certain Documents in Enforcement and Other Matters, 81 Fed. Reg. 50,702 (Aug. 2, 2016), effective September 1, 2016. 
	If you have any questions, please contact Adrienne C. Baranowicz, the attorney assigned to this matter, at  or (202) 694-1650. 
	abaranowicz@fec.gov

	       Sincerely, 
	Figure
	       Lynn Y. Tran        Assistant General Counsel 
	       Lynn Y. Tran        Assistant General Counsel 









